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INTRODUCTION.

i. In the summary account of the Spend Nask, given in

the eighth book ofthe Dinkar^, chapter XIV, it is stated in

§ 4 (see S. B. E., vol. xxxvii, p. 32) that many marvels, owing

to Zaratuit, are published therein, 'just as there are some

which, collected and selected, are noticed by the Dinkar^

manuscript.' This statement evidently refers to the seventh

book of the Dinkar^/, which contains the legendary history

of Zaratost and his religion, related as a series of marvels

extending from the creation to the resurrection of mankind.

A much briefer account of some of the same details occurs

at the beginning of the fifth book of the Dinkar^, and

appears to have been abridged from a compilation which

was either derived partially from a foreign source, or pre-

pared for the use of foreign proselytes. A third compila-

tion of similar legends is found among the Selections of

Z&/-sparam. And a careful translation of these three

Pahlavi Texts constitutes the Marvels of Zoroastrianism

contained in this volume.

2. As the extent of Dk. VII is about i6,coo Pahlavi

words (without allowing for one folio lost), it probably

contains about four-fifths of the details included in the

Spend Nask, the Pahlavi version of which has been esti-

mated, in S. B. E., vol. xxxvii, p. 469, to extend to 20,500

words. It says very little about Zaratu^t's conferences

with the sacred beings (mentioned in Dk. VIII, xiv, 5, 6),

and gives no description of the other world and the way
thither (as reported ibid. 8). But it probably contains

many verbatim extracts from other parts of the Pahlavi

version of the Spend Nask, which appear, however, to have

been previously collected in the Exposition of the Good
Religion, an older MS. than the Dtnkar^, which is quoted

as an authority in Dk. VII, i, 2.
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3. This seventh book commences with a detailed

statement of the descent of the glorious ruling dynasty

from the primeval man G&y6mard, through his descen-

dants, the P&d£Ufian and Kayanian rulers, to Kai-Virt&sp.

Among the individuals, rarely mentioned elsewhere, are the

sacred being Hadish (the protector of homesteads in the

Visperad), V&£gerea? the brother of king Hoshang, Pata-

khsrob6 king of the Arabs, and Adshnar the chancellor of

Kai-Us. Zaratu^t and the three millennial apostles are

also mentioned, but the contents of this first chapter are

probably derived from the ATitrada^ Nask (see Dk. VII,

xiii, 20) and from Yt. XIX, 25-93.

4. Chapter II begins the legendary history of Zaratu^t

with the descent of his glory, from the presence of

Auharma^ to the house in which Zaratfot's mother was

about to be born ; and, alarmed at her radiance, the Kavigs

and Karaps, or ruling priests of the district, oblige her

father to send her away to another valley, where Poru-

shaspo resided, to whom she was afterwards married; and

several legends are related, in which both the archangels

and archdemons are active agents, which lead on to the

birth of Zaratuit, thirty years before the end of the ninth

millennium of the universe, and his complete genealogy is

given.

5. Chapter III begins with his laughing at birth, and

describes the ill-will of the Karaps, or priests of those

times, and their many attempts to destroy him during his

childhood, till he openly defied them at the age of seven.

At the end of the ninth millennium, when he was thirty

years old, as he was bringing H6m-water out of the fourth

effluent of the Daiti river, he met the archangel Vohuman6
who had come to invite him to a conference with

Auharma^, about which no details are given.

6. Chapter IV, however, proceeds to mention that, in

two years, he returned from his first conference, by order

of Auharma^, to preach his religion to the Kigs and

Karaps in the presence of their ruler, Aurvaita-dang the

Tur. They seem to have listened attentively till he advo-

cated Khvetukdas, when they demanded his death, and
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were supported by the Tur's brother; but the Tfir's son,

who presided, remonstrated with them, and Afirvaitd-dang

himself protected him, but refused to be converted.

Zaratfot was afterwards sent to demand slaves and horses

from V£dvofat, a rich Karap, who refused them arrogantly

;

he also went to Parsha^-g#u in Sagastan and cured his bull

with H6m-water, whereupon Parsha^-gau joined him in

worship, but not in public. Zaratiut repulsed the demons

as in Vd. XIX, 1-4 ; he is then tempted by a Karap in

the form of Spendarma^, whom he also repulses. And he

is finally sent to the court of Vlrtasp, where he is relent-

lessly opposed by the Kigs and Karaps who obtained his

imprisonment, during which he is saved from starvation by

a miracle ; then some of the sacred beings arrive to assist

him, and Vutasp is at last converted, twelve years after

the coming of the religion when Zaraturt went to his first

conference with Auharma^.

7. Chapter V refers to the marvels of the last thirty-five

years of Zaratfot's life, after Virtdsp's conversion, but says

nothing about his own death, except that he departed to the

best existence at the age of seventy-seven. It mentions the

establishment of ordeals of thirty-three kinds, the victory of

Vi-rtasp over Ar^asp the Khy6n, the useful works and

advice of Zaratiut, the compilation of the Avesta, and the

birth of Peshydtan, the immortal ruler of Kangd^sr.

8. Chapter VI continues this account of marvels till the

death ofVi^tdsp,which occurred forty-three years later. The
legends related are about the presentation of a heavenly

chariot to Vlrtasp by the soul of an old hero Srit6 who had

been killed about 350 years before; and regarding the

coming of two high-priests from the southern regions of

the earth, ten years after the departure of Zaratuit, to

enquire about the religion.

9. Chapter VII relates the marvels occurring after the

death of VLstasp until the end of the sovereignty of Iran
;

mentioning king Vohumand who was a grandson of Vutasp,

the high-priest Senov who lived throughout the second

century of the religion, the devastator Alexander the

Great, the four successive high-priests who restore ortho-
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doxy in the fifth and sixth centuries of the religion, the

apostate Rashn-resh of about the same period, king

Artakhshatar the founder of the Sasanian dynasty, his

chancellor Tanvasar, Aturpa<^-i Maraspendan and his son

surnamed Avarethrab^u, with an anonymous arch-apostate

of their time, and then king Khusrd Anoshervan. Finally,

it condemns the proceedings of the devastators in later

times, whose names are not mentioned.

10. Chapter VIII deals with the ninth and tenth

centuries of the religion, which bring the millennium of

Zaratu^t to a close. After a bitter lamentation over the

anarchy in religion and government—in which parts of

§§ 34 and 36 are taken from the Varitmansar commentary

on Yas. XXXII in Dk. IX, xxxii, 17, 20—it refers to the

arrival of iTitro-mehono, c him of the racial home/ a title

of Peshyotano, son of Vi^tdsp, and immortal ruler of

Kangd^sr, who arrives with 150 disciples to restore the

religion and destroy the wicked, including the Turkish

demons, the Arabs, and the ecclesiastical Sh&Zaspd 1

(Theodosius ?). In the thirtieth year before the end of this

tenth millennium Aush&/ar, the Developer of Righteousness,

is born, and confers with the archangels at the end of the

millennium, when the sun stands still for ten days and

nights.

11. Chapter IX describes the eleventh millennium, that

of Ausheafar, who produces much prosperity and progress

which continue until the fifth century. Then the wizard

Mahrkus appears for seven years, and produces awful

winters in four of them, in which most of mankind and

animals perish, till he is himself destroyed by the Dahman
Afnn. Afterwards, Yim's enclosure is opened to replenish

the earth with animals and men who then begin to subsist

more upon the milk of cattle, which is plentiful; and

Ashavahut6 interferes to diminish the slaughter of cattle.

At the end of the fifth century two-thirds of the Iranians

have become righteous, and in the thirtieth year before the

end ofthis eleventh millenniumAush^ar-mah, the Developer

1 This name can be read SheV&sfaj in Byt. III.
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of Worship, is born, and confers with the archangels at the

end of the millennium, when the sun stands still for twenty

days and nights.

12. Chapter X describes the twelfth millennium, that of

Aushedar-mah, during which mankind continue to improve,

are better supplied, and have fewer wants, while deaths

occur only through old age and the executioner. During the

last fifty-three years, they leave off eating meat and subsist

upon vegetables and milk, for which latter they substitute

water for the last three years. But the old tyrant Dahak
breaks loose, and Keresaspo has to be roused to smite him.

In the thirtieth year before the end of this twelfth millen-

nium Sdshans, the Triumphant Benefiter, is born ; Kai-

Khusrd and his companions afterwards arrive to assist him,

and the sun stands still for thirty days and nights.

13. Chapter XI describes how Soshans and his assistants

destroy all the evil remaining in the world, during the course

of fifty-seven years, while mankind subsist for seventeen

years on vegetables, thirty years on water, and ten years on

spiritual food. And, at the end of these fifty-seven years,

Aharman and the fiend are annihilated, and the renovation

for the future existence occurs.

14. Several of the details described in Dk. VII are

briefly mentioned in Dk. V, i-iv, where they are introduced

by a statement of the siege of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar

{Bilkht-NarsiJi) assisted by Kai-L6harasp, father of Vutasp.

Excepting this account of the siege, in which the Jews are

evidently called ' a congregation or tribe ' (ram), and some

remarks about the same ' tribe ' at' the end of Chapter IV,

all the other details which are mentioned have reference

only to Iranians ; but they are said to be the sayings of

Atur-farnbag as to the MS. which that tribe call really

their Gyemara (Chaps. I, 2, 3 ; IV, 8), as the name can be

most plausibly read. Most of the strictly Iranian details

have manifestly been derived from the same sources as

were consulted by the writer of Dk. VII, that is, from the

Pahlavi versions of the Spend and iTitradarf Nasks. It

would probably be hazardous to suppose that the Jewish

compilers of the Gemara could have had access to these
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sources, and it might be preferable to assume that Atflr-

farnbag was himself compiling a record of Zoroastrian

traditions for the use of some converts from Judaism, to

take the place of the Gemara of their former faith.

15. The Zaratu^t-namak of Za^-sparam is contained in

the latter half (Zs. XII-XXIII) of the first series of his

Selections, the former half of which, being a paraphrase of

the first half of the BundahLy, has been translated in S. B. E.,

vol. v
3 pp. 155-186. In Chapter XII Za<^-sparam relates two

of the earliest legends referring to Ma^a-worship, which he

had found in old MSS. The first of these describes the

appearance of the archangel Spendarma^/, wearing a golden

sacred girdle, at the court of king Manu^ihar, 428 * years

before the coming of the religion to Zaratfot when he went

to his conference with the sacred beings. The other is the

legend of the warrior Srito, the seventh brother, who was

sent by Kai-tis to kill the frontier-settling ox which

threatened him, 300 years before the coming of the religion,

with future execration by Zaratujt.

16. Chapter XIII refers to the descent of Zaratu^t's

glory upon his mother at her birth, and the combination

of his spiritual and worldly natures ; also detailing his

genealogy. Chapter XIV describes the attempts of the

demons to destroy him before and at his birth, when
Vohumano entered his reasoning powers and made him
laugh with delight and utter one form of the Ahunavair

formula. Chapter XV is about the five Karap brothers,

with their first cousins the Ausikhshes, all descended from

the demon of Wrath and a sister of king M&nu.sv£ihar ; also

about the four brothers of Zaratuit who seem to be

unmentioned elsewhere.

17. Chapter XVI details the attempts of one of the

Karaps to destroy Zaratu^t during his infancy, and the

means by which he is preserved ; it also explains who Ragh
and No^ar were. In Chapter XVII one of the Karaps
foretells the future success of Zaratfot. In Chapter XVIII

1 The MSS. have 528, but this would be twenty-eight years before the

accession of Manujv£ihar, see the synopsis in § 55.
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his father hears him accused of folly, and takes him to

a Karap to be cured. In Chapter XIX the chief Karap

comes to the house of Zaratikt's father, and is invited to

consecrate the food set before him ; but Zaratujt objects

and a quarrel ensues, which so much disturbs the Karap

that he leaves the house, and drops dead from his horse on

the road home. In Chapter XX instances are given of

Zaratu^t's righteous desires, his compassionate assistance of

people fording a river, his liberal disposition, his abandoning

worldly desires, his pity for dogs, his wish for a good-

looking wife, and his acceptance of progress even from the

wicked, during his youth.

1 8. Chapter XXI relates that, at thirty years of age, on

his way to the festival of spring, he saw in a vision all man-
kind following Medyomah, his first cousin, into his presence.

He then went on to the bank of the Daitih, and crossed its

four channels, when he met Vohumand who led him to the

assembly of the archangels, where he received instruction

from Auharma-s*/ and saw the omniscient wisdom ; the

archangels also subjected him to various ordeals.

19. Chapter XXII refers to his conferences with the

seven archangels, each at a different place, and extending

over ten years. In Chapter XXIII, MeWy6mah is con-

verted at the end of these ten years. The next two years

are spent on the conversion of Vutasp, in which Zaratu^t

is assisted by some of the sacred beings, and the narrative

ends by giving the dates of several other conversions, births,

and deaths. But after its 300th year the religion is dis-

turbed and the monarchy contested ; referring, no doubt, to

the effects of Alexander's conquest of Persia.

2,0. These three narratives appear to be the only con-

nected statements of the Zoroastrian legend that remain

extant in Pahlavi, and all three seem to be chiefly derived

from the Sasanian Pahlavi version of the Spend Nask, with

some probable additions from the similar version of the

K\trdL&&d Nask, as may be gathered from the summary
accounts of the contents of these Nasks given in Dk. VIII,

xiii, 30-xiv, 15, and translated in S. B. E., vol. xxxvii,

PP- 3 I~34. There are, however, allusions to other legends
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regarding Zarattat to be found scattered about in Pahlavi

literature, to which we shall return after mentioning the

manuscript authorities for the texts translated in this

volume.

21. The chief existing authority for the Pahlavi text of

the Dinkar^, Books III-IX, and the only independent one

for Book VII, is the MS. B in Bombay, which has been

fully described in S. B. E., vol. xxxvii, pp. xxxiii-xxxvii

;

it will therefore be sufficient here to give a short statement

of the information which was there detailed at full length.

This MS., written in 1659, was an unbound quarto volume

of 392 folios when. it was brought from Iran to Surat in

1783; after which time 70 folios became detached from

various parts of the MS., but nearly all these had been

discovered more than twenty years ago.

22. The writer of the MS. not only recorded the date of

his own work, but also copied two previous colophons of his

predecessors, with dates corresponding to A. D. 1516 and

1020, and it appears that there had been an intermediate

copy about 1355. The MS. of 1020 had been copied at

Bakda^/, possibly from the original MS. of the last editor

of the Dinkar^, which must have been completed about

A. D. 900.

23. For the text of Dk. V we have a second authority,

independent of B, in the MS. K43 at Kopenhagen (see

S. B. E., vol. xxxvii, pp. xxxvii-viii), written shortly after

1594 and also descended from the MS. of 1020.

24. The Selections of Za^-sparam are found in some of

the old MSS., which also contain the Daafistan-i Dinik (see

S. B. E., vol. xviii, pp. xv-xvii). Of the two MSS. used

for the text of Zarf-sparam's Zaratiut-ndmak, K35 was

brought from Iran to Kopenhagen in 1843. It has lost

many folios, both at the beginning and end ; but, before

it was so mutilated, a copy (BK) of it was made, which

is now in Bombay and contains a copy of its colophon, the

date of which corresponds to A. D. 1592. For the text of

Zs. xxii, 4-xxiv, 19, which has been lost from K35, the

translator is indebted to this old copy. The other MS.
authority T, belonging to Ervad Tehmuras in Bombay
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(a copy of which has been used), is dated two generations

earlier.

25. Regarding the period of Zarf-sparam's career we are

well informed by the date of the third Epistle of Manu-

skthar, corresponding to A.D. 881, at which time Zaaf-sparam

was probably in the prime of life ; but his Selections were

certainly compiled as late as A. D. 900, or about the same

time as the completion of the Dinkar*/. So that the

Pahlavi texts, from which these three narratives of the

Zoroastrian legends have been translated, were no doubt

all written about A. D. 900, and the information they

contain was nearly all derived from the Pahlavi versions

of two of the Nasks.

26. We have reason to believe that the Pahlavi versions

of Avesta texts were completed in the fourth century and

revised in the sixth, after the downfall of the heretic

Mazdak. This may not only be clearly inferred from the

traditional account of the compilation and restorations of

the Avesta and Zand, preserved in Dk. IV, 21-36, and

translated in S. B. E., vol. xxxvii, pp. 412-418 ; but is also

in accordance with the actual condition of the Pahlavi

versions of the liturgical Avesta texts. With the exception

of a few interpolated passages, the whole of these Pahlavi

versions might have been written, or revised, in the time

of king Shahpuhar II (a. D. 309-379). And the excep-

tional passages mention no persons or events of a later

date than the reign of king Khusro I (a. d. 531-578)

;

being merely references to such persons as Mazdak, the

heretic, and certain commentators who lived about that

time.

27. If we examine the Zoroastrian legends, translated in

this volume, we shall also find it difficult to discover

a passage that clearly alludes to any historical personage

of later date than Khusrd I, who is named in Dk. V, iii, 3;

VII, vii, 26, although the compiler of the Dmkard had the

traditions of 250 years of Arab rule to draw upon for facts,

if he had been disposed to continue the statements of the

Pahlavi Spend Nask down to his own time. No doubt,

these traditions may have intensified his denunciations of

[47] b
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the devastators in Dk. VII, vii, 29-38 ; viii, 4-9, but, like

most Pahlavi writers, he is careful not to mention Muham-
madanism. Dk. VII, vii, 33, 34 seem to refer to some

particular individual of this later time ; but the references

to Kaisar and Khakan, the Turkish demons with dishevelled

hair, the Arab, and She^aspo (Theodosius ?) of Arum, may
all have been taken from a Pahlavi version revised in the

time of Khftsrd I.

28. That the original Pahlavi version was translated from

an Avesta text, though many Pahlavi commentaries were

intermingled, appears certain. Apart from the numerous

quotations from revelation (den 6), which may be safely

assumed to have had an Avesta original, there are many
passages interspersed with glosses, such as the Pahlavi

translators habitually used, as well as numerous sen-

tences beginning with a verb, an Avesta peculiarity which

generally disappears in an English translation. Regard-

ing the age of this Avesta text it would be hazardous

to speculate without further information than we yet

possess.

29. The principal details connected with the Zoroastrian

legends which have been noticed in other Pahlavi and

Pazand texts, with references to the passages where they

occur, are as follows :

—

Gdsiirvan informed of the future coming of Zaratfot in Bd. IV, 4.

Z.'s genealogy and family in Bd. XXXII, 1-10.

Summary account of Z. and Zoroastrianism, from the creation

to the resurrection, in Dk. VIII, xiv, 1-15.

The abode of Z.'s father, when Z. was born, was on the bank of

the Dare^-a river (Bd. XX, 32 ; XXIV, 15).

150 demons were prevented from destroying Z., before his birth,

by the presence of a fire in his father's house (Sis. X, 4 ; XII,

11; Sd.XVI, 3).

Detailed account of the birth of Z. in Dk. IX, xxiv, 1-18.

When Z. first saw the archangels, he thought they were arch-

demons (Ep. I, x, 9).

Omniscient wisdom temporarily conferred upon Z., and what he

then saw (Dk. IX, viii, 1-6 ; Byt. I, 1-5; II, 5-22).

He saw the soul of Davans tormented in hell, excepting one foot

(AV. XXXII, 1-6; Sis. XII, 29; Sd. IV, 3-1 1).
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He also saw a mortal with children and an immortal without

any, and preferred the former (Dd. XXXVII, 43).

And he beheld the terrible condition of Keresasp's soul (Dk. IX,

xv, 1-4).

Advice of Auharmaz</ to Zarat&rt (Sd. XXV, 6-9 ; LXXXI,
2-16).

The demon Envy (Aresh) converses with Z. in Dk. IX, xxxi,

6-1 1.

Aharman tempts Z. with the promise of 1000 years dominion,

in Mkh. LVII, 24-29.

About Mai^/ok-mah, in Dk. IX, xliv, 19.

Z. coming to preach to king VLrtasp, in Sg. X, 64-68.

Archangels assist Z. in converting Virtasp, also the war with

Argasp, in Dk. VIII, xi, 2-4.

The war of the religion with Arg-asp mentioned in Bd. XII, 33.

The families of Zaratfot, Hvov, and Vutasp mentioned in Dk.

VIII, xxix, 25.

About Frashd^tar and (zamasp in Dk. VIII, xxxviii, 68 ; IX,

xlii, 8, 9 ; xliv, 17, 18.

About Kai-Vistasp, Frasho^tar, PorMast, Zamasp, and Hut6s

in Dk. IX, xlv, 3-5.

BnW-rukhsh, or Bradfro-resh the Tur, mentioned as destroying

the righteous man, in Dd. LXXII, 8 ; Sd. IX, 5 ; Dk. VIII,

xxxv, 13; IX, x, 3.

The last millenniums mentioned in Dk. IX, xxxix, 18; xli, 6-8.

Events in the last two millenniums, in Byt. II, 22-III, 62.

The resurrection described in Bd. XXX.

30. Beyond the frequent occurrence of the names of the

chief actors in the traditions, there are not many references

to the Zoroastrian legends in the extant Avesta. This is

owing to the fact that three-fourths of the Avesta texts,

including the Nasks specially devoted to these legends,

have been lost. The chief references to them that still

survive in the Avesta are as follows :

—

The passing on of the kingly glory from ruler to ruler, from

Haoshyang,ha to Kava-Haosrava, from Zarathustra to Kava-

Vlrtaspa and the Saoshyarat, in Yt. XIX, 25-90.

The terror of the demons on hearing of the birth of Z., in Vd.

xix, 43-47.

Z. mentioned as son of Pourushaspa in Yt. V, 1 8.

Verethraghna gives Z. strength, health, vigour, and keenness of

sight (Yt. XIV, 33).

b2
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References to Z/s conference with Ahura Mazda, and his rejection

of the demons, in Yas. XII, 5, 6.

The demons attempt to destroy Z., and to tempt him, but are

repelled by recitations, in Vd. XIX, 1-10.

Commentary on the Ahunavair, in Yas. XIX.

Z. converses with Haoma, in Yas. IX, 1-16.

Fate of the soul after death revealed to Z., in Vd. XIX, 26-34.

Z. is taught various spells, in Yt. XIV, 34-38.

He prays that he may convert the queen Hutaosa, in Yt. IX, 26;

XVII, 46.

References to the battle with Are^a^-aspa, in Yt. V, 109, 113,

n6
? 117; IX, 30; XVII, 50, 51.

Z/s reply to Frashao^tra regarding the ritual, in Yas. LXXI,
i-n.

There are also other references to Kava-Vut&spa, Frashaoxtra,

(ramdspa, Pouru&sta, Maidhy6m#u, the Hae\£adaspas, Spita-

mas, and Saoshya^ts. And the Fravashis of all the righteous

persons receive homage in Yt. XIII. Of the unbelievers, the

Karapans and Kavis are mentioned several times in the

G&thas and Yarts, including the Horn Ya^t; and the Usikhsh

once in the Gathas.

31. So far as these references in the Avesta extend,

they agree with the Pahlavi versions of the legends, and
occasionally state some further particulars. We may,
therefore, safely conclude that these Pahlavi versions

present a fairly complete view of the Zoroastrian legends

current in Sasanian times. But we have another means
of testing this conclusion more fully in the Persian Zartujt-

namah, translated by Eastwick in the Appendix to The
Parsi Religion , as contained in the Zand-Avasta, by John
Wilson, D. D. (Bombay : 1843).

32. This Zartui-t-namah contains 1570 Persian couplets,

composed by-Zarturt Bahram Pa^du, apparently at the

ancient city of Rai, and finished on August 12, 1278. But
Eastwick's English translation was made from a good MS.
of this poem, written by Dastur Barzu Qiyamu-d-din

(= Kamdin) in 1636, belonging to the Wilson Collection

and now in the library of Lord Crawford at Wigan.
Zartuj-t Bahram relates how a priest of Rai, named Kai-

Kaus, son of Kai-Khusro, showed him an old Pahlavi MS.
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narrating the history of Zarturt, and offered to interpret

it, if he would undertake to paraphrase it, in Persian verse,

for the information of others.

33. After mentioning Z.'s grandfather and father, de-

scended from king Fredun, a frightful dream of his mother

is related, in which she sees herself attacked by wild beasts

eager for the destruction of her son, who drives them away.

She relates her dream to an astrologer, who prognosticates

a wonderful career for the unborn child ; but this dream is

an addition to the Pahlavi texts.

34. The child is born, and laughs at birth, exciting

admiration among the women and dismay among the

magicians. Duransarun, their chief, comes to see the child,

and tries to kill him with a dagger ; but his hand is

withered, and the magicians carry off the child, who is ex-

posed to death from fire, oxen, horses, and wolves, but all

in vain, as his mother brings him home safe on each

occasion. Another magician, named Bartarush, then fore-

tells that Z. cannot be destroyed, and will establish a new
religion ; and he repeats this to the child's father, naming

Giutasp as his future protector. This narrative corresponds

with Dk. VII, iii, 2-31 ; but then follows the addition that

he was confided to the care of an old man, named Barzin-

karus, till he completed his seventh year.

35. Then Duransarun and Bartarush went together to

see him, and tried their magic arts upon him in vain (ibid.

32, 33). Afterwards, when Z. was sick, Bartarush supplied

him with filthy drugs, but he threw them on the ground,

which seems to be another version of Zs. XVIII, 5, 6.

Then follows a paraphrase of Dk. VII, iii, 34-48, and Zs.

XX, 4, 5 ; XXI, 1-20, 23-27, with some additional remarks

about worship and the Avesta being taught to Z. The
conferences with the six archangels are more detailed than

in Zs. XXII, and more ritualistic in their tendency.

ofi. When Z. returns to the earth, he is met by the

demons and magicians, who oppose him, but are killed or

dispersed by the utterance of an Avesta text; in which

account we have an extreme condensation of Dk. VII, iv,

36-46, 57-62. He then goes to the court of king Gurtasp,
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where he is hospitably received by the king, surrounded by

his princes and wise men. With the latter Z. enters into

argument, and overcomes them all successively. This is

repeated, till all the learned of the realm are vanquished in

argument, in the course of three successive days.

37. Then Z. produces the Avesta and Zand, and reads

a chapter ; but the king hesitates to accept it, until he

learns more about it ; and Z. retires to his lodgings. In

the meantime, the wise men form a conspiracy to ruin Z.,

by secreting in his lodgings, with the connivance of his

doorkeeper, many of the impure things used by sorcerers.

The next day, while the king and Z. are examining the

Avesta, the wise men denounce Z. as a sorcerer ; his

lodgings are searched, and the impurities are brought to

the king, who becomes angry and commits Z. to prison.

38. Now the king had a magnificent black horse, and

when Z. had been a week in prison, this horse fell sick,

and was found with its four feet drawn up to its belly.

When the king was informed, he summoned his wise men,

but they could suggest no remedy ; so the king and all his

people remained fasting all day and lamenting, and the

jailer forgot to take any food to Z. till the evening, when
he told Z. about the state of the black horse.

39. Z. requested the jailer to inform the king that he

could cure the horse ; and the king, on hearing this the

next day, releases Z., who undertakes to restore the horse's

limbs to their natural state, on receiving four solemn

promises, one for the cure of each leg. Three of these

promises are that the king, his son Isfendyar (= Spend-da<^),

and the queen, should each undertake to accept his religion

and never forsake it ; and the fourth promise is that the

false accusation of sorcery, made by the wise men, should

be investigated.

40. After each promise Z. prays vehemently, and each

limb is restored to use. While, on the confession of Z.'s

doorkeeper, the wise men are convicted of fraudulent deceit,

and are sent to execution. The Persian version is here

a highly embellished paraphrase of Dk. VII, iv, 64-70,

especially in the horse episode.
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41. King GiLrtasp next asks Z. to pray for information

as to the king's future position in the other world, also that

he may become invulnerable, omniscient as to worldly

affairs, and immortal ; but Z. tells him that he must be

satisfied with the first wish for himself, and the remaining

three for other persons. The next day, while the king is

sitting in court with Z. present, horsemen arrive, who are

the archangels Bahman and ArdabahLst, with the spirits of

the Khurdad and Gusasp fires. They are sent to testify

the truth of Z.'s mission, and to urge the king to accept the

religion; this he does, and they then depart; when Z.

informs the king that his four wishes will be granted, as he

will soon see. For some of these details see Dk. VII, iv,

74-82.

42. Zartiut then performs the Darun ceremony, having

provided wine, perfume, milk, and a pomegranate. After

reciting prayers from the Avesta, he gives the wine to the

king to drink, who then falls into a trance and sees his own
future position in heaven, and those of others. His son

Peshotan receives the milk which makes him immortal.

The perfume, or incense, is given to Gamasp who obtains

knowledge of all events till the resurrection. And
Isfendyar, the warlike son of Gastasp, eats one grain of the

pomegranate and becomes invulnerable. The Pahlavi

versions are silent about the king's four wishes and their

fulfilment, except such hints as may be conveyed in Dk.

VII, iv, 84-86. Afterwards, Z. reads the Avesta to the

king and comments upon it ; concluding with praises of

the creator.

43. To this narrative Zartuit Bahram adds a further

episode of Z. asking for immortality, at the time when he

went with Bahman to confer with the creator. His request

is refused, but the creator gives him a drop of liquid to

drink, like honey, and he sees everything in both worlds,

as in a vision. When he wakes up, he relates what he saw

in heaven and hell ; and also describes a tree with seven

branches of gold, silver, copper, brass, lead, steel, and

mixed iron, respectively, overshadowing the world. The
creator explains that these seven branches represent seven
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powerful personages who arise in successive ages of the

world. The golden branch is Z. himself, the silver is

Gustasp, the copper is an A^kanian king, the brass is

Ardashir the Sasanian, the lead is king Bahram (Gor), the

steel is Noshervan who destroys the heretic Mazdak, and

the mixed iron is the malicious monarch who upsets the

true faith. Then follow many details of the lamentable

evils which then occur ; and when the Hazarahs 1 appear,

the condition of Iran becomes still worse, as described in

Byt. II, III, until the arrival of king Bahram the Hamavand
from India, and Peshotan from Kangdi^, who restore the

Iranian monarchy and religion.

44. This additional narrative is evidently a paraphrase

of the Pahlavi Bahman Ya^t, translated in S. B. E., vol. v,

pp. 191-235 ; and that Pahlavi text appears to be merely

an enlarged edition of Fargard VII of the Su^kar Nask, of

which a short summary is given in Dk. IX, viii.

45. From the foregoing epitome of the Persian Zartart-

namah, it will be evident that its author's information was

a combination of the statements still surviving in Dk. VII
and Zs. XII-XXIII, so far as they suited his fancy and

convenience. Many statements are omitted, others either

condensed, or greatly elaborated ; but very few novelties

can be detected, excepting such as are clearly due to the

writer's own imagination. Whether any small residuum of

these novelties can be attributed to other sources than the

Persian writer's fancy, must remain doubtful until some
older authority for such details is discovered,

46. With regard to Z.'s vision of heaven and hell, which

is mentioned in Zartu^t Bahrain's final episode, his

immediate informant was certainly Byt. II, n-13 ; but the

original authority was the Spend Nask, as summarized in

Dk. VIII, xiv, 7> 8, although Dk. VII omits this incident,

and Zs. XXI> 21, 22 merely mentions the bodily appearance

of the omniscient wisdom, without referring to Z.'s vision.

The details of the conferences with the six archangels,

1 Those specially belonging to the latter millenniums, probably meaning the

people who were expected to make most of the last two centuries intolerably

wicked.
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which are summarized in Dk. VIII, xiv, 9, as having

existed in the Spend Nask, are also omitted in Dk. VII,

though briefly stated in Zs. XXII.

47. It is worthy of notice that Z. was first sent to offer

his religion to the Kigs and Karaps and their sovereign,

Aurvaita-dang the Tur (see Dk. VII, iv, 2-20), who
seem to have received his doctrines favourably, excepting

his advocacy of Khvetuk-das 1
, which led to their rejection

of his proposal. He was next sent to the Karap Vedvout

(ibid. 21-28), whom Auharma^ had hitherto befriended;

but this Karap was rejected for illiberality and arrogance.

Z. then went to Parsha^-tdra in Sagastan (ibid. 31-35),

taking some Horn-water with him, to cure an infirm bull

belonging to this chieftain, as soon as the latter had accepted

the religion in public ; the chieftain assented to the religion,

though only privately, but this was sufficient to obtain the

cure of his bull. It was only after these three trials that

the conversion of king VLrtasp was attempted.

48. There is some difficulty in understanding the exact

difference between the primeval religion and that taught by
Zaratu^t. When Dk. VII, i, 9-1 1 speaks of Auharma^
talking with Masye and Masya6! ; or Hadish tells them of

Auharma^, the archangels, and the Ahunavair (ibid. 12,

13); or the sacred beings are said to have taught them the

primitive arts (ibid. 14) ; or we are told of the existence of

demons in the times of Hoshang and Takhmorup (ibid. 1 8,

19) ; or of Ashavahutd in the time of king Pcttakhsrdbd

(ibid. 34) ; it may be urged that the mention of these beings

in connection with the men of those times is no proof that

their existence was known then. Because it only shows

that the old writers, being satisfied that these beings

existed in their own time and were immortal only logically

assumed that they must have existed in former times. The
really weak point in their argument being the assumption

of the existence of such beings in their own time.

49. Safer conclusions may be formed by noticing the

1 For the meaning of this term, as defined by the texts which use it, see

S. B. E,, vol. xviii, pp. 389-430.
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dogmas that Zarattat most strongly advocates and repro-

bates. When he goes to his first conference (Dk. VII, iii,

56-62) he goes in search of righteousness. When he went to

Aurvaita-dang, as mentioned above, he advocated the praise

of righteousness, scorn of the demons, and the observance

of ceremonies; but it was only his scorn of the demons,

which took the form of Khvetuk-das, that the Karaps

really rejected. In Dk. VII, iv, 14, he says, 'worldly

righteousness is the whole worship of the demons, and the

end of the Ma^a-worship of Z.' Though the H6m plant

was sacred before Z.'s birth (ibid, ii, 22-47), tne Horn-water

(ibid, iv, 29-35) seems to have been a distinctive token of

Z.'s religion ; also chanting the Ahunavair (ibid, iv, 38, 41,

42, 56, 61) and the Avesta in general (ibid. 6^). The
perverted religion and demonizing of the Kigs and Karaps

appear to have been the worst faults he had to find with

them (ibid. 64, 67). And the archangels tell Vutasp that

the world requires the good religion which proceeds through

Z.'s recitation, so he should chant the Ahunavair and

Ashem-vohu, and not worship the demons (ibid. 79, 80).

Again, when Durasrdb and Bra^rok-resh partake of food

with Porushaspd and Zaratiut (ibid, iii, 34, 38), the latter

does not object to the form of worship proposed, but to

the person selected to conduct it ; and he then proclaims

his own reverence for the righteous and the poor.

50. From these statements we may conclude that the

old writers, who have handed down these legends from

ancient times, were of opinion that Zaratu^t was not so

much the founder of a totally new religion, as he was

a reformer who retained as much of the prior religion as

was not seriously objectionable. While strongly insisting

upon the necessity of reverencing all good spirits, he strictly

prohibited all propitiation of evil spirits. His law was to

resist and destroy all that is evil and injurious to man, and

to respect and honour all that is good and beneficial to him.

According to the legends, he seems to have found little

gross idolatry, in the form of image-worship, to reprobate.

From the times of the idol-worship encouraged by Dahak
in Bapel (Dk. VII, iv, 72), and of the destruction of the
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celebrated idol-temple on the shore of Lake Kekast by

Kai-Khusroi (ibid, i, 39 ; Mkh. ii, 95), we find nothing in

the legends about this form of idolatry, till ' the oppres-

siveness of infidelity and idol-worship/ shortly after the

downfall of the Sasanians, is lamented (Dk. VII, viii, 6).

Demon-worship (ibid, iii, 35; iv, 30; vii, 17, 36, 37; viii,

7, 34), although a term sometimes applied to idolatry, seems

to be often used in its literal sense of ' worship of evil

spirits/ one form of which is described by Zaratu^t (ibid.

iv, 47-53)-

51. Another interesting study, for which these Zoroastrian

legends supply materials, is the traditional chronology

which they contain ; and how far it will be found, upon

examination, to harmonize with the system stated in Bd.

XXXIV, or to explain the manifest inaccuracies of that

system. The matter is rather complicated, but the

Zoroastrian system can be connected with the European

system of chronology with some degree of probability.

53. The epoch of Zoroastrian chronology is ' the coming

of the religion,' but it has long been doubtful whether

this event was the birth of ZaratCut, or his going to

conference with the sacred beings, or the acceptance of

the religion by Vutasp. Any doubt, however, as to the

meaning of the phrase, has now been removed by the

statement in Dk. VII, viii, 51, that the first century of the

religion is that from the time when Zaratu^t came forth to

his conference, which event happened when he was thirty

years old (ibid, iii, 51, 6o, 62). It is also stated, in Bd.

XXXIV, 7, that Vutasp reigned thirty years before the

coming of the religion, that is, before Zaratu^t went to his

conference. From these data it is evident that the tradi-

tional Zoroastrian chronology makes the birth of Zaratuit

coincide with the accession of Vutasp.

53. The nearest date to these events, which is well

defined in both the Zoroastrian and European systems of

chronology, is that of the death of Alexander, near mid-

summer in B.C. 323, which Bd. XXXIV, 7, 8, places 272

years after the coming of the religion, that is, after the

thirtieth year of VLrtasp's reign. And if this were the first
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year of the religion, the death of Alexander must have

occurred in its 273rd year, according to the BundahLy.

54. But this has to be reconciled with the statement in

Zs. XXIII, 12, that, after its 300th year, 'the religion is

disturbed and the monarchy is contested;' which statement

is expressed more definitely by AV. I, 2-6, when it asserts

that the religion remained in. purity for 300 years, but

then Alexander came to Iran and destroyed the monarchy.

If these statements be accepted literally, they imply that

Alexander invaded Iran either in the 300th year of the

religion, or shortly after that date, but certainly not before

it. We cannot place Alexander's invasion of Iran itself at

a later date than the battle of Gaugamela (B.C. 331) ; and

if this were the 300th year of the religion, the death of

Alexander (B.C. 323) must have occurred in its 308th,

instead of its 273rd year, and the coming of the religion

would have to be put back thirty-five years. This may be

done with some plausibility by assuming an omission of

thirty-five years between the reigns of Humai and Darai,

where the Bundahi^ passes from traditional to historical per-

sonages. Alexander's invasion must also have been a good

and sufficient reason for the dissolution of the hundred-

discipledom, or priestly college, established by Send, which

lasted only till the 300th year, as Zs. XXIII, 11 informs us.

55. If we now adopt the abbreviations A. R. for ' anno

religionis
3 and B.R. for ' before the religion? we are prepared

to compile the following synopsis of Zoroastrian Chronology

according to the millennial system of the Bundalm,
extended to the end of time, but dealing only with tradi-

tional matters, combined with the European dates of the

same events, deduced from the synchronism of A.R. 300
with B.C. 331, as stated above in § 54:

—

B. R. 9000, b. c. 9630. Beginning of the first millennium of

Time ; and formation of the Fravashis, or primary ideas of the

good creations, which remain insensible and motionless for

3000 years (Bd. I, 8 ; XXXIV, 1).

„ 6000,6.0.6630. Beginning of the fourth millennium, when
the spiritual body of Zaraturt is framed together, and remains

3000 years with the archangels (Dk, VII, ii, 15, 16), while
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the primeval man and ox exist undisturbed in the world,

because the evil spirit is confounded and powerless (Bd. I, 20,

22; III, 1,3,5; XXXIV, 1).

b. r. 3000, b. c. 3630. Beginning of the seventh millennium,

when the evil spirit rushes into the creation on new-year's

day, destroys the primeval ox, and distresses Gayoman/, the

primeval man (Bd. I, 20; III, 10-20, 24-27; XXXIV, 2).

Z. appears to remain with the archangels for 2969 years

longer.

„ 2970, b.c. 3600. Gayoman/ passes away (Bd. Ill, 21-23 >

XXXIV, 2).

„ 2930, b.c. 3560. Masy6 and Masyaoi had grown up (Bd.

XV, 2; XXXIV, 3).

„ 2787, b. c. 3417. Accession of H6shang (Bd. XXXIV, 3).

„ 2747, b.c 3377. Accession of Takhmorup (ibid. 4).

„ 2717, b.c 3347. Accession of Yim (ibid.).

„ 2000, b. c. 2630. Beginning of the eighth millennium. Ac-

cession of Dahak (ibid. 4, 5).

„ 1000, b. c. 1630. Beginning of the ninth millennium. Acces-

sion of FreWun (ibid. 5, 6).

„ 50c, b.c 1 130. Accession of Manu^ihar (ibid. 6).

„ 428, b.c 1058. Spendarma*/ comes to Manu^ihar at the

time of Frasi) dv's irrigation works (Zs. XII, 3-6). The MSS.
have b. R. 528, but to bring this date into the reign of

Manu^ihar would be inconsistent with the millennial arrange-

ment ; while to assume a clerical error of one century is

a probable explanation, as it makes the date more consistent

with the allusion to Frasiy^, whose irrigation works, men-

tioned in Bd. XX, 34 ; XXI, 6, must have been carried out

in the latter part of Manulnar's reign.

„ 380, b.c 1010. Accession of Auzobo (Bd. XXXIV, 6).

» 375> B - c - I o°5- Accession of Kai-Koba^ (ibid. 6, 7).

„ 360, b. c. 990. Accession of Kai-Us (ibid. 7).

„ 300, b. c. 930. Zaratrirt first mentioned by the ox that

Srito killed (Zs. XII, 7-20).

„ 210, b. c. 840. Accession of Kai-KMsroi (Bd. XXXIV, 7).

„ 150, b.c. 780. Accession of Kai-Loharasp (ibid.).

„ 45, b. c. 675. The Glory descends from heaven at the birth

of DuWak (Zs. XIII, 1).

„ 30, b. c. 660. Accession of Kai-Vi,rtasp (Bd. XXXIV, 7).

Vohumano and Ashavahijto descend into the world with

a stem of Horn (Dk. VII, ii, 24). Zaratu^t is born (ibid.

VI).
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b. r. 23, b.c. 653. Z. is seven years old when two Karaps visit

his father, and Durasrob6 dies (Dk. VII, iii, 32, 34, 45).

„ 15, b.c. 645. Z. is fifteen years old when he and his four

brothers ask for their shares of the family property (Zs. XX, 1).

„ 10, b.c. 640. Z. leaves home at the age of twenty (ibid. 7).

a. r. 1, b. c. 630. Beginning of the tenth millennium. Z. goes

forth to his conference with the sacred beings on the 45th day

of the 31st year of Vijt&sp's reign (Dk. VII, iii, 51-62; viii,

51 ; Zs. XXI, 1-4).

„ 3, B.c. 628. Z. returns from his first conference in two

years, and preaches to Aurvaita-dang and the Karaps without

success (Dk. VII, iv, 2-26).

„ 11, b. c. 620. After his seventh conference, in the tenth year

he goes to Vwtasp; Me^yomah is also converted (ibid. 1, 65 ;

Zs. XXI, 3 ; XXIII, 1, 2, 8).

„ 13, b.c 618. Twelve years after Z. went to conference,

Vutasp accepts the religion, though hindered for two years by
the Karaps (Dk. VII, v, 1 ; Zs. XXIII, 5, 7).

„ 20, b.c. 61 1. A Kavig, son of Kundah, is converted (Zs.

XXIII, 8).

„ 30, b.c 601. Defeat of Ar^asp and his Khyons (ibid.).

„ 40, b. c. 591. VohunSm is born (ibid.). About this time the

Avesta is written by Gamasp from the teaching of Z. (Dk. IV,

21; V, iii, 4; VII, v, 11).

„ 48, b. c. 583. Z. passes away, or is killed, aged seventy-seven

years and forty days, on the 41st day of the year (Dk. V, iii,

2 ; VII, v, 1 ; Zs. XXIII, 9).

,, 58, b. c. 573. Arrival of the religion is known in all regions

(Dk.VII, vi, 12).

„ 63, b.c 568. Frashd.rtar passes away (Zs. XXIII, 10).

„ 64, b. c. 567. (ramasp passes away (ibid.).

„ 73, b.c 558. Hangaurash, son of £amasp, passes away
(ibid.).

yj 80, b.c 551. Asmok-khanvato passes away, and Akht the

wizard is killed (ibid.).

„ 91, b.c 540. Accession of Vohuman, son of Spend-da^/

(Bd. XXXIV, 7, 8).

„ 100, b. c. 531. *Sen6 is born (Dk. VII, vii, 6).

„ 200, b.c 431. *Seno passes away (ibid.; Zs. XXIII, 11).

„ 203, b. c. 428. Accession of Humai (Bd. XXXIV, 8).

[Here ends the fragment of the old millennial system

preserved in the BundahLr which omits thirty-five years in
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this place, as explained in § 54, with the effect of postponing

the end of the millennium. It then proceeds to finish the

chronology in its own fashion ; mentioning only three

historical names, which are here added ; the thirty-five

omitted years being also inserted.]

a. r. 268, b. c. 363. Accession of Darai (ibid.).

„ 280, b.c. 351. Accession of Darai, descendant of Darai

(ibid.).

„ 294, b. c. 337. Accession of Alexander * (ibid.).

„ 300, b.c. 331. Invasion by Alexander. Reno's hundred-

discipledom ends, the religion is disturbed, and the monarchy

contested (Zs. XXIII, n, 12 ; AV. I, 2-6).

„ 308, b. c. 323. Death of Alexander (Bd. XXXIV, 8).

„ 400, b.c 231. Benightedness arises (Dk. VII, vii, 9).

„ 440-560, b.c. 1 9 1-7

1

2
. Orthodoxy is still upheld by four

successive high-priests (Dk. VII, vii, 8-10).

„ 800-950, a.d. 170-320. The ninth and tenth centuries are

represented as very evil and miserable (ibid, viii, 2-45, 61).

„ 971, a.d. 341, AusheVaris born (ibid. 55-57).

„ 1 00 1, a. d. 371. Beginning of the eleventh millennium, when

the sun stands still for ten days, and Aush6dar is thirty years

old and confers with the sacred beings (ibid. 58-60).

„ 1400-1500, a.d. 770-870. In this century the wizard

Mahrkus produces seven awful winters successively, in which

most of mankind and animals perish, including himself (ibid.

ix, 3)-

„ 1971, a.d. 1341. AusheWar-mah is born (ibid. 18-20).

„ 2001, a.d. 1 37 1. Beginning of the twelfth millennium, when

the sun stands still for twenty days, and AfisheVar-mah is

thirty years old and confers with the sacred beings (ibid.

21-23).

„ 2971, a.d. 2341. Soshans is born (ibid, x, 15-18).

„ 3001, a.d. 2371. Beginning of the preparation for the

Renovation, when the sun stands still for thirty days, and

Soshans is thirty years old (ibid. 19); but another passage

(ibid, xi, 2) implies that this is the date of his birth.

„ 3028, a.d. 2398. The renovation of the universe occurs at

the end of the fifty-seventh year of Soshans (ibid. 4, 7).

1 He became king of Macedon B. C 336, and of Persia in 331.
2 The erroneous dates in the Bundahij- chronology (see § 5 7) alter this period

to B. c. 156-36.
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56. We must suppose that the millennial chronology,

which the BundahL? discontinues in the middle of the

tenth millennium, was originally completed to the end of

Time, as attempted in this synopsis, in accordance with the

statements in Byt. and Dk. But the allusions to future

events and denunciations of coming evils were, no doubt,

of a mythological or general character, such as those still

surviving in Dk. VII, vii, 29-32 ; viii, 40, 4T, 44-46, 48-60
;

ix-xi. Whenever we meet with seemingly prophetic

descriptions and denunciations, which clearly allude to

historical events, such as those in Dk. VII, vii, 3-28 ; viii,

2, io, 23, 32-36, 42, 43, 47, 61, they must, of course, be

treated as interpolations of a later date than the events

themselves. And there are several passages that may
belong to either class.

57. It has been already shown, in § 54, that the death

of Alexander, which the BundahLy places in A. R. 273, must

have occurred in A. R. 308 according to other traditional

records. If this error of thirty-five years stood alone, it

might be considered accidental ; but when we find that the

Bundahu- supplies only 284 years for the A^kanians, to fill

up the whole interval of 548 years between Alexander and

Ardashir, son of Papak, we must conclude that these two
errors were intended for the purpose which they both fulfil,

that of postponing the end of the tenth millennium. On
the other hand, the Sasanians who ruled for 425 years, are

allowed 460 years in the BundahL?, which just counter-

balances the thirty-five years omitted after the time of

Humai. This third error may be considered unintentional,

as it probably arose from counting the year of each suc-

cession twice over, first in the reign of the deceased king,

and again in that of his successor.

58. The extent to which the Bundahi^ chronology is

distorted, by these three errors, will be better understood on

inspection of the following tabular statement than from

any description of the results, merely observing that the

year of the religion (a. r.) is given according to Bundahiy

dates in the first column, and according to real dates in

the second. Several intermediate events, have been inserted,
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Bd. date. Real date.

A. R. 265, A. R. 300.

for the sake of illustration, and each of their Bundahi^

dates includes its proper proportion of the errors x
:

—

Real date. Bd. date.

Invasion by Alexander . . B.C. 331, B.C. 331.

Death of Alexander . . .

Real date of A. R. 400 . .

Bd. date of A. R. 400 . . .

Real date of A. R. 800 . .

Accession of Ardashir . .

Real date of A. R. 900 . .

Accession of Shahpuhar II .

Real date of A. R. 1000 . .

Accession of Ya.zdaka.rd II .

Bd. date of A. R. 800 . .

Accession of Ka.va.d . . .

Execution of the Mazdakites

Accession of Khusro I . .

Bd. date of A. R. 900 . . .

Accession of Khusro II . .

Bd. date of A. R. 1000 . .

Death of Yazdaka.rd III . .

273; 1 , 308.

321, , 400.

4OO,
> 553-

528, , , 800.

557> , 856.

605, , 900.

647, » 939-

713, , 1000.

786, , 1068.

800, „ 1081.

841, „ 1118.

884, , 1158.

887, „ 1161.

900, » 1173.

95i> „ 1220.

1000, „ 1265.

1017, „ 1281.

>> mi i) 3 2 3-

if 23 r
> 11 275.

7> 78, 11 I96.

A. D • 170, n 68.

11 226, 11 39-

13 270, A. D 10.

11 3°9> 11 52.

11 37°> 11 118.

11 438, 11 191.

)> 45i» 11 205.

11 488, 11 246.

11 528, 11 289.

11 53i, 11 292.

11 543, 11 3°5-

11 59°> 11 356.

11 635, 11 405-

11 651? 11 422.

59. The object of preparing this statement has been to

ascertain the reason for the intentional errors in the

Bundahu- chronology, and the probable period at which

they were introduced. It has been mentioned, in § 57, that

the effect of both the errors, which are not accidental, has

been to postpone the end of the tenth millennium, but

they also postpone the dates of some other events which

are mentioned in the Zoroastrian legends.

60. Thus, we are told in Dk. VII, vii, 9, that benighted-

ness arises after A.R. 400, which is postponed by the errors

from B. C. 231 to 78, but both of these times seem to have

been equally unpropitious to the Zoroastrians. Then we

learn (ibid. 10, 11) that in the fifth and sixth centuries, say

A.R. 440-560, orthodoxy is still upheld by four successive

high-priests. This period is postponed by the errors from

B. C. 191-71 to 156-36 (see p. xxxi, n. 2), and Zoroastrianism

was probably flourishing the whole time. So far, no reason

for the alterations can be discovered, as the vague descrip-

tion of events, supplied by the old writer, appears to be

1 The basis of calculation is the real date of each event and real century, but

the Bd. date of each Bd. century. The only Bd. data are 284 years from the

death of Alexander to the accession of Ardashir, and 460 years from the latter

to the death of Ya.zdak.ard III, as stated in § 57.

[47] C
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just as applicable to the original periods as to the altered

ones.

6 j. We are further informed (Dk. VII, viii, 2-45) that

much evil and misery occur in the ninth and tenth centuries

(a.R. 8co-iooo), at all events until the birth of Aushe^ar

(ibid. 55-57) in A.R. 971 ; and such events as war, invasion,

fall of monarchy, oppression, persecution, infidelity, and

apostasy are mentioned. Aushe^ar confers with the arch-

angels in A.R. icoi (ibid. 58-60), and the evils afterwards

pass away till A.R. 1400-1500 (ibid, ix, 3), when frightful

winters occur. The evil period A.R. 800-971 was originally

A.D. .170-341, or from the middle of the reign of Volo-

geses III to the middle of that of Shahpuhar II. But

the Bundahii' postpones this period to A. D. 451-608,

or from the time of the Armenian revolt in the reign

of Ya^akar^ II, to that of the first total defeat of a

Persian army by the Arabs near Dhu-Qar in the reign

of Khusro II. The evil times were probably expected to

continue till the end of the millennium, or later, as in the

case of Zaratu^t himself ; for Aushe^ar does not go to his

conference till A.R. 100 1, and might not be expected to

begin to preach till A.R. 1011. These dates, originally

A.D. 371-381, comprising the remainder of the reign of

Shahpuhar II, would be altered by Bd. to A. D. 636-645,

a period which includes the last two great battles with the

Arabs, that decided the downfall of the Sas&nian dynasty,

though king Ya^akar^ III lived some six years longer as

a fugitive 1
.

62. It is hardly possible that king Ardashir (A.D. 216-

241) and his chancellor Tanvasar, when collecting and

revising their sacred books, would have compiled the

original traditional system of chronology, however general

might have been the terms in which the evils were described

by the records they possessed, because it would have been

a voluntary confession that they had no power to remedy

1 The authorities consulted, for Persian historical facts and dates, have been

Noldeke, Aufsatze zur persischen Geschichte ; and A. von Gutschmid,
Geschichte Irans und seiner Nachbai'lander von Alexander dem Grossen bis

zum Untergang der Arsadden : edited by Noldeke.
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the evils of their own time. But if they found the system

in an ancient document, they might have been quite willing

to admit that evils existed, owing to their enemies, which

would have become much worse if they had not been

mitigated by their own exertions. In fact, an old document

prophesying evil which actually occurred at the time

specified, could be used as evidence of the truth of their

religion, and would therefore be carefully preserved. And
it is quite certain that, if they had altered the chronology

of an old document which foretold the time of the downfall

of the monarchy, they could not have correctly guessed

that time before the downfall occurred. For these reasons

we must conclude that the original system of chronology,

handed down by the BundahLr, was neither compiled nor

altered in the time of Ardashir.

63. For the long reign of Shahpuhar II (a.d. 309-379)

the original tradition predicted not only a continuation of

evil times, but also the birth and education of a new
apostle, Aushedar, for the next millennium, who was

expected to put an end to evil for about four centuries.

His birth was to take place in A. D. 341, and his conference

was to commence in 371. These dates are so well defined

that, if we could discover any important religious teacher

to whom they could refer, we might be justified in believing

that the original chronology was compiled in his time.

Unfortunately, we know very little of the internal history

of Persia during this reign ; there was war with the Romans
in 337-35° and 358-363, and on the eastern frontiers in

the intervening period ; also a persecution of the Christians,

beginning about 339 ; all of which fairly represent the

predicted evils.

64. Regarding the priesthood and religious history of

the reign, we have only the traditions handed down in

Pahlavi texts to guide us. In these we are told that

Athrpad, son of Maraspend (Dk. VII, vii, 19), was born in

the steel period (Dk. IX, viii, 4), and lived in the reign of

king Shahpuhar II, son of Auharma^ (AV. p. 145 n),

being high-priest over the religion (Dd. XXXVII, 36). He
also collected and preserved the Nasks (Dk. VIII, i, 22),

c 2
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and, after he had proved his orthodoxy by ordeal (Sg. X,

70, 71), the king proclaimed his intention of not allowing

any more heterodoxy (Dk. IV, 27
1
). In his old age he

obtained a son, after devout prayer, and named him Zara-

thst (Pandnamak, 1); but this son also bore the Avesta

title of Avarethrabtfu (Dk. VII, vii, 20, 21 ; VIII, xiii,

18), who is called the son of Ra^tare-vaghe^t in Yt.

XIII, 106, showing that this latter Avesta title was adopted

by Aturpa^ himself. Finally, we meet with another

Aturpa^, son of Zaraturt, described in Peshotan's Dk. Ill,

cxxxvii, 2, as high-priest in the reign of Ya-s^akan/ I

(a. D. 399-420), son of Shahpuhar, and also mentioned in

Pahl. Yas. p. 120, 11. 14, 15 Sp. (translated in Dk. VIII,

i, 7n).

65. We have here, evidently, three successive high-priests,

father, son, and grandson, and all celebrated men. The
father had been employed in collecting and revising, or

probably translating, some of the sacred books, and then,

after a religious discussion, submitted himself to the ordeal

of melted metal, as a test of his orthodoxy. The king was

convinced, and his proclamation meant persecution of the

heterodox, such as was commenced about A. D. 339, as

regards the Christians. So that we may safely assume

that Aturp&aTs ordeal took place shortly before this date,

and probably shortly after 337, when the Roman war

commenced. As we must also certainly assume that the

original chronology could not have come into existence at

a much later date than 341, when so remarkable an event

as the birth of a new apostle was fixed by it to occur, we
have to consider who this apostle could have been ; and

whether it may not have been intended to identify him
with AturpaaTs own son.

66. In the first place, is such a suspicion consistent with

known dates ? To represent Aushe^/ar, according to the

original chronology, the son must have been born A.D. 341

(§ 63) ; and we may suppose that the time of Aushe^ar's

conference (37 1) would represent the time of AturpaaTs

1 See S. B. E., vol. xxxvii, p. 415.
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death, when his son succeeded him in the high-priesthood.

If Aturpad were aged eighty-one at his death, he would

have been fifty-one at the birth of his son, or approaching

old age ; and he would have been born in 290, or nineteen

years before the king. His grandson may have been born

in 365, when his father ZaratQ^t was twenty-four, and may
have succeeded that father in the high-priesthood about

400, the second year of king Yazdakard I. As all these

dates are reasonably consistent with the few facts that are

known, there seems to be no impossibility in the hypothesis

that the original chronology of AusheV/ar's birth may have

had some connection with the date of the birth of Aturpa^'s

son. The dates assumed, with regard to these three high-

priests, which may be slightly varied, are as follows :
—

A
Aturpad, born 290, high-priest 320, died 371.

Zarattot, „ 341, „ 371, „ 400.

AturpaV, „ 36^, „ 400, „ 420, or later.

67. On the other hand, we must recollect that the time

of the birth of Aushe^/ar was not an isolated date which

could be varied at pleasure, to suit any circumstances that

might arise ; but it was intimately connected with the

dates of birth of three other apostles, which were each

placed at the same distance from the ends of three other

millenniums. It would perhaps be more difficult to suit

a new millennial system of chronology, to the accidental

year of a particular child's birth, than to have the child

born in a particular year of an old system already

existing. And, if so, it may be safer to assume that

Aturpa^, knowing the year of the expected birth, took

measures to secure the fulfilment of the prophecy, so far as

the birth was concerned. If the child did not turn out so

capable of regenerating the world as had been expected,

that was a matter for posterity to explain. Under such

circumstances of merely seeming fulfilment of a single

particular, fraudulently obtained, the original prediction

might be of any age.

68. It does not appear that the priestly councillors

assembled by Khusrd I (Byt. I, 7), made any alteration in
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the original chronology, although they slightly revised the

Pahlavi Vendidad. In fact, the priests, who must have

been long expecting the end of Zaratuit's millennium, were

probably looking forward for the approaching downfall of

the Sasanian monarchy, which might readily be understood,

as the surest sign of the termination of this period, from

such statements as those in Dk. VII, viii, 1,2. At any

rate, the alterations in the chronology, for the purpose of

postponing the end of the tenth millennium till A. D. 635,

would not have been made till some time after the ter-

mination of the monarchy in 651, but probably long before

the compilation of the Bundahu about 900. The effects

of these alterations upon the dates of the evil ninth and

tenth centuries, and upon those of the birth, conference,

and preaching of Aushe^ar, have been already stated in

§ 61. And their object has evidently been to adapt the

old predictions as much as possible to real events ; for

which purpose also, the predictions themselves have prob-

ably been often made more definite than they were

originally.

69. It follows, from the foregoing investigation, that the

original chronology must have existed A.D. 341, and, in

fact, we have found no sufficient reason for supposing that

it was compiled as late as Sasanian times. While the

alterations, we find in the BundahL?, could have hardly been

made till after 651.

70. Regarding the age in which Zaratu^t lived, the dates

stated in the synopsis of traditional chronology (§ 55), are

B.C. 660-583, while the reign of VLrtasp, which extends to

the fabulous length of 120 years, or 660-540, evidently

represents a short dynasty, including Hystaspes and his

next four forefathers, if we accept the traditional identifica-

tion of Vhstasp with the father of Darius I. But the names
of those four forefathers, which are known on the unim-

peachable authority of the Behistun inscription of Darius

himself, render it almost impossible to accept this tra-

ditional identification, as they differ totally from those of

the forefathers of Vutasp in the Avesta. The two dynasties

are as follows :

—
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Behistun : Hakhamani.? Avesta : Kavi Kavata

Kaispis Kava Usa
Ariyaramna Kava Husrava

Arshama Aurva</aspa

VLrtaspa Kava Vijtaspa 1
.

Unless it can be shown that these two series of names

have the same meaning in two different languages, there

seems little chance of proving the identity of the two

dynasties. We may, however, quote the instances of the

high-priest Aturparf=Atare-pata and his son Zaratu^t=
Zarathuitra being called Ra^tare-vaghe/zt and Avarethra-

b#u, respectively, in the Avesta (see § 64) ; but these

latter names seem more like titles than translations.

71. The date of Zoroaster and his religion has formerly

been fully discussed by Windischmann 2 and others, and

the question has been lately re-examined by Williams

Jackson 3
. He divides the ancient statements, that have

been made on the subject, into three classes : those which

declare that Zaratart lived before B.C. 6000, those which

associate his name with Ninus and Semiramis, and the

native tradition which, as we have seen, places his life in

the period B.C. 660-583. Singularly enough, the oldest

writers, those who lived only two to four centuries after the

traditional period of the lifetime of Zaratu^t, are those who
report that he lived some 6000 years before that period.

Pliny the Elder (Nat. Hist. XXX, 2) quotes Eudoxus

(B.C. 368) as stating that Zaratu^t existed 6000 years before

the death of Plato, that is, B.C. 6347, which is also con-

firmed by Aristotle. And he quotes Hermippus (about

B.C. 250) as placing him 5000 years before the Trojan war,

that is, B.C. 6184. A third mode of describing this period

1 These were the reigning sovereigns, but the last two are descended from

a collateral branch, and their actual pedigree is as follows :—Kavi Kavata, Kavi

Aipivanghu, Kavi Pisanangh, Manuj-, Uzava, Aurva</aspa, Kava Vi^taspa (Bd.

XXXI, 28, 29).
2 Zoroastrische Studien, von Fr. Windischmann, edited by Spiegel, 1863

;

pp. 1 21-165, 260-313.
3 On the date of Zoroaster, by A. V. Williams Jackson ;

Journal of American

Oriental Society, vol. xvii, pp. T-22.
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seems to have been used by Xanthus of Lydia (B.C. 500-

450)
1 who stated that Zaratikt lived 6000 years before

Xerxes, as quoted by Diogenes Laertius, that is, B.C. 6485.

73. Three or four other classical writers mention similar

statements, and Jackson points out that these extravagant

dates are probably owing to the European writers mis-

understanding Persian statements with reference to the

pre-existence of Zaratui-t's Fravashi. It will, in fact, be

seen from the synopsis (§ 55) that the traditional account

is that the spiritual body of Zaratu^t was framed together

as early as the beginning of the fourth millennium, which

occurred B.C. 6630, and this may be accepted as a close

approximation to the three dates, B.C. 6347, 6184, and

6485, indicated by the ancient writers, considering that

their statements are made in even thousands of years.

73. Pliny also mentions, on the authority of other writers

who are not named, that another Zoroaster, a Proconnesian,

lived a little before the time of Osthanes who accompanied

Xerxes to Greece (B.C. 480). And, so far as time is con-

cerned, this Zoroaster might have been the traditional

Zaratu^t who died 103 years before this journey of

Osthanes.

74. The old statements about Zoroaster or Oxyartes,

the Magian king of Bactria in the time of Ninusand Semi-

ramis, can hardly refer to the traditional Zaratu^t who is

never represented as a king, although the supreme Zara-

thiutra of the Avesta was apparently a ruling priest. The
time in which this Bactrian lived is also very uncertain,

for though Semiramis has recently been placed about

B.C. 800, her position in Albiruni's tables is certainly 1300

years earlier.

75. It seems, therefore, that the ancient statements,

regarding the date of Zaratu^t, reported by Pliny and cor-

roborated by a few other classical writers, can be fully

explained from the traditional system of chronology used

in Pahlavi texts, by identifying the classical Zoroaster of

the seventh millennium B.C. with the traditional Zaratu^t

1 There are some doubts as to the correctness of these dates.
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in his ante-natal spiritual state, after he had ceased to be

a mere Fravashi, or primary idea, and had become an

intelligent, moving, and personal existence, but still a spirit.

While the later Zoroaster of Pliny, who flourished before

the fifth century B.C., must have lived about the same

time as the same traditional Zaratuit after he came into

the worldly existence, and may reasonably be identified

with him, although Pliny had little information to give

about him.

76. It will be noticed that this explanation depends

entirely upon the peculiarly artificial system of the tra-

ditional chronology, in which the whole of time is assumed

to consist of twelve millenniums devoted to different pur-

poses; and if this particular system had not been in use

at the time the statements, quoted by Pliny and Diogenes

Laertius, were made, those statements could not have been

explained as referring to the same individual. But if they

do not refer to the same individual, we have only the

options of rejecting all the statements, or believing an im-

possible date to be literally correct ; neither of which

decisions would be altogether satisfactory to a judicious

mind. The only reasonable conclusion seems to be that

the chronology based upon the twelve millenniums was in

use in the fifth century B. c, about which time the earliest

quoted statement seems to have been made;

77. It will also be observed that this millennial chronology

is inextricably associated with the idea of the primeval

existence of all good creations iri the state of Fravashis.

These are described as spiritual existences who remained

three millenniums unthinking, unmoving, and intangible

(Bd.-I, 8); and the next three millenniums they still re-

mained undisturbed by evil, mankind being represented,

for that period, by Gayomar^ in the world (Bd. XXXIV, 1)

and by the spiritual form of Zaratuit in heaven (Dk. VII,

ii, 15), while the animals were symbolized by the primeval

ox for the same period. Six millenniums, which are half

the duration of time, were thus appropriated to Fravashis,

spiritual and embodied, probably before the birth of Plato,

if we may rely upon classical statements ; and it must have
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been before this date that the series of millenniums was

arranged for all future history, till Time was expected to

merge once more into Eternity at the renovation of the

universe.

78. As we have seen that Zoroastrian tradition is very

consistent in fixing the date of Zaratuit's activity about

the end of the seventh century B.C., it may be asked, why
have Avesta scholars so strongly insisted upon its greater

antiquity? They may have had several reasons, but three,

at least, were important. First, they had the classical

statements which, as we have seen (§ 71), generally placed

Zaratart as far back as the seventh millennium B.C., on

the testimony of persons who lived from two to four

centuries after the traditional date of Zaratiut's death.

No one, of course, could believe in the literal accuracy of

the number of millenniums, which referred, as we have

seen, to an imaginary period of spiritual existence, but

this number was considered merely as an exaggeration

which might be reduced to any amount that seemed

reasonable. At the same time, this evidence for antiquity

was quite sufficient, in the second place, to discredit the

traditional date, of which these old authorities seemed

ignorant, though it was a period then comparatively recent.

And, if this discredit had not been sufficient to shake the

faith of Avesta scholars in the traditional date of ZaratiUt,

they still had a third reason for their scepticism, when they

discovered that the language of the Avesta was not merely

a sister of Sanskrit, but that a large portion of it was sister

to the oldest Sanskrit with which they were acquainted,

and which appeared to them certainly older than the time

of Gautama Buddha, who lived about one generation later

than the traditional Zaraturt..

79. How far Avesta scholars were justified in their con-

clusions must be left for future ages to determine
; at

present we have no really historical information about the

origin of Zoroastrianism, and must still consider it as

decidedly prehistoric ; though, it may be admitted that the

Parsi calendar, as used in Persia, so far agrees with tradition,

that it still bears witness to its own original institution in
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the reign of Darius Hystaspes, as will be seen from the

following details.

80. The Parsi year consists of twelve months, each con-

sisting of thirty days, with five additional days added at the

end of the year, and the total number of 365 days never

varies, so that, whenever a leap-year occurs in our calendar,

the beginning of the Parsi year retreats one day in the

Christian calendar. In this manner, the total number of

days which the beginning of the Parsi year has retreated,

since the institution of their calendar, records the number

of leap-years which would have occurred in the same period

of Christian years, if the regular leap-years had existed the

whole time ; and four times the number of leap-years

would be the total number of years. But as leap-years

have not been used the whole time, we have to calculate

from astronomical data.

81. In the first place, we want to know at what season

the Parsi year originally began, and we learn this from

Bd. XXV, 7, 20, where we are told that the winter of the

rectified year ends with the five extra days, and the spring

begins with the first month ; which means that the rectified

year begins with the vernal equinox. We also have to

observe that, retreating at the rate of one day every four

years, the beginning of the year retreats all round the year

in 1460 years ; and we know from general history that the

period, with which we have to deal, is much more than

1460 years and less than 2920. Then we have to ascertain

the exact length of the tropical year, which astronomers

say is 365-2422 days, with an infinitesimal decrement, quite

inappreciable in the period we have in view.

82. We may calculate back from any vernal equinox

which occurs not too far from noon, say that of March 22,

1865, when the beginning of the Parsi year, according to

Persian reckoning, had retreated to August 24, 1864, or

210 days, in addition to a previous retreat of a whole year

of 365 days, or altogether 575 days since the establishment

of the calendar. So that the difference between the Parsi

year of 365 days and the correct tropical year of 365-2422

days had then accumulated to a total of 575 days. Divid-
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ing the accumulated error of 575 days by the annual in-

crement of 0-2423 of a day, we obtain a quotient of 2374
years, including A.D. 1865, as the time in which this error

had accumulated, and this carries us back to B.C. 510 as an

approximate date of the establishment of the Parsi calendar,

with the first day of the year coinciding with the vernal

equinox.

83. This date is, however, liable to some modifications

for errors of observation on the part of the ancient

astronomers, one of which errors, being constantly in one

direction, must be taken into account. These old observers

were not aware of the effect of refraction, which always

makes the night seem somewhat shorter than it is in reality
;

and this would lead them to antedate the vernal equinox

by rather more than a day ; so that they would observe an

apparent equinox in B.C. 505 on the same day in the Parsi

year as that on which the real equinox occurred in B.C. 510.

The most probable date of the establishment of the Parsi

calendar is therefore B.C. 505, with a margin of four to

eight years in either direction for accidental errors of

observation.

84. A few years before this period we know, from the

cuneiform inscriptions of Behistun, that Darius Hystaspes

used an older calendar, when recording his early victories

over insurgents, which consolidated his empire. It was

a time when he was introducing many reforms in the

government, and, being a believer in Auramazda, his most

influential advisers would probably be Zoroastrian priests.

If they thought it necessary to reform the old calendar,

the adoption of strictly Zoroastrian names for the new
months and days in the Parsi calendar would be fully

explained.

85. But, besides this ordinary civil calendar, in which

new-year's day was constantly retreating, the Persians had

a rectified calendar for religious purposes, which intercalated

an extra month from time to time, for the purpose of

bringing new-year's day forward again to the vernal

equinox, and restoring the festivals to their proper seasons.

It is this calendar which is used in Bd. XXV, and its days
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and months are distinguished by the epithet vehi^akig

(veh + \k + ak + ig), 'belonging to what is really good/ or

vehi^ak, c belonging to the really good/ which, in this

connection, may be best expressed by the word ' rectified.'

86. This intercalation is described by Albiruni in various

passages 1 which inform us that, after the new-year's day

had retreated more than a month from the vernal equinox,

the king would order the priests to arrange for the solemn

proclamation of an extra month to be intercalated, between

the last month of the year and the five extra days, by

merely moving those five days from the end of the twelfth

month to the end of the first month of the next year. The
effect of this was to put an extra month into the earlier

year which, beginning with the first month, would also end

with the first month augmented by the five extra days as

the usual termination of the year. All following years

would begin with the second month, and end with the first

month and the five extra days, until the second intercala-

tion, when a year of thirteen months and five days would

be again obtained, by merely moving the five extra days

to the end of the second month which would thus become

the last month of the year, while the third month would

begin the year until the third intercalation. By these

means, any number of intercalations could be made without

any additional month being named, and the position of the

five extra days always indicated the end of the rectified

year, and that the rectified first month, which followed

them, was to become the last month of the preceding year

at the next rectification, or intercalation.

87. If the Parsi calendar, as used in Persia, were es-

tablished B.C. 505, as we have calculated, it ought to have

been rectified by an intercalation of one month about each

of the following years:—B.C. 381, 257, 133, 10, A.D. 115,

239, 363, 487, 610. Albiruni (p. 121), however, has re-

corded only one intercalation of two months in the time of

Yazdakard I (a.D. 399-420), son of Shahpuhar, when the

1 Sachau's Albiruni's Chronology of Ancient Nations, pp. 12, 13, 38, 53-56,

121, 184, 185, 220, 221.
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five extra days were removed to the end of the original

eighth month Aban, where they remained until Albiruni's

own time (Alb. p. 56), about A.D. 1000. The reason for

intercalating two months at once, was because the time for

the seventh intercalation (a.d. 363) was already long past

;

so the eighth was added three or four score years in

advance, being due in 487.

88. All that Albiruni says about this double intercalation

is quite in accordance with the original establishment of

the calendar by Darius Hystaspes, and would render any

date more than thirty-seven years later than his reign im-

possible *. With regard to the earlier intercalations (which

must have occurred to account for the movement of the

five extra days) that of A.D. 115 was neither in the reign

of Vologeses I, nor in that of Vologeses III, one of whom
must have been the A^kanian renovator of the Avesta.

That of A.D. 239, if carried out punctually, would have

been at the extreme end of the reign of Ardashir ; but the

intercalations seem to have been usually delayed, as in the

case of that of 363 which was delayed for thirty to fifty

years, although it ought to have been carried out under

the direction of one of those ultra-orthodox high-priests,

Aturparf son of Maraspend, or his son Zaratu^t, in the

reign of Shahpuhar II.

89. It is worthy of notice that the names of both the

days and months, which have come down to us in this

calendar of Darius, include the names of the six Amesha-
spe/ztas, which, according to Darmesteter's hypothesis, were

not invented till the time of Vologeses I, in the first century

A.D. We have positive evidence that the calendar of

twelve months of thirty days each, with five extra days to

complete the year, must have been established in the time

of Darius. This fact being recorded mechanically by the

extent of the retreat of the Persian Parsis' new-year's day
down to the present time, and by the number of months

intercalated in their religious calendar down to the fifth

1 If the calendar had been established thirty-eight years after the death of

Darius, the seventh intercalation would not have been due till one year after

the death of Yazdakard 1.
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century A.D., being known from the position of the five

extra days in the rectified calendar. We have no evidence

of any change of names having been made in this calendar

at any time ; and only positive and indisputable evidence

could be admitted, because reformers of calendars are

hardly ever satisfied with mere change of names, and the

calendar itself is a permanent witness that no alteration

can have been made in any other particular, since the

time of Darius.

90. Darmesteter's theory of a late origin for the Avesta

having been mentioned, it may be allowable to add, that

the likelihood of this theory does not increase upon closer

examination. It is a brilliant hypothesis, very carefully

prepared to meet ordinary criticism ; but it does not

appear to convince Avesta scholars in general, for want of

sufficient evidence, as it is very necessary to distinguish

carefully between possibilities and probabilities ; the former

being not admissible as evidence, unless corroborated by

positive facts. Its chief use has been in checking the

tendency to exaggerate the age of the Avesta, but it seems

itself to be an exaggeration in the opposite direction,

a returning swing of the ever-restless pendulum of judg-

ment. On the other hand, the traditional age of the

religion cannot be fairly considered as exaggerated, for

the chief difficulty in accepting it as sufficiently old, is that

the nearer our researches penetrate to that time the less

real light we obtain.

E. W. West.

April, 1897.
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OBSERVATIONS.

i. For all divisions into chapters and sections the translator is

chiefly responsible, as the stops found in the manuscripts are not

used systematically.

2. Italics are used for any English words which are not expressed,

or fully understood, in the original text, but are added to complete

the sense of the translation.

3. Italics occurring in Oriental words, or names, represent

certain peculiar Oriental letters (see the ' Transliteration of Oriental

Alphabets ' at the end of this volume), or certain abbreviated modes

of writing Pahlavi letters. Italic a, d, 5, d, e, e
1

, h, i, i, k/i, I. p, r, sh,

u, v, zd indicate no change of pronunciation ; but g should be

sounded like j, hv like wh, k like ch in ' church/ s like sh, and

Avesta z like French j.

4. In the translation words in parentheses are merely ex-

planatory of those that precede them, and often translate Pahlavi

glosses in the original text.

5. For the meaning of the abbreviations, used in the notes, see

the explanatory list after the Introduction.

6. The manuscripts used for the Dinkanf are :

—

B (written a. d. 1659), the only independent authority for

Book VII; it was brought from Iran to Surat in 1783, and one

folio, at the end of Chap, iv, appears to be missing.

K 43 (written a. d. 1594 and later), No. 43 in the University

Library at Kopenhagen, which contains another independent

authority for Book V in its later portion.

7. The manuscripts used for the Selections of Za<f-sparam

are:

—

K 35 (probably written a. d. 1572), No. 35 in the same library,

which was brought from Iran by Prof. Westergaard in 1843, along

with No. 43.

T, a copy of a MS. about fifty years older, belonging to Ervad

Tehmuras Dinshawji Ankalesaria of Bombay.



MARVELS OF ZOROASTRIANISM.

DfNKA^Z?.—BOOK VII.

Chapter I.

i. For the gratification ofthe creator Auharma^,
even through the complete superiority of the Ma^a-
worshipping religion, adorned by omniscience, in the

world.

2. The seventh book is about the marvellousness

of the greatest reminder of the Ma^a-worshipping

religion, Zaratust 1 of the Spitamas ; also of the

mindfulness of that illustrious one by Auharma^,
and of his religion, arisen through the word of

Auharmas^, being blessed among those of the

region of king Vi^tasp ; from the Exposition of the

Good Religion 2
.

3. But, before that, there is purposely written

whatever was the progress of the character and

effect of the good religion and its first acceptor in

the spiritual and worldly existences ; and, after that,

1 Nearly always spelt Zaratukhsht in the MS., the counterpart

of the Persian form Zai atuhsht or Zaraduhsht.
2 This Nik^o-i V6h-d6no was evidently the name of an older

book, from which the Dinkar^ quotes much of its information on

religious matters.

B 2
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the prophets, apostles, and upholders in the period

as far as Zaratust, whose guardian spirit is reverenced,

and their religion, which is this, due to the utterance

and splendour with which they have been blessed

with prophecy among mankind \

4. According to the Ma^a-worshipping religion

and the Exposition of the Good Religion, it is the

nature ofAtiharma^aTs disposition and his knowledge

as to the complete obtainment of the first creature,

the archangel Vohumano, and the first progress

spiritually among the archangels and the other

sacred beings of the spiritual and worldly existences,

and materially in Gayomaraf, the first man, through

concurrent and complete acceptance from the creator

Atiharma^, and the needful atonement in his own
period through meditation, and the smiting thereby

of the fiend of that period and the opposition thereof,

by thinking of the creator s teaching, that constitute

the whole of that first utterance 2 of the religion of

Auharma^.

5. According to the declaration of the good reli-

gion about the production of existence, which is the

praise of him who was the causer of existence and

creator, the beneficent spirit, the first craving among
mankind was this, that ' we be happy and be the

creation of Auha/ma^ ;

' and the last, as regards

the preservation of a remedy for mankind, is this,

that ' the best is this, that the formation of lives be

perfect now, though rendered sickly by him ; and

the spiritual existences of mankind be so now, though

the destroyer has come to the creatures/ 6. For

1 This preliminary matter occupies the whole of Chap. I.

2 The Yatha-ahu-vairyo, or most sacred religious formula of

the Parsis.
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human beings of the lineage of Gayoman/ this is the

one thing good, when they shall perform their duty

and good works ; and one's work is to smite one's

own opposing fiend ; an instance presentable to any

of the lineage, that it is important for every one of

you to smite his own opposing fiend, is the freedom

from molestation which occurs thereby, and the non-

contamination of the creatures by the destroyer

;

and it is that effect which the creator of creation has

produced for it.

7. And this, too, is declared by the good religion,

that through a true-spoken statement Gayomara?

attained to the good spiritual lordship 1 of the arch-

angels (that is, he was fit for the supreme heaven 2
).

8. And after Gayoman/, at various periods until the

ever-favouring 3 Zaratust of the Spitamas, whose

guardian spirit is reverenced ; much also was his

acquaintance with knowledge, and his work was the

preservation of the mankind of that time in which he

came into notice ; moreover he became requisite for

conference with the creator ; and because of their

superior carrying on of destiny 4
, by command of the

1 Reading hu-ahuih, Av. hvanghevi. This section is one of

the numerous quotations from the Pahlavi version of a lost Avesta

text. When we are furnished with a complete Pahl.-Av. vocabulary,

it will be possible to recover much of the original Avesta of such

quotations, with some degree of certainty.

2 Pahl. gardenia nig. Such glosses and comments, inserted

by the Pahlavi translator, are always marked as parenthetical.

3 Pahl. hamai-bahar; it might be read hamai-bidar, 'ever

vigilant/

4 Reading vakhsh (=Pers. bakhsh), which is usually expressed

by its ZvarLr equivalent gad ^(traditionally gadman), and this means

both ' destiny' and 'the star, or glory, of destiny' (Av. hvareno,

Pers. khura). Here the first letter of vakhsh is omitted, and

this error converts the word into khayd, the ZvarLr of^an, 'life/
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creator, it is declared in the good religion, that the

combined titles of prophet (vakhshvar), acceptor, and

promoter are enumerated of them.

9. As G&y6mar^ passed away, it l came to Masye
and Masyaoi 2

, the second of worldly beings who were

the progeny of Giy6mar^ the first ; audit is declared,

by the word of Auharma^, that he spoke to them,

when they had been produced by him, thus :
' You

are the men I produce, you are the parents of the

parents of all embodied existence ; and so do you

men not worship the demons, for the possession of

complete mindfulness is the best thing produced by

me for you, so that you may fully observe duty and

ordinances with complete mindfulness/ 10. And
the bountifulness of Aftharma^ was extolled by

them, and they went on with their own duty ; they

also performed the will of the creator, enjoyed the

advantage of the many duties of the world, and
practised next-of-kin marriage for procreation, union,

and the complete progress of the creations in the

world, which are the best good works of mankind.

1 1. The creator showed them the sowing of corn, as

declared in the words of Auharma^ thus :
* This is

thine, O Masy£ ! which is an ox ; thine, too, is this

corn; and thine those other appliances; henceforth

thou shouldst know them well/

This must have also occurred twice in a previous copy of the MS.
in § 28, where the word is written ^an, 'life/ in the MS. B. In

S. B.E., vol. xxxvii, Dk. VIII, xiii, 20, vakhsh has been erro-

neously translated ' word/
1 The glorious destiny. §§ 9 and 10 have been previously

translated in S. B. E., vol. xviii, pp. 411, 412.
2

Literally ' man and woman ' who grew up as plants from the

earth fertilized by Gayomar^, the prototype of the human race

;

see Bd. XV, 1-5.
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12. This, too, is declared by the good religion,

that Auharma^ spoke to Hadish 3
, one of the sacred

beings thoroughly worthy through righteousness,

thus:
l O Hadish, who art thoroughly worthy

through righteousness ! thou shouldst proceed to

Masye and Masy&oi, thou shouldst procure thy 2

corn and bread from Masye and Masya6i, and

shouldst bless theirs thus :
" This corn comes up

owing to you, and, as it came unto you from

Afiharma^ and the archangels, may the corn ex-

tend from you unto your descendants without dis-

turbance from the demons ; " and two Ahunavairs 3

are to be recited for the staying away of the demon
and fiend/ 13. And Hadish, the thoroughly worthy

through righteousness, went to Masye and Masyaoi,

and he procured his corn and bread from Masye and

Masyaoi, and it was given by them ; he also blessed

them thus :
' May this corn come up from you, as

from the archangels ! as it came unto you from
Auharma^ and the archangels, may it extend from

you unto your descendants, without disturbance from

the demons

;

' and two Ahunavairs were recited by

him, for the staying away of the demon and fiend.

14. And, owing to the explanation of the sacred

beings, Masye and Masyaoi attained also to the

manufacture of clothing, the tending of sheep, house-

building, and primitive carpentry, the agriculture

and husbandry of the ancients, and the memory of

their original state ; and these proceeded from them

through their lineage, presenting an example and

1 Mentioned in Visp. i, 9 : ii, 1 1 : ix, 5, and recognized as a

spirit in Pahl. Visp. i, 31 (Sp.). The spirit who assists the hus-

bandman, see fitudes iran. ii, 201.
2 The MS. has ' his/ as in § 13, by mistake.
3 Two of the sacred Yatha-ahu-vairyo formulas.
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spreading in the world, to artificers among the

plenitude of artificers.

15. And after that, the destiny to be carried on

came to Samak 1
y
who ivas their son, and the descent

of their collateral descendants was on to each region

and each quarter of theworld, to that extentwhich the

creator chose for that region and quarter ; and thereby

there was a completion of the progress and spreading

of mankind into the various regions and quarters.

16. At another time it came to Vaegere^ and

Hoshang 2 of the early law (pe^-da^), for pro-

viding in the world the law of husbandry, or cultiva-

tion of the world, and of sovereignty or protection of

the world. 17. And through their companionship

and united force, given by religion, the sovereignty

and cultivation of the world were prepared through

progress and a succession of provisions of Auhar-

ma^'s creatures, as well as the religion appointed

by A&harma^. 18. And through that glory of
destiny (gad#) two-thirds of the demons of Mazano 3

and the seven evil-instructed ones 4 of Aeshm were

destroyed by H6sh&ng.

19. After that it came to T&khmorup 6 the well-

armed, and through that glory the demon and evil

mankind, the wizard and witch, were smitten by

him ; idolatry was also cast out by him, and he

propagated in his time the reverence and service of

the creator ; the evil spirit, converted into the shape

of a horse, was also carrying himfor thirty winters.

1 See Bd. XV, 24-26.
2 Grandsons of Samak, see Bd. XV, 28, and Sachau's Albirfinfs

Chronology of Ancient Nations, pp. 206, 212.
3 The idolators of Mazandaran. See Yt. XIX, 26.
4 Called < seven powers' in Bd. XXVIII, 15.
5 See Bd. XXXI, 2, and Yt. XIX, 28, 29.
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20. And it came, at another time, for the con-

ference with Afihanna^, to Yim l the splendid, the

son of Vivang,ha ; and owing to his accepting the

four classes of the religion, which are priesthood,

warriorship, husbandry, and artisanship, there are

the four classes which are priesthood, warriorship,

husbandry, and artisanship, and thereby the world

was improved, extended, and developed ; he also

rendered even the creatures, in a measure, immortal,

undecaying, hungerless, thirstless, plentiful, and

fully-settled. 21. And in the good religion 2 it is

declared, by the word of the creator Auharma^ to

Yim, thus :
' Then do thou widen my world ! (that

is, make up its measure more), then do thou extend

my world ! (that is, make it up larger), and then

thou shouldst accept from me the protection, nourish-

ment, and chieftainship of the world ; and do thou

effect such watchfulness over it, that ho one shall be

able to occasion the wounding or injury of another.'

22. And this was accepted and done by Yim, as

A tiharmasd? commanded him ; and through the same

glory he widened the earth three-thirds larger than

that which it was theretofore. 23. And, in that

realm of his, the cattle and men of the realm were

made immortal by him, and the other creations,

water, vegetation, and the various foods, imperish-

able. 24. And this, too, is declared by the good

religion, that the world was made by him like the

supreme heaven in pleasantness ; also the enclosure

made by Yim, constructed by him according to all

the commands of the creator 3
, about guarding the

creatures from perishing through the winter of

3 See Bd. XXXI, 3-5, and Yt. XIX, 31-33.
2 In Vd. II, 4.

8 As detailed in Vd. II, 22-31, 40, 41.
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Mahrkus, and likewise many other wonders are

reported by the good religion.

25. And it came, at another time, by command of

the creator, to Fre^un the Aspig&n * when he was in

the pregnant womb, owing to the share of husbandry

in the avocations of the religion, through allotment

from the glory of Yim, and through its triumphant

splendour. 26. And Fredun, through that triumphant

splendour, became a responder to Dahak 2 from the

pregnant womb, and that degraded fiend was averted

and paralysed by him ; having come to nine years of

age, he proceeded about his destruction, and through

that victory Dahak was smitten by him 3
, the crea-

tures were saved and relieved thereby, those of

Mazandar and Ma^a were smitten, their ravage and

mischief were removed from the region of Khvaniras,

and the region of Khvaniras was preserved for his

three sons. 27. And owing to his husbandry, which

is the third avocation of the religion, pestilence and

disease were disturbed by the medical treatment even

of pestilence itself, and he exhibited to mankind also

many other wonders produced and useful occupation

for the world.

28. And, in the life-time of Fredfan, the same

destiny came to AirL£ 4
, son of Freafan, owing to

introduction by the creator, and was diffused in him,

and he practised humility ; the life
5 which is perfect

is brought through a prayer from his father Freafan,

1 See Bd. XXXI, 7, 8, and Yt. XIII, 131 ; XIX, 36.
2 The Arab usurper, or usurping dynasty, that conquered Yim

in his old age; see Bd. XXXI, 5, 6.

8 See Yt. XIX, 37.
4 See Bd. XXXI, 9, 10.

5 Probably 'destiny;' the initial letter of vakhsh, 'destiny/ has

been omitted, and this blunder converts the word into khaya, ' life/
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and that life
1 came to him from the creator through

the blessing of Freafan.

29. And it came, through his mother, to a descen-

dant of Fre^un and descendant of AlrL£ ; it proceeded

with the angel Neryosang to Manu5v£ihar 2
, and its

entire progress was in the lineage of Mx\k. 30.

And it came to ManosvBhar, the monarch of Iran,

and through it many wonder-wrought actions were

performed by him ; he smote Salm and Tu^* in

revenge for Airi/£ 3
, he was a responder to the super-

fluities of foreign countries, he arranged the realm

of Ir&n, improved and fertilised the land of Iran, and

made the country of Iran victorious over foreigners.

31. At another time it came to Auzobo, son of

Tumasp 4
, a descendant of ManosvHhar the monarch

of Iran ; and, through that destiny and glory com-

bined, the new-born came to mature activity and the

proportions of a man during childhood, through

agriculture ; he disclosed his lamenting mother to

the countries of Iran, he marched on to the destruc-

tion of foreigners, to drive out and make them

outcast from the land of Iran ; he also defeated the

village-terrifier of the country of Iran, the wizard

who frightened his father and fellow-immortals,

Frangrasiyak of Tur 5
; and he developed and ferti-

1 See note 5 on preceding page.
2 Here spelt Neresang and Manmir. The former is the usual

spiritual messenger of ACiharmas^; and for the lineage of the

latter see Bd. XXXI, 9- 14. It appears that the glorious destiny

was preserved by the angel Neryosang for some generations, and

he conveyed it to the grandfather of Manu^ihar (see Chap. II, 70).
3 The three sons of FreVun, among whom he divided his

dominions, with the usual result of triumvirates.

4 See Bd.XXXI, 23; XXXIV, 6.

5 See Yt. XIX, 56-64, 77, 82, 93, and Bd. XXXI, 14, 15, 18,

21, 22, 35 ; XXXIV, 6 ; where the Av. form Frangrasyan is further
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lised the country of Iran, and increased the many
streams and cultivated lands in the country of Ir&n.

32. At another time it came to Keres&sp6 the

Saman 1
, owing to the share of warriorship which is

the second avocation of the religion, through allot-

ment from the glory of Yim 2
; and, through it, the

serpent Srobovar which was swallowing horses and

swallowing men, the golden-heeled demon Ganda-

rep6, and much other production of adversity by

the demon and the fiend—the murderess of the

creatures

—

were destroyed by him.

33. At another time it came to Kat-Koba^ 3
, the

progenitor of the Kayans ; through it he arranged the

realm of Iran, he united the sovereignty with himself

in the Kayan race, and he thereby occasioned much
splendour and actions of advantage to the creatures.

34. And it came to Patakhsrobo 4
, son of Alry£f-

shva 6
, son of Tdz, who was king of the Arabs,

through the mindfulness of the archangel Ashava-

histo, and his enquiry about it from its own tribe 6—
for the demon of greediness (a so), with one similarly

corrupted into Frasiyaz>, as it is also hereafter in Chap. II, 68

;

Zs. XII, 3.

1 A famous hero whose exploits, like those of Hercules, have

given birth to many legends; see S. B. E., vol. xviii, pp. 369-382.
2 Compare § 25.
3 See Yt. XIX, 71 ; Bd. XXXI, 24, 25, 28 ; XXXIV, 7.

4 Or Patasrob6, spelt Patsrob6 in Pahl. Vd. XX, 4 (Sp.).

5 Or AiryeYshnig; evidently the same as Virafsang in Bd.

XXXI, 6, which is spelt AvirafshanSg and Airafshanig in two

MSS. of the Iranian Bundahu. Hence we may conclude that

Patakhsr6b6 was a brother of Zainigav, and a great-uncle of

Dahak ; but how his daughters could have been married to the

three sons of FreWim, as stated in the jfifitrada^ Nask (see Dk.

VIII, xiii, 9), is a chronological difficulty that throws doubt upon

this identification.

6 The people of the primitive faith, who are supposed to have
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destined, had rushed for the destruction of him who
was very gentle to that tribe *

—

as he had a full

inclination for the ascendancy of the portion whose

guidance to the lofty priestly master was owing to

the archangel Ashavahisto, just as the fish image 2

of that other portion was for falling into the river

;

and it is declared that he came to the ceremonial of

Zaratust.

35. At another time it came to Kai-Arsh and his

brothers 3
, the descendants of Kobaaf; through it

they have been all-experienced and powerful, heed-

ful and performing wonders ; and the eldest brother

of them, Kai-Us, seized upon the sovereignty of the

seven regions, and became very illustrious and full

of glory. 36. At the same time it came to Aoshnar 4

who became fully sagacious (p&r-ztr), owing to the

glory of Yim, when he was in his mother's womb,
and many wonders were taught by him to his mother,

through speaking from the mother's womb ; also at

his birth he vanquished the maleficent spirit by
uttering answers to the questions of the deadly

Ftt2v£ih the demon-worshipper. 37. He also attained

to the chancellorship (farma^arih) of Kai-Cs, and

became administrator (rayini^ar) in his realm of
the seven regions; the frontier speech (vimand-

gdbisnih) was also explained and taught by him,

already practised most of the duties upheld by Zarathu^tra before

his appearance as a reformer.
1 Indicating that the Arab subjects of the king had revolted,

because he favoured those of the primitive faith who, no doubt,

gained further favour by putting down the rebellion.
2 Or it may be ' fish priest/ as karapo, 'a heathen priest/ and

kerpo, ' shape, image/ are written alike in Pahlavi letters.

8 See Yt. XIX, 71 ; Bd. XXXI, 25.
4 See Yt. XIII, 131 ; Dd. XLVIII, 33.
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and much other learning of advantage to mankind

who are unaffected by the utterance of replies of

a foreigner; he also advised the Iranian country

with the best-instructed counsel.

38. And its coming to Kai-Slyavakhsh 1 the

illustrious, through the wondrous-formed Kangd^z

being held by him for the retention of protectionfor
the much splendour and suitable glory of the religion,

from which the restoration of time, the re-arrange-

ment of the realm of Iran, and the reunion of power

and triumph with the religion of Aiiharma^ are

manifest.

39. It came to Kaf-Khusr61 2
, son of Slyavakhsh,

and through it he smote and vanquished Frangra-

siyak 3 of Tur, the wizard, and his fellow-miscreation

Kersevazd 4 of those of Vakgir 5
, and many other

very evil devastators of the world ; he also joined in

the destruction of that idol-temple which was on the

shore of Lake i$fe/§ast 6
, and demolished that fiendish-

ness which was awful. 40. On account of the

desirableness of means for the renovation of the

universe, he is also on a throne (nam^o), which is

assuredly selected by that destiny, at a secret place

where there is an immortal preserver for his body

until the renovation, through the will of the creator.

41. And it came from him, after Zaratost of the

Spitamas came to the conference of the creator

1 See Yt. XIX, 71, 77; Bd. XXXI, 25; Byt. Ill, 25, 26.

2 See Yt. XIX, 74, 77, 93 ; Bd. XXXI, 25.
3 See§ 3 1 -

4 Brother of Frangrasiyak, see Yt. XIX, 77 ; Bd. XXXI, 15.
5 Reading Vakgiragano, probably the inhabitants of the

Bakyir mountain, mentioned in Bd. XII, 2, 20 as a stronghold

of Frasiyaz> (= Frangrasiyak).
6 See Bd. XVII, 7 ; Mkh. II, 95.
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Afiharma^, and accepted from the omniscient

creator Atiha^ma^ unmixed freedom from pollution,

the comprehensive and also recited acquaintance

with the knowledge and work of priesthood, warrior-

ship, husbandry, and artisanship, and the separate

portions of the Mazda-worshipping revelation (den 6)

brought to king Kai-VLstasp by command of the

creator, illuminated by the great splendour in that

supreme sovereign of the sacred beings, and propa-

gated by the learned of the region, in the regions

which are seven, through the good eloquence which

is owing to the succession of creatures until the

renovation of the universe. 42. And through its

production by those who will be his sons, Aushe^ar,

Aushe^ar-mah, and Soshans 1
, the renovation in the

existence of the creatures ofAuharma^ is immortal;

and a more remindful statement of its splendour,

glory, and marvellousness is a statement that is

written and found below 2
.

43. And there have also been others before Zara-

tu5t, the prophet (vakhshvar) of desired fame in

the Ma^a-worshipping religion ; for it is declared

that, at times, some came from the spiritual beings

to him who was more of a leader, and mankind have

become as captivated by the solicitation and interro-

gation of that affair, as now by the solicitation and

interrogation of the religion ; the necessity for that

period is not now necessary, because all mankind

1 The Pahlavi transcripts of the Avesta names, Ukhshya^-ereta,

Ukhshya^-nemangh, and Saoshyas, of the three apostles expected

to revive and renovate the Parsi religion in successive millenniums.

According to the imperfect chronology of the Bundahir, the

millennium of AusheVar-mah has now nearly one-fourth elapsed.

2 See Chap. XI, 7-1 1.
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are made acquainted with the religion, and Zaratfot

of the Spitimas, whose guardian spirit is righteous,

is to be reverenced.

44. Now, that which is declared in the world is

written, about the splendour, glory, and marvellous-

ness of the prophet of the Ma^da-worshipping re-

ligion, the best of creations, whose guardian spirit

is reverenced, Zarattlst of the Spitamas ; and ten

chapters are published here, as to the information

from the Avesta, and in benediction of the religion

of Auharma^ \

45. That of it which is before the birth of that

glorious one from his mother in the present world.

46. That of it which is from the birth of that

illustrious one onwards, till his coming to a con-

ference with Auharma^.

47. That of it which is from the conference on-

wards, till his pre-eminence over prophecy in the

world, and the acceptance of the religion by the

exalted Kai-VLstasp.

48. That of it which is onwards from that, till

the departure (vikh<?£o) of that pure soul to the

existence which is best.

49. That of it which is also successively after that,

in the reign of the obedient king Kai-Vistasp.

50. That of it which is after that, until the collapse

(an^avi^no) of the sovereignty of Iran.

5 1

.

That of it which is also after that, until the

end of the millennium of Z2S2X\\st.and the arrival of

Aushe^ar.

52. That of it which is also after that, until the

end of the millennium of Atishe^ar and the arrival

of Aushe^/ar-mah.

1 Then follow the headings of these ten Chapters (II to XI).
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53. That of it which is also after that, until the

end of the millennium of Aflshe^ar-mah and the

arrival of Sdsh&ns.

54. And that of it from the arrival of the Tri-

umphant Benefiter, until the wonder of the renova-

tion and future existence ; a statement of them

each separately.

Chapter II.

1. About the marvellousness of the manifestations

before * the birth of that most auspicious of offsprings

from his mother 2
.

2. One marvel is this which is declared, that

the creator passed on that glory of Zaratfct

through the material existences of the creatures 3 to

Zaratfot ; when the command arose from Auhar-

ma^, the coming of that glory from the spiritual

existence to the worldly, and to the material sub-

stance (m&afiy&to) of Zaratust, is manifested as

a great wonder to the multitude (va/ kabedano).

3. Just as revelation mentions it thus :

< Thereupon,

when Atiharma^ had produced the material

(dahisno) of Zaratfct, the glory then, in the

1 The MS. has pataj for p&s.
2 The contents of this chapter are thus mentioned in the

summary of the Spend Nask (Dk. VIII, xiv, 1 in S.B.E., vol. xxxvii,

p. 31):
—'The Spend contains particulars about the origin and

combination of the material existence, guardian spirit, and soul (or

glory) of Zaratuxt; how the creation of each one occurred in the

spiritual existence, and in what mode it was produced for the

worldly existence ; how their connection with the parents arose,

the coming of the parents together, the combination in the mother,

and the birth from the mother; and whatever is on the same

subject/
8 The writer uses two Arabic words: maViy&to-i '/$alqo.'

[47] c
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presence of Afiharma&/, fled on towards the material

of Zaratiist, on to that germ ; from that germ it fled

on, on to the light which is endless V from the light

which is endless 2
it fled on, on to that of the sun

;

from that of the sun it fled on, on to the moon ; from

that moon it fled on, on to those stars ; from those

stars it fled on, on to the fire which was in the house

of Z6is 3
; and from that fire it fled on, on to the

wife of Frahimrva^a-z6i^ 4
, when she brought forth

that girl who became the mother of Zaratfist.'

4. Of that splendour, escaped at the same time

into the earth and into the sky, the father-in-law's

ignorance is declared, so that it is said by those in

the village of the more instructed and invoking

Zofr 6
, as to the self-combustion which burns the fire,

that fuel is not necessary for its use. 5. Then they

went on to the governor (kdafo), and he explained

to them concerning that same (that is, he spoke to

them) thus :
' The full glory of embodied existence

1 Perplexed by the repetitions, some copyist has evidently

omitted this phrase by mistake.
2 Pahl. anagar, a transcript of Av. anaghra which is always

translated by Pahl. asar, 'endless/ The 'endless light' is the

abode of Auharmaz*/, see Bd. I, 2.

8 Written in Pazand.
4 Also written in Pazand. In Bd. XXXII, 10, it is stated that < the

name of the father of the mother of Zaratfot was Frahimrava' (or

Feredhimruvand in the Iranian version); but very little reliance

can be placed on such Pazand readings of names originally written

in Pahlavi.

5 Here written in Pahlavi letters which can also be read Zandih.
In the text, the two preceding adjectives, farhakhtar va-khv&n,
might be read Fardkht-ruvdnan as the beginning of the name.
But, as it stands, the text implies that Z6fa, the father-in-law of his

son Frahim-rvaraa's wife, was the master of the house, which is the
usual oriental arrangement.
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is the glory of life apart from the body, so that all

diligence devoid of this is only movement/

6. And it is declared that the demons, on account

of their defeat by that glory in maintaining 1 adversity

for the girl, were bringing on to that district three

armaments (hen 6), winter, the demon of pestilence,

and oppressive enemies ; and a suspicion was cast

by them into the minds of those of the district, that

this harm happened to the district owing to the

witchcraft of this girl ; so that those of the district

quarreled dreadfully with the parents, as to the

witchcraft of antagonism in the girl, and about

putting her out from that district.

7. And the father of that girl spoke even these

words to those of the district, with much reason,

about the unjust assertion of witchcraft relative to

the girl, that is :
' When this girl was brought forth

among those of mine, her whole destiny (vakhsh)

was afterwards set forth by that manifest radiance

of fire, where it brought out radiance from all over

her in the dark night. 8. When this girl sits in the

interior of the house, wherein there is no fire, and

in the chamber (sarai) of fire they increase its

intensity (btir^o), it is lighter there, where and when

this girl sits, than there where they increase the

intensity of the fire ; one is dazzled by the radiance

from her body, and that of a wizard would not have

been so glorious/

9. Even then, owing to the influence (sarlnisno)

of the demons, and the Kavig and Karap 2 of the

1 Reading darih, but it may be garih for karih, ' producing.
5

2 The Karaps were apparently idolatrous priests, especially those

before the conversion of Vi^tasp by Zaratu\rt; one being called

' a wizard ' in Chap. Ill, 5, 42-44, another ' unsanctified ' in IV, 24,

C 2
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district, they did not become satisfied ; so the father

ordered the girl to go to Pa^iragtaraspo \ the father

of a family in the country (mat a) of the Spftamas,

in the district (ru^ast&k) of Alak ; and the girl

obeyed the command of her father. 10. That dis-

turbance which the demons caused, with evil inten-

tion, for the expatriation of that girl, the sacred

beings assiduously made the reason for the coming

of the girl for marriage to Porushaspo, the father of

Zaratlxst, through her father sending the girl to the

dwelling of Pa^iragtaraspd, the father of Porushaspo.

ii. One marvel^ is this which is declared, that

when that girl, in going to that family, stood on the

loftiest place in the country of the Spitamas, and it

is surveyed by her, a great wonder is manifested to

the girl, just as revelation mentions: * It is their 3

a third is 'deadly' in IV, 67, and a demon himself is a Karap in

IV, 61, and has Karaps under his control in II, 45. The following

Karaps are named in the time of Zaratu^t :—Durasrdbd mentioned

in Chap* III, 4-41 ; Bra^/rok-resh in III, 20-34, who is called

a Turanian in III, 28 ; Vaedvout in IV, 21-24 ; and Zak in IV, 67.

Some others are named by other writers. The Kavigs, Kais, or

Kigs are mentioned with the Karaps in Chaps. II, 9 ; III, 50 ; IV,

2, 6, 14, 64, 67; VIII, 26, 40, as equally objectionable, but their

avocation as officials is not defined. Both classes seem to have

held official rank, but whether their titles were tribal or official is

uncertain. The Avesta calls them Karapan and Kavi ; the latter

word being also the royal title of the Kayan dynasty, of which

VLrtasp was a member. Compare Zs. XV, 1-4 ; XXIII, 8.

1 So also in §§ 13, 70. In Bd. XXXII, 1, 2, the two old MSS. of

the Iranian BundahLr have Padtarasp thrice and Pirtarasp once

;

K 20 has Spitarsp and Paitiresp; K2ob has Padirtarasp6 and
Paitirisp6; and M6 has Padirtarasp and Paitiresp. Zs. XIII, 6, has

Purtaraspo.
2 One of the marvellous manifestations mentioned in § 1.

8 Probably we should read :
* It is the voice of those sacred

beings ' who are mentioned in § 10. As the word yazd&n, ( sacred

beings/ is exactly similar, in Pahlavi, to shan (in valtfshdn, 'their'
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voice is carried away to her from them ;
" do thou

proceed to that village which is theirs ; it is very

depressed in height and very wide in breadth, in

which he who is living and the cattle mostly walk

together ; besides, for thy assistance that village is

divinely fashioned dW compassionate."' 12. There-

upon that damsel stopped, and also fully observed

that their recital seems to be for the conveyance

of this statement, that my action should be such as

was ordered me by my father also. 13. Then that

damsel thoroughly washed her hands, and proceeded

from them to that village which was Pa^iragtaraspo's,

and the glory came to Porushaspo, the son of Pa*/i-

ragtaraspo.

14. One marvel is this which is declared, that the

creator Auharma^ passed on the guardian spirit

(fravahar) of Zarat&st, to the parents of Zaratast,

through (le-/£adon) Horn 1
, by a marvel produced

by cultivation. 15. Again, too, revelation says that,

when the separation (burino) of the third millen-

nium occurred, at the end of the 3,000 years of

spiritual existence without a destroyer, (after the

creatures were in spiritual existence, and before the

arrival of the fiend) ; then the archangels framed

Zaratust together, and they seated the guardian

spirit within, having a mouth, having a tongue, and

the proclaimer of the celestial mansions.

or ' those '), a copyist would be liable to the blunder of leaving out

the final word in writing valashan yas^/an. Or the original

writer himself may not have quoted enough of the text he was

reading, to make his meaning clear.
1 A sacred and mythical tree, described in Bd. XVIII, 1-3, and

often personified as a sacred being. It is now represented, in

Parsi ceremonies, by twigs of a particular plant brought from

Persia.
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1 6. Then the three millenniums of Zaratust x were

the number manifest to them through observation

by the eye, and it seemed that he became just like

an archangel through bodily contact with (ham-

kerplh) 2 the archangels. 17. And when the separa-

tion of the third millennium occurred, after the

framing of Zarattirt together, and before the con-

veying of Zaratiist down to the worldly state, at the

end of the 3,000 years of worldly existence with

a destroyer, then Atiharmas*/ argued with Vohiimand

and AshavahLsto 3 thus :
' Is his mother beheld by

you, so that we may produce Zarat&st ?

'

18. And AshavahLsto spoke in reply thus : 'Thou

art aware even of that, O propitious one ! about the

Zaratu^t we shall produce, and thou and we have

produced, thou knowest, O Auharma^! and to us

who are the other archangels do thou announce the

place, because its appearance thou knowest, thou

propitious spirit Auharma^ !

'

19. Then Afiharma^ argued with Vohiimano

and the reminding by Ardavahlrtd 4
, Shatraver,

Spendaraia^, Khurda^, and Amurda^ 5
, saying:

1 Meaning the period of Zaratfot's existence merely as a guardian

spirit, the first period of -the destroyer (§ 17) who then remained

powerless in confusion (see Bd. I, 22).
2 Or ' sheltering with' (ham-kar^ih).
3 The personifications of the Avesta phrases for ' good thought

'

and * perfect rectitude/ who are two of the seven that hold a

superior position among sacred beings, somewhat similar to that

of archangels. When a Parsi speaks of Auharmas^ as the first of

the Ameshaspends, or archangels, he does not put him on an equality

with the rest, any more than we put a commander-in-chief on an
equality with his troops when we call him a good soldier.

4 Another pronunciation of Ashavahuyt6.
5 These last four archangels are personifications of the Avesta
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* The conveying of Zaratilst down does not seem to

be for me, because, having a mouth and having

a tongue, he will be a proclaimer to the world of

embodied beings. 20. If we convey Zaratfot down
on to the world of embodied beings, having a mouth

and having a tongue, as a proclaimer of the celestial

mansion, this is evident : they will say, concerning

the origin of him who is my righteous man, that we
frame him together with the water, with the land,

with the plants, and with the animals 1
. 21. There-

fore we will carry off there, to the village of Poru-

sh&spd, him whom they will call ZaratA^t of good

lineage of both natures, both of Nerydsang 2 who is

of the archangels, and of Yim who is of mankind/

22. Then the archangels framed together a stem

of Horn the height of a man, excellent in colour,

and juicy where fresh ; also to carry off the guardian

spirit of Zaratust to that stem of theirs, the arch-

angels made it go forth thither from that endless

light, and gave it up there also to the instinctive

intellect (asno vlr). 23. Likewise their carrying

off was manifest around, and a wall was openly

displayed round them, but a restless one ; the Horn

was constantly provided with a mouth, where it was

suitable, and sap constantly oozed from the Horn

where it was moist.

24. And when thirty 3 years of the 3,000 years of

phrases for ' desirable dominion, bountiful devotion, completeness

or health, and immortality.'

1 That is, as an inferior and irresponsible being.

2 Here spelt NeY6sang; see Chaps. I, 29; II, 70 ; and Zs. XIII,

6, for this angel's influence on the royal race.

3 The MS. has 330 years, but the time intended is evidently that

shortly before the birth of Zaratfot, and this third 3,000 years
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well-disturbed 1 worldly existence remained, Vohu-

mano and Ashavahu'to then associated their pre-

eminence together, and turned off into the embodied

existence ; there they came up to where two birds

had settled in quest of progeny, and seven years

before the serpents devoured the inexperienced

progeny. 25. For their own designs, Vohumano
and Ashavahi^to went on, and those birds consulted

them thus :
' We have to offer homage, and our

want is that Horn.'

26. The circumstances of those associated together

in pre-eminence and the request of these for that

Horn were a double marvel ; Vohumano seized one

of those birds by both legs, and the other by one

;

he also brought them that Horn, and gave it up to

them there, on that tree within their nest. 27. And
they uncovered above the serpents, that have gone

up to the progeny of the birds ; then that guardian

spirit of Zaratast started up, and the serpents on

the tree rushed also from them away towards the

demons ; bid that guardian spirit of Zaratust smote

them on the jaws, and the serpents fell down and
expired, which events have also occurred among
them till now, having been requisite as regards

a depriver of life (^an-gir) and any one of that

species. 28. And that H6m was connected with

that tree ; and on the summit of that tree, there

ended either when Vi.ytasp6 accepted the religion, in Zaratfot's

forty- second year, or when Zaratfot received the religion in his

thirtieth year, but this earlier date is the more likely.

1 This word, hu-aibi^adig, is written in Pahlavi precisely like

an-aibi^-adig, ' without a destroyer/ though its meaning is the

reverse, which is an unexpected cause of perplexity to a cursory

reader.
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where the nest of the birds was, it grew constantly

fresh and golden-coloured \

29. After the coming of her who bore Zaratust,

to P6rfish&spo for marriage, Vohfimano and Arda-

vahLrtd, thus associated together in their pre-

eminence, came up there to P6rtishaspo in the

cattle-pasture of the SpMmas, and their thoughts

were confined to that Horn brought by them. 30.

Then Porushaspo walked forth, with spiritual desire,

up to the water of the Dait 2
, because the require-

ment of the spirits is the spiritual knowledge 3 that

spirits are ever-beneficial ; and that Horn was also

seen by him, when it had grown on that tree, on the

inside of the nest. 31., Then Pdrushaspo thought

thus: ' It is for me, really (madam-^-am) to pro-

ceed and, even as there is no reaching by me up to

that Horn, that tree must be cut down, for apart from

that, O Horn of Auharma^! thou seemest fresh,

so that the benefit of something from thee will be

advantageous/

32. Then P6r&sh4spo walked on and washed

their clothes acquiescently (patasig), and here a

great wonder was manifest to Porushaspo. 33. About

this it says that, all the while that Porushaspo

wrashed their clothes, Vohumano then proceeded

from the uppermost third of the tree unto the

middle of it, whereon it was the desire of Poru-

1 Or it may be ' verdant/
2 Av. Daitya, a mythic river in Airan-ve^ (Bd. XX, 13);

a favourite place for religious rites, see Yt. V, 17, 104, 112; IX,

25, 29; XVII, 45, 49, 61. Or it may be merely maya-i shea7

,

i
brilliant water/

8 Reading mainog-danisnih, but the MS. has mainog
d£n6-d&nih which might be translated 'spiritual knowledge of

religion,' though the latter Pahlavi word is unusual.
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shaspo to be conveyed. 34. Then P6rfish&spo,

having washed the clothes, walked up to it and,

thereupon gathering up the whole of that Horn, all

of it was then also appropriated by him through

assistance like that of that archangel, just as what

thou ofiferest for the food-sustenance of a friend's

son of two years or three years of age ; and it

seemed to him that archangel's joyful payment.

35. Carrying off their Horn, Porushaspo spoke of

it to his noble (mas) wife thus :
' So thou, O Duk-

d&tib ! shouldst keep their Horn in custody, all the

while that their Horn fulfils duty and routine/

36. One marvel is this which is declared, that

the coming of the nature (gohar) of the body of

Zaratftst, through water and vegetation, to the

bodies of his parents, is manifested as a great

wonder of the creator to the multitude. 37. As
revelation mentions it thus :

' Thereupon, when
Auharma^ had produced the material (dah is no)

of Zaratfot 1
, the nature of his body then, in the

presence of Auhamia^, fled on towards the material

of Zaraturt/

38. About Khftrdaaf and Mtirdaa? 2 bringing the

cloud-water down in a compassionate manner ever

anew, drop by drop, and completely warm, for the

delight of sheep and men, and—with as much seed

as the roving of two rampant bulls would thereby

cast upon the plants which have grown, all of every

species

—

they are casting it upon those other plants

at that time, even upon the dry ones; and the

1 Compare § 3.
2 These two archangels have special charge of water and

vegetation (see Sis. XV, 25-29), and here they are represented

as acting in a manner usually ascribed to TLrtar, the Dog-star.
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nature of Zarattlrt: came from that water to those

plants.

39. One marvel is this which is declared, that, in

order that the nature of Zaratust shall come unto

his parents, after 1 the mounting of the archangels

P6rushasp6 drives six white cows, with yellow ears,

up to those plants. 40. And here is manifested a

great wonder, such as revelation mentions thus :

Two 2 of those cows, unimpregnated, had become

full of milk, and the nature of Zarat&rt came

from the plants to those cows, and is mingled with

the cows' milk ; it is owing thereto that Portish&spo

drove those cows back. 41. And Porushaspo spoke

to Duka&ub thus :
' O Dub/aub ! in two of those

cows, which are unimpregnated and have not calved,

milk has appeared ; do thou milk those cows, which

are the splendour and glory of the cows and of any

embodied existence whatever/ 42. And Dukafaub

arose and, taking that pail of hers which had a four-

fold capacity, she also milked from them the milk

which was in them, and a great part of what they

gave up to her she had to throw away ; and the

nature of Zaratust was in that milk.

43. One marvel is this which is manifested in the

struggle of the adversary for concealing and spoiling

that milk, just as revelation mentions thus : There-

upon, at that time, the demons formed themselves

into an assembly, and the demon of demons growled

thus :
' You demons become quite unobservant :

that food is really supplied fresh, so that the forma-

tion is settled which will extend as far as to that

1 Reading akhar instead of a den, ' then/
2 In some places the singular number is used, in others the

plural.
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man who will be the righteous Zaratfct ; which of

you will undertake his destruction, all the while that

he exists for mankind, so as to make him more con-

temptibly impotent ? ' 44. A^shmak 1
, astute in

evil, growled thus :
* I will undertake his destruc-

tion/ 45. Astute in evil, he rushed away with

thrice fifty of the demons who are Karaps of

Afeshmak; and that village was- partly uprooted

and partly destroyed 2 by him, fellow-workers were

ruined, and the number of feltow-eaters of broken

victuals, attending the great, was not broken up,

among whom was he that had repelled his authority.

46. It is declared that, afterwards, Porushaspo

asked again for that Horn from DuWatib, and he

pounded it, and with that cows* milk a
, into which

the nature of the body of Zaratuit had come, he

here mingled the guardian spirit of Zarattlst, and

the nature of the body came at once into union

with it.

47. One marvel is this which is declared, that

Porushaspo and Dukafaub drank up that Horn and

milk, when they were mingled together and an-

nounced to Auharma^ ; and here occurred a com-

bination of the glory, guardian spirit, and bodily

nature of Zaratu^t into a manchild. 48. And a

great wonder is manifested to both of them, through

that which revelation mentions thus : Thereupon,

both have embraced the first time 4 with desire

1 The whirlwind demon; see Bd. XXVIII, 24. Compare

Chap. IV, 61.

2 The usual effects of a hurricane.
3 The mingling of milk with pounded Horn still constitutes part

of the Parsi ceremonial ; see Haug's Essays, 3rd ed., p. 405.
4 Pahl. ' ko/a 2 lala fratum vapdi</6 hawfnd/
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for a son, and the demons shouted out unto them,

in the villainous speech of sinfulness, thus :
' Why

shouldst thou act like this, vile x P6rushasp6 ?

'

whereupon they started up like people who are

ashamed. 49. A second time they have embraced,

and the demons shouted out unto them, in villainous

speech ; whereupon they started up like people who
are ashamed. 50. A third time they have embraced

thus, with desire for a son; and the demons shouted

out unto them, in villainous speech ; whereupon they

started up like people who are ashamed. 51. And
they spoke with one another about it, and continued

at this duty, and accomplished it
2

, saying:
i We will

not so stop without accomplishing something, not

even though both Rak and No^ar should arrive here

together 3/ 52. Then that manchild who was the

righteous Zaratfot became complete, and here below

there came together the nature of the body, the

guardian spirit, and the glory of Zaratu^t in the

womb of his mother.

53. One marvel is this which is declared, that,

after the combination of Zaratust in the womb of
his mother, the demons strove anew wonderfully

1 Reading anag, but it may be intended for hana^ae, ' 0/
2 Pahl. ' afshan madam Mr swfto, a£ghshano pavan akosh irdz

va^idunto/
3 Evidently an old proverb, implying a fixed determination what-

ever catastrophe may happen, even if one's ancestors of the eleventh

or twelfth generation shall appear. No^/ar (Av. Naotara) was

a son of King Manu^fhar (Bd. XXXI, 13, 23), and Rak was

a nephew of Nodar (Bd. XXXI, 31), doubtless the same as Ra^an
(Bd. XXXII, 1 ; XXXIII, 3) which seems to be a Pazand mis-

reading of AirLfco, or £riv£o, see Zs. XVI, 11-13, and compare the

genealogies in Chap. II, 70 and Zs. XIII, 6. The proverb is

used again in Chap. Ill, 19, and the names are mentioned in

in, 39-
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to cause the death of Zaratfot in his mothers womb,

and she who bore him was rendered sickly by them

through the sharpest of sharp and afflictive pain,

until she wished to ask the wizard physicians for

a desirable remedy. 54. And here is manifested a

great wonder, just as revelation says: * It is then

a voice of theirs is carried away there to her from

the higher region, from Afiharma^ and from the

archangels, thus :
" Thou damsel who goest! do not

proceed thither, because anything of theirs is

destruction through wizard medical treatment
; for

healthfulness wash thy hands thoroughly, and those

hands shall take firewood, and upon it thou shalt

offer meat for the sake of the infant, thou shalt offer

up cows' butter to the fire for his sake ; thou shalt

likewise heat it at the fire for his sake, and shalt

quaff (pcLfme^) it off at the proper time for his sake,

and thou wilt become well." ' 55. Then at once

that damsel washed her hands thoroughly, and she

did just as she had heard, and became well \

56. One marvel is this which is manifested to the

multitude when three days remained to his coming 2

forth; in the manner of the sun, at the approach

of its uprising, when its first advancing twilight is

diffused, his body is then announced as revelation

says :
* It is then when in those last three nights

during which Zaratfct was in the womb, where he

still subsisted three days till afterwards born, that

the village of Por&shdspo became all luminous. 5 7.

Then spoke the horse-owners and cattle-owners of

the Spit&mas, in running away, thus: "It is requisite

to be forgiven 3
; the village of Poriishaspo, on which

1 Compare Zs. XIV, 2-5. 2 Literally ' going/
8 Apparently an appeal for mercy.
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that fire * is in every crevice, is disturbed by con-

fusion 2." 58. Then, on running together again,

they said :
" It is not fully forgiven for the village

of P6rfish&sp6 ; fire is on it in every crevice and it

is disturbed by confusion ; unto him is born, at his

house, a brilliant manchild"
9

59. This, too, is one of the wonders, when the

report of the marvellousness of the birth of that

manchild and of his great glory, is due to statements

of Yim and also others, brilliant in carrying on the

destiny which had entered them from the sacred

beings. 60. Wherein Yim spoke to the demons

thus :
* Here below the pure and righteous Zaratfot

will be born, who will produce for you who are

demons that absence of intercession which is pre-

pared for you (that is, he will produce for you

a thoroughly-harassed actual inactivity, an absence

of intercession so that you are not able to pray on

your own account, and no one prays for you)/

61. It is declared that the report about the birth

of Zaratu^t, and concerning his prophesying, is

explained (avazandi-hasto) only by the illustrious,

such as Yim and Freaton and many learned people
;

but the sacred beings are also heard through the

tongues of the animals scattered in the world, in

order that even that witness shall arise as regards

his prophesying. 62. Just like that which is de-

clared, that in the reign of Kal-Os there was an ox,

and a splendour had come to his body from the

sacred beings ; and whenever a dispute as to the

frontier arose between Iran and Turan, that ox was

brought, and the boundary between Iran and Turan

1 Assuming that niram stands for nira, a variant of nura.
2 Or ' terrified with fear/
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was truly shown by him. 63. And because, when an

Iranian had to seek a decision as to a T(Iranian in

a dispute and lies occurred, the Turanians were

constantly convicted through the showing of the

boundary by the ox, and happened to be defeated

by the Iranians

—

and, besides that, their envy also

arose as to Kai-Us, even of his ownership—there-

fore, on account of his possession of that wonder,

the Tftrdnians proceeded about the smiting and

destruction of that ox, and through their sorcery

and witchcraft the mind of Kal-Os was disturbed

about that ox, and he went to a warrior, whose name
was Srito *, and ordered him to kill that ox ; so that

man came to smite the ox. 64. And here is mani-

fested a wonder of importance by that ox, such as

revelation mentions thus :
* To him spoke the ox, in

grave words, thus :
" Thou shouldst not murder me,

O Srit6 ! thou seventh 2 of those of this race
;
you

will atone for this malice when Zarattlst, the most

desirous of righteousness among the existences,

arrives and proclaims thy bad action in revelation

;

and the distress in thy soul becomes such as is

declared by that passage where it says : ' As death

occurs to him, that of VWak 3 and the like occurs/ " '

65. It is declared that that man, when this wonder

was thus seen by him proceeding from the ox, did

not kill it, but went back to Kai-Os and told him
what he had seen. 66. Kai-Os then still, on account

of the amazing deceitfulness of the demons and
wizards, ordered the same man to smite that ox

;

1 This legend is also told, with further details, in Zs. XII, 7-25.
2 Compare Zs. XII, 10.

3 The mother of Dahak, who first committed adultery in an

aggravated form (see Dd. LXX1I, 5 ; LXXVIII, 2).
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and that man proceeded also again to the ox, and

though it was carrying on still much of that talk, he

did not lend an ear to it, but killed it.

67. Regarding the sole-created ox 1
, too, it is

declared that, on meeting its destruction by the evil

spirit, it bellowed thus: 'Though thou thinkest it as

to us, O evil spirit, astute in evil ! that thou art in

every way a winner by destruction, it is not to our

destruction thou art even then an attainer in every

way (that is, it is not possible for thee so to

annihilate that we shall not arise again) ; even now
I proclaim that that man, Zaratast of the Spitamas,

will arrive in that last revolution, who will produce

distress for the demons, the assistants of the demon,

and also the wicked who are bipeds.'

68. Likewise the marvellousness of Zaratust's

defeat of the demons, owing to his glory and by

means of his sagacity, even before he had come into

the world by birth ; when Frasiyiz> 2 the wizard is

amazingly distressed through seeking that glory of

his by desire of the demons, just as revelation 3

mentions thus :
' Thereupon Frasiyiz/, the very

powerful T (Iranian, rushed away, O Zarat&rt of the

Spitamas ! to the wide-formed ocean a first, a second,

and a third time; and he wished to obtain that glory

which is specially for those of the countries of Iran,

for the born and the unborn, and which is for the

righteous one; but he did not attain to that glory/

1
Pahl. t6ra-i aevak-da^o, the primeval ox, from whom the

animals and plants have all descended (see Bd. Ill, 14, 17, 18;

IV, 1-5; X, 1; XIV, 1-3; XXVII, 2).

2 The same person as Frangrasiyak of Chaps. I, 31, 39 ; II, 69

;

XI, 3.

8 In Yt. XIX, 56-62; V, 42.

[47] D
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69. And this, too, is mentioned, that to all the seven

regions the villain Frangrasiyak rushed away, and

the glory of Zaratast was sought by him \

70. Here is an enumeration of the worthy lineage

of Zaratilrt 2
:—Zaratust was son of Porushaspd, son

of Pa^iragtaraspo, of Urugadhasp*,of Hae^a^aspo*,

of Alkhshnus*, of Paetrasp*, of Are^adharai*, of

Hardhar*, of Spitam, of Vaedist*, of Nayazem* 3
,

of AirL£ 3
, of Durasrobo, of Manu^ihar monarch of

Iran, of Manuy-khurnar, of Manus-khurnak whom
Neroksang implanted in 4 Vizak*, daughter of Air-

yak*, son of Thritak*, of Bitak*, of Frazusak*, of

Zusak*, of Fraguzak* 5
, of Gftzak* 6

, daughter of

AirL£, son of Freafan monarch of Khvaniras, son

of Pur-tora the Aspig&n, of Nevak-tora the Aspigan,

of Sog-tora the Aspigan, of Bor-tora the Aspigan,

of Kar^ar-tora 7 the Aspigan, of Siyah-tora the

Aspigan, of Spet6-tora the Aspigan, of Gefar-tora

the Aspigan, of Ramak-tora 8 the Aspigan, of Vano-

fravisn the Aspigan, of Yim monarch of the seven

1 See Yt. XIX, 82.
2 Compare the genealogy in Zs. XIII, 6 ; Bd. XXXII, 1, and that

quoted there from the N\g\x\&rd-\ Denig. The names marked here

with an asterisk are written in Pazand, or partly so.

3 Ayazem, of Ra^an, in Bd. The latter name is Ra^i>n in Vig.,

but ErLfcoin Zs. XVI, 13.
4 This wants confirmation, but varsi^ £en can hardly be

a name as assumed in Vig\, where it is altered to Vzrzid-d&n.
5 The g is of the old form like s.

6 The G is omitted, but see Bd. XXXI, 14.
7 Or Kutal-tora ; this generation is omitted both in the Vi^irkar^

and Bundahi^.
8 This generation is interlined in the MS. of the Dinkan/. The

Bundahu, XXXI, 7, also omits Nevak-tora ; and the Vigukard omits

Bor-tora, Siyah-tora, Sp&6-t6r&, and Ramak-tora. The termina-

tion tora is merely the Zvarw equivalent of gau. In Iranian MSS.
the Pahlavi i and ii are practically written alike in most cases.
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regions, son of Vivangha, of Ayang,ha^*, of Anan-

g,ha^*, son of H6sh&ng the PerdaaTian monarch of

the seven regions, son of Fravik, of Siyamak, of

Masy&, of Gaydmar^ the first man.

Chapter III.

1. About the marvellousness which is manifested

after the birth of that most auspicious of offsprings

from his mother, till his coming to a conference with

Auharma^ 1
.

2. One marvel is this which is declared, that on

being born he laughed outright ; the seven midwives

(day ah) 2
, who sat around him, were quite frightened

thereby ; and those terrified ones spoke thus :
* What

was this, on account of grandeur or contempt ? when,

like the worthy man whose pleasure is due to

activity, the mans child so laughs at the birth owing

to him/ 3. P6rushasp6 also spoke thus :
* Bring out

this mznchild to the sheep^z/z clothing which is

soft ; the affair was owing to thee, owing to the

virtue of thee who art Duka&ub, that the advent of

glory and coming of radiance to this manchild was

openly seen when he laughed outright at his birth/

4. One marvel is this which is declared, that

Portishaspo afterwards went to a Karap, Durasrobd

by name, who was the most renowned for witchcraft

in that district, and informed him of the birth of

Zaratust and the wonders which were manifested

1 The contents of this chapter refer chiefly to ' the rearing of

Zaratfot/ For the other matters mentioned in Dk. VIII, xiv, 2,

see Zs. XIV, 6-12.
2

Sis. X, 15 prescribes ' ten women/ Zs. XIV, 13 mentions
1 seven wizards (yatuko)/

D 2
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therein ; he also brought him to the house for the

purpose of seeing Zaratfot. 5. That wizard, owing

to the coming on of vexation at that glory in Zara-

ttlst, desired with evil intention a really mischievous

deceit (sh&do)
y
to compress with his paws (gov) the

tender head of that full-glorious child, to cause his

death. 6. And here is manifested a great wonder

to the multitude, just as revelation mentions it thus

:

* Thereupon the paws of that deadly one (mar) are

driven back to behind him (that is, reversed (atisktin)

backwards) ; nor ever after did that deadly one be-

come again a devourer of meat with his jaws by

means of those paws/ 7. That Karap also, besides

that, examined the marks and evil specks on Zara-

tust *
; and Porftshaspo, in awful alarm as to the

dispersion of the emanation of splendour (ap-dihih)

from Zaratust, hastened (scLrlnldQ to make Zaratuit

invisible.

8. One marvel is this which is declared, that the

Karap Dftrasr6bo, through witchcraft, cast such fear

of Zaratu^t into the mind of Porushaspo, and so

injured the mind of Porushaspo, that, owing only to

that very fear as regards himself, he asked the Karap
for the death of ZaratHst. 9. Also about 2 the mode
of putting to death for which Porushaspo, owing to

the distraction (vishopi.mo) by which he becomes

helpless, asks Durasrobo ; and that Karap is bring-

ing much firewood together, and to shelter (nipa-

yWano) Zarattlst amid that firewood, to stir up a fire,

and to make it blaze with the wood were the remedy
he arranged (virasto); and Porushaspo acted accord-

1 Compare Zs. XVI, 1-3.
2

Pahl. madam-mtf, where md—k\, 'what? whatever/ is used
for -ik, 'also/ as often happens.
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ingly. 10. And here is manifested a great wonder

to the multitude, just as revelation mentions it thus :

4 Neither was fire among the vegetation on a tree

(that is, it does not come on), nor has fire seized

upon plants ; but on rushed, at dawn 1
f
that son-loving

mother, and she came forth to him intelligently

(hushumond), and seizing him, thereby removed

him with her right hand aloft as he sat V
11. One marvel is this which is declared, that

after Porushaspo spoke to the Karap Durasrobd

about the fire not burning the child, he asked anew
about putting Zaratu^t to death ; then to ensconce

(nipayi^ano) Zaratort in a narrow path, and de-

spatch many oxen on that path, so that he may be

trampled on by the feet of the oxen at night, were

the remedy that Karap proposed (girayi^o) to

Porushaspo; and Porushaspo acted accordingly. 12.

Here also is manifested a wonder of grandeur to the

multitude, just as revelation mentions : 'It was that

ox walked on which had become sorrowful (that is,

its sorrow was great owing to another ox) and it was

aged and walked before that one (before the leading

ox), it also hastened before that other (that is, it

stood up before Zaratust), and he was greatly pitied

by it for the whole day, so that it kept away the

oxen from him, being the first that walked thither

and the last that walked away ; on rushed at dawn
that son-loving mother, forth to him she came intelli-

1 Reading pavan aush, but it might be pavan hush, 'with

sense/ here and in § 14, where there is nothing to indicate that the

child was out all night, but in §§ 12, 18 he is evidently rescued the

next morning.
2 Pahl. i madam pavan austako/ Compare Zs. XVI; 7.
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gently, and seizing him, thereby removed him with

her right hand aloft as he sat V
13. One marvel is this which is declared, that

Pdr&shaspo came a second time (Ida no) to that

Karap also about the oxen not trampling on Zara-

ttlst, and asked anew about the mode of putting

Zarattist to death ; then to ensconce Zaratust near

a drinking-pool (#^khur) in the domain (gehan),

and to drive many horses to that drinking-pool, so

that he may be trampled on by the hoofs of the

horses, were the substituted 2 remedy that Karap

proposed; and Porushaspo acted accordingly. 14.

And here is manifested a great wonder to the

multitude, just as revelation mentions thus :
' That

horse walked on which had become fully-hoofed

(that is, its hoofs were very thick) ; it is yellow-eared

and it walks before that one (before the leading

horse), and it hastens before that other (that is, it

stood up before Zaratust), and was the first that

walked on thither, and the last that walked away
;

on rushed at dawn that son-loving mother, forth to

him she came intelligently, and seizing him, thereby

removed him with her right hand aloft as he sat V
15. One marvel is this which is declared, that

Porush&spo came again to that Karap, spoke also

about the horses, too, not trampling on Zarattlst, and

asked anew as to what may be the mode of putting

1 Compare Zs. XVI, 5.

2 Possibly ' supplementary ' or 'gratuitous.' The word is

nirmato which, as a noun, means the gratuity or honorarium

paid to a priest for acting as a substitute for another. Its etymology

is obscure, unless it be an abbreviation of nirumandi, 'strength/

used in the legal sense of ' refresher.'
8 Compare Zs. XVI, 6.
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Zaratust to death ; then to have Zarattist carried off

into the den (stirak) where a wolfs cubs (hfinftskan)

are slaughtered, so that when the wolf arrives and

sees the slaughtered cubs, she will wrathfully growl

and mangle Zaratust in revenge for those cubs, was

the remedy that Karap proposed ; and Porushaspo

acted accordingly. 16. And here is manifested

a great wonder to the multitude, just as revelation

mentions :
* It is when that wolf came on, several

Yfi^yasts 1
, towards Zarattiit, the wolf was struck

dumb by the assistance of the sacred beings, so that

its mouth was down at the cubs, one with the other/

17. One marvel is this which is declared, that

Srosh 2 the righteous and Vohumano proceeded to

him, and a woolly (kurfisak) sheep was brought by

them unto him; the nurses (dayagan) 3 also were

terrified, apart from him, the whole night. 1 8. Then

on rushed at dawn that son-loving mother, forwards

from the position of that woolly sheep she walked,

and she, the mistress of the domain (zan-1 geh&n),

spoke thus: 'Thou runnest on violently (utayuto)

in excess ; ' for she considered in this way, that ' the

wolf is so much better to that son than thou art 4

good to me, when I shall show his 5 bone or blood

in thy sight 6/ 19. Forwards to him has she come

1 The Yfigyast is a distance of sixteen Roman miles of a thousand

paces each (see Dk. VIII, xx, 19, note). But the writer of the

scripture here quoted could have had no idea of the distance he

was mentioning.
2 A sacred being who personifies ' obedience/ and is a special

protector of man, particularly at night.

8
It may also be read dehigan, 'the country-folk/

4 Or ' she would be/ 5 Or ' they show my!
6 This seems to be a bitter reproach addressed to her husband

;

but the ambiguity of the Pahlavi makes its exact meaning rather

uncertain.
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intelligently and, seizing him, she thereby removed

him, through the grace (dahuno) of the sacred

beings, aloft as he sat ; and she, the mistress of the

domain, spoke thus :
' I shall not give thee up again,

my son, not even though both Rak and No^ar should

arrive here together 1/

20. And it is declared that, afterwards, the Karap
Dftrasrobo, with a malicious disciple, came to the

same district and noticed about the advancement of

Zaratfot; and they saw no means for injuring or

putting him to death, but his condition (mindavam)
was a marvel as full of vigour as this which is

declared, that Bra^rok-resh, the Karap, growled thus :

—21. 'Then I, who am the most far-seeing of the

people in that district of ours as to witchcraft, see

upon their district that well-directing (that is, he
understands good commands) produce of develop-

ment (that is, the increase which continually becomes
more, which has come and which will arrive), with

good flocks (that is, he understands to keep good
sheep), with good herds (that is, he understands to

keep a herd which is better than another's), the

well-exerting (that is, he understands to do work
which is better than another's), well-fighting (that

is, he understands to do battle well), and perfectly

liberal (that is, he understands to exercise beneficial

liberality) bantling (hunu^ko) of Porushaspo 2
, in

the three nights while he was begotten out of

1 See Chap. II, 51. Compare Dk. V, ii, 4; Zs. XVI, 8-13.
2 The Pahlavi version of an Avesta text, here translated, is

a fair specimen of the complication produced by appending a gloss
to every epithet. It is useful as a combination of translation and
lexicon, but it is apt to be perplexing, unless all the glosses are
carefully omitted by the reader who can dispense with a lexicon.
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his parents. 22. Unto him will Vohilmano come

in the embodied world (that is, Vohumano will

come unto Zaratilst), and conducting him unto a

conference, his good religion will extend into the

seven regions of the earth ; and so I shall not even

let him produce in his mind (that is, he will not

know) where and how I shall murder him ; and a

token of this matter, that one speaks truly, is this,

that I state it beforehand, promptly after the full

hearing of the statement of the matter, when you

heard this statement/

23. Porushaspo advanced, conveyed in a four-in-

hand chariot * ; then, on hearing that statement, and

when they had heard that statement, Porush&spo

started forth, conveyed in that four-in-hand chariot.

24. And Porushaspo spoke to Braafrok-resh, the

Karap, thus :
' Bra^rok-resh, thou Karap ! whatever

men they shall behold, cry out when at birth ; even

the offspring of that secluded person they behold in

death, cry out when at birth 2
; but what was that

which they beheld at the birth of my son ? 25. When
at birth he laughed outright ; was that also beheld

in thy son, when at birth did he laugh outright ?

26. When Vohumano comes unto him, into this

embodied existence, it is also said by him on his

return :
" O Porfishaspo ! where is thy servant 3

?
"

So, O Karap ! concerning him who is my son, it is

beheld that he was seen sagaciously by thee.'

For restoring the original Avesta, the Pahlavi translation, without

the glosses, is usually the best guide.
1 Pahl. 4-ayti£"i,rn6 ra6 (Av. ^athruyukhta and ratha).
2 This seems to be the meaning of Pahl. ' zag-z/£ tano arme^to-

dahunih pavan irdz khaditund margin, amat pavan zerkhununo,

bar4 bekhund.'
3 Pahl. 'Porushaspo! aeghat bandako?'
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27. And * when Poriishaspo enquired of him thus :

'What was the matter with thee when, through

bringing thee unto that son of mine, he was thereby

offered ; and thou lookedst long up away from him

in height, and thou lookedst long down away from

him in depth, and thou lookedst long out away from

him in different directions ?' 28. The Turanian,

Brfiafrok-resh the Karap, spoke in reply thus

:

4 When through bringing me unto that son was thy

offering of him, and 1
2 looked long up away from

him in height, then the radiance and glory out of

him kept together up to the sun, and through him 3

I have accompanied them on the boundary of its

radiance and glory ; so that I saw this, that mankind

through speaking to the soul may attain to the

firmament of the sun ; but this, namely, how the

routine (dadfistano) is in the supreme heaven, was

not seen by me. 29. When through bringing me
unto that son of thine was thy offering of him, and

I looked long down in depth away from thy offering

of him, then the radiance and glory out of him kept

together unto the sky which is below this earth, and

through him 4 to the boundary of its radiance and

glory; but this, namely, how the routine is in that

sky, was not seen by me. 30. And when through

bringing me unto that son of thine was thy offering

of him, and I looked long out away from him in

different directions, then the radiance and glory

from him kept together for adorning this earth, and

1 The first five words of § 28 are here inserted in the MS., so as

to combine the two sentences in a perplexing manner.
2 The MS. has afat for afam by mistake. 3 Or 'that.'

4 The differences of form in §§ 28-30 are probably due to errors

of copyists.
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through him I have accompanied them on the boun-

dary of its radiance and glory ; so that I saw this,

that only from the action of this one the future exist-

ence will arise ; but the routine of the future exist-

ence was not seen by me. 31. This son of thine

thinks thus :
" I will make a grander material exist-

ence than that of any other ;

" so he will also make
thy spiritual one, where thou goest ; and this son of

thine «#// remain in the great protection ^Vi^tasp,

not in thine/

32. One marvel is this which is declared, that when
Zaratu^t was seven years old, that Durasrobo being

joined by Bra^/rok-resh the Karap at the village of

Porushaspo, on account of the little previous seeing

of Zaratfot by the latter, they saw Zaratuit in that

neighbourhood when a hut (ka^ako) was constructed

by him with the children ; and they sat with evil

intention to injure the mind of Zaratust through

witchcraft, and for that reason fear and terror were

cast by them upon the children. 33. Here a great

wonder became manifest to them, owing to the

powerful intellect, cautiousness, and practice of Zara-

tuit, just as revelation mentions thus: 'When the

other children were excessively terrified at their own
silliness of speech, Zarattlst did not quite close the

eye in his mind as regards them/

34. One marvel is this which is declared, that

when these two Karaps came to the dwelling of

Porushaspo, he ordered the preparation of food for

their eating ; and his prepared food is chewed up

(frdz khayai-ait), with a gobletful (pur dolako) of

mare's milk. 35. He also spoke to Durasrobo thus :

' Thou art the most spirit-worshipping x of mankind

1 Literally ' demon-worshipping
;

' it is not clear that idolatry is
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in our district ; do thou worship this of mine/ 36.

A great marvel, owing to the sagacity of Zaratllst at

a childish age, is just as revelation mentions that

Zaratu^t spoke thus :
' I worship this, O father ! it

is not that which it is necessary for me to worship

that he should worship/ 37. And Pdrushaspo spoke

thus :
' It is not that of mine thou worshippest, and

it is that of mine he should worship/ 38. As many
as three times those persons (gabraan) carried on

those assertions ; when up stood Zaratust and spoke

concerning them, and he broke forth with that

eternal statement 1
, namely :

' The righteous I rever-

ence, men or women ; the poor I reverence, men or

women ; not the wicked, men or women ; when any

one whatever shall join Porushaspo, where he shall

be celebrating worship, the worship shall then be

suitable to the worshippers, that is, he shall worship

that which it is necessary to worship/

39. One marvel is this which is declared, that

afterwards Durasrobo the Karap shouted to Zaratftst

thus :
' Evil was thy reckoning 2 which, owing to the

conduct of fate (bahar), I, the foremost of the exist-

ences embodied in Rak and Nodar 3
, bring to thee

;

I am made further worthy where thy fate is carried

away from me ; now is the joy (parkan) which

I convey to him 4 through bringing it on, and this

intended, but rather some form of worship antecedent to Zoroastrian

Mazda-worship which latter had not yet been established. The
author of this legend must have supposed that it differed very little

from the religion of P6rushaspo.
1 Reading sakhun-i leyalmin which is written in Pahlavi

exactly like dashino rigeltf, 'the right foot/
2 Pahl. marako, possibly for marg, 'death/
3 See Chap. II, 51, note.
4 Probably referring to his companion Bra^/rok-rSsh who, accord-
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will occur, so that I may observe he will kill thee

with the evil eye in the house/ 40. And here is

a great wonder which became manifest about Zara-

tfot, in the sagacity of his reply to that deadly one

at that childish age, which was just like this which

revelation mentions, that Zarattot spoke thus :
' With-

out the joy of a murderer I observe, with propitious-

ness and complete mindfulness, that it is thee

I notice in that house which is thine V
41. One marvel is that which, after this reply of

Zaratuit to Durasrobo, became manifest in that

Karap, just as revelation mentions thus :
' The

deadly one became disabled and stupefied as long as

the milking of ten mares in milk whose milker is

only one.'

42. One marvel is this which is declared, that

when that wizard emerged from that stupefaction,

he then shouted again to Zaratfist in the same

manner, Zaratfot uttered that same reply, and the

deadly 07ie became anew disabled and stupefied as

long as the milking of twenty mares full of milk

whose milker is only one.

43. One marvel is this which is declared, that

again when that wizard emerged from that stupe-

faction, he then shouted to Zaratu^t in the same

manner, Zaratust uttered that same reply, and the

deadly one becomes anew disabled and stupefied as

long as the milking of thirty mares full of milk whose

milker is only one.

44. One marvel is this which is declared, that

when that wizard emerged from that stupefaction, he

ing to most accounts, was the murderer of Zaratmt in his old age.

This tradition is mentioned in Dk. VII only here and in § 22.

1 Alluding to Durasrobo's own fate, see § 45.
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then grumbled thus :
' Do ye have the horse driven

for us, and turn round the chariot wherein you harness

it ; for really this smiting one (ganak) will destroy

me through the arrival of the sacred text and through

his possession of authority/ So they had the horse

driven, and it was harnessed to the chariot by them.

45. And here is manifested a great wonder to the

multitude, just as revelation mentions thus :
' When

he had proceeded several Yu^yasts 1 in driving, he

stopped in his distress through being terrified, and

this occurred which I mention for a warning 2
, his

semen was expelled, so that it arose in his skin and

burst it
3

, and his loin thereby broke from his thigh

;

he then died outright, then his progeny, and then the

offspring of his progeny/

46. One marvel'is this which is declared that, even

before the coming o/Zaratust to a conference 4
, there

is manifested in him a mind which is more capacious

than the whole world, and more exalted than every

worldly possession, with an understanding whose

strength is perfectly selected, an intellect of all-

acquiring power, and a sagacity of all-deciding

ability ; also with the much heedfulness ofthe kingly

glory, and the full desire for righteousness, the effi-

cacious diligence and authority, and even the superi-

ority in mightiness and grandeur of the priestly

glory. 47. Also the handsomeness of body and

completeness of strength which are in the character

of these four classes of his, which are priesthood,

1 See § 16 n.

2 Pahl. ' avo pe\r yema/e/unam/
8 Or ' in his back and broke it/ if we suppose that post, ' skin/

stands for p6^t, 'back/ Compare the same legend in Zs. XIX,

1-8.
4 With the sacred beings.
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warriorship, husbandry, and artisanship ; besides a

perfect friendship for the sacred beings and the

good, and an awful enmity for the demons and the

vile. 48. That is the nature by which the habits

(da^oih) of mankind and bipeds, the perfection and

completeness of the sacred beings through the crea-

tiveness of Auharma^, and its own commemoration

of them are provided. 49. So that the sacred beings

shall bring a report, as to his superiority, from every

one of those who are and were and will be, and of

his coming for reminding tcs of Auharma^ and of

the lord-and-mastership (ahu-va-ra^/ih) of the world,

also of the preservation of the creations therein

(ay^po-dahi^nan), from the destroyer, by the tongue

of the many-mannered (kabed-sara^/ako) sage, the

fully-virtuous one of the age producing no harm
(avazand-dahig) in the world. 50. And the de-

mons on this account, that this is he whom many
Kigs * and Karaps have to influence the good to con-

found and destroy, then also kept their promise and

practised friendship.

51. And on the completion of thirty years beyond

his birth 2
, the archangel Vohumano came on in

commemoration of Auharma^, when he was bring-

ing his Horn-water (may a- 1 Homigan) 3 from the

1 See Chap. II, 9 n.

2 The remaining contents of this and the following chapter are

thus summarized in Dk. VIII, xiv, 3, 4 :
—

' His attainment on

maturity, at thirty years of age, to a conference with Auharmas^/;

and the occurrence of seven conferences in ten years. Many
marvels, owing to him are published therein, just as there are

some which, collected and selected, are noticed by the Dinkan/

manuscript/ that is, in this seventh book, in which, however, the

details of the seven conferences do not occur; but some are

mentioned in Zs. XXI, 8-XXII, 13.
8 See Visp. XI, 2.
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river Aevatak \ just as this which revelation men-

tions thus :
' When Zarattist came forth to the third

effluent (bard-ta^bnih), that of the good Daiti,

he further proceeded through that ; and when he

marched onwards from that, a man was seen by him,

who marched from the southern quarter. 52. That

was Vohumano, and it seemed to him that Vohumano
was of early form (so that he is more discerning as

to a person) and foreseeing (that is, he was before-

hand in everything) ; it seemed to him that Vohu-

mano was as much in height as three mens spears
;

and it seemed to him, as to Vohumano that a glossy

twig (arus tak) was brought by him in his hand,

through carrying off which branch the plant was not

injured by him ; that became the spiritual twig of

the religion, and this was indicated by it, that it is

necessary to proceed as uninjuriously by the religion.

53. There is some one who says that it became a

reminder of the spiritual existence, and this was indi-

cated by it, that it is necessary to proceed as unin-

juriously in the world, so that peace may exist with

every one.

54. When he came onward to the fourth effluent,

as far as the Afishan-riW of the good Daiti (which

was the name of it) and he was in it, Zaratfrrt was

bringing the Horn-water from the middle of it ; and

on the ascent Zaratfot, bringing his right foot out of

the Atishan-ruaf, covered himself with his clothes,

and upon that Vohumano, advancing, joined him in

front.

1 Literally 'single-flowing/ In Bd. XXIX, 4, 5, it is Naivtak

which has been translated as * navigable' in Bd. XX, 34, and as

'flowing in a channel' in Dk. VIII, xxxvii, 38, 42 ; IX, xvi, 16.

—

From § 54 it appears to have been a channel of the good Daiti

river which flows from Airan-veg- (see Bd. XX, 13).
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55. And that man enquired of him thus: 'Who
art thou ; from whom of them art thou *

?
' He

replied: ' I am Zaratast 2 of the Spitamas.'

56. The words of Vohtimano were: c O Zaratilrt

of the Spitamas ! about what is thy foremost distress

(that is, for what is thy need when thou becomest

quite distressed) ; about what is thy foremost

endeavour ; and for what is the tendency of thy

desire (lak kamako-dahunih) ?' 57. The reply

of Zaratfot was thus :
' About righteousness, I con-

sider my foremost distress ; about righteousness my
foremost endeavour; and for righteousness the

tendency of my desire (that is, my need is for that

thing, and I am a distressed seeker of righteous-

ness)/

58. The words of Vohiimano were: 'O Zaratuit

of the Spit&mas ! that which is righteousness is ex-

isting (that is, a real thing is, as it were, that which

is righteousness), so that whatever is that which is

righteousness is thus what is one's own/ 59. And
Zaratfiit spoke thus :

' That which is righteousness

exists, and concerning that I am completely clear

and aware ; but where and how is that radiance which

is that whose arrival is through Vohumano/

60. And Vohumano spoke to him thus :
' O Zara-

tfot of the Spitamas ! deposit this one garment which

thou earnest, so that we may confer with him by

1 See Pahl. Yas. XLII, 7 c (Sp.).

2 According to the numbering of the folios in the old Bombay
MS., written in 1659, nine folios were here separated from it last

century. They contained the text as far as the end of Chap. IV,

and the first eight of them were found at Naosari about twenty

years ago and copied. But all Indian copies, written before that

time, omit this mislaid text. See S. B. E., vol. xxxvii, pp. xxxvi,

xxxvii.

[47] E
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whom thou art produced and by whom I am pro-

duced, who is the most propitious of spirits, who is

the most beneficent of existences, and who is he that

I, who am Vohftman6, am testifying (that is, I am
a reminder of him)/

61. Thereupon, Zaratllst thought thus: 'Good is

he who is the creator, who is better than this re-

minder/ 62. Then they proceeded in company,

Vohiimano and Zaratust; Vohumano first and
Zaraturt after.

Chapter IV.

1. About the marvellousness which is manifested

from the first conference onwards till the end of the

seventh conference which occurred within the dura-

tion of ten years, also his pre-eminence in prophecy

in the world, and the acceptance of the religion by

the exalted Kai-Vmasp, as happened after the ten

years of conference.

2. In thefirst two years, one marvel is this which

is declared, that when he was back from the first

conference, he then, by the first command of the lord

and creator Aftharma^, recited the unique formula

(ayino) in an assemblage (ram) of Kigs and Karaps,

the prophecy of his Ma^a-worshipping religion and

commemoration of Auharma^, as he chanted with

a loud voice, and invited mankind to the religion of

Aiiharma^. 3. Just as this passage of revelation

mentions thus :
' Thereupon, the thorough inspection

for this material existence of those with a sacred

girdle, provided with dwellings and provided with

cattle, was altogether arranged by Zaratart/

4. And when their announcement (nivedisno) for
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speaking to be heard was issued \ then Zaratfist, on

becoming exalted, called out unto the embodied

world of righteousness to extol righteousness and to

scorn the demons 2
. 5. ' The homage of the Ma^a-

worship of Zaratust, and the ceremonial and obeis-

ance for the archangels are the best for you I assert

;

and of deprecation (ay #-smiih) for the demons next-

of-kin marriage is really the best intimation, so that,

from the information which is given as to the trust-

worthiness of a good work, the greatest are the most

intimate of them, those of father and daughter, son

and she who bore him, and brother and sister/

6. It is declared that, upon those words, innumer-

able demon-worshipping Kigs and Karaps have

rushed upon Zaratust and strove for his death, just

like this which revelation states:
—

'It is then a

number (mar) have run away who have sat in the

vicinity of Ttir's progeny (hunusko) 3
, the arbitrator

;

and the shame of the brother of Tur arose, like that

of a person whose shame was that they spoke of his

next-of-kin marriage so that he might contract it/

7. This Tur was Aurvaita-dang 4 the Tur, the

scanty giver, who was like a great sovereign of that

1 From this point §§ 4-8 and 1 1 have been already translated in

S. B. E., vol. xviii, pp. 412, 413, in illustration of the meaning of

Khv6tuk-das in Sasanian times and later.

2 Av. staomi ashem; naismi daevo (Yas. XI, 19; XII, 1).

8 An opprobrious term for the progeny of evil beings and

animals, also used by a Karap when speaking of Zaratfot in Chap.

Ill, 21.

4 As this name has not been found in the extant Avesta, its

correct reading is uncertain. In Zs. XX, 8, it can be read Aur-

vaito-dih, in which dih is the Pahl. translation of Av. dang,hu,

of which dang is a Pahl. transliteration; and the whole name

may mean ' friendly to the province/ which seems suitable to this

particular ruler. The MS. appears to have derig.

E 2
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quarter ; many troops and much power were also

maintained by him, and the multitude (mar) told

him they would seize the great one from him who is

little.

8. But the progeny of Aurvaita-dang the Tur, the

scanty giver, spoke thus :
' Should we for that speech

destroy him, this great one who mingles together

those propitious words for us—where we are thus

without doubt as to one thing therein, such as next-

of-kin marriage, that it is not necessary to contract

it—it would make us ever doubtful whether it might

be necessary to contract it.'

9. And Aurvaitd-dang the Tilr, the scanty giver,

spoke thus :
' Thou shalt not destroy that man whom

mine eyes have seen as the most loving-eyed of the

whole embodied existence ; he will attain strength,

for it has not seemed to me, when thou destroyest

him on this account, that wisdom has arisen for a

long time ; so that no rule (ahanko) 3/" wisdom will

arise, in this earth, which is so counselling (han^a-

manig) as this one is (that is, when they destroy

a man who is counselling, wisdom will not arise for
a long while)/

10. Aurvaita-dang the Tur, the scanty giver to his

own people, also spoke thus :
' For me thou art a pure

man who is counselling/

11. And Zaratllst spoke thus :
' I shall not always

be that quiet speaker, by 1 whom that I have men-
tioned is the most propitious thing to be obtained

;

and of interfering 2 speaking and managing the

temper there is a next-of-kin marriage, and the high-

Or < from/

It may be ' parenthetical or ambiguous/
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priest who has contracted * it is to perform the cere-

monial/

1 2. And here the good spiritual lordship and mighti-

ness of glory of Zaratilst, those which are provided

for commemoration of the supreme lord and creator

Atiharma^, are manifested as a great wonder to the

multitude, and there is rendered visible the great

pre-eminence which is in him as a prophet of the

creatures, which for the baseness (nankih) of the

deceitful Agash 2
, the secret-moving and deceiving-

natured, is the concealed control of a good disposi-

tion. 13. Then idleness, like even the habit of fear

and nature of apostasy, is an attractor of every one

of the multitude, when it extends to much length

;

little by little, too, that guide and combatant becomes

a petitioner for greatness, and it is manifest through

that compassion (tang-libbem#ih) and superior

mindfulness of his, and through the glory of that

stout champion, there are much fame and treasure.

14. The nobles of Aurvaita-dang the Tur, the

ruler of the land, were angry and clamourers for

Zaratust's death ; but he invited the Klgs and Karaps

to the religion of Auharma^, just as this passage of

revelation states that Zaratilst also spoke thus :

' Worldly righteousness, O Aurvaita-dang, thou Tur

and scanty giver ! is the whole of the worship of the

demons and the termination of the Ma^a-worship of

Zaratust.' 15. And Aurvaita-dang the Tur, the

scanty giver, spoke thus :
' O Zaratilst of the

Spitamas ! thou shalt not attract me to this evil in

which thou really art.'

1 Or, perhaps, ' celebrated.'

2 The demon of the evil eye (see BA XXVIII, 33); Av. Ag-

hashi, Vd. XX, 3, .7, 9.
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1 6. Zaratust also spoke thus: ' Afiharma^ en-

quired of me thus :
" O Zaratust ! when thou hast

come away to us, among the spiritual lords, who of

the people in thy material existence was the protector

of the powerful men who are warriors, that was most

seeking benefit, most seeking cattle, most extensively

associating, most fully-supplying (that is, he gives

out most things), and most hospitable 1 {that is, one

saw the door of a prince's (khidivo) treasury)?"

I replied to him thus :
" Aurvaita-dang the Ttir, the

scanty giver."

'

17. ' And he spoke in reply to me thus :
" Him,

O Zaratuit ! thou shalt attract, first of the men who
ar^e warriors, to thinking about, speaking about, and

acting about this religion which is Auharma^'s and

Zaratiist's. 18. If you attract him, O Zaratfot ! and

he believes in it and also gives currency to this reli-

gion of thine, and sits before thee in discipleship, this

that one calls discipleship of thine he shall undertake,

and the religion he hears fully he shall propagate

(rubak va<5idunyen) ; he is also ever after, O Zara-

tost ! the first of the men who are warriors, the one

most seeking benefit, most seeking cattle, most ex-

tensively associating, and most hospitable of those

who have yet been born and who will henceforth be

born. 1 9. And if you do not attract him, O Zaratust

!

and he does not believe in it, nor gives currency to

this religion of thine, nor hears it, nor even sits

before thee, nor would sit before thee, so that it is

obvious to me that he is not attracted, thou shalt

speak unto him thus, O Zaratust :
' Thou art a

stricken supplicant for righteousness, and a producer

of lamentation for the souls of Tan^puhar sinners

1 Literally ' most many-doored.'
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worthy of death
;

' for even so it is, and for this

reason he becomes worthy of death, because the

existence of the religion is known to him." 20. What
I tell thee, O Atlrvaiti-dang, thotc Tilr and scanty

giver ! is that thou art a stricken supplicant for

righteousness, a producer of lamentation for the

souls of Tan^ptihar sinners worthy of death/

21. One prodigy of the demons is specified, who
was the enemy of whatever sacred beings there are,

a Karap, VaedvoLst l by name, of those unsanctified

(ayastan) by Auharma^ 2
. 22. And Auharma^

spoke thus :
' I so befriend that man, O Zaratast

!

who is put forward by me over the creatures, whom
thou shalt invite (khvanei'), I who am Atiharma-s*/,

because I am through righteousness opposed to harm

(that is, through virtue I keep harm away from the

creatures), and the archangels are opposed to harm.

23. Therefore do thou proceed, O Zaratust ! and

thou shalt demand from him for me (that is, keep

as my property) a hundred youths of vigour (tosh

tal) 3
,
girls, and teams of four horses ; so do thou

speak to him thus :
" O Vedvoist ! Auharma^

demands from thee a hundred youths of vigour,

girls, and teams of four horses ; if thou givest them

1 Here written in Pazand, but the Pahlavi form, VMvofat, occurs

in §§ 23, 24.
2 Or ' of the non-worshippers of Auharmaz^.'

3 For an instance of gifts of slaves see the Pahlavi inscription on

an engraved stone from Baghdad, in Indian Antiquary, vol. xi,

p. 224, 11. 2, 3 of inscription: 'kevan bidun va-kani^ako . . .

lakhvar . . . shedrunam . . . va-zak shiba ri^o va-shiba kani^a-

koan shedrunt
:

'— ' Now ... I send back a slave-boy and slave-

girl ... and those seven slave-boys and seven slave-girls are sent/

This inscription was probably engraved in the seventh century,

judging from the forms of the letters.
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to him, splendour and glory are thine through that

giving ; and if thou dost not give to him, evil destiny-

is thine through that not-giving."

'

24. Then ZaratiLst walked on to that Vedvoist of

those unsanctified, and spoke to him thus :
* Ved-

voist of the unsanctified ! that which Auharma^
demands from thee is a hundred youths of vigour,

girls, and teams of four horses ; if thou givest them

to him, splendour and glory are thine through that

giving ; and if thou dost not give to him, evil destiny

is thine through that not-giving/ 25. And that

Karap shouted in reply to Zarat&st thus :
* For me

there is no more from thee (that is, there is no

opulence for me from thy action), nor from Auhar-

ma^; I am more of a divinity (bagtar) and am
more forward in opulence than even Auharma^;
many droves of a thousand swine are also acquired

by me/

26. On went Zaratu^t, up to Atiharma^ and up

to the archangels, and Zarat&rt spoke thus :
' O

Atiharma^ propitious spirit, creator of the world of

embodied beings, thou righteous one ! thus spoke he

in reply to me :
" For me there is no more from

thee, nor from Auharma^; I am more of a divinity

than thee or even Auharma^, and many droves of

a thousand swine are acquired by me,"

'

27. And Aliharma^ spoke thus: 'Owing to the

splendour and glory of those which are ours, O Zara-

ttlst ! that man has acquired arrogance (that is, the

cattle we produced are the many cattle of his

arrogance). 28. This will be his retribution for it

then, however, when he does not reach further alive

at the end of the third night x
; in that third night

1 Apparently the third night after death, on the passing away of
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they will have stood aloof from alongside his life

(that is, they will have stood away from assisting it)

;

those seven of them who are radiant and bright-

eyed (sp&do doisar) make him rush up on high,

and up there on high he shall be fed upon mouldy

bread (parnan).'

29. One marvel
r

is the great healthfulness owing to

the Horn-water and the bringing of this by Zaratust

from the river Daiti, which is manifested when

Vohumano was conveying him to the conference.

30. Just as is declared in the words of Afiharma^

to Zarattlst thus :
' For them is the Horn-water

which thou bringest, O Zaratust! not for those

demon-worshipping people who worship the demons,

or for a satisfier of courtezans (^eh-vi^ar) ; they

shall sprinkle it on to that bull thou shalt bring

forward, who is a four-year-old of exhausted vigour,

black-haired and useful ; on drinking up the water,

that bull will become quite sound from that

infirmity/

31. Thereupon, Zaratust went on first into the

embodied existence, on which dwelt, at the end of

Sag&st&n 1
) that same Parshaaf whose title was Tora

{the Bull). 32. Parsha^-tora 2 also spoke to him

which the soul is supposed to have its destination determined,

until the resurrection (see Hat/okht Nask, II, 18; III, 17). If the

seven sacred beings who stand aloof from him be the archangels,

they treat Vedvout very leniently ; but this legend treats of a period

which it assumes to be earlier than the laws of Zaratust.

1 The modern Sistan, bordering upon Afghanistan and Bulu-

&stan.
2 Av. Parsha^-gtfu, mentioned twice in Yt. XIII, 96, 127, but

it is not certain that both allusions refer to the same individual.

The name also occurs in Bd. XXIX, 5, but only in one old MS. ; in

all others another name is given, though the locality appears to be
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thus :
* O Zarat&st of the Spitclmas ! give me this

Horn-water which thou bringest.' 33. And Zara-

tixst spoke thus :
' Do thou praise righteousness, O

Parshaaf-tora ! and scorn the demons ; also utter the

profession x of the Ma-s^a-worship of Zaratust among
the iniquitous/ 34. It was praised by Parsha^-torct,

and the demons were scorned by him
;
yet he did

not speak among the iniquitous as to his accepting

the Ma^a-worship of Zaratilst. 35. Forward to

him came Zaratlist at that praise of righteousness,

for him was that Horn-water which Zaratost brought

;

not for those demon-worshipping people who have

worshipped the demons, but for that bull of his

which ZaratAst brought forward, a four-year-old of

exhausted vigour, black-haired and useful ; owing to

that bringing forward of the water, the bull became

quite sound from that infirmity.

36. One marvel is that which is declared regard-

ing the rushing of the evil spirit for the slaughter of

Zarattist, just as revelation 2 mentions thus :
' From

the northern quarter forth rushed the deadly evil

spirit, and thus shouted he, astute in evil, the deadly

evil spirit: " Rush on, O fiend! and destroy the

righteous Zaratu^t." 37. On to him they rushed,

the fiend, the demon BiW, and secret-moving Pesti-

lence, the deceiver. 38. Zaraturt chanted aloud

the Ahunavair; the fiend was confounded at that,

and away they rushed, the demon BtW and secret-

moving Pestilence, the deceiver. 39. And the

fiends shouted thus :
" Thou art scornfully observing,

O evil spirit ! (that is, anything to the purpose thou

nearly the same. In § 31 the first part of the name is here written

Parshe*/.
1 The FravardnS, Yas. XI, 16. * Pahl. Vd. XIX, 1-4.
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dost not thoroughly observe, and what thou orderest

tis to do is not possible) ; the death of him who is

Zarattl^t of the Spitclmas is not contemplated by us."

40. Owing to the full glory of the righteous Zara-

t&st, he perceived in his mind thus :
" The wicked

demons, astute in evil, consult together about my
death ; " and up stood Zarat&yt, forth went Zaratu^t/

41. Here is manifested a great wonder to the multi-

tude, in that which is mentioned thus :
' And a stone

was put forth by the righteous Zaratu^t, that was

held in his hand, and the size of a hut, and which

was obtained by him from the creator Auharma^,
the spiritual Yatha-ahu-vairyo V

42. And one marvel is this which is manifested

not only in the country of Iran to Iranians, but in

every land and to every race : the shattering of the

demons' bodies through the chanting of the Ahuna-

vair aloud by Zaratuit. 43. Just as that which

a passage 2 mentions thus :
* I worship the resources

of the Kaycin glory, with which the righteous Zara-

tllst was associated in thinking about, speaking

about, and acting about the religion which was,

of all embodied existences, the most righteous in

righteousness, the most lordly in sovereignty, the

most radiant in radiance, and the most glorious in

glory. 44. At his appearance 3 the demons have

fallen before him, at his appearance their semen

(mayagan) also drops, at his appearance the

courtezan is also withdrawn by them from mankind
;

1 The first three words of the Ahunavair formula.

2 See Yt. XIX, 78-81.
3 Reading veno'z'dahakih, but the first letter is omitted in all

three occurrences of the word.
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on hearing l him they lamented, very violently is it

lamented by the demons. 45. By the Ahunavair,

which the righteous Zaratu^t chanted aloud to them,

all the demons are seized and buried in the earth,

where the complete shattering of their bodies is

manifest.' 46. So that, after the shattering of their

bodies, it became evident to those in the world that

they were not able to do mischief in the bodily form

of a demon, and they have been declared of the

nature of sacred beings to mankind, but mankind

fully understood that they are not sacred beings,

but demons.

47. Zaratuit revealed (gushiifto) to mankind by

the word of Auharma^, how in this religion the

latter tells in words to Zaratust where and how, in

the embodied existence, mankind consider a demon

as exalted or as a high-priest, because they are

where they say that they must consider some one as

high-priest. 48. So Auharma^ spoke to Zaratuit

thus :
' How do they who are good people, O Zara-

t&st ! consider a demon as exalted ? and how are

they that even tell a demon thus :
" We should

accept you," because the demons speak thus :
" It

will happen to you " ?
'

49. And Zaratu^t spoke thus :
' Only for the

reason, O Atiharma^! that people hasten on to

that which is a jungly plain without dwellings, where

no one resides from the departure of light until sun-

1
If the, word be Pahlavi, it is probably intended for jnayan,

'hearing'; but it may be merely an approximate transcript of Av.

snaodhe/ztij, which word, if this be the case, must have puzzled

Sasanian scholars as much as it does those of the present time.

As a transcript, the word might be read snodiyan, and we might

guess the meaning of the phrase to be ' thereupon weeping they

lamented/
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rise arrives, when it is two Hasars 1 of night, and

again silently (ag6p) from sunset until their

returning together when the two Hasars of night

are gone, they hear that no work, no men, and no

voices of dogs are there. 50. Then they say as to

that, on arriving back, thus :
" We have consulted

with the demons there ; when we request (zaem)

monarchy (sastarih) and leadership from them,

they give them to us ; when we request the

possession of flocks and opulence from them, they

give them to us."
'

51. Then Aukarmazd. spoke thus :
' How can they

do such a thing for them, O Zaratust ! (that is, how
does it happen that it is continually given by

them for those that speak thus: "It happened to

us")?'

52. And Zaratfot spoke thus:
4 They speak

variously, O Aiiharma^ ! as to that generosity

;

there is one who speaks thus :
" I have ever after

been possessing more flocks, so long as I am in

consultation with the demons ;" and there is another

who speaks thus :
" I have ever after been worse

and more ill-fated, so long as we are in consultation

with those demons

;

" according as they possess

a full subsistence for themselves from the demons

(that is, when they diversely subsist fully on what-

ever they bespeak from the demons)/ 53. Zaratust

also spoke thus :
' So they speak about it, O Auhar-

ma^! thus: "Observe further, where any one of

us returns he is either shrunk together (that is, he

holds his head down to his chest), or shrunk away

(that is, he looks quite aside), or is only pleasantly

1 Av. hathra, which, as a measure of time, varies from one to

two hours (see Farh. Oim, p. 43, 11. 1-3).
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cast down and, owing to acquiescence in him, the

demons tempt (nes,htind) him away out of man-

kind."
'

54. And Auharma^ spoke thus: 'According to

thy wish, do thou, O Zarattlst ! fully observe thy

existence, upwards from the head, downwards from

the sole * of the foot, and afar on various sides ; and

thou shouldst beseech before and behind and in

every direction, for we are not as to thee as the

demons are as to mankind, we give away everything

only in invisibility ; but the demons, through close

connection, when they rush out, tempt only with

pleasantness. 55. Even unto thee, O Zaratfot

!

a fiend will rush, a female, golden-bodied and full-

bosomed (so that she wears a bodice), and she

rushes to request companionship from thee ; a

female, golden-bodied and full-bosomed, to request

conversation from thee, to request co-operation from

thee. 56. But thou shouldst not grant her com-

panionship, nor conversation, nor shalt thou prescribe

any conduct for her ; afterwards, to revert her

downwards, thou shalt utter aloud that triumphant

saying the Yatha-ahu-vairyo.'

57. ZaratUst proceeded to the habitable and
friendly world, for the purpose of fully observing

that beaten track (khtfpmio) of the embodied

existence ; then that fiend came forward when he

sat in the vicinity of a garment—that garment 2

which, when Vohumano was conveying him to the

conference, was deposited by him—a female, golden-

bodied and full-bosomed, and companionship, con-

1 Assuming that lelya stands for z6rih; the only difference, in

Pahlavi writing, being in the first letter.

2 See Chap. Ill, 60.
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versation, and co-operation were requested by her

from him ; she also whined (dandi^o) :
* I am

Spenda^ma^ 1/

58. And Zaratfrst spoke thus :
' She who is

Spendarma^ was fully observed by me in the light

of a cloudless day, and that Spendanna^ appeared

to me fine behind and fine before and fine all round

(that is, in all positions she was handsome) ; do

thou turn thy back, and I shall know if thou art

Spendarma*//

59. And the fiend spoke to him thus :
* O Zara-

ttist of the Spit&mas ! where we are, those who
are females are handsome in front, but frightfully

hideous behind ; so do not make a demand for my
back/ 60. After she had protested a third time, the

fiend turned her back, and she was seen by Zara-

t&rt behind in the groin ; and when matter was

exuded, it was full of serpents, toads, lizards, centi-

pedes, and frogs.

61. And that triumphant saying, the Yath^-ahu-

vairyo, was uttered aloud by Zaratust ; then that

fiend was annihilated, and iTeshmak 2 the Karap

rushed forth. 62. And he grumbled in leaving,

thus :
* The misery which is here below is such as I

have obtained, because, owing to thee, I thought

that thy sacred beings were more joyful than any

heroes who through defeat go to hell ; I proceed

more joyfully than the sacred beings, as regards the

life in the body, so that I fully deceive the life in

thy body, and thou art fully deceived by me as

regards thine/

1 The female archangel Bountiful Devotion, in whose special

charge are the earth and virtuous women; see Sis. XV, 5, 20-24.
2 See Chap. II, 44, 45.
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63. Zaratfrst also revealed (gushtifto) this secret

to mankind, and their knowledge how to test a

demon is manifested therein, even by a great won-

der of the same nature to mankind : the visible

rushing of the demons into the world before Zara-

tftst, and their bodies being afterwards shattered by

the loud chanting of revelation by Zaratfot from the

Avesta announced, which was the acceptance of its

truth by the ruler Vistasp and the people of that

time ; and if this had not been so, and VLstasp and
those of his time were not accepting the Avesta

which was announced by Zaratust in this fashion,

through their considering it false, it would not have

reached unto us.

64. One marvel is this, with which, too, he who
was Zaratust became aware from revelation, about

the vileness and perverted religion of Zak of the

deadly Karaps of Vistasp and many other Kais and

Karaps who were at the residence of Viitasp, their

combination for the death of Zaratust, the prepara-

tion for severe abuse of him to VLstasp, and

influencing Vistasp for his death by command of

VLrtasp, which extends to awful imprisonment and

punishment. 65. Afterwards, too, his knowledge

about his preservation therefrom, the manifestation

of his wondrousness, and the evidence concerning

his attainment unto prophesying; also after the

continuance of the last questioning of the ten years

of conference, his departure alone, by the advice and
command of Auharma^, to the residence of VLstasp

and the precinct (var) of that terrible conflict. 66.

His uttering, on the horse-course (aspanvar) of

VLrtasp, a reminder of the power and triumph of

Auharma^ over himself, as he invited Vistasp to
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the religion of Atih3.rma.2d ; and with great wisdom

Vi^tclsp heard the words of Zaratu^t, on account of

his own complete mindfulness and spiritual knowledge

of ritual, and would have asked for an outpouring of

prophecy.

67. But thereupon, too—before the words of

Zaratfrst werefully heard by him, and he could have

understood the character of Zaratuit—owing to the

demonizing of the deadly Zak and the rest of those

Klgs and Karaps, spoken out with slanderous know-

ledge and perverse actions to Vistasp about Zaratu^t,

there then occurred his consignment of Zaratust to

that confinement and punishment as stated in the

words of Zaraturt thus :
* I have spoken about their

three enquiries, and I am bound by thirty of them,

I with thirty-three fetters of murderers, wicked ones,

and demon-worshippers 1
. 68. But the hunger of

manhood's inclination 2 violently affected the strength

of my legs, but the hunger of manhood's inclination

violently affected the force of my arms, but the

hunger of manhood's inclination violently affected

the hearing of my ears, but the hunger of manhoods
inclination violently affected the sight of my eyes,

and it would force away my bosom up to my back

(so that it
3 would stay behind at my back) through

the continuance of that deadly hunger of manhood's

inclination/

69. And here, through the mightiness of Zaratu^t

—who proceeded alone to the terrible combat with

1 Compare Zs. XXIII, 5.
2 Reading gu.m-giraih ; but it might be du,r-viraih, 'bad

provision/ He was left to starve to death in prison.
8 The bosom. The idea of the writer appears to have been that

in case of utter starvation the chest would totally collapse, so that

the breast bone would touch the spine.

[47] F
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evil, where there became manifest, in the mode which

is written, the descent of his life into so much

punishment, due to hunger and thirst, heavy fetters,

and other misery unto which the strength of human
nature is attaining, but unto which it is not destined

—is manifested a great wonder to king Vistasp and

his officials, when his full-glorious person was found

by them alive in awfulness, imprisonment, and those

other transformations (pa^gaitakih) of long-con-

tinued starvation.

70. One marvel is this, that the sacred beings con-

trived, for the sake of (va/ vahan-i)his preservation

from that awfulness, a body possessing life, and on

his account it became lifeless and imperceptible
;

afterwards, in the great session of VLstasp and the

assembly of the world, Zaratost, through the strength

and blessedness of the true word, restored the same

body anew, like that which is issuing in the state-

ment of the wonder about the splendid horse of

Viitasp 1
.

71. One marvel is his telling and disclosing the

thoughts of king VLstasp and of those of the realm,

and many other concealed matters, through spiritual

perception.

72. One marvel is several matters of evil deceit

(va^ ^amas) which Dahak had done in B^pel 2

1 This very slight allusion to the cure of Virtasp's horse by

Zaratujt is sufficient to show that this legend existed in the ninth

century ; but the writer of the Dinkar^ seems inclined to trace it

back to a tale that he vaguely relates in the earlier part of this

section, and which he evidently found in older writings ; this tale,

however, does not mention a horse, but only an animated body.

The Persian Zaratujt-nama developes the legend of the sick horse,

whose legs are drawn up to its belly, into 160 couplets.

2 Babylon; see Yt. V, 29-31 ; XV, 19-21.
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through witchcraft, and mankind had come to idol-

worship through that seduction, and its increase was

the destruction of the world ; but through the

triumphant words of the religion, which Zaratfot

proclaimed opposing it, that witchcraft is all dissi-

pated and disabled.

73. One marvel is this which is manifested, with

wonders owing to Zarattist, in controversy about the

religion with the famous learned of the realm, among
whom, known for learning in the world, are the

investigators (girayagano) of the words of speech
;

and among those things which are more surprisingly

controversial are those later (sibastar) words which

are to save their creatures by a later religion. 74.

Also to proclaim its truth intelligibly, and to make
king VLstasp and those previously learned men with-

out doubt as to the truth of the religion, the creator

Auharma^ sends some spirits, Vohumano, Ashava-

hiito, and the propitious fire *, as a reminder to

Vistasp about the true prophesying of Zaratust, and

the desire of Auharma^ for the acceptance of the

religion of Ma^a-worship by Vistasp and for its

propagation in the world.

75. The wondrousness which is manifested to

Vistasp and those of the realm—both through the

travelling (ydzid2.n0) of those archangels down
from the sky to the earth, and in their travelling to

the abode of Vutasp

—

was like this which revelation

mentions thus :
' Then he who is the creator Au-

hzrmazd spoke to them, to Vohtimano, Ashava-

histo, and also the fire of Atiharma^, the propitious,

thus :

u Proceed ! you who are archangels, unto the

1 Compare Zs. XXIII, 7.

F 2
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abode of VLstasp, whose resources (a(z&r) are cattle

and who is far and widely famed, with a view to his

reliance upon this religion (that is, till he shall stand

up for this religion) ; and, as regards the answering

words of the righteous Zaratu^t of the Spltamas, to

approve the nature (zag san) of those words." 76.

The archangels proceeded unto the abode of Vistasp,

whose resources are cattle and who is far and widely

famed ; their radiance, in that lofty residence, seemed

to him, that Vutasp, a heaven of complete light,

owing to their great power and triumph ; this was

so that, when he thus looked upon it, the exalted

Kai-Vistasp trembled, all his courtiers (pe^ako)

trembled, all his chieftains (pa do) were confused,

and he of the superior class was like the driver of

a chariot-horse.

77. 'And the fire of Auharma^ spoke, in the

words of heroes, thus :
" Fear not, for there is no

fearing for thee, thou exalted Kai-VLstasp ! they

have not come for alarming thy abode, as a reminder

of the deputed envoys of Ar^iasp x
; there have not

come, for alarming thy abode, the two Khyons of

1 Av. Are^a^-aspa, king of the ZT^yaonas (Pahl. Khyons), men-
tioned in Yt. V, 109, 113, 116 ; XVII, 50; XIX, 87. His war with

Vi^tasp, for the purpose of compelling the latter to abjure his new
religion, is described in the Ya</kar-i Zariran (see Geiger in

Sitzungsberichten der p.-p. und h. Classe der k. bayer. Akad. der

Wiss. 1890, Bd. II, pp. 43-84). Arg-asp sends two envoys, Vidrafr

the wizard and Namkhvast of the Hazars, to demand Vulasp's sub-

mission; this is refused defiantly by advice of Zarir, the king's

brother; and both nations prepare for war. When the Iranians

meet the Khydns, Vutasp consults his vazir Gamasp, who prog-

nosticates prodigious slaughter. And, after losing most of their

chieftains (including twenty-three brothers and sons of Virtasp),

the Iranians utterly annihilate the Khyon army. This war is

called the 'war of the religion' in Bd. XII, 33 ; Byt. Ill, 9.
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Ar^asp who demand tribute and revenue (sak va-

bdzo) ; and there has not come, for alarming thy

abode, the all-overpowering thief who is an injurer,

or the dog who is a highwayman. 78. We are three

who have come over (taristo) to thy abode, Vohu-

man6, Ashavahistd, and also the fire of the propitious

lord ; of these thy knowledge is most wisely most

just. 79. If thou helpest vision, so that it becomes

wisdom for thee, the worldly existence requires the

good religion of the Ma^a-worshippers, which pro-

ceeds purely through the recitation which Zaratust

of the Spitamas teaches. 80. Do thou chant the

Ahunavair, do thou praise perfect righteousness \

and utter no worship 2 for the demons ! because the

desire of Auharma^, as regards thee, is for thy

reliance upon this religion ; it is also the desire of

the archangels, and the desire, as regards thee, of

the other sacred beings who are beneficent (sapir-

dahako) and righteous.

81. ' " And as the recompense in this life, if you

praise the good and pure religion of the righteous

Zaratust of the Spitamas, we will give unto thee

a long reign and sovereignty, and the long lifetime

of a life of 150 years ; we will give unto thee Good
Integrity and Rectitude 3 which is long-continued in

desire for constantly assisting, good for assistance

1 That is, recite the Yatha-ahu-vairyo and the Ashem-vohu

formulas.
2 Pahl. a-a^i^nih, literally, a 'non-worship/ which may mean

something worse than 'no worship;' but 'execration or male-

diction' is usually expressed by gazisn, 'cursing/ which is written

exactly like yazisn, 'worship.'
3 Pahl. Ahari^vang and Ra/-asti.mih, the equivalents of Av.

Aslm-vanguhi and Rasastat who are spiritual personifications

of the qualities mentioned in the text.
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through constantly assisting, and not passing away

;

and we will give unto thee a son, Peshyotan x
is his

name, he is immortal, and so is undecaying, hunger-

less, and thirstless, living and predominant in both

existences, those of the embodied beings and of the

spirits. 82. But, as the recompense in this life, if

you do not praise the good and pure religion of

the righteous Zaratust of the Spitamas, we will not

convey thee up on high, and we will order thine

end ; the vultures which are mindful of decay will

see and eat up those and these of thine, thy blood

will reach the ground, and the waters will not reach

thy body."
'

83. One marvel is that connected w7ith the confi-

dence (v^ari-hastano) of VLstasp in the religion,

even through that occurrence of the speech of the

archangels; and, afterwards, the obedience (patya-

sai ?) of his thoughts in the case of the delays

through the bloodshed owing to Ar^dsp 2 the Khyon
and his attendant heroes (pas-gurdano) through-

out the same Khyons, because of the acceptance of

the religion. 84. Also, for the sake of daily and
visibly showing to Vi^tasp the certified victory over

Ar^asp and the Khyons, and his own superior

position, unceasing rule, splendour, and glory, the

creator Ataharma^ sends, at the same time, the

angel Neryosang 3 to the abode of VLrtasp, as a

reminder for the archangel AshavahLrto to give to

VLrtasp to drink of that fountain of life, for looking

1 Written PSshyaotano, both here and in Chap. V, 12. He is

the immortal priestly ruler of Kangd^, who was expected to come
to restore the religion in Iran in the time of Aushedar, see Bd.

XXIX, 5; Byt. Ill, 25-32, 36-42, 51, 52.
2 Here written Ar^adasp6; see § 77.
8 Written N6roksang here and in § 85.
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into the existence of the spirits, the enlightening food

by means of which great glory and beauty are seen

by VLstasp.

85. Just as this passage of revelation mentions

thus :
' And he who is the creator Auharma^ spoke

to the angel Neryosang thus :
" Proceed and travel,

O Neryosang the assembler 1
! unto the abode of

VLstasp, whose resources are cattle and who is far

and widely famed, and thou shalt say this to Ashava-

hLsto, thus :
* O Ashavahiito f do thou authoritatively

take this fine saucer (tasto), which is fully finer than

the other saucers that are made (that is, the cup

(^am) is as fine as is possible to make for royalty),

and carry up to VLst&sp the Horn and Vars 2 (mui)

which are for us; and do thou give it
3 unto the

ruler VLstasp to drink up, by whose word it is

accepted.' " 86. Ashavahiito authoritatively taking

the fine saucer from him, also, thereupon, gave it

unto the exalted ruler Kai-Vistasp to drink from 4
;

and the ruler of the country (dih), the exalted Kai-

VLstasp, lay down when divested of his robes, and

he spoke to Hutos 5 thus :
" You, O Hiitos ! are she

1 Compare Vd. XXII, 7.

2 A lock of three, five, or seven hairs from the tail of a white

bull, that is tied to a metal thumb-ring which is put into the

Horn-strainer when the Horn-juice is about to be poured through

it. See Haug's Essays, 3rd ed., pp. 397-403- This ring and

lock of hair may be the relic of a hair-sieve that may have been

used for straining the Hom-juice in former times.

8 The saucer, or cup, of strained Hom-juice.
4 The foregoing twenty-six words, excepting two, have been

here repeated by the writer of the old Bombay MS., after turning

over a folio.

6 Av. Hutaosa, wife of Vwtasp and descendant of N6</ar (Av.

Naotara) ; see Yt. XV, 35, 36. According to the later authority

of the Ya</kar-i Zariran, § 48, she was also a sister of Vktasp.
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whom the prompt ability (t^o hftnar) of Zaratost of

the Spitamas should reach ; and through the dili-

gence of the prompt ability of Zarat&rt of the

Spitamas, you l would expound the religion of

Auharma^ and Zaratost."

'

87. One marvel is this which is declared, that

when Vlstasp, accepting the religion, praises right-

eousness, the demons in hell are disabled, and the

demon Aeshm 2 rushes to the country of the Khyons

and to Ar£"asp, the deadly one of the Khyons, because

he was the mightiest of the tyrants at that time ; and

the most hideous of all, of so many of them in the

country of the Khyons, are poured out by him for

war.

88. And here, too, is manifested a great wonder

also to the host (ram) of Iran who have been coming

there, unto the residence of Ar^asp the Khyon, like

this which revelation mentions thus :
* Then, just at

the time his legion is separately displayed, Aeshm
the unredeemable (tanapuharak) adheres (g£r^-

v&do) to him, as being himself without escort

(aguroh), and quite opposes (bara sper^^e^o)

him, because :
" You, who are a Khyon, have become

unlucky through want of success after you engage

in conflict!" 89. Henceforth, it is not that the

victory of Iran has come over foreigners and
Khyons—through companionship at the abode of
that man who is mightier by the birth of Zaratfct

The similarity of her name to that of Atossa, the wife and sister of

Cambyses, whom Darius afterwards married, is striking.

1 As the verbal forms of the present third person singular and

second person plural are alike in Pahlavi, it is doubtful which

personal pronoun to use.
2 The demon of Wrath; see Bd. XXVIII, 15-17.
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of the SpitcLmas—when that hideous sovereignty of

Ar£*£sp, the deadly Khyon, is swallowed up by him

(
Vistdsp), for the confusion of the deadly species

(that is, they are further smitten by him, one through

the other ; and are swallowed together by him,

mutually struggling and through mutually devour-

ing). 90. And apart from him, that bitter <m^ well-

hardened Khyon that is quite disabled by him the

good Vistdsft, that deadly fiend is disturbed about

him of eloquent abilities (Zaratust) ; and so he

grumbled at the hideous sovereignty thus :
' Prompt

ability comes into existence and the Khyon came
;

thereupon prompt ability comes into existence and
the Iranian has come V

Chapter V.

1. About the marvellousness which is manifested

from the acceptance of the religion by VLstasp on-

wards till the departure (vikh^o) of ZaratUst,

whose guardian spirit is reverenced, to the best

existence, when seventy-seven years 2 had elapsed

onwards from his birth, forty-seven onwards from

1 According to the numbering of the folios of the old MS. of

1659 (brought from Persia to India in 1783) one folio, numbered

3 1
3 in Persian words, is here missing. It has not yet been found

in India, and, owing to folio 3 1 2 apparently completing a sentence,

and folio 314 evidently beginning a new chapter, the loss of text

is hardly perceptible. It would have filled the next two pages.

2 The MS. has '57 years/ through .J"^ '50' being written

instead o>{J)*b '70'; but see Chap. Ill, 51 which states the interval

of thirty years between his birth and conference.
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his conference, and thirty-five years onwards from

the acceptance of the religion by Vistasp 1
.

2. One marvel is this which is declared that,

when Zaratust chanted revelation in the abode of

VLst&sp, it was manifest to the eye that it is danced

to with joyfulness, both by the cattle and beasts of

burden, and by the spirit of the fires which are in

the abode. 3. By which, too, a great wonder is

proclaimed, like this which revelation mentions

thus :
' There seemed a righteous joyfulness of all

the cattle, beasts of burden, and fires of the place,

and there seemed a powerfulness of every kind of

well-prepared spirits and of those quitting the abode

(man-hishano), "that will make us 2 henceforth

powerful through religion," when they fully heard

those words which were spoken by the righteous

Zaratust of the Spitamas.'

4. And one marvel is the provision, by Zaratu^t,

of the achievement of ordeal, that indicator of the

acquitted and incriminated for sentence by the judge,

in obscure legal proceedings ; of which it is said in

revelation there are about (&igun) thirty-three kinds.

5. These, too, the disciples of Zaratust kept in use,

after that time, until the collapse of the monarchy of

Iran ; and the custom of one of them is that of pour-

ing melted metal on the breast, as in the achieve-

ment of the saintly (hu-fravar^o) Aturpa^ son of

M&raspend, through whose preservation a know-

1 The contents of this chapter and the next, as far as VI, n,
may be connected with the following summary in Dk. VIII, xiv,

9 :
—

* Information also as to many other things which are marvellous,

and as to a summary of the statements of these seven enquiries,

which is derived from knowledge of every kind.' For the seven

enquiries, see Zs. XXII.
2 Or, perhaps, ' make the abode/
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ledge about the religion was diffused in the world
;

and of the manifestation, too, through that great

wonder, this is also said, on the same subject, in the

good religion, that of those many, when they behold

that rite of ordeal, it convinces the wicked ones 1
.

6. One marvel is that which is afterwards mani-

fested, after the former captivity of Zarattlst 2 and

his speaking about the religion to Vistasp and those

of the realm 3
, such as the acceptance of the religion

by Viit&sp and that which Zaratost said to him at

his original arrival, as regards the declaration of

a ruler's religion, thus :
' Thine is this disposition,

and this religion which is calling (khrosako) is

a property of that description which thou puttest

together, O Kai-Vistasp! so that if'thou wilt accept

this disposition of thine, thou wilt possess this

religion which exists (that is, the learning of learn-

ings), and be the ruler that shall cause its progress
;

thou wilt possess in this disposition of thine, as

it were, a new support (stunako), and any one

will uphold thee by upholding tt
y
as thou art the

possessor of the support of this religion/ 7. Also

the victory of VLrtasp over Ar^asp the Khyon and

other foreigners in that awful battle 4
,
just as Zara-

tuit explained unto VLstasp in revelation ;
and much

which is declared by revelation.

8. One marvel is the disclosure by Zaratu^t, in

complete beneficence, medical knowledge, acquain-

tance with character, and other professional reten-

tiveness (pishako-gf rtiklh), secretly and completely,

of what is necessary for legal knowledge and spiritual

1

§§ 4> 5 are already translated in AV. p. 145.
2 See Chap. IV, 67-69.

3 See Chap. IV, 73.
4 See Chap. IV, 88-90.
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perception ; also the indication, by revelation, of the

rites for driving out pestilence (s<^6), overpowering

the demon and witch, and disabling sorcery and

witchcraft. 9. The curing of disease, the counter-

action of wolves and noxious creatures, the liberating

of rain, and the confining of hail, spiders, locusts,

and other terrors of corn and plants and adversaries

of animals, by the marvellous rites which are also

relating to the worship of Khurda^ and Amurda^ 1
,

and many other rites which were kept in use until

the collapse of the monarchy of Iran ; and there are

some which have remained even till now 2
, and are

manifested with a trifle of marvellousness by the

sacred fires. 10. And the disclosure to mankind

of many running waters from marvellous streams

(a rday a), and remedies for sickness which are

mixed (fargar^/ako) by well-considering physicians ;

many are spiritual and celestial, gaseous (vayig)

and earthy ; and the worldly advantage of others,

too, is the praise (l#fo) which ought to come to one

for angelic 3 wisdom.

11. One is the marvel of the Avesta itself, which,

according to all the best reports of the world, is

a compendium of all the supremest statements of

wisdom.

12. One marvel is the coming of this also to

1 These two archangels personify health and immortality,

respectively (see Chap. II, 19), and are supposed to have special

charge of water and plants.

2 The ninth century, unless this phrase be copied from one of

the sources of the Dinkar^.
3 The MS. has yazdano-khira^oih which has the meaning

given in the text; but this word can also be read gehano-
khira^oih, * worldly wisdom/ though g 6 hano is the more usual

orthography.
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Vistasp, which the archangels announced as a recom-

pense for accepting the religion l
, as he saw Peshyo-

tan the happy ruler, that immortal and undecaying

son, not wanting food, large-bodied, completely

strong, fully glorious, mighty, victorious, and resem-

bling the sacred beings ; the unique splendour of

Peshyotan for the sovereignty of Kangd^ in

yonder world, as allotted to him by the creator

Auharma^, is manifested even through that great

wonder to the multitude 2
.

Chapter VI.

i. About the marvellousness which is manifested

after the departure (vikhe^o) of Zaratust, whose
guardian spirit is reverenced, to the best existence,

and in the lifetime of VLstasp.

2. One marvel is this, which is declared by revela-

tion, about the provision of a chariot 3 by Srito 4 of

the Visraps 5
; this is through a famous wonder and

1 See Chap. IV, 8 1.

2
It is singular that nothing is stated here about the death or

departure of Zaraturt, which event, according to § i, ought to have

concluded this chapter. But in Chap. Ill, 39, Durasrob evidently

foretells that Zaratikt will be killed by the evil eye of Bra</rok-resh.

In Dk. V, iii, 2, the killing of Zaratfot by Bra^ro-resh the Tur is

merely mentioned. In Zs. XXIII, 9, it is stated that Zaratfot

passes away (vi^ireVo) forty-seven years after his conference and

preaching to Vutasp. While the modern Persian Zaratfot-nama

does not mention his death, though it speaks of Bartarush as his

chief enemy in his younger days. But compare Chap. Ill, 22.
3 Pahl. xd$ which is written exactly like the Pahlavi ciphers for

twenty-two and, no doubt, stands for Av. ratha.
4 So spelt ten times in §§ 2-11, but here Srato. It is also Srito

in Dk. V, iii, 2.

5 Pahl. Visrapan in §§ 9, 11 and Dk. V, iii, 2; but here it is
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the coming of a report about the marvellousness of

that chariot to Vistasp, Vistasp's begging that

chariot from Srit6, and Srito saying in reply to

VLstasp :
' That chariot is for a righteous man, in

which the soul of Srito in the lifetime of Srito's

body 1

9
and that of that man in the lifetime of his

body, come visibly together once in the worldly

existence/ 3. And the soul of Srito, through the

generosity of that Srito, presents that chariot to

the eyesight of that man of righteousness ; thereby

it becomes evident he had seen it, and is told not to

act in another manner. 4. The exalted Kai-Vistasp,

as becoming from revelation more particularly aware

of this marvel about the future at that time, and for

the sake of this marvel being published to the

worldly existence (gehanigih), and of his becoming

Visrapan, and in § 7 the first letter is omitted, leaving only israpan.

In Pahl. Vd. XX, 11 (Sp.) we have Srit-i \fb*» (in L4), which latter

name may also be israpan 6, though more likely to be read

Serzano when considered by itself. It is almost certain that the

person mentioned in Pahl.Vd. XX, 11 is intended to be the same as

that named here in the text. But it is doubtful if this person be

the Av. Thrita son of Sayuzdri (or Saisdri) of Yt. V, 72 ; XIII, 113.

As the legend in the text appears to refer to the soul of Srito, or

Thrita, revisiting the world to meet Viytasp, this Srito may have

been the warrior Srito, the seventh brother, employed by Kai-Us,

about 350 years earlier, to kill the frontier-settling ox of that time,

but there seem to be no means of so identifying him with absolute

certainty.

1 This is the literal meaning of the Pahl. ' mun ruban-i Srit6

pavan zindagih-i Srito tano/ but it is not quite consistent with

Sritd's return to the earth as a spirit. The Indian copyists seem

to have observed this, as they have omitted several words, so as to

alter the meaning to the following :

—

i That chariot is for a man of

the righteous, with whom Srito in the Xxfetime of that maris body

comes visibly together, &c.' But the sentence is not quite gram-

matical.
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more invoking for the supremacy of the Ma^a-
worshipping religion, became discernible by those of

the realm, is sought for, and is most attended.

5. A great wonder became manifest to VLrtasp

and those of the world, just as revelation mentions

thus :
' Thereupon the archangels are letting forth

the soul of that Srito from the light of the supreme

heaven, from the light on to the earth created by

Auharma^; and the soul of VLstasp proceeded from

him into the light to meet it. 6. VLstasp proceeded

on to the propitious south (rapitvino); he was

producing more gain than the gainers, and he

was more inquisitive than the inquisitive ; to all

whom he saw he spoke, and unto such as spoke he

listened ; when he gazed at them looking simul-

taneously they stood up, and obeisance was offered

by them unto the soul and person of VLstasp/

7. Immediately upon that no delay occurred until

there came on at a run

—

besides the soul of Srito of

the Visraps— the most horrid (agrandtum) of

demons, from the horrid northern quarter of the

horrid destroyer (za^ar), that was himself black,

and his deeds, too, were very black. 8. And as

he comes himself, so also he grumbles to the soul

of Srito thus: 'Give a maintenance (khvarag) to

VLstasp who is thy driver 1
, for the sake of good

fellowship and service, and for that, righteousness is

suitable unto a pure one; do wot give it as a thing

which is protective (that is, do not give it for the

sake of worldly gratuity), but for love of the

righteousness which is owing to the perfect exis-

tences/

9. When those words were fully heard by Srito of

1 This speech seems intended as veiled irony.
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the Visraps, the early bestower (levfno-vakhsh),

he stood still and so he spoke in words thus :
' For

righteousness I give thee, O mighty Kai-VLstasp !

this chariot which is without a driver, only for love

of the righteousness which is owing to the perfect

existences/ 10. As much for righteousness as is

best for righteousness, and as much for the soul as

is best for the soul, the gift of the whole was secured

(that is, its acceptance was announced as often as

three times).

ii. Then that chariot became two chariots, one

spiritual and the other worldly ; in the worldly one

the exalted Kai-Vistasp travelled forth unto the

village of the Noafars 1 in the joyfulness of good

thoughts, and in the spiritual one the soul of Srito of

the Visraps travelled forth unto the best existence.

12. One 7narvel is this which is declared that in

fifty-seven years onwards from the acceptance of the

religion by Zaratu^t 2
, the arrival of the religion is

published in the seven regions 3
; and within the

Yifetime of Vutasp, the circumstance (aeafunoih) is

manifested by the coming of some from other regions

to Frashostar of the Hvobas 4 for enquiry about the

1 No^ar (Av. Naotara) was a son of king Manu^fhar (Bd.

XXXI, 13) and an ancestor of king Vi^tasp. Viytasp being a des-

cendant of Kai-Kava^(Bd. XXXI, 28, 29) who was the adopted son

of Auzobo (Bd. XXXI, 24) a son of Zagh, son of Ma^vak, son of

No^ar (Bd. XXXI, 23 corrected from XXXIII, 5). Hutos, the wife

of Vutasp, was also of the village of the No^ars (Yt. XV, 35).
2 That is fifty-seven years after the conference of Zaratu^t (see

Chap. V, 1).

3 See the summary in Dk. VIII, xiv, 10 :
—'Likewise, about the

communication of Zaratvlrt's knowledge of the Maz^a^-worshipping

religion to the world, his attracting mankind to the religion, and

the ages, after Zaratu^t, until the renovation of the universe'
4 Av. Ferashaomo Hvogvo(Yas. LI, 17); he was a brother
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religion, even as revelation mentions thus :
* Two

whose names are thus, Spitofr 1 and Arezraspo 2
, who

have hastened unto Frashostar of the Hvobas in

search of wisdom/

13. Thus much splendour and wonder 0/" VLrtasp

and those of the realm regarding Zaratust 3
, and

thus much due to the coming of the archangels

from the sky to the earth before Vistasp, as evi-

dence about the true prophesying ^Zaratust 4
; and

that, too, about Peshy6tan 6
, the chariot of Srlto 6

,

and other subjects seen written above, are declared

by the Avesta, which is the same that they accepted

from Zaratfot, as the culmination 7 (#z/ariganlh) of

Auharma^s words. 14. And if this splendour,

glory, and wonder that are written above as regards

what those learned men of the realm saw—which

are in the statement revealed by the Avesta

—

had

not occurred, king Viitasp and those learned men

of the realm would not have seen what this Avesta

had revealed to them—which was thus much
splendour and wonder reported by it to them

—

and
not one word about leaving its preservation to us

would be annexed.

of Gramasp (Dk. V, ii, 12 ; iii, 4; Zs. XXIII, 10), and the father

of Zaratfot's wife Hvovi. The Hvovas (Pahl. Hvobas) were

a numerous family.

1 Av. gen. Spitoi^ (Yt. XIII, 121). He was high-priest of

Frada^afsh, the south-east region.

2 Av. Erezraspa (ibid.) He was high-priest of Vida^afsh, the

south-west region (see Bd. XXIX, 1). These foreign envoys were

brothers, each being a son of Uspasnu.
8 See Chap. IV, 73.

4 See Chap. IV, 74-82.
5 See Chap. V, 12. 6 See §§ 2-1 1.

7 See Chap. V, n.

[47]
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Chapter VII.

1. About the marvellousness which is manifested

after the time of VLstasp until the collapse (han£"af-

tano) of the. sovereignty of Iran.

2. There is marvellousness which is manifested

after VLstasp until the collapse of the sovereignty of

Iran, apart from the blessedness of ordeal, the

accomplishment of other Avestic rites, the great

power over the sacred fires, and many other

religious observances which were connected with

the disciples of Zaratust*

3. Even after the devastation which happened

owing to Alexander, those who were rulers after

him brought back much to the collection from a

scattered state 1
; and there are some who have or-

dered the keeping of it in the treasury of Shapan 2
.

4. Likewise there is to be brought forward what

there is concerning the names of rulers and high-

priests, such as arrive for it at times and periods,

which are each consecutive, as organizers of the

religion and the world ; also of the tyrant or

apostate, who is manifest at various periods, for the

disturbance of the religion and monarchy and the

penance of the world, with the coming of the peni-

tential one.

1 Referring to king Valkha^ the Askanian (probably Vologeses I,

see S. B. E., vol. xxxvii, p. 413); possibly also to Ardashir

Papakan.
2 So here, but usually written Shapigan, and sometimes Shas-

pigan. It was no doubt a royal treasury, and Dk. V, iii, 4, calls

it so, but uses the words gan^-o-i khu^ayan, in which (jamasp

is said to have deposited the Avesta and Zand written in gold upon

ox-hides. If Shapigan be a corruption of shayagan, 'royal/ it is

singular that some copyist has not corrected the spelling.
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5. Stick as Vohftmano, son of Spend-da^ 1
, of the

rulers, about whom it says even this in the Avesta,

that he is Vohumano, the just, who is the most

efficient of the assembly of Ma^a-worshippers.

6. And 6enov 2 of the high-priests, as about him it

says even this :
' The religion becomes a hundred

years old when .Senov is born, and two hundred

years when he passes away ; he was also the first

Ma^a-worshipper with a life of a hundred years,

and who walks forth upon this earth with a hundred

disciples/

7. Also Alexander of the devastators, as it says

even this of him in revelation 3
, that in those three

winters, which are of like purpose (ham-ayi^ako),

that Aeshm 4 would set up a deadly king in the im-

penitent world, who is the evil-destined Alexander.

8. And of the high-priests are Ar^vak 5
, the

interpretation of whose name is ' the pure word
;

'

Srutvok-spa^ak 5
, the interpretation of whose name

is ' the propitious recitation

;

' Zrayang,h#u 6
, the in-

terpretation of whose name is ' the ocean exis-

tence ;
' and Spe^to-khratwm 6

, the interpretation of

1 Av. Spe«t6-data of Yt. XIII, 103, a son of Vistasp, with

whom Avesta dynastic history ends. He was the Persian Isfendiyar,

and his son Vohumano is unknown to the Avesta. The iTitrada^

Nask (Dk. VIII, xiii, 18) mentions a 'Namun, son of Spend-sh&/,'

which probably stands for ' Vohumano, son of Spend-daa7
/ but this

appears to have been in a Pahlavi supplement compiled in Sasanian

times. He is also mentioned in Bd. XXXIV, 8, a chapter ' about

the computation of years by the Arabs/ according to the Iranian

BundahLf.
2 Av. Saena of Yt. XIII, 97, where the last clause of the passage

here translated from the Avesta occurs. Compare Zs. XXIII, 11.

3 Not in the extant Avesta. 4 The demon of Wrath.
6 Av. gen. Erezv<zu and Sruto-spad^u in Yt. XIII, 115.

6 These two names are written in their Av. gen. forms, as they

occur in Yt. XIII, 115.

G 2
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whose name is ' the propitious wisdom/ 9. Because

it says even this about them, namely :
* I mention

thy manifestation, and also the tokens of its

publicity when this religion of thy Ma^a-wor-
shippers becomes four hundred years old 1

\ in

this law benightedness (lelyalh) arises, and the

embodied existences see the manifestation through

calculation of the planets and also the stars ; and

whoever, too, are mine are so for a century, through

the average opinion of thirty medium winters for

a man 2
; and the righteous Ar^vak and those three

others are they of the most righteous existences,

over whom they are the most masterly and most

authoritative in that time/ 10. And this, too, that

they who glorify the religion of the Ma^a-wor-
shippers in the fifth and sixth centuries are they

;

and no persons save their souls, except those who
remain for the arrival of the four 3 interpretations

that arise through the authority of these four

individuals, Ar&svak, Sruto-spadh^u 4
, Zrayang,h#u,

and Spe^to-khratvau who, all four of them, seek

their thoughts, words, and deeds in the sacred text

(mansar).

11. Also Rashn-resh 5
is the apostate of that

1
If the chronology in Bd. XXXI V, 7, 8 were correct, the interval

between the first revelation of the religion and the death of

Alexander would be 272 years, and this would make the 400th year

of the religion coincide with b. c. 195.
2 That is, for a generation. The meaning appears to be, that

these four successive high-priests insure the continuance of orthodox

religion for more than a century, or well into the sixth century of

the religion, as mentioned in § 10.

3 The MS. has the cipher for ' three/ by mistake.
4 Here wrritten in Avesta characters.
6 In Dk. Ill, cxcviii, 2, this apostate is said to have been an
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time, as some one 1 says unto Rashn, 0/z£ of the sacred

beings, and about many besides this one, thus :
' All

who are creatures of the beneficent spirit are dis-

tressed by their persecution, but put trust in those

men, Aresvak and those three others/

12. And of the organizers of the period is

Artakhshatar 2
, son of P&pak, as it says even this

about him, namely :
' Which is that ruler who is

powerful, more striving than the Kayans, and

mighty, an embodiment of the sacred commandments

and awfully armed 3
; in whose abode Aharfovang 4

,

the virtuous and radiant, walks forth in maiden

form, beneficent and very strong, well-formed, high-

girded, and truthful, of illustrious race and noble ?

13. Whoever it is that, on the occurrence of strife,

seeks prosperity for MmseK with his own arm; who-

ever it is that, on the occurrence of strife, encounters

the enemies with his own arm.'

14. Tanvasar 5
is also for his assistance, as it says

associate (ham-p<f^gar) of the Christian ecclesiastic Akvan, and

yells out ten admonitions contradicting those of the righteous -Senov

who is mentioned in § 6 (see Peshotan's edition, vol. v, pp. 239,

311). It does not follow that he was a contemporary of -Senov,

and here he seems to be placed fully two centuries later.

1 Probably Auharmas^.
2 The founder of the Sasanian dynasty, who reigned as king of

the kings of Persia, a.d. 226-241.
3 Most of these qualities are applied to the angel Srosh, the

personification of obedience (see Yas. LVII, 1); also to Kavi Vi^taspa

and Karsna, son of Zbaurva^t, in Yt. XIII, 99, 106.

4 Av. Ashi^ vanguhi, 'good rectitude/ personified as a female

angel; her description is given in Yt. XIII, 107, and is similar to

that of Anahita in Yt. V, 64.
5 So spelt here and in §§ 17, 18, thrice in all; it is also thrice

spelt Tansar, in Dk. Ill, last chapter, 7; IV, 25, 25, and this

mis-spelling has led to the mis-pronunciation Tosar. It appears,

however, that Tanvasar is a transposition of Tanvars, 'hairy-
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this, too, about* them :
' Zaratilit asked again thus :

" Who is he who is the most salutaryfor a country,

which the demons have exhausted of everything

virtuous, over which his authority is brought and

which is wicked and teaching falsehood ?" 15. Au-

harma^ spoke thus :
" An autocrat (s a stir), to cure

a country, who has not gone mad (that is, he does

not annoy the good) and is well-directing (that is, he

gives virtuous commands), who is also of noble race,

and likewise a priest who is acquainted with war, of

a famous province, and righteous, are most salutary

for that country. 16. And I tell thee this, that the

apostasy of destruction is just like the four-legged

wolf which the world gives up to running astray

(var^ak-takhshii'nih) (that is, owing to its action

they are leading //off as astray; which is so that even

he who is not opulent is rendered sickly, that they

{the apostates) may take away his things by the

hand of the assassin (khunyan); and they shall

lead the world, the dwelling for his residence, into

wandering. 17. But that wicked (az/aruno) strife

descended upon that country, besides that wicked

demon-worship, besides that wicked slander ; and

not even that wicked strife, nor that wicked demon-

worship, nor that wicked slander, is dissipated from

bodied/ because we are told that Tansar, or Tanvasar, was so

called on account of all his limbs being covered with hair (vars).

This statement occurs in the introduction to Tanvasar's letter to

Gushnaspshah (Ar. Gasnasf-shah), king of Pa^ashkhvargar (Ar.

Farshvadgar) and Tabaristan ; and is made on the authority of

an old Pahlavi copyist, Bahrain Khurzad, whose Pahlavi was

translated into Arabic by Ibn al-Muqaffa in the middle of the

eighth century, and that into Persian early in the thirteenth

century (see Darmesteter's edition in Journal Asiatique for 1894,

pp. 185-250, 502-555).
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that country until the time when they attach the

grant of approval to him, the spiritual leader,

the eloquent (pur-giiftar), truthful-speaking, and

righteous Tanvasar. 18. And it is when they

grant approval to the spiritual leader, the truthful

speaker of eloquence, the righteous Tanvasar, that

those of the country obtain redress (besh#2aganlh)

when they seek it, and no deviation (anayulnakofh)

from the religion of Zaratust."

'

19. As to the nature of the questions and state-

ments of the organizer of the religion, Aturpa^ 1 son

of M&raspend, about the connection of the glory

with the race, it also says this, that 'though

righteousness may arise from the statements and

prosperity of the Turanians when extracted by

questions, it is said that its acceptance occurs there

through complete mindfulness 2
; they benefit the

embodied world of righteousness, and produce

distress for the fiend ; in like manner, they rely upon

Vohumand, and Zaratiut is their delight through

the report tf/*the birth ^/"Zaratu^t from us who are

archangels. 20. This liberality for thee is from us

who are archangels, and Aturpa^/, the very best

well-destined man arose ; and this, too, do thou say

about him, that it is the steel age in which that

man, the organizer of development and organizer of

righteousness, Aturpaa? son of Maraspend, of the

convocation, begets Avarethrab^u V

1 A high-priest who was prime minister of king Shahpuhar II

(a.d. 309-379). He is often mentioned in Pahlavi writings, but in

the Avesta he is only alluded to, apparently, by the title RArtare-

vagherct inYt. XIII, 106.
2 A translation of Av. sperata -armaiti, the archangel Spen-

darmat/.
3 So written, all three times in Pazand. He is the Avarethra-
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21. This Avarethrab#u, too, is an organizer whose

righteous guardian spirit we reverence, and in

memory of ManiuMiar, the well-destined, and a pro-

genitor of Aturpa^ 1
, it says that 'only from him

comes Avarethrab#u
;

' and then also arises this one

of the adversaries of the religion, the apostate of

apostates, whom they have even called the Mazdag-

like (Mazdagig-i/£) 2
. 22. As it says this, too,

about them, namely :
* This religion of mine thou

dost survey with thoughts of spiritual life, thou dost

very thoroughly inspect it, O Zaratust ! when many,

aware of apostates, call the performance of righteous-

ness and even the priesthood innocence, and few are

frank and practising it! 23. In the revelation of the

Ma^a-worshippers is this, namely :
' Thoroughly

look into revelation, and seek a remedy for them

and any whatever of them who have become dis-

turbing in the embodied existence, and uncaptivated

by the orthodox (aytn-aumond) righteousness which

is owing to the perfect existences ; and so they divide

the religion of the Ma^a-worshippers through

division of race, they speak regarding the action of
their own followers, and give the endowment to

their own. 24. They grant supplies of food, so that

they may say the food is proportional to the hunger
;

they speak of procreation, and say that they say

lineage is through the mothers ; and they approve

of wolfishness, so that they would act something like

bangh, son of Ra.rtare-vaghe/zt of Yt. XIII, 106, better known as

Zaraturt, son of Athrp&d in his old age, for whom the Andar'z-i

Aturpa^-i Maraspendan was written.

1 Whose pedigree is traced back to Manfi^ihar in Bd. XXXIII, 3.
8 Probably some disciple of Manih, the heretic who had been

put to death a.d. 276-7. Mazdag was put to death a.d. 528.

See S.B.E., vol. xxxvii, pp. 257 n, 278 n.
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wolves in the performance of gratifying their desires,

like that of the wolfs progeny behind the mother.

25. Moreover, they form their lineage through the

mothers ; buying their women as sheep, they shall

carry off for profit even that son or brother who is

the progeny, those that we have produced for your

companionship
;
you are not predominant, but have

remained in companionship
;
you do not even believe

them, but you do not establish an ordeal, although

it is evident that you will be acquitted ; they lie

even to their children, so that the advance of the

promise-breaker is through them, and even in their

own persons V
26. Here it speaks about the organization of the

religion by the glorified 2 Khusroi, son of Kavaaf,

thus :
' Upon their lingering behind, a man is pro-

duced who is righteous, the Glorified one 2
, an

approver (khenf^ar) of speech who is wise, whom
the convocation, on hearing the words that he utters,

speaks ^/as a high-priest ; that is when he gives

out penance (sroshfgih), so that he may effect the

punishment of sinners. 27. The constant out-

pouring of perplexity (pe£ shari^an) by the per-

verters is the fear of that hero, as regards that

1 This quotation, from a Pahlavi version of an Avesta text, would

probably be very applicable to the state of the Persian people at

many periods in the fourth and fifth centuries, when heresy was

prevalent and orthodox Zoroastrianism was by no means universal.

Some of the evils mentioned are inseparable from slavery at all

times.
2

Literally ' immortal-soulled/ Anoshak-ruban, the usual title

of king KMsr6 I, who reigned a.d. 531-578. Before he became

king, a. d. 528 or 529, he had summoned an assembly of priests to

condemn the heretic Mazdag, when the last important revision

of the Pahlavi versions of the Avesta probably took place (see Byt.

I, 6-8, and Noldeke's Gesch. der Sas. pp. 463-466).
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convocation, when he casts themforth by expulsion

from the vicinity, so that he may make them extin-

guished very quickly ; owing to that, they, whose

producer is even he who is a person destroying the

righteous man, become gloomy on account of the

Glorified one, through his smiting the spiritual life

of apostasy
;
just as now, when he who is gloomy,

and of scattered intellect, is gloomy owing to you

of the Spitamas.' 28. This, too, it states, namely:
' In every way, I tell thee, O Zaratilst of the Spita-

mas ! that their time is mistrustful (avi^ar) as to

him who is an open friend, and most deceitful both

to the wicked and the righteous ; the Glorified one

is a controller (ayukhtar) exalting the creatures,

and whoever is possessing the creatures of the

righteous ones 1
9
so that he remains again at work in

the doings of the Glorified one, is he who is a com-

biner of the actions and an utterer of the true replies

of that Glorified one!

29. And about the occurrence of a symptom of

the devastators of the sovereignty and religion of

the country of Iran one wonder, which is associated

with the religion, is even this which it mentions

thus :
' Thereupon, when the first symptom of a

ravager of the country occurs, O righteous Zara-

tust ! then the more aggressive and more unmerciful

in malice becomes the tyrant of the country, and

through him, too, they ravage (reshend) the house,

through him the village, through him the community,

through him the province, and through him even

the whole of that manifestation in the country of
any teaching whatever that occurs through the

ravager of the country ; and so the country should

1 Of the good spirits.
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keep a man who is observant and learned on the

watch, because information is in his mind. 30.

Thereupon, when the second symptom of a ravager of

the country occurs, &c. x

31. Thereupon, when the third symptom of a. ravager

of the country occurs, the priestly people are dis-

turbing the tradition, so that they speak nothing

wisely ; it is even on this account they do not accept

them, and it is not when one speaks truly that the

ravager of the country believes them, and through

him, too, they ravage the house, through him the

village, through him the community, through him the

province, and through him even the whole of that

manifestation in the country of any teaching what-

ever that occurs through the ravager of the country
;

and so, too, the country should keep a man who is

observant and learned on the watch, because infor-

mation is in his mind. 32. Thereupon, when the

fourth symptom of a ravager of the country occurs,

it upsets the replenishment of the fires, and upsets

those men of the righteous, so that they shall not

undertake the care of them ; and thus they shall not

convey the holy-water to him who is a priestly

authority, so that they may not produce the seizing

upon the stipend of the priestly authorities by him

who is the ravager of the country ; through him, too,

they ravage the house, through him the village,

through him the community, through him the pro-

vince, and throtcgh him even the whole of that

1 The whole of this section is omitted in the old MS., evidently

by mistake. Perhaps the second symptom of devastation was con-

nected with the evil deeds of the warrior class, but this is very

uncertain. Passages of four or five words are also omitted by the

MS. in §§ 31, 32.
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manifestation in the country of any teaching what-

ever that occurs through the ravager of the country
;

and so, too, the country should keep a man who
is observant and learned on the watch, because

information is in his mind/

33. About the collapse of the sovereignty of Ir&n,

it also states this, namely :
' That very villain (mar),

O Zaratust ! brings those provinces on to running

astray, so that he may make those quite dissevered

which constitute the existence of that powerful sove-

reignty ; and then he is a thorough assailant of the

righteous, then he is an assailant of the righteous

with eagerness. 34. That same deadly one (mar),

O Zaratust ! does not continue living long after-

wards ; moreover his offspring disappear (that

is, they perish utterly) ; but his soul falls to the

bottom of the gloomy existence which is horrible

hell, and upon their bodies every kind ^/"unseemly

unhappiness comes from themselves, owing to their

own actions when they give approval to the im-

prisonment of a guardian of spiritual affairs who is

eloquent, true-speaking, and righteous. 35. Against

that deadly one he contends, O Zaratust ! for the

spiritual lordship and priestly authority that I approve

as good for the whole embodied existence ; also

against the preparation of a decree to produce evil

decisions, and against the dismissal of litigants,

whether heterodox or orthodox, who are of a family

of serfs of a far-situated village and are making

petitions/

36. 'And as to the land, too, over which he

wanders, the evil spirit utterly devastates their

country through pestilence and other misery; and,

moreover, strife which is tormenting falls upon that
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country, besides demon-worship which is iniquitous,

and besides slander which is iniquitous. 37. And
the strife which is iniquitous is not to be dissipated

(apasi-aitano) from that country, nor the demon-

worshippers who are iniquitous, nor the slander

which is iniquitous, before the time when they give

approval to him, to the priest who is a guardian

of spiritual affairs, who is eloquent, true-speaking,

and righteous ; and it is when they give him

approval, that they obtain healthfulness for their

country when they pray for it, and not irregularly

from him, O Zaratast
!

'

38. And this which is recounted is a statement

that is execrated (nafrig-aito) by many, details

from the Avesta as to occurrences that will arise

after VLrtctsp until the dispersion (an^i^no) of

the sovereignty of Iran from the country of Iran

;

it is also declared that this which is written happened

to the knowledge of those of the world. 39. This,

too, is about the evidence of the above :
—

' And
if this which is declared from the Avesta, as to what

happens after Kai-Vistasp until the end of the sove-

reignty of Iran, should not have happened, and it

being the pre-eminence of the Avesta which really

became this present treasure, it thereby ensues,

owing to its position in that former- 1

, and the

manifest absence of the destruction of those rulers

and high-priests from Vistasp onwards in this latter 2
,

that it could not be connected with us V
1 The above declaration from the Avesta.
2 The present Avesta itself.

8 Meaning perhaps that, for some good reason, it could not be

communicated to us in the extant Avesta. If § 39 be not a later

addition to this chapter, it implies that the prophetical quotations

from the Avesta, regarding the history of the religion after the time
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Chapter VIII.

i. About the marvellousness which is manifested

and is openly specified after the collapsing of the

sovereignty of Iran and the country of Iran ; also the

end of the millennium of Zaratu^t and the arrival

of Aushe^/ar the descendant of Zaratust 1
.

2. There is this marvellousness, really over-

throwing the blessedness of the knowledge of former

government, revealed by the Avesta about the ninth

and tenth centuries, that which is an indicator of

circumstances (ae^funoih) now visible, such as the

dispersion of the sovereignty of Iran from the

country of Iran, the disturbance of just law and
custom, the predominance of those with dishevelled

hair 2
,
and the haughty profession of ecclesiastics 3

.

3. Also the collection and even connection of all

their four systems of belief (vi^arl-hastano) 4 to-

of Vutasp, were no more extant in the Avesta, when the Dinkard
was compiled, than they are now.

1 The contents of Chaps.VII-XI have some connection with the

following summary in Dk. VIII, xiv, 11, 12:

—

'And about the

nature of the advancement of the people of the period, the separa-

tion of centuries and millenniums, and the signs, wonders, and

perplexity which are manifested in the world at the end of each

millennium in the world. Also as to the birth and arrival of

AusheWar, son of Zaratort, at the end of the first millennium, and

a report of him and his time, and of the many destroyers of the

organizers of the period between Zaratust's millennium and the

coming of Aushedar.'
2 This meaning for vi^ar^o-vars is chiefly based upon the use

of vigdiYd in AV. XXXIV, 5, for a woman's hair being 'combed.'

These invaders of Iran from the east, at the end of the first

millennium of the religion, are mentioned in Byt. II, 22, 24, 28
;

III, 1, 6, 13. They are called ' Turkish demons' in § 47.
8 The Byzantine Christians.
4 Zoroastrianism, Muhammadanism, Christianity, and either

Judaism or Idolatry.
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gether for the upper rank ; the coming of one

working with the sacred beings to the inferior, the

transient, and the captive of the period; and the

dispersion and downfall of dependent and public

men in their time.

4. The disappearance of a disposition for wisdom

from the foreigners in the countries of Iran, which

is an indication of shame at the truth of the religion,

and at the praise, peace, liberality, and other good-

ness whose provision has lodgement in a disposition

for wisdom. 5. Also the abundance ofthe decisions

of apostasy, the falsehood, deceit, slander, quarrel-

someness, fraudulence, ingratitude, discord, stingi-

ness, and other vileness whose real connection is

a disposition to devour, neglecting heedfulness for

the archangels of fire, water, and worldly existence^.

6. The oppressiveness of infidelity and idol-worship,

the scarcity of freedom, the extreme predominance

of avarice in the individuals (tano) of mankind, the

plenitude of different opinions about witchcraft, and

the much inclination of many for paralyzing the

religion of the sacred beings.

7. The annihilation of the sovereignty of man-

kind one over the other, the desolation of localities

and settlements by severe actual distress, and the

evil foreign potentates who are, one after the other,

scattering the valiant ; the destruction among cattle

and the defilement of the spirit of enjoyment, owing

to the lodgement of lamentation and weeping in the

countries of Iran, the clamour of the demon-wor-

shipper in the country, and the unobtainable stature,

non-existent strength, blighted destiny, and short

1
AshavahLytd, Khurdzd, and Spendarma*/.
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life of mankind. 8. Also the abundance of ordi-

nances (iyino) 1 of various descriptions, the approval

of the apostate among tyrants and the non-approval

of the Zoti 2 who is well-disposed and wise, the

coming of the Zoti to want, and all the other adver-

sity, disruption, and running astray which are over-

powering even in districts and localities of the

countries of Iran.

9. The maintenance of no ritual (tfpandih) of

the religion of the sacred beings ; the weakness,

suffering, and evil habits of those of the good re-

ligion ; the lamentation and recantation (khusttikih)

of the upholders of the religion ; and the wickedness

and extermination of good works in most of the

countries of Ir&n. 10. Also much other misery in

these two centuries is recounted in the Avesta, which

passed away with them and is also now so visible

therein, and manifestly occurs in them.

11. This, too, is a statement (nisang-i) as to

them, which revelation mentions thus :
' That is the

age mingled with iron (that is, from every side they

perceive it is of iron) in which they bring forth into

life him who is a sturdy praying apostate. 12. This

is their sturdiness, that their approval is unobservant

of both doctrines (ainako); and this is their pray-

ing, that whenever it is possible for them they shall

cause misery to others ; also when an old man
publicly advances into a crowd (galako) of youths,

owing to the evil times in which that man who is

learned is born, they are unfriendly to him (that is,

they are no friends of the high-priests of the priestly

assembly). 13. They are freely speaking (that is,

1 Or it may be hen6, ' squadrons/
2 The chief officiating priest in religious ceremonies.
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they utter phrases smoothly), they are wicked and

are fully maliciously talking, so that they shall make
the statements of priests and high-priests useless

;

they also tear asunder the spiritual lordship and

priestly authority, and shall bring the ruler and

priestly authority into evil behaviour as vicious, but

they bring together those who are singular. 14. Any-

thing they say is always mischief (agih), and that

district which had a judge they cast into the smiting

precinct, into hell ; it is misery without any inter-

mission they shall inflict therein, till they attain unto

damnation (darvandih) through the recitation they

persevere in, both he who is the evil progeny dis-

seminated by the apostate and he who is the

villainous wolf full of disaster and full of depravity/

15. 'Here below they fight, the friend with him

who is a friend, they also defraud (ziv£nd) him of

his own work (that is, whenever it is possible for

them, they shall seize upon his property), and they

give it to him from whom they obtain prosperity in

return ; if not, they seek him who is acting as a con-

federate (ni shin-gun), and they make that other

one defraud the poor man (so that they shall seize

upon his property) ; they also cheat him when he

shall make complaint. 1 6. I shall not again produce

such for thee, no friend here for him who is a friend,

no brother for him who is a brother, no son for

him who is a father, nor yet a father for him who is

a son ; admonished, but not convinced, they become

the abode of the will of the place, so that they

subsist in every single place where it is necessary

for them to be, in each that is necessary for them

they march on together, and on the way they

reflect upon the path of blessedness and the

[47] h
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manifold learning they utter owing to knowledge

of me 1/

1 7. ' These three, our increase, learning, and

reward, we fully understand through the ascendancy

of him who is ignoble, and through the downfall of

him who is noble and superior to him of little

thorough instruction who, in every thing, will be at

the foot of the tyrant. 18. Thinking of a priest one

becomes spiritual, thinking of a tyrant one becomes

a Kavlg 2
; a demon in disposition is an incipient

demon, a Kavig in disposition is himself attracted

towards a youth/

19. Then, when character and wisdom recede

from the countries of Iran (that is, they depart), so

that destitution and also winter, produced by demons

who are worshipping the demon, rush together from

the vicinity of disaster (voighn) on to the countries

of Iran, where even rain becomes scanty and pesti-

lence is secretly advancing and deceiving, so that

deaths become numerous; thus even he of perverted

wisdom, who is wicked, and the apostate also, who
is unrighteous, rush together . in companionship.

20. As what one says they all exclaim thus :
' Con-

sume and destroy, O ruler ! for it is to be consumed

and destroyed by thee ; destroy even the fire,

consume even as food those who are the protection

of the association enforcing religious obedience, and

those leading on the poor man of the righteous

dispensation by their guidance/ 21. So that they

shall make him thoroughly detached and smite him;

1 So far, this statement (§§ 11-16) seems to be ascribed to

Auharmas;^; but what follows (§§ 17, 18, 20) appears to represent

the sentiments of some Iranians of those later times.
2 See Chap. II, 9 n.
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likewise wisdom is the wealth they bring him, and it

is when property is being carried off by them, that

the wisdom conveyed by them arises.

22. 'And in that age, O righteous one of the

Spltamas ! the coming of my desire is not purely for

thee, nor is a thorough belief ofthe departure of life,

so that the bringing and conducting of a speaker of

promises (mitragov) is not necessary; those of the

perfect apostate injure this discourse of thine, the

Avesta and Zand, so that they shall make it

thoroughly weak ; and those of the perfect apostate

harass their own souls, for love of the wealth which

he produced/

23. And about the ninth and tenth centuries this

also it says, that, ' as that age proceeds, this is what

occurs, O Zaratfot of the Spitamas ! when many
apostates utter the righteousness of priestly instruc-

tion and authority, which is wickedness towards me,

they cause begging for water, they wither vegetation,

and they put down all excellence which is due to the

manifestation of righteousness/

24. Again Zarattot enquired of him thus : 'What

do they so produce by that, O Auharma^! when

they cause begging for water, they wither vegetation,

and they put down all excellence due to the mani-

festation of righteousness ?
' 25. And Auhamia^

spoke thus :
' They so produce those things among

them, O Zarattlst ! when they mention a greater

reward for bantlings and relations than that of their

own souls (that is, they talk more concerning their

allowance, where it is that for their own). 26. More-

over, they give to the Kigs and Karaps, for some

repute with the shepherd people of the husbandman,

and with the swift-horsed people of the warrior, as

h 2
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though they would provide us l here below with

a large share of meat, that they would make our

privilege, just as we 1 here supply him with meat

whom we render greatly precious. 27. The property

of even a wicked man here below, O Zaratu^t! in the

average opinion among the disorganized (anara-

stano) is a dignified provision (that is, we form

a strong opinion, the approval of which is more to

be asserted as being the opinion of a poor righteous

man, about a worthy righteous man whose manifest

righteousness is a homage (franamisno) to duty

and good works).'

28. Again he enquired of him thus : 'Is there so

perfect a manifestation here below, in the age of the

worldly existence of the religion of the Ma^a-wor-
shippers (that is, is there a lodgement of the religion

of the Ma^a-worshippers in any one) ?' 29. And
Auharma^ spoke thus :

' It is so, among those men
of mine 2

,
O Zarat&rt! for here below there are priests

who are eloquent, and they, too, are men voluble and

requisite in the embodied existence, all-beneficent

and producing the destruction of harm and the

wizard ; the people of the wicked tyrant say also

regarding them, that, excepting thee, O Zaratuit

!

they rightly practise righteousness more largely,

more powerfully, and more volubly. 30. Blind are

those of the fiend, who are consulting with thee and

are unaware of the tyrant ; and observant are also

those of the fiend who consult with them and think

of their intelligence, and oppose the imbecile (ana-

kasih-afimond) apostate who is near them, so that

1 The archangels.
2 Reading minam, instead of madam which is unintelligible

here.
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I

they say 1 this, namely: "As to this which thou

tellest us, it is evidently not so as thou sayest," of

which they speak thus :
" This duty of thy man is

not mine (that is, it is not necessary for me to

perform) nor thine (that is, it is not necessary even

for thee *o perform), because it is not this which is

righteousness (that is, not a good work)." 31. For

this one is produced for these words and thoughts

of thine, of whom thou, too, art aware, he who is

whatever is here below of Ausheafar 2 of thoughtful

controversy, O Zaratu^t of the Spitamas ! for he

brings into notice, through the intermingling of

his own soul>, him who is righteous, or has not

become so.'

32. This, too, he says, namely: * Of those, O
Zaratust of the Spitamas ! who come in the ninth

and tenth centuries, I tell thee that they are of the

fiend of Greed (Azi) ; it is in her womb that they

are to be fashioned, they who assist those who
would be vicious, through pre-eminence in leader-

ship, or through excellence in subserviency/

33. And this, too, it says about them :
' Those

men are much to be destroyed
;

' so it is said by

Atiharma^ that ' these who are righteous, who
carry away a corpse in this world, distress their

fire, according to every high-priest 3
, and even long-

flowing water ; their bodies, which are really cess-

pools 4 of a terrible character, become very assisting

for the tormentors whose corpses are grievously

wicked. 34. Concerning them I tell thee, O Zara-

1 To the apostate.
2 See §§ 55-60 and Chap. I, 42 n. Here spelt Aukhshe^ar.
3 Reading dastfir, instead of vast ur.

4 PahL maya-vakhdiln = Pers. ab-gir.
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tust of the Spitamas ! that, in the ninth and tenth

centuries, there come those who are the brood of the

fiend and the wound-producer (reshgar) * of the

evil spirit; even one of them is more to be destroyed

than ten demon-worshippers 2
; they also produce

extermination for these who are mine, for these of

my religion, whom they call a provision for destruc-

tion (that is, when it is possible to live in our way,

and ours are wicked, they diminish in superiority).

35. Even the iniquity that they shall commit in

leadership and subserviency, the sin which is smiting

thee, they call a trifle (khalako), O pure one of the

Spitamas ! and the smiter, they say, is he whom
these of thy religion of Ma£*/a-worshippers smite.

36. Besides thee, O Zaratilst ! they distress those

ditties, too, which are to be acquired by thy people

(lagano); they think scornfully of this ceremonial

of thine, scornfully of thy worship, O Zaratfot ! and
they think scornfully of both the two blessed utter-

ances 3
, the Avesta and Zand, w^hich were proclaimed

to thee by me who am the most propitious of spirits.

37. They foster villainous outrage, and they say the

best work for mankind is immoderate fighting whose
joyfulnessis due to actions that are villainous; those,

too, that they exterminate are the existences due to

the spirits, they exterminate their own souls, they

exterminate the embodied existences of the world
;

and they produce lamentation for the soul, and even

the religion, as regards what is the mode of controll-

ing orthodox people together with the iniquitous of

the same period/

38. And this, too, it says, that Zaratilst enquired

1 Or it may be riyagar, 'hypocrite/ 2 Or 'idolaters.'
3 Pahl. vafriganih = Av. urvata.
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of Auharma^ thus :
' So what shall we prescribe

for those who are not capable, through being poor

(that is, they have no means), nor have they troops,

nor a protector over them, and they have many per-

secutors ?' 39. And Auharma^ spoke thus :
' The

strong-minded * man, through understanding, is a

token of the development of those who, not being in

the army, are capable ; their persecutors also are

many, and the passing over of authority is owing to

the iniquitous of the same period/

40. This, too, it says, that Zaraturt enquired thus

:

' Is he, O Auharma^! who is a Ka! or a Karap, or

he who is a most evil ruler in authority, mingled

again with the good ? ' 41. And Auharma^ spoke

thus :
' Even he 2 .'

42. Zaratast also enquired thus :
' Is he, too,

O Auharma^! who is one of those of the good

sovereignty^ mingled again with the good ; or these,

such as the Kaisar and Khakan 3 ?
' 43. And

Auharma^ spoke thus :
' Even that former, O

Zaratast
!

'

44. About the same iniquitous 4 this, too, he says,

namely :
' When they are aware and understand

about the sayings (galimako) due to righteousness,

they are pleased, so that a bribe seems better to

them than duty and good works ; they love the

darkness rather than light, the existence they love

1 Assuming that toshto-mlni^no is a miswriting of toshino-

mini^no.
2 That is, after expiating his misdeeds by his allotted punishment.

The last thirteen Pahlavi words of §§ 42, 43 are also added here

by mistake in the MS.
3 The Byzantine emperor and the sovereign Khan of the invaders

from the east.
4 Mentioned in §§ 37, 39.
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is the worst existence rather than the best existence,

and they promote difficulty. 45. Concerning them,

too, I tell thee that they are more to be destroyed

than the leaping (shas/6) serpent which is like

a wolf or a lion, and they ever advance in malice

and persecution from that time till when that man
arrives who is iTitro-mehono 1 the righteous, with

the victorious club. 46. He has marched with fifty

triplets of men 2 who are disciples, powerful and

tall, looking after duties and ordinances, wide-

shouldered, stout-armed, and very hairy (kabed-

milih), so that their appearance is rough and of

a black colour 3
, wherefore the demon and the

iniquity proceeding from him fear them. 47. He
also smites the evil spirit, together with, his creatures;

and those three manifest branches, that worship the

fiend with simultaneous worship, are really these

who march for eminent service on horses, even the

Turkish demons with dishevelled hair, the Arab,

and also Shea&spo 4 the ecclesiastical Aruman.

1 So spelt here, but in Dk. IX, xli, 6, it is .ATitrag-m6h6n6,

and other slight variations occur in the best MSS. of Bd. XX, 7, 31 ;

XXIX, 5 ; Byt. Ill, 25, 26 ; Dd. XC, 3 ; but they can all be traced to

an original ^Titro-m6han = Av. ^Tithro-maethanem, 'of the

racial home/ a title applied both to the river and the immortal

sacerdotal ruler of Kangd^. The latter is supposed to be

Peshy6tano, a son of king Vistasp, who is expected to restore

religious rites in Iran and throughout the world.
2 With 150 disciples, as stated in Byt. Ill, 27, 29, 42. Here it

is written levata'50 3-gabraan.
3 Byt. Ill, 27, 29, 42, states that they wear black marten fur.

4 In Byt. Ill, 3, 5, 8, 21, this name is written SheVaspih which

can also be read She^asfa^, and is probably a corrupt pronunciation

of the name of some Byzantine emperor or general (such as

Theodosius) who had signally defeated the Persians some time in

the fifth to seventh century, in which period Zaratfot's millennium

probably ended.
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48. ' And he has then to attract men, contented

and discontented, mostly through the incentive of

duty ; he who is not contented (that is, not agreeing

with what he says) contentedly pays respect to him,

O Zaratust! (so that he brings him into the religion).

49. Likewise, through that club, he makes one press

in the same manner ; so that one is distressed by his

hand to hold others in contempt^ through the valiant

arm and through the youthful bodily organs. 50.

And he attaches power and triumph to his religion

of Aftharma^, and through that power and triumph

they became ever respected thenceforth, when those

arrive who are the sons of Zaratuit, who shall pro-

duce the renovation in an existence undecaying and

immortal, hungerless and thirstless, the long-con-

tinued perpetuity including all/

51. And about the separation (burinako) of the

ten centuries in the one millennium of Zaratust, and

the tidings of Ausheafar 1
, son of Zaratust, it says

also this, namely :
' When that century fully elapses

which is the first of the religion of the Ma^a-
worshippers, from the tim,e when Zaratust came

forward to his conference, what is the separation of

this first century?' 52. And Aftharma^ spoke

thus: ' The sun conceals itself! 53. 'What is the

separation after the second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth,

seventh, eighth, ninth, or tenth century?' 54. And
Auharmazd spoke thus :

' The sun conceals itself!

55. Then, when thirty winters of the tenth cen-

tury are unelapsed (that is, thirty winters are

remaining) a maiden, who is Shemig-abu 2
,
walks up

1 See Chap. I, 42.
2

' Having a renowned father/ the Zvam of Av. Sruta^-fedhri,

Yt. XIII, 141.
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to the water ; she that is the mother of that famous

Atisheafar, and her former lineage is from Vohu-

ro^6-i Frahanyan 1 in the family of Isa^vastar, the

son of Zaratllst that is brought forth by Aran^.

56. Then she sits in that water and drinks it, and

she kindles in a high degree those germs which

were the third of the last that the righteous Zarattist

was dropping forth originally, and they introduce

that son whose name is the Developer of Righteous-

ness 2
. 57. Though she is fifteen years old, the girl

(kanig) has not before that associated with men 3
;

nor afterwards, when she becomes pregnant, has she

done so before the time when she gives birth.

58. When that man becomes thirty years old, the

sun stands still in the zenith (balisto) of the sky

for the duration of ten days and ten nights, and

it arrives again at that place where it was first

appointed by allotment, where it occupies one

fmger-dreadth out of the four fmger-dreadths, and it

shines over all the regions which are seven. 59. So,

too, O Zaratost ! of them themselves, their declara-

tion is thus, that they know that the separation of

the millennium, which this religion has heard about

by listening, is thus ; and of those who do not even

then know, that it is something which is different.

60. Then, when that man becomes thirty years

old, he confers with the archangels, the good rulers

and good providers ; on the morrow, in the daylight

of the day, it is moreover manifest, when the

embodied existence is thus undistressed— without

1 See Yt. XIII, 97.
2 The Pahlavi interpretation of AusheVar which is an im-

perfect transcript of the Av. Ukhshya</-ereta of Yt. XIII, 128.
3 Pahl. ' levat<f gabraano bara vepayi</6/
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a Kal and without a Karap (that is, not deaf and

blind to the affairs of the sacred beings), and is to

be appropriated (that is, has not made its own self

apart from the affairs of the sacred beings), and is

produced full of life—that it has become extending

(valcln), and remains again great in various places

in A Iran-vig where the good Daiti 1
is.

61. These are the characteristics as regards the

two centuries which are the ninth and tenth ; the

accuracy of what was to come has continued and
this has happened, and both are declared as regards

the accuracy which is stated on evidence as to what

will happen.

Chapter IX.

1. About the marvellousness which is after the

end of the millennium of Zaratost and the arrival

of Aushe^/ar, until the end of the millennium of

Aushe^/ar and the arrival of Aushe^ar-mah ; and as

to tidings of the same period.

2. The marvellousness of Aushe^/ar as to birth 2
,

glory of person, sayings and actions ; the standing

of the sun ten days amid the sky 3
; the perishing of

the fiend of the four-legged race ; the production

of a three-spring cloudless influence 4 for vegetation;

the weakening of superfluity and destitution ; the

extreme strengthening of alliance ; the gratification

due to the good friendship of foreigners ; the great

increase of the wisdom of religion ; and the praise

1 See Chap. Ill, 51, 54 ; Bd. XX, 13. It is the name of a river.

2 See Chap. VIII, 55-57.
3 See Chap. VIII, 58.

4 Pahl. ' 3-zd.Yemde an-az>argarih.'
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of Afishe^ar's smiting with a serpent-scourge of

several kinds in the religion of the Ma^a-wor-

shippers.

3. The mightiness of the resources in the fifth

century of the same millennium ; the manifestation

of the wizard Mahrkus l for seven years, in the year

which is reported in all the regions which are seven

;

the coming on and arrival of the winter of Mahrkus,

the perishing of most ^/"mankind and animals within

three winters and in the fourth, through the awful-

ness of those winters and the witchcraft of Mahrkus
;

and the dying away of Mahrkus of scanty progeny

(gasuko-zahisno), during the fourth winter, through

the Dahman Afrln 2
. 4. The opening of the en-

closure made by Yim, the coming of mankind and

animals therefrom, and the complete progress of

mankind and animals again, arising specially from

them.

5. After those winters, the abundant and great

increase in the milk of cattle, and the abundant

nourishment of mankind by milk ; the less distress

of body in cattle, the fullness and prosperity of the

world, the celebrity of assembled mankind, and the

great increase of liberality. 6. Also the feebleness

1 Av. Mahrkusha of Westergaard's Fragment VIII, 2, who is

evidently a wizard or fiend ; according to Pahl. Vd. II, 49 (Sp.) the

evil winter which was foretold to Yim is called the winter of

Markus. In later times this name has been understood as Heb.

Ma Ik 6 s, 'autumnal rain; ' so the idea of the fatal freezing winter

of Mahrkus, the intender of death, was abandoned for that of the

deluging rain of Malkds, as in Mkh. XXVII, 28. In Dd. XXXVII,

94, both snow and rain are mentioned as produced by Mahrkus or

Markus (as it is always written in Pahlavi), and in Sd. IX, 5 only

his name is stated. The most complete account of him is given in

our text.

2 The Air\xi of the Ameshaspends.
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0/" poverty among mankind^W/ like what revelation

mentions thus :
' Even so he, O Zaratfot ! though

he be more unfortunate than he who is accepting

from him, is like the creator whose bounty of

permanent liberality does thus, in the embodied

existence, remain in his dwelling/

7. And this, too, it says, namely :

i When that

winter passes away, of which it is said that it is

boisterous and destructive 1
9
then a wild beast, black

and wide-travelling, walks up to the Ma^a-worship-

pers, and thus it thinks, that they who worship

Ma^a will therefore not finally hate us more than

him who is their own progeny, the son whom they

thus bring up as a Ma^a-worshipper here below, in

fondness and freedom from malice towards well-

yielding cattle.

8. * Then Ashavahisto calls out to the Ma^a-
worshippers from the upper region, and thus he

speaks :
" You are for the worship of Ma^a ; let no

one ofyou become such a slaughterer of cattle as

the slaughterers you have been before. 9. Recom-
mend increase in gifts, recommend neighbourliness

in person ; are you worshipping Ma^a ? do you

slaughter cattle ? do you slaughter those of them

which give you assistance, which speak to you thus

:

' On account of your helpfulness one tells you that

you are worshipping Ma^a and you may eat ?

'

I am in neighbourliness before that, until the time

when you exclaim :
' Mine are the serpent and toad/

10. ' " And you recommend increase, you recom-

mend neighbourliness, and the Ma^a-worshippers
slaughter cattle, even those of them who give them

1 The Pahlavi version of Av. ' stakhrahe* mereto zaya ' in

Westerg. Frag. VIII, 2.
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assistance, so that you are worshipping Ma^rfa and

you eat ; I am in neighbourliness before that, until

the time when you exclaim :
' Mine are the serpent

and toad/

n. '" Contentedly the Ma^a-worshippers slaughter

cattle, contentedly the cattle of the Ma^a-worship-

pers let them butcher T
, and contented are the cattle

when they do not butcher them ; contentedly the

Ma^a-worshippers eat cattle, and contented are

the cattle when they eat them, 12. And then, when
there are spirits, the slaughterers and whatever they

slaughter, the butchers and whatever they butcher,

and the eaters and whatever they eat are alike

watched by them!'

'

13. And this, too, it says, namely: 'When that

century fully elapses, which is the fifth in the second

millennium as regards the religion of the Ma^a-
worshippers, then of all those who are upon the

earth, the existences which are both wicked and

righteous, two-thirds in the land of Iran are righteous

and one-third wicked ; and so likewise the Turanians

and those who are around Iran remain non-Iranian

around Iran ; the chief increase in dwellings here

below, of those in the embodied existence, remains

just as now/

14. And this, too, it says, namely: 'When that

millennium has fully elapsed, which is the first of the

religion of the Ma^a-worshippers, what is the

separation after the first century ? ' 15. And Auhar-

ma^ spoke thus :
* The sun conceals itself! 1 6.

' And what is the separation after the second, third,

fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, or tenth

1 Assuming that b u r'z a v a n d stands forburinend which occurs

in § 12.
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century ?
' 17. And Auharma^ spoke thus :

* The
sun conceals itself!

18. Then, when thirty winters of the tenth century

are unelapsed (arinako), a maiden, who is Shapir-

abil \ walks up to the water ; she that is the mother

of that good A6she^ar-mah 2
, and her former lineage

is from V6hu-ro^6-i Frahanyan 3 in the family of

lsa^vastar, the son of ZaratUst that is brought forth

by Aran£\ 19. Then she sits in that water and
drinks it, and she kindles in a high degree those

germs which were the second of the last that the

righteous Zarattlst was dropping forth originally,

and they introduce that son whose name is the

Developer of Worship 4 (that is, he augments

liberality). 20. Though fifteen years old, the damsel

(zihanako) has not before that associated with men
;

nor yet afterwards, when she becomes pregnant, has

she done so before the time when she gives birth 5
.

21, When that man becomes thirty years old, the

sun stands still in the zenith of the sky for the

duration of twenty days and nights 6
, and it shines

over all the regions which are seven. 22. So, too,

the declaration of them themselves is that they know

1
' Having a good father/ the Zvaru of Av. Vanghu-fedhri,

Yt. XIII, 142.
2 See Chap. I, 42.

3 See Chap. VIII, 55-57.
* The Pahlavi interpretation of Aushe^ar-mah which is an

imperfect transcript of the Av. Ukhshya</-nemangh of Yt.

XIII, 128.
5 Compare the summary in Dk. VIII, xiv, 13, as follows:

—

' The arrival of Aushedar-mah, son of Zaratilft, at the end of the

second millennium ; information about him and his time, and the

destroyers of the organizers who were within the millennium of
Aushe^ar/

6 The MS. omits a clause here, which occurs in Chap. VIII, 58,

possibly by mistake, as part of it is given in Chap. X, 19.
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that the separation of the millennium, which this

religion has heard about by listening, is even thus
;

and of those who do not even then know, that it is

something which is different.

23. When that man becomes thirty years old, he

confers with the archangels, the good rulers and
good providers ; on the morrow, in the daylight of

the day, it is moreover manifest, when the embodied

existence is thus undistressed—without a Kai and

without a Karap (that is, not blind and not deaf to

the affairs of the sacred beings), and is to be

appropriated (that is, has not made its own self apart

from the affairs of the sacred beings), and is produced

full of life—that it has become extending, and is

again great in various places in Airan-v^" where

the good Daiti is.

Chapter X.

1. About the marvellousness which is after the

end of the millennium of Aushe^ar and the arrival

of Aushedar-mah, until the end of the millennium of

Atishe^ar-mah and the arrival of Soshans ; and as

to tidings of the same period.

2. The marvellousness of Aushe^/ar-mah as to

birth 1
,
glory of person, sayings, and actions ; the

standing of the sun amid the sky twenty days long 2
;

and the increase of the milk of cattle arrives at

a maximum (#^artum), just as what it says, that

one milks only one mature cow (tora az) for a

thousand men, and that he brings as much milk

as a thousand men require; also the feebleness of

1 See Chap. IX, 18-20. 2 See Chap. IX, 21.
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hunger and thirst is just as it says, that by only

a single ration one becomes satisfied/br three nights,

and whoever eats a leg of mutton has plenty for

himselffor three days and nights. 3. The diminu-

tion of decay and extension (veshih) of life, the

increase of humility and peace, and the perfection of

liberality and enjoyment in the world.

4. Like this which revelation states, that, when

the first ten winters in the last millennium pass away,

the Ma^a-worshippers then make enquiry together

thus :
' Are we really more hairy-headed (sar-vars-

z\£-tar) than occurred before, owing to the well-

yielding cattle, so that food and clothing are less

necessary for us ? Has affection come to us more

completely, owing to those cattle, than it was ours

before ? Have we grown up less deteriorated in the

hair, by old age, than those grown up before ? Are
the thoughts, words, and deeds of our women and

children more instructed than they were before ?

5. And has this thing occurred, that he is classed

as disqualified who in training a child has become

quite retrogressive (pas-uruzd), and is his penalty

arranged ? Does the fiend think of the Karap class,

and are they utterly destroyed by her through those

whose thoughts are most evil, devoid of righteous-

ness, and devoid of a liking for righteousness ? 6.

Near here, in the disturbance of the existences, does

that happen as heard by us from the ancients, when

listening to the true proclaimers of the Ma^a-
worshippers ? And now, even when our numbers

are so greatly maintaining this dispensation, do we

sanctify (aharayinem) righteousness (that is, do we

perform duty and good works) more vociferously

and more strenuously ?
'

[47] 1
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7. This, too, it says, even that no one passes

away in the last millennium, other than those whom
they smite with a scaffold weapon x

, and those who
pass away from old age. 8. When fifty-three years

of that millennium of his have remained, the sweet-

ness and oiliness in milk and vegetables are so

completed that, on account of the freedom of man-

kind from wanting meat, they shall leave off the

eating of meat, and their food becomes milk and

vegetables. 9. When three years have remained,

they shall leave off even the drinking of milk, and

their food and drink become water and vegetables.

10. And in his millennium are the breaking

(lanako) of the fetters of Dahak 2
, the rousing of

Keresaspo 3 for the smiting of Dahak, the arrival

of Kai-Khusro 4 and his companions for the assis-

tance of Soshans in the production of the renovation

of the tmiverse, and the provision of most of man-

kind with the Gathic disposition and law; also the

occurrence of many other wonders and marvels is

manifest in that millennium of his.

11. And this, too, it says, namely: 'When that

millennium has fully elapsed, which is the second

of the religion of the Ma^a-worshippers, what is

the separation after the first century?' 12. And
Auharma^ spoke thus: 'The sun conceals itself.'

13. 'And what is the separation after the second,

1 Reading pavan dar snesh, as in some modern copies; but

the old MS. of 1659 has run the last two words together, so as to

produce pavan daregush, ' as destitute/ which must be wrong.
2 For details see Byt. Ill, 55-57 ; Bd. XXIX, 9; Dd. XXXVII, 97;

Dk. IX, xv, 2. It may be noticed that this release of the demoniacal

tyrant is expected to follow the triumph of strict vegetarianism.
8 See further Byt. Ill, 59-61 ; Bd. XXIX, 7, 8.

4 See Mkh. XXVII, 59-63 ; LVII, 7 ; Dd. XXXVI, 3.
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third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, or

tenth century ?' 14. And Atiharmasrf spoke thus :

i The sun conceals itself!

15. And when thirty winters of the tenth century

are unelapsed, that maiden, who is Gobak-aM \

walks up to the water ; she that is the mother of that

testifying Soshans who is the guide to conveying

away the opposition of the destroyer, and her former

lineage is from V6hu-r6/£6-l Frahanyan 2 in the family

of lsa^vastar, the son of Zaratilst that is brought

forth by Aran^. 16. 'That maiden whose title is

All-overpowerer is thus all-overpowering, because

through giving birth she brings forth him who over-

powers all, both the affliction owing to demons, and

also that owing to mankind V 1 7. Then she sits in

that water, when she is fifteen years old, and it

introduces into the girl him ' whose name is the

Triumphant Benefiter, and his title is the Body-

maker; such a benefiter as benefits (savine^o) the

whole embodied existence, and such a dody-maker,

alike possessing body and possessing life, as petitions

about the disturbance of the embodied existences

and mankind V 18. Not before that has she asso-

ciated with men ; nor yet afterwards, when she

becomes pregnant, has she done so before the time

when she gives birth 5
.

1 ' Having a testifying father/ the Pahlavi of Av. E r e d a<f-fe dh r i,

Yt. XIII, 142.
2 See Chap. VIII, 55-57.
3 The Pahlavi version of Yt. XIII, 142, latter clause.

4 From the Pahlavi version of Yt. XIII, 129.
5 Compare the summary in Dk. VIII, xiv, 14, 15, as follows:

—

c The coming and arrival of Sdshans, son of Zaratu^t, at the end

of the third millennium, the destroyers of the organizers who were

within the millennium of AusheVar-mah, the arrival of Soshans,

I 2
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19. When that man becomes thirty years old, the

sun stands still in the zenith of the sky for the

duration of thirty days and nights, and it arrives

again at that place where it was appointed by

allotment.

Chapter XI.

1. About the marvellousness which is after the

end of the millennium of Atashe^ar-mah and the

arrival of the Triumphant Benefiter, until the end

of the fifty-seventh year of Soshans and the produc-

tion of the renovation among the existences.

2. Concerning the marvellousness of Soshans as

to splendour and glory of person, it says that ' when
the coming of the last rotation of those rotations

of the seasons of Aushe^ar-mah occurs, the man
Soshans is born 1 whose food is spiritual and body

sunny (that is, his body is as radiant as the sun) ;

'

also this, that ' he looks on all sides with six-eyed

power (6-doisarih), and sees the remedy for perse-

cution by the fiend/

3. This, too, that with him is the triumphant

Kayan glory ' which the mighty Fre^un 2 bore when
Az-\ Dahak 3 ^^ smitten by him; also Kai-Khusroi 4

was bearing it when the Tur Frangrasfyak 5 was
smitten by him ; also Frangrasiyak bore it when
the Drve Zenigak 6 was smitten by him ; and Kal-

and information about Soshans and his time. Also, as to the

renovation of the universe and the future existence, it is declared

that they arise in his time/
1 The date here indicated seems to be about twenty-eight years

later than that intended in Chap. X, 15-19.
2 See Chap. I, 25. 3 See Chap. I, 26.

* See Chap. I, 39.
6 See Chap. I, 31, 39.

6 Av. Drvtfu Zainigauj, an Arab chieftain who invaded Iran
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VLstasp 1 shall bear it when you fully attract him

to righteousness, and through it he shall carry

off the fiend from the concerns of the world of

righteousness V
4. And this, too, that in fifty-seven of his years

there occur the annihilation of the fiendishness of

the two-legged race and others, and the subjugation

of disease and decrepitude, of death and persecution,

and of the original evil of tyranny, apostasy, and

depravity; there arise a perpetual verdant growth

of vegetation and the primitive gift of joyfulness

;

and there are seventeen years of vegetable-eating,

thirty years of water-drinking, and ten years of

spiritual food.

5. And all the splendour, glory, and power, which

have arisen in all those possessing splendour, glory,

and power, are in him on whom they arrive together

and for those who are his, when many inferior

human beings are aroused splendid and powerful

;

and through their power and glory all the troops of

the fiend are smitten. 6. And all mankind remain

of one accord in the religion of Auharma^, owing

to the will of the creator, the command of that

apostle, and the resources of his companions.

7. At the end of the fifty-seven years the fiend

and Aharman are annihilated, the renovation for

the future existence occurs, and the whole of the

good creation is provided with purity and perfect

in early times and killed many with his evil eye, till the Iranians

invited Frangrasiyak to destroy him (see Darmesteter's French

translation of part of Chap. XLI of Iranian Bundahij in Annales

du Muse'e Guimet, vol. xxii, p. 401).
1 See Chap. I, 41.
2 From a Pahlavi version of Yt. XIX, 92, 93, with the second

and third clauses transposed.
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splendour. 8. Just as revelation states thus

:

' When that millennium has fully elapsed, which

is the third of the religion of the Ma^da-worshippers,

that Ma^a-worshipper whose name is so Trium-

phant 1 then marches forward from the water

Kanyisa 2 with a thousand companions and also

maidens of restrained disposition and blindly-

striving behaviour 3
; and he smites the wicked

people who are tyrannical, and annihilates them/

9. Then those Ma^a-worshippers smite, and

none are smiting them. 10. Then those Ma^a-
worshippers produce a longing for a renovation

among the existences, one ever-living, ever-beneficial,

and ever desiring a Lord. 11. 'Then I, who am
Auharma^, produce the renovation according to

the longing among the existences, one ever-living,

ever-beneficial, and ever desiring a Lord/

1 See Chap. X, 17.
2 Reading the name as Pazand ; if it were Pahlavi it would have

to be read Kanmasat, because Iranian Paz. yi is very like Pahl.

ma. It is Kyansih in Bd. XIII, 16; XX, 34; XXI, 6, 7, and

represents Av. Kasava, the brackish lake or sea of Sagastan.
3 Reading ' va-bigar-££-i vand khim va-ku.r-£akh6 ras,' and

assuming that bigar is Ar. bikr, as an Arabic word is occasionally

used in the Dinkan/ (see Chap. II, 2 n) though very rarely. Bd.

XXX, 17, mentions 'fifteen men and fifteen damsels' as assisting

S6shans at the time of the renovation of the universe.
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Chapter I.

i. The triumph of the creator Atiharma^, and

glory of complete wisdom, is the divine (ahutg)

religion of Ma^a-worship.

2. The fifth book is about the sayings of the saintly

Atur-farnbag \ son of Farukhzaaf, who was the leader

of the orthodox, even as to the manuscript which is

called Gyemara 2
. 3. The collected replies of Atur-

1 He was the leader of the orthodox about a.d. 815-835, and

held a religious disputation with the heretic Abalk in the presence

of the Khalifah Al-Mamun (a.d. 813-833), as detailed in the

Ma</igan-i Gu^astak Abalk. He was also the first compiler of

the Dinka/^/, probably of its first two Books, which are not yet

discovered, as well as of some of the materials for the other Books.

(See S. B.E., vol. xxxvii, p. 411, n. 1.)

2 The name of this MS. can be only guessed. It occurs three

times in each of the two MS. authorities, B and K43, and the

simplest reading of five of these six occurrences would be

Simra, so that the remaining one (Sarma) may be neglected as

a corruption. A final a in Pahlavi is a very certain indication

of a Semitic word, for if a final of similar form occurs in an

Iranian word, it represents either h or kh; so if the name were

Iranian, its most probable reading would be Simurkh. But, in

§ 3, it is intimated that the MS. belonged to an ancient tribe, or

congregation (ram); it also seems, from Chap. IV, 8, 9, that the

religion of this tribe was not so inconsistent with Zoroastrianism

as to prevent its members being taught that orthodox faith ; and

§§ 4> 5 of the present chapter appear to quote from that MS. some
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farnbag, son of Farukhza^, the leader of the ortho-

dox, about several significant questions that are the

wonder of the moderns, which are like the friendly

words, spoken by him as to those of the ancient

tribe 1 (kadmon-raman) who call it really their

Gyemara, which are obtaining 2 a like wonder for

them openly accessible to him 3
.

4. About the unswerving and co-operating chief-

tainship of those forefathers who went in mutually-

friendly command of troops, and the complete

enclosure of that tribe within the military control of

Bukht-Narsih 4
. 5. About the disabling of vicious

habits and evil deeds, which ar£ entirely connected,

and of the heinous demon-worship and mischiefwhich

particulars regarding the siege of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar.

From these circumstances we may suspect that Atur-farnbag,

while collecting materials for his Dinkar*/, had asked some Jewish

friends what information their MSS. contained regarding the old

Persians, as the two peoples had been in contact, more or less,

ever since the time of the Achaemenian dynasty. If he did so

enquire, the Jews would naturally search in the Talmud, in which

references to the Persians still survive, though the text is no

longer complete. The question is, therefore, whether the MS.,

whose name has been provisionally read Simra, can have had

any connection with the Talmud. It will be at once evident to

any Pahlavi student that Pahl. si may be read gye equally well,

and that we have no better reason for reading Simra than for the

GySmara, which has been put into the text, as a suggestion

that Atur-farnbag was really referring to the Gemara of the

Jews, the supplement to their commentary upon Scripture.

Whether this can be clearly proved remains to be seen, and

positive evidence seems scanty.
1 Or 'congregation/ 2 Or ' including (vandig)/
8 Pahl. ' mun^ano ham-shkup-vindig fraz aubaj yehamtununig.'

From which it appears as if there had been a mutual interchange

of information between him and his Jewish friends.
4 The Pahlavi form of Bu'^t-i-najar, or Nebuchadnezzar.
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are owing to them, through the ruler Kai-Loharasp 1

being sent, with Bukht-Narsih, from the country of

Iran to Betd-Makdis 2 of Arftm, and their remaining

in that quarter. 6. And the orthodox belief in the

rude particulars of religious custom in the mutual

deliberation of those of the tribe, the acquaintance

with religion of a boor (durtiitako-i), the difficult

arrangements, and the enquirer doubtful of the reli-

gion after the many controversial, deliberative, and

cause-investigating questions and answers adapted

to the importunities of that wordy disciple 3
.

7. About how the accepting of this religion by

the prophets before Zaratu^t occurred*, how the pure

and saintly Zaratuit of the Spitamas came 6
, and who

will afterwards come as bringers of the same pure

and good religion hereafter 6
. 8. That is, of the

prophets, apostles, and accepters of the religion,

there were they who accepted it concisely and com-

pletely such as Gayoman/ was, from whom came

irregularly (duru^tako) such as Masye and Siyamak,

Haoshang, Takhmorup, Yim, Freafon, Manu^ihar,

the Saman, the Kayan, and also many other leaders

in those times 7
. 9. And their acceptance expressly

at various times is produced for action, and thereby

the adversity of the creatures is removed, benefit

1 The father of Kai-VLrtasp (see Bd. XXXI, 28, 29 ; XXXIV, 7).

His expedition to Jerusalem is mentioned in Pahl. Mkh. XXVII,

67, and by some Arab writers.

2
' The holy place/ a title of Jerusalem.

8 Not identified. From this point to Chap. IV, 7, Atur-farnbag

must have used the same authorities as the wiiter of Dk. VII;

but he returns to the Gyemara, in Chap. IV, 8.

4 Dk.VII,i, 7-40. 5
Ibid. 41.

6 Ibid. 42.
7 See the details in Dk. VII, i, 7-40. §§ 1-8 have been already

translated in Grundriss der iranischen Philologie, ii, 93-94.
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and prosperity are sought, the world is controlled,

and the creator and good creations are propitiated.

Chapter XL

i. In the pure light and equal to the archangels

—

collected together and reckoned together, since the

original creation, and completely unmixed—Zara-

ttist was spiritually fashioned and provided unde-

fectively for the acceptance and propagation of the

religion in the world 1
. 2. And when he is sent for

the manifestation of restrained saintliness (mokih)

and bodily substance, great gloryand radiance become

as much discernible in him as the same had come

into the posterity of Yim who are Porushaspo 2
, his

father, and DtiWaub 3 who is his mother ; and also

while he is being born andfor the duration of life, he

produced a radiance, glow, and brilliance from the

place of his own abode, that issued intensely and

strongly, like the splendour of fire, to distant

lands 4
.

3. Also about the wizards and witches, tyrants,

Kigs, and Karaps, and other miscreants who have

produced outrage for him during his birth and child-

hood, with desire for his destruction ; who have

manifestly come about his death or disablement, and

even so far as those who have come into the visible

assembly about the destruction of his glory and

other causes <?/" helplessness 5
. 4. And also including

the wolves and other wild beasts, to whom he was

1 Dk. VII, ii, 1, 2, 14-21, 36-42, 46, 47 ; Zs. XIII, 4.

2 Ibid. 13.
3

Ibid. 3-8; Zs. XIII, 1-3.
4

Ibid. 56-58; Zs. XIV, 7.

6 Dk. VII, iii, 5-14; Zs. XVI, 1-7.
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cast forth by those of Porush&spo's kinsmen who
were wizards, and the kindred of those frequenting

demon-worship, but only as a test

\

5. In like manner it is declared that, on account

of Vohumano being welcome to him, he laughed out-

right at birth 2
. 6. His coming for conference with

Auharma^ 3
, and owing to his accepting the religion,

Aharman and many demons and fiends have come

to him with exhibition of fear, offering of service,

and the argument and entreaty of supplicants ; and

all these have returned from him disapprovingly,

defeatedly, and confusedly, through the pure pro-

clamation of his Avesta, the unique perfection of

Auharma^aTs will 4
, and the indication of a prepared

armament (virasto-zenih), a declared reward, a

powerful sovereignty, and a way of injury to the

destroyer.

7. Also the triumph of the sacred beings in the

end, and the peculiarity of the joint control of the

demons ; how, before that, they rushed openly into

the world and have dwindled, their bodily forms are

shattered 5
, and they are so converted into secret

decay, that their supplicants, deceived and de-

ceivers, became awful disputants through confession

of it.

8. And when, through completely accepting the

religion from Atiharaia^, he came to the obedient

king Kai-Vutasp to attract those of the world, he

exhibited glorious actions of many kinds and the

1 Dk. VII, iii, 15-19; Zs. XVI, 8-1 1.

2
Ibid. 2; Zs. XIV, 12, 13.

8
Ibid. 60-iv, 1 ; Zs. XXI, 1 1 -XXII, 13.

4 Dk.VII, iv, 36-41, 61, 62.

5 Ibid. 42, 44-46, 63.
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smiting of demons and fiends ; and he openly spoke

the thoughts of king VLstasp and many of the multi-

tude about hidden matters l
, thus :

' A person is

possessing life only by destiny, and without his body,

but with a like destiny, the person possessing life

is restored
;

' he was also opposing many wizards,

demon-worshippers, demon-consulters, and those

seduced by 2 deceivers who are awful disputants.

9. And this was the utterance of those twelve stars

whose names are those of the twelve zodiacal con-

stellations, and the primitive learned of Bapel 3
, that

have come to these, who are asking questions of the

chief rulers of Khvaniras, have to justify it, in the

controversy, with the spiritual and material customs

and rude observances which are diversely manifested,

onwards from the time ofY\m the splendid ; and the

evidence of it, discernible with him, was that of

Vohumano, AshavahLsto, the fire, and some other

good spirits 4
.

10. Afterwards, too, the estimating and weighing

of the whole utterance of the religion of Aiiharma^
zvere held out by him to VLstasp and those of the

world, as very accountably a wonder ; and further,

too, he remained as it were more conflicting with

fellow-disputants than his own words opposing the

fellow-disputants.

11. Also when, through the effect of glory and

the strugglefor being saved, every class of apostles

and prophets and manifestation of tokens and such-

like were, with certain and striking evidence, casting

down blessings, even thereupon the obedient king

1 Dk.VII, iv, 6& 71.
2 B has ' and demon-separatists (va-sheda-gvi^akanV
3 Dk. VII, iv, 72.

4
Ibid. 74, 85; Zs. XXIII

5 7.
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Kat-Viitasp's fear of the adversary of religion, and

also other causes, arose, on account of which he

was then accepting the propagation of the religion \

when its great glory and beauty 2 were seen by him.

12. At first, Zarir 3
, Spend-da^ 4

, Frashostar, and

6£masp 5
, several of the realm who were noble, con-

spicuous, and well-acting, the good and princes of

mankind, beheld visibly the will and desirableness of

Auharma^ and the archangels, and the progressive

religion of the creatures, fit for those completely

victorious (hu/£iraganig).

13. Lastly, the seizure and capturing (girinisno)

by the demons are beheld and watched ; and they

have remained opposing, owing to the number of

idolators competing wranglingly. 14. And much

conflict and slaughter occurred, which arose purely,

so that the mingling of the religion in the world

proceeded 6
.

15. There are also his pure new bringers and

complete controllers of the same religion, Aushe^/ar 7
,

Aushe^ar-mah 8
, and Soshans 9

; and through the

complete progress of this religion of Auharma^, all

the good creatures become without disturbance and

all-radiant 10
.

1 Dk. VII, iv, 87.
2 K43 has vara so; but B, omitting the first letter, has \dio,

' praise/

3 A brother and commander-in-chief of VLslasp, killed in the

battle with Ar^asp, see Bd. XXXI, 29 ; YZ. 54-56.
4 A son of VLrtasp; see Dk. VII, vii, 5 ; YZ. 82-85.
5 Two brothers, see Chap. Ill, 4 ; Dk. VII, vi, 12 ; Zs. XXIII, 10.

6 See Chap. Ill, 1.
7 Dk. VII, viii, 55-ix, 13.

8 Dk. VII, ix, 18-x, 10. 9 Dk. VII, x, 15-xi, 5.

10 Dk.VII, xi, 6-1 1.
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Chapter III.

i . About that which is manifested as regards the

propitiousness, forward intellect, and complete virtue

of Zaratust, it is openly declared that, according to

his explaining statements, there occurred suck events

as the victory of Kai-VLstasp and the Iranians over

Ar^asp 1 and an army of Khyons and other foreigners

of innumerable kinds, and details on that subject

;

also other assistance of Viitasp and those of the

realm in other necessities.

2. The killing of Zaratilst himself by Bra^/ro-resh 2

the Tur ; the provision of a chariot by Srito 3 of the

Visraps ; and whatever is on those subjects.

3. Also, specially, matters in the times to come,

each consecutively, when therein arrive devastators

such as Alexander 4
, and the killer of Akre-khira^o 5

,

Mahrktis 6
, Dahak 7

, and other devastators; extenders

of belief (viravi^n-valan) such as the Messiah

(Mashikh), Manih 8
, and others ;

periods such as the

steel age 9
, that mingled with iron, and others; and

organizers, restorers, and introducers of religion, such

1 Dk. VII, iv, 77, 83, 84, 87-90; v, 7 ; this victory occurred in

the thirtieth year of the religion, see Zs. XXIII, 8.

2 Dk. VII, v, 12 n. 3 Dk. VII, vi, 2-1 1.

4 Dk. VII, vii, 7.

5 Or Aghrera^/ (Av. Aghraeratha), killed by his brother

Frasiyaz; or Frangrasiyak of Tur, see Bd. XXIX, 5 ; XXXI, 15,

20-22.
6 Dk. VII, i, 24 ; ix, 3.

7 Ibid, i, 26.
8 A heretic who flourished a.d. 216-242 ; see Dk. IX, xxxix, 13 n.

9 According to Byt. II, 21, 22, the steel age was the time of

Khusro Anosh6rvan, and that mingled with iron at the end of

Zaratfot's millennium.
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as Artakhshatar \ AtiVpa^ 2
, KMsroi 3

, Peshyotan 4
,

Afisheafar, Afish&/ar-mah, Soshans 6
, and others.

4, The formation of custom, and the indications

which have come to manifestation and will arrive at

various periods ; and the proclamation of these, too,

by Camasp 6
, from the teaching of Zarattlst, is what

he wrote, together with the Avesta and Zand, upon

oxhides, and it was written with gold, and kept in

the royal treasury 7
. 5. And it was from it the high-

priests of the rulers made many copies ; and after-

wards, too, it is from it that it happened, both to the

less intelligent and the corrupters, that they were

introducing different opinions and different views.

Chapter IV.

1. About the selectness and perfection of the race

of Iran, that is, how the destroyer and the mingling

of defects came into the creation, first into the dis-

tribution of the race [of mankind] 8 from the children

of Siyamak 9
, a?id good intellect, good disposition,

1 Ar<fashir Papakan (a.d. 226-241), the founder of the Sasanian

dynasty.
2 Son of Maraspend, and prime minister of Shahpuhar II

(a.d. 3°9-379)-
8 Anoshervan (a.d. 531-578).
4 A son of Vijtasp and immortal ruler of Kangd<?£, see Dk. VII,

iv, 81.

6 See Chap. II, 15.
6 See Chap. II, 12.

7 This was the original Avesta prepared by order of Vi^tasp, as

stated in the last chapter of Dk. Ill, § 3 (see S. B. E., vol. xxxvii,

p. xxxi).

8 B omits the words in brackets.
9 Son of Masye, called Samak in Dk. VII, i, 15.
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proper affection, proper praise, proper modesty,

observance of hope, liberality, truth, generosity, good

friendship, and other capability, glory, and proper

duty are more particularly included for Fravak x
, and

again altered for frontier peoples.

2. Such-like goodness and glory, again, through

selection from a promiscuous origin—even till the

coming on of various new contaminations, from the

demons, among the children of Fravak

—

were for

Haoshang and Vaegere^/ 2
, as Haoshang through

superior glory was ruler of the world, and Va£gere</

through provincial government (dahyukanfh) be-

came the cultivator and cherisher of the world ; and

their well-destined descendants 3 aggrandized the

race of the monarchs among the well-born provincial

governors (dahyukan).

3. In union, such-like glory and goodness pro-

ceeded, mutually connected, in various ages as settled

by the annals (ma^/igan), and the frontiers of Atur 4

are penetrated ; also in various annals there were in

succession such men as Takhmorup, Yim, Freafan

the Aspigan, and Airl£ of Iran, the progenitor of

Manus, Manfo-khvarnar, and Manu^ihar 5
.

4. And, besides including this one, who was a

monarch of superior glory, and other monarchs such

as are also in the same race 6
, the Kayans 7 were

1 Son of Siyamak; he was progenitor of the fifteen undeformed

races of mankind (see Bd. XV, 25, 30, 31).
2 Dk. VII, i, 16-18. 3 K43 has ' children.'
4 Probably Assyria; but it is possible to read atval as Ar.

a/val, and to translate 'ancient frontiers/

5 For the foregoing names see Dk. VII, i, 19-30; ii, 70.
6 Such as Auzobo in Dk. VII, i, 31.
7 From Kai-Kobaa? to Kai-Khusro, as stated in Dk. VII, i,

33-40.
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chosen. 5. Even thus, as regards the Kayans, the

annals have always to consider him who is monarch

as the right one, who is a fellow-descendant of the

lineage, and in whom the glory is residing.

6. The creator Afiharma^ has informed Neryo-

sang 1
, his own reminder, that a similar instance is

the supreme Zaratustship, and the glory of the reli-

gion due to the same ; also many other reasons,

which are recountable, are declared in the Avesta,

indications known only to an Iranian person of the

best lineage. 7. And this, too, he has said, namely :

' Great glory and goodness of this description are

appropriatable by the same race, and are even now 2

visibly manifest.'

8. About what are the requirements of the tribe

of those who call this really their Gyemara and how
they are effected by our acquaintance with revelation,

that is, by much recitation of it ; only, several occa-

sions (yavar i-/£and) are necessary in these times.

9. Also action and precaution are possible for them,

and among the actions and precautions one is to

assume more especially law and custom, and what-

ever was perverted by us and again made true ; and,

as to those taught, several persons who are intel-

lectual, seeking means, and friends of the soul, have

come to teach complete delusions to them ; also for

the same tribe and whomever it is proper to teach,

when it is necessary for them, even a worldly

1 The usual messenger of Auharmas*/, see Dk. VII, iv, 84, 85.
2 B has 'even anew/ by writing kevan backwards, which

converts the word into navak. From Chap. I, 7 to this point,

the compiler could have found very little of his materials in a

Jewish MS., excepting such as had been recently obtained from

Persian sources.

[47] K
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priestly authority is guiding for that same tribe,

because he has come \

1
It would seem that the tribe professed a different religion, but

one that bore some resemblance to the Parsi faith in certain

essential particulars. The remaining five-sixths of Dk. V are

devoted to a miscellaneous collection of religious subjects, resem-

bling a Rivayat.
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SELECTIONS OF ZA£>~SPARAM

Chapter XII.

i. About the coming of the religion at a given

time being a resemblance such-like as the birth of

a child through two united powers, which are the

reception of semen by females in procreation, and

delivering it back to the fathers, and a period of

struggling and intermingling, especially by two

means : a monarchy with 2 religion of the same

tenets (ham-va^-denoih), and the existence of

similar tenets to those of the monarchy in the

custom of the religion. 2. The religion of the

Ma^a-worshippers, when the period of material

1 Za</-sparam was Dastur of Sirkan, about thirty parasangs

south of Kirman, in a. d. 881. At a later date, probably about

a. d. 900, he compiled three series of Selections, from religious

texts then extant, and these have been preserved by the Parsis in

the same MSS. as contain the Da^/istan-t Dinik (see the Intro-

duction). The first eleven chapters of this first series of Selections

have been already translated in S. B. E., vol. v, pp. 155-186, as

they refer to some of the subjects detailed in the Bundahi.?. The

remaining chapters are here translated, except the last which refers

to the Nasks and Gathas, and will be found in S. B. E., vol. xxxvii,

pp. 401-405. The MS. authorities for the text are K35 and T
(see p. 2 and Introduction).

2 T has < devoid of/
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organization is being converted again into a spiritual

nature, became manifest on the earth, first through

Spendarma^ 1 and afterwards through Auharma^,
like the reception of a child by mothers and de-

livering it back to the fathers.

3. The manifestation of the religion through

Spendarma^ was at that time when Frasiya^ 2 kept

back the water from the country of Iran, and

brought the water again ; in damsel form she was

a speaker for its manifestation, in reply to foreigners,

at the house of Manfoithar 3
, the monarch of the

country of Iran. 4. She was also dressed, and wore
radiant clothing which shone out on all sides for
the length of a Hdsar 4

, which is a distance, like a

Parasang ; and, tied on her waist, she wore a golden

sacred girdle which was the religion of the Ma^a-
worshippers itself.

5. As to the belt of the religion, it is that to which

are connected the thirty-three fetters upon the thirty-

three sins 5
, according to which all sin is divided ; so

that (ku) the damsels, by whom the tied sacred girdle

of Spendarmaaf was seen, have become impetuous

(taftigo) after that for a tied girdle, on account of

its seeming beautiful.

6. And this was the motherhood which is supplied

through Spendarma^, as a gift, in the year 528

1 The female archangel who has special charge of the earth and
virtuous women (see Dk. VII, ii, 19 n).

2 See Dk. VII, i, 31 ; and regarding his irrigation canals, see

Bd. XX, 17, 34; XXI, 6.

3 See Dk. VII, i, 29.
4 A thousand steps of the two feet, or Roman mile ; see Bd.

XXVI, 1.

5 Thirty sins are detailed in Mkh. XXXVI, and thirty-three good
works in XXXVII (see S. B. E., vol. xxiv, pp. 71-75).
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before Zaratort came out to his conference \ which

is one of their statements from the annals of the

religion in a manuscript of the ancients.

7. The name of Zaratuit is also cited on the

earth at 300 years before his conference 2
. 8. For

Iran, at the supplication even of the priests in the

land, and for the sake of the pacification of a dispute

arisen, Auharma^ produced a great ox, by whom
the boundary of Iran next to Turan was intimated

by pawing with his hoofs, and he was kept in a jungle.

9. Whenever contention arose, the boundary was

fully made known by that ox, until it was the wish

of Kal-U s to take, fully covetously, a portion of the

land of Turan back into Iran, and he saw that the

ox is about to act very ill-naturedly, because it was

not besought with forms which were prescribed for

it, where a boundary was intimated by it
3

.

10. There were seven brothers, and he who was

1 If this coming to conference with the spirits be ' the coming of

the religion/ in the thirtieth year of Vmasp's reign, then, according

to Bundahis chronology, these 528 years will carry us back to

twenty-eight years before the accession of Manu^ihar. As any

alteration in the date of Manu^ihar's accession would disturb the

millennial arrangement of Bd. XXXIV, it is probable that some

copyist has miswritten the ciphers, and we ought to read 428.

This legend appears not to occur elsewhere.

2 According to Bd. XXXIV, 7, Kai-Us reigned from 360 to 210

years before ' the coming of the religion/ At this point a dislocation

of the text occurs in all existing MSS., owing to the misplacement

of a loose folio in some unknown copy written before 1530; the

contents of this folio, §§ 8-16, are found in the existing MSS.

three folios further on (after Chap. XIV, 14), and are here restored

to their original position, as determined by the meaning of the

text.

8 T has ' by that ox/ This legend is also told in Dk. VII, ii,

62-66.
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the seventh was called Srito 1 the Seventh, the

largest in body and chief in strength, belonging to

those instructed in many subjects for Kai-Us, and

he was among his princes, n. Kai-Us summoned
him into his presence and ordered him thus :

* Go
and kill that ox in the jungle !

'

12. Srito went, and the ox whom he wished to

kill expostulated with him, in human words, thus :

' Do not kill me ! for though thou canst kill me, he

whose guardian spirit is in the Horn, the death-

dispeller, will also become manifest on the earth, he

whose name is Zaratast of the Spitamas 2
, and will

proclaim thy bad action in the world. 13. And the

distress in thy soul becomes such as is declared in

revelation thus :
" As it occurs to him, so it does to

Va^/ak 3
, when they mention his iniquity," and thy

death becomes the like and, owing to death, it is

mixed up with hers (that is, owing even to hers is

the death of Srito)/

14. When those words were heard by him, Srito

turned back, and went again to Kai-Us ; also by his

manner, and even apart from this, he stated 4 what
the ox had spoken with awfulness, and also thus

:

1 Srito, the seventh son (compare Dk. VII, ii, 64), is not easy to

identify. He could not have been Thrita the father of Keresaspa,

because this Thrita the Saman is said to have been a third son in

Pahl. Yas. IX, 30 (Sp.). He may have been Srito of the Visraps,

whose soul visited Vijtasp in the latter part of his reign, about 350
years later, regarding which a legend is related in Dk. VII, vi,

2~i i, and again mentioned in Dk. V, iii, 2 ; but there is a want of

corresponding details for identification.

2 This is the citation of his name mentioned in § 7.
3 The mother of Dahak, whose iniquity is considered as equal

to that of the evil spirit, see Dd. LXXII, 5 ; Dk. IX, x, 3.
4 T has 'also by his manner he intimated and separately

stated/
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* I am more desirous than any one who is in the

earth created by righteousness, that you should now

order destruction for the ox/

15. And Kai-Cs uttered his will, with the con-

viction of superior wisdom, thus :
' It is not certain

whether he whose guardian spirit is in the Horn,

the death-dispeller, is himself, or not ; and if he be,

and be born *, whether he will become manifest, or

not
;

' and he commanded with severity, thus :
' Go

and kill it
!

'

16. And Srito spoke thus: 'It is not that I am
without strength to kill, because its reprieval by me
was owing to its remonstrance, mentioned to me,

that a high-priest is to arise V
17. So it is declared thus, in another revelation

(deno zagai) 3
, when the Turanians were backward

in heart, Kai-us spoke thus :
' Go out to a certain

jungle, in which dwell many chiefs of the witches,

and they will cut thee up without any striving of

heart.'

18. And Srito went up to the jungle, where many
witches saw him, who kept their jaws open, and they

spoke about the handsome man thus :
* Slay and do

not spare!' 19. And compassion having gone out

of his heart, he went back to the other jungle and,

with his fist, he broke the back of the ox in three

places ; and the ox, awfully convulsed (skifto bar-

ham a ko), kept up an outcry.

20. After the slaughter of the ox, owing to its

convulsed state which was heard by him, the

1 T omits ' and be born.'
2 The misplaced folio, which begins with § 8, ends here, but it

is not quite certain that a few lines of text are not still missing.
3 T has ' at another time (b en zagai)/
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remembrance of it then became grievous to Srito

;

and he went back to Kai-Us, and informed him how
it was, and begged him that he should finish off by

slaying him 1
9
because his life was not desirable.

21. Kai-Us spoke thus : 'Shall I slay thee, for

it was not designed by thee ?

'

22. And Sritd spoke thus : 'If thou wilt not slay

me, then I shall slay thee/

23. Agam Kai-Us spoke thus: 'Do not thou

slay me, for I am the monarch of the world/

24. Srito continued his discontent, until Kai-Us

ordered him thus :
' Go out to a certain jungle,

because a witch in the shape of a dog is in it, and

she will slay thee/

25. Then Srito went out to that jungle, and that

witch in the shape of a dog was seen by him ; after

he smote the witch, she became two ; and he con-

stantly smote them till they became a thousand, and

the host (girdo) of them slew Srito on the spot.

Chapter XIII.

1. About the glory of Zaratilst becoming manifest

even before his birth, it is thus declared, that forty-

five years before the time when Zaratu^t came out

to his conference 2
, when Freno gave birth to the

mother of Zarat&st 3
, whom they called Duk^ak, it

1 T has ' that he should command the slaying of him/
2 That is, forty-five years before he was thirty years old (see

Chap. XXI, 1-14).
3

It is necessary to translate in this manner, to agree with Dk.
VII, ii, 3, but the text, which is ambiguous, runs as follows:

—

' amat Fr6nog (Fr6no-i ?) Zaratu^t am, zya^an Dukdakog karitunto,
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came down from the endless light, in the manner of

fire, and mingled with the fire which was before her

;

and from the fire it mingled with the mother of

Zarattlst \

2. For three nights it was manifest, to all passers-

by, as a species of fire in the direction of the house,

and passers on the road always saw great radiance.

3. Also when she became fifteen years old, the radi-

ance of that glory which was in her, was even such

that, on the path she was walking along, its bright-

ness was then shed by her 2
.

4. About the combination of Zaratfot, whose

guardian spirit is reverenced; that is, his guardian

spirit, in the Horn, and his glory are given the cow's

milk, by his father and mother drinking it up 3
, and

his spiritual life (ahvo) came into the combination,

as was proclaimed by his statements in the manuscript

about the Guidance of the Ceremonial 4
.

5. About the backward connection of Zarat&rt

with Auharma^af, through the two who are Yim, the

best of the worldly existences, and Neryosang of the

spirits. 6. The enumeration of the lineage of Zara-

tdst is Zaratfot, son of Porushaspo 5
, of Purtaraspo,

zerkhuntd ;
' which might also be translated thus :

' when Freno,

the mother of Zaratujt, whom they called Dukdak, was born/

This Fr6no, whether mother or daughter, does not seem to

correspond with any Freni mentioned in the Avesta.
1 See Dk. VII, ii, 2, 3.

2 Ibid. 7, 8.

8 Ibid. 46, 47.
4 Not identified, but probably like the Nfrangistan.
5 This genealogy was, no doubt, derived originally from the

same source as that in Dk. VII, ii, 70, but there are several

variations, especially in orthography, which are here preserved,

unless clearly copyist's blunders. The names marked with an

asterisk are written in Pdzand.
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of Ahfirvaa&spo, of H£&£aa&sp6, of Alkhshnte, of

Paitiraspo, of Are^adani*, of Kharedhar*, of Spita-

man, of Vaedfoto, of Ayazem, of Fris, of Ari^*, of

Durasrobo, of Manu^ihar, of Mantlr-khtirnar, of

Manui"-khiirnik, whom Nery6sang the messenger

of Auharma^ brought, and whose mother was

Vizag, daughter of Aryag, of Srltak, of Bitak, of

Fraz&rak, of Zu^ak, of Fragtizag, of Guzag, daughter

of AirL£, son of Fre^un of the Aspigans to the total

of ten Aspigans, of Yim, of the Vivang,has, of the

Ayang,has, of the Anang,has, of Hoshang, of Fravak,

of Siyamak, of Masiya, of Gayoman/.

Chapter XIV.

1. About the wonderful striving of the fiend for

the destruction of Zaratu^t, 2. When it became

near to his birth, the Fever demon, the Pain demon,

and the Wind demon of Aharman, each one with

150 demons, have come out to kill Zaratuit, and

from his spirit they have gone forth to his mother.

3. And she is hurried from there by Fever, Pain,

and Wind ; and at the distance ofone league (para-

sang) there was a wizard, Impudent (Storko) by

name, who was the most medical of wizards ; in hope

of practice he stood up from his seat, as she stopped

in her progress.

4. A messenger of Auharma^ uttered a cry

thus :
' Do not go to a wizard ! for they are not

healing (beshazini^ar) for thee ; but go back to

the house, wash thy hands on the morrow with cow's

butter held over the fire, also burn (tapo) 1 firewood

1 T has 'consume (yidtfzo).'
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and incense for thy own self and thy progeny which

is in thy womb/ 5. And she acted accordingly and

became well l
; and the co-operators of the demon,

and those of equal power, who had not obtained

their remedy from her body, are again exposed 2
, and

spoke thus :
* On account of the existence of fire

from all sides we have not succeeded ; it is a help

for every one who is her friend more than opponent

;

therefore it was not for us, because of the power

within her/

6. The same night as she gave birth, Aharman
selected commanders and arrayed his champions

(gtard); there are some who are with one thousand

demons, and there are some who are with two

thousand demons; pursuing and attacking they have

contended. 7. The opposing stand of the sacred

beings 3
, especially of the glory itself at the family 4

fire, was manifest at that birth ; and for its splendour

and brightness (pa^roko), settled opposite a distant

place, they have then found no remedy.

8. At last, Aharman sends Akomano 5 on, and

spoke to him thus :
* Thou canst be very spiritual,

who canst be most intimate ; thou canst go with

deceit into the mind of Zaratuit, and make him turn

1 Compare Dk. VII, ii, 53-55.
2 T has 'and all the co-operators who had entered her body,

and those of equal power who had reached them, returned helpless

from them/
8 Thus summarized in Dk. VIII, xiv, 2 :

—

c Also about the

arrival of both spirits, the good one for developing, and the evil one

for destroying ; the victory of the good spirit, and the rearing of

Zaratfot/ The ' rearing ' is continued in Chaps. XV-XX.
4 Assuming that jW stands for jf*r dudak.
5 The archdemon of ' evil thought ' (Bd. XXVIII, 7) and special

opponent of Vbhumano, the archangel of ' good thought/
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his mind to us who are demons/ 9. And Auhar-

ma^ sends Vohumano on against him ; Ak6mano
advanced to the front, and had come forward to the

door, and wished to go inside.

10. Vohfimano schemingly (/£arakogariha) turn-

ed * back, and exclaimed to Akomano thus :
' Go

inside!' 11. Akomano imagined thus: ' There is

nothing to be accomplished by me of what was

mentioned to me, for Vohumano has gone back/

12. And Vohtimano went inside, and mingled with

the reason (varom) of Zaratu^t, and ZaratiLst laughed

outright 2
, for Vohumano is a gratifying spirit.

13. Also seven wizards 3 were seated before him,

and owing to the light in the dwelling, his having

laughed at birth was conveniently seen, which is

opposed to the habit of the rest of mankind who cry

out at birth and are quite terrified.

14. Also, at the same time of birth, he authori-

tatively accepted the religion from Auharma^, as

it is stated in revelation, that he spoke at birth thus :

* As is the will of the spiritual lord (ahvo) mayst

thou be who art the officiating priest (zoto) (that is,

mayst thou be the leader of the creatures) V
15. As Zarattlst, on account of his worldly body,

spoke with a worldly voice, Auharma^ spoke in

reply to him, on account of the spirits, thus :
' So

1 Assuming that sio stands for va^to.
2 Compare Dk. VII, iii, 2 ; V, ii, 5. This laughing is not

mentioned in Dk. IX, xxiv.

8 ' Seven midwives' are mentioned in Dk. VII, iii, 2.

4 This is one form of the Pahlavi Ahunavair (see Dk. IX, xxiv,

4). At this point the text in the MSS. is interrupted by the

erroneous insertion of Chap. XII, 8-16, the contents of a loose folio

in some former copy, which have been restored to their original

position in this translation.
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mayst thou be the priestly authority (rad shae), and

so mayst thou be virtuous, owing to whatsoever

righteousness occurs; and I confidently proclaim thee

righteous (that is, I am thy controller) 1
/

16. Another day, Porushaspo went and enquired

of the wizards who kept in front at the place, thus :

' What is the cause when infants cry out at birth,

beyond that which occtcrs when they laugh out-

right 2 ?
' 17. And they replied thus :

' Because

those who are made to cry have seen mortality as

their end, and those having laughed have seen their

own righteousness/

Chapter XV.

1. About the brothers who were a band of

opponents of Zaratuit. 2. The Karaps and Ausikh-

shes 3 were brothers' sons, and have become the

devastation (gastaragih) of the Iranians; the

devastators of the Iranians (Eranan) were from

Kokhare^ 4
, and Kokhare^ was born from Aeshm

and Manfoak, the sister of Manosv£fhar 5
. 3. At the

place where ZaratUst was born, five brothers have

been, whose names were Bra^Z-rukhsh, Bra^f-royi^n,

Bra^-resh the Tiir, Hazan, and Vadast 6
. 4. Their

1 Compare Dk. IX, xxiv, 4.
2 Compare Dk. VII, iii, 24, 25.

3 Av. 'Karapa Usikhsh-H' of Yas. XLIV, 20 c; the Kavd,

a third class of pre-Zoroastrian priests, is also mentioned ibid. 20 d.

Compare Dk. VII, ii, 9 n.

4 Av. Ka^aredha, Yas. LX, 6, 7 (Sp.) where it is translated

by kast&r, 'diminisher, devastator/ of whom it is here said to be

the father; see also Yt. Ill, 9, 12, 16.

6 Compare the legend of the descent of the ape and bear from

a demon and Yimak, sister ofYim, in Bd. XXIII, 1.

6 As these names do not occur in the Avesta, their pronunciation
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brotherhood of five—of which the middle one was

Braaf-resh the Tur, who became more of an adver-

sary of Zaratilst

—

was a semblance of the brother-

hood of five who were sons of Porushaspo, of whom
the middle one was Zaratust.

5. Of the four brothers of Zaratust, the names of

the two before Zaratort were Ratllytar and Rangustar,

and of the two after him Noflfariga and NivedisK

6. The middle position of Zaratu^t is for the reason

that he is so produced at that time, as an inter-

medium of the early narrators and the later narrators,

that three millenniums came before him and three

after. 7. So that he has prescribed to the creatures

in what manner he would teach the ancients as to

what had occurred, and in what manner it is also to

be done as regards what will occur ; as is stated in

the Gathas 2 thus :
' Both those I ask of thee,

O Auharma^! even whatever has happened till

now, and whatever shall happen henceforth ?
'

Chapter XVI.

1. About the trials (auzmayisno) which occurred

has to be guessed so as to give a probable meaning to the Pahlavi

spelling. The writing of the last name is complicated ; it is written

IjP and $ in the two MS. authorities, which forms can be most

obviously read Vasam and Sam an, but Saman can also be read

as the Zvam yad<£=dast, ' a hand;' this leads to the conclusion

that the original name underlies the form Vadast, and this is

confirmed by the name of the Karap Va6dvoi^t written at full

length in Dk. VII, iv, 21-24. See ibid, ii, 9 n.

1 These brothers seem unmentioned elsewhere, and the existence

of the elder two would imply another mother. The pronunciation

of the names is guessed.
2
Pahl. Yas. XXXI, 14 a.
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to him whose practice was lawful, and the signs of

prophecy that are seen therein, it is thus declared,

namely ;
' Another day, when the child had been

born, Pdrftshaspo called one of those five brothers of

the race of Karaps, and spoke thus :
" Fully observe

the marks and specks of my son Zaraturt."

'

2. The Karap went and sat down before Zaratfist,

and the head of Zaratfot was thereupon severely

twisted by him, in order that he should be killed

;

but he, being fearless, watched the wizards whose

terror was distressing 1
. 3. As it was in those ten

nights for hospitality, Auharma^ sent Spendarma^,

Aredvisur, and An/ai-fravan/ 2 down to the earth,

by way of female care; thereupon no variation

occurred to the child, and, further, the hand of that

Karap was withered 3
, and that wizard demanded the

life 4 of Zarat&st from Porushaspo for the harm from

him, which sprang upon himself"from his own action.

4. At the same time Porushaspo took Zaratfist,

and gave him to the Karap, that he might do with

him according to his own will. 5. He seized him

and threw him out, at the feet of the oxen who were

going on a path to the water; the leader of that

drove of oxen stood still in his vicinity, and 1 50 oxen,

which walked behind it, were kept away from him

thereby ; and Porushaspo took him, and carried him

back to the house 5
.

6. Also the second day, the Karap threw him out

1 Assuming that voshig stands for veshig=beshig.
2 The three female spirits that represent the earth, pure water,

and guardian spirits, respectively.
8 Compare Dk. VII, iii, 4-7.
4 Assuming that the MS. deno stands for^an.
5 Compare Dk. VII, iii, n, 12.

[47] L
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at the feet of the horses ; and the leader of the

horses stood still in the vicinity of Zaratust, and

150 horses, which walked behind it, were kept away

from him thereby ; and Portishaspo took him, and

carried him back to the house *.

7. Also the third day, firewood is gathered

together by the Karap, and Zarat&yt is deposited

on it by him, the fire is stirred up by him, yet with

the same result (ham-bun-i^), the child is not

burnt by it, and those marks, which existed and

were made upon him, were a preservation from it
2

.

8. And the fourth day, he is thrown by the Karap
into the lair (ashyanako) of a wolf; the wolf was

not in the lair, and when it wished to go back to the

den (surako), it stopped when it came in front of

some radiance, in the manner of a mother, at the

place where its cub was. 9. In the night, Vohumano
and Srosh the righteous brought a woolly (kuru-

^ako) sheep with udder full of milk into the den,

and it gave milk to ZaratiUt, in digestible draughts

(guvarako guvarako), until daylight*.

10. In the dawn, the mother of Zaratuust went to

that place, in the expectation that it would be

necessary to bring a skeleton out of the den, and

the woolly sheep came out and ran away; his mother

supposed that it was the wolf, and she spoke thus :

' Thou hast devoured to repletion ; mayst thou

endure for ever without it
!

' 11. She went farther,

and when she saw Zaratu^t quite safe, she then took

him up and spoke thus :
' I will not give thee to any

one during life, not though both the provinces of

R&gh and N6dar should arrive here together 4/

1 Compare Dk. VII, iii, 13, 14.
2

Ibid. 9, 10.

8 Ibid. 15-17; V, ii, 4.
4

Ibid. 18, 19.
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1 2. Because these princes were among the spiritual

from two provinces which are in Atur-padiakan, such

as are at sixty leagues (parasang) from A"fst;

Zaratfot arose from Ragh, and Vistasp from Nodfar.

1 3. And of these two provinces, Ragh was according

to the name of Eri^o, son of Duresrobo, son of

Manfi^ihar 1
, from whom arose the race of Zaratust

;

and No^ar was according to the name of No^ar,

son of Manilsv£!har, from whom arose the race of

VLstasp.

Chapter XV I

L

1. These were his tokens at birth:—One day,

one of those five brothers of the Karaps saw

Zaratust, and he looked a long while upwards,

downwards, and on all sides around 2
.

2. Porftshaspo enquired thus ;
' What was there

when thou lookedst upwards, what when thou

lookedst downwards, and what when thou lookedst

on all sides ?
'

3. And he replied thus, namely : 'When I looked

upwards, it was for this reason, when I saw that our

souls 3 that go up to the sky, will go up to the best

1 Compare Chap. XIII, 6 ; Dk. VII, ii, 70.
2 Compare Dk. VII, iii, 27-30.
8 Assuming that the MS. gad^f, 'glory, or destiny/ has lost an

initial n, with which it was originally nism^=Chald. KB?0 ' the

soul
;

' as the copyists have not been aware of the existence of this

Zvam equivalent for ruban, ' the soul,' for some centuries, it has

been altered into gad <£, by the omission of its first letter, in nearly

all but the very oldest existing MSS., such as K20 and M6 in Bd.

XV, 3-5, and even there the medial m is really missing, though

apparently existing in the final d\ the irregularity of using s for sh

is common in Pahlavi.

L 2
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existence \ owing to the words of this soul of man-

kind. 4. When I looked downwards, I saw that,

owing to the action of this one, the demon and fiend,

the wizard and witch become buried below the earth,

and fall paralyzed back to hell. 5. And when
I looked on all sides, I saw that the words of this

one will extend through the whole earth ; and when
they have become as the law of the seven regions,

each person is kept clothed with a robe (kapah)

of seven skins, in which the glory of the seven

archangels has arisen.'

6. And Bra^-rukhsh the Tur went forth ; when
he went to the right side (arako), Zarattiit hastened

away to the left, and when he went to the left side,

Zaratast hastened to the right, and he is thereby

concealed from Bra^-rtikhsh the T&r, who has not

met with him.

Chapter XVIII.

1. About his diverse want of participation (gvld

akhveiih) with his parents this also is declared,

that the demons, at an assembly of wizards, pro-

duced an outcry for a conference (ham-VcL/£6

layuno) thus :
' That son of Porushaspo is sense-

less and foolish and secretly corrupted ; no one,

man or woman, will consider or accept him as

exalted/

2. The tidings came to Por&shaspo, and Porfi-

shaspo spoke unto Zaratfot thus :
' I thought that

I had begotten a son who would become a priest,

a warrior, and a husbandman, and now thou

1 The ordinary heaven, see Dd. XX, 3.
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wouldst be foolish and secretly corrupted ; thou

shouldst proceed to the Karaps, so that they may
cure thee'

3. Zaratfot gave answer thus :
* I am he that is

thy son, a priest, warrior, and husbandman/ 4. And,

by command of Porushaspo he harnessed two

horses to a chariot (vardflno), and he went with

P6rfishasp6.

5. When they came to the place according to the

decision of P6rushasp6, into the presence of one

Karap of those said five brethren, that wizard took

a cup and made water, and spoke thus :
' This he

should drink who is a son of thine, so that he may
become well

;

' and he acted with this conviction,

that so he would change to the same nature as

theirs.

6. Zaratast spoke to Porftshaspo thus :
* Thou

mayst give it back to him who is thy protector and

high-priest
;

' and he arose (akhefid) x and went

back to their place.

7. On the way, Zaratuit gave their two horses

water, on account of their thirst ; and he thought

thus :
' Unprofitable was my going to the residence

of the Karaps, except in this manner, when, through

giving water to the horses, my soul was then

expanded/

Chapter XIX.

1. About his interfering talk (andarg-gobunoih)

with the iniquitous, this also is declared, that one

1 T has 'he saluted (niyayi^)/ This legend has not yet been

found elsewhere.
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day Duresrobo 1 the Karap, as it were from the same

five brethren, came out to the house of P6rfishasp6

;

and Porushaspo placed a bowl (gdmako) of mare's

milk before him, and spoke to him thus :

c Conse-

crate it'

2. Zaratust expostulated with P6rfishaspo thus :

' I will consecrate it' 3. Porushaspo spoke thus :

1 He should consecrate, and the grace is to be

offered up by you 2
;

' and as many as three times

they mutually disputed.

4. Then up stood Zaratust, and his right foot

struck at the bowl and emptied it, and he spoke thus :

' I reverence righteousness, I reverence the righteous

and the poor, men and women ; do thou, O
Porushaspo ! prepare a portion for him in whom
there is worthiness.'

5. And Dfiresrobo spoke unto Zaratfrst thus: 'As

some of my portion of daily food was first thrown

away by thee, it is I who will bring it on both thy

lives, and will utterly destroy thee/ 6. Zaratllst

spoke interruptingly 3 thus :
' With complete mind-

fulness I will look upon thee with both eyes, and

will utterly destroy thee.'

7. And, for a long time, they constantly looked,

one at the other, with unshrinking gaze ; but the

divine nature of Zaratust is victorious over the

witchcraft of that wizard, and Duresrobo is further

disturbed ; he also asked for his horse and spoke

thus :
' On account of this boy, it is impossible for

me to stay.'

1 So spelt in Zs., but Diirasrobo in Dk. ; also the former has

always P6rushaspo, but the latter Pomshaspd. Compare the same
legend in Dk. VII, iii, 34-45.

2
Pahl. ' void a6 yazedb, afed wag dahuno/ 8 Or ' inwardly/
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1

8. He sat upon the horse, and when he had gone

a little way, he fell off from the horse, through severe

distress, and died ; and the children of his children's

children have died upon the same spot \

Chapter XX.

1. About the righteousness of his desires it is

thus declared, that when he became fifteen years

old, the sons of Porushaspd demanded a portion

from their father, and their portions are allotted out

by him. 2. Among the clothes there was a girdle,

the width of which was four finger-breadths; and of

the four 2 portions around and the girdle, which it

was possible to bring forth, Zaratost selected the

latter and tied it on \\\mself. 3. This was owing to

the precepts (parv&nak&n) of Vohumano who came

into his reason at birth ; as to whatever is not the

custom his mind was now quite closed, and in that

which is the custom it was impetuously exercised

by him.

4. About his compassionate disposition and the

streams of the Arag province 3
, this also is declared,

1 Probably meaning that he died childless.

2 The MSS. have ' three/ but there were five sons (Chap. XV, 5),

and the numbers are written in ciphers which are very easily

corrupted.
8 Pahl. 'Aragistan 6dhavo (T dha) '

=
' odha-f Arangistano ' of

P. Vd. I, 77 (Sp.) ; compare Av. 'upa aodha6shu Rang,hay<zu/

of Vd. I, 19 ; Yt. XII, 18. In the Iranian Bd. XX, 8 we are told

that ' the Arang river is that of which it is said that it comes out

from Alburz in the land of Surak, which they call also Sham
(Sham) ; and it passes on through the land of Egiptos, which they

call also Misr, and there they call it the swift river Egipit6is/ It is
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that there was a river, and from them the body of

a naked woman floated, for the reason that, on account

of the strength and swiftness of the river, a woman,

except when she was quite naked while she was in

it, was not able to pass ; and an old person, such as

he who is of seventy years and is called in revelation

a Hano *, for want of power (^pa^/lydvandfh r&i),

was not able to go back through it by his own
strength. 5. Zaratuit came on to the bank of the

water, and of women and old people seven persons

had come, and are passed on by him, in the manner

of a bridge 2
; it was an emblem of the spiritual

performers 3 of bridging work, that is, of those pro-

viding a passage to heaven.

6. About his liberal disposition it is declared, that

the fodder of Porftshaspo, which was stored for the

beasts of burden, was not only for the beasts of

Porushaspo in a scarcity, but also for distribution

among the beasts of others, which, owing to their

hunger on account of the scarcity, then constantly

ate off the tails of each other ; and it was given to

them plentifully.

7. About his abandoning worldly desire, and his

laying hold of righteousness of way, this, too, is

declared, that when he became twenty years old,

without the consent (<£en akamakih) of his father

and mother, he wandered forth and departed from

one of the two mythical rivers which were supposed to bound the

Iranian world, and seems to represent the Aras as a northern and

the Nile as a western boundary. Arang often becomes Arag in

Pahlavi, just as sang becomes sag.
1 Av. hano in Vd. Ill, 19, 20; &c.
2 Probably holding each other's hands.
8 The sacred beings who assist the righteous souls to pass over

the Kvns&d bridge.
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their house, and openly enquired thus :
* Who is

most desirous of righteousness and most nourishing

the poor?' 8. And they spoke thus: * He who is

the youngest (kehisto) son of Aurvaito-dih x the

Tfir, who every day gives an iron caldron (^amak),

which is the height of a horse, full of bread and

milk and other food, unto the poor/ 9. Zaratu^t

went on to that place, and with his co-operation, for

the nourishment of the poor, some of the chief men
performed duty by carrying forth food for the poor.

10. About his compassion, not only upon man-

kind, but also his other creatures, this, too, is

declared, that a bitch was seen by him, which had

given birth to five 2 puppies, and it was three days

then that she had not obtained food 3
. 11. Whom-

ever she saw, she then advanced her mouth towards

him, and became as it were prostrated ; Zaratust

provided a remedy, by swiftly bringing up bread for

her, but when he was bringing it she had expired.

12. About his own desire for the good quality 4 of

a wife, on account also of the will of his parents, and
his not mingling his own seed before a suitable

obtainment, this, too, is declared, that when his father

sought a wife for him, Zaratust argued with the

bride (nesh#) thus: 'Show me thy face, so that I

may find out (barkham) its kind of appearance, and
this, too, whether its appearance be undesirable, or

shall not be gratifying ;
' and the bride turned away

her face from him. 13. And Zaratust spoke thus :

1 See Dk. VII, iv, 7 n.

2 T has ' seven/ but this difference may have arisen from an

erroneous mode of writing the ciphers in T.
3 T has ' a bone for food.'

4 T has ' good child-bearing/
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' Whoever takes away a sight from me, does not

practise respect for me/

14. About his having accepted progress even

from the iniquitous, that listened sinfully desirous,

who accepted so much advantageousness as was

manifest, this, too, is declared, that he came into an

assembly who were well known in the place for

much knowledge, and he enquired of them thus :

' What is most favourable for the soul ? ' 15. And
they spoke thus :

' To nourish the poor, to give

fodder to cattle, to bring firewood to the fire, to pour

Hom-juice into water, and * to worship many demons

with words, with the words which are called revela-

tion (den 6).' 16. Then Zaratfot nourished the

poor, foddered the cattle, brought firewood to the

fire, and squeezed Horn into water, but never are

any demons whatever worshipped with words by

Zaratftrt.

Chapter XXI.

1. About his coming to thirty years of age it is

thus declared, that on the lapse of thirty years

onwards from his appearance, on the day Aneran of

the month Spendarmaaf 2
, he had proceeded in that

direction in which there occurred the ^-called festival

of spring {g&sxio-i vahar) 3
, forty-five days beyond

1 T inserts ' not ' here, which is clearly wrong, and must have

been introduced by some copyist who did not observe that the

assembly, though learned, was sinful ; and that the object of the

anecdote is to exhibit Zaraturt's ability to distinguish between good

works and sin, when still untaught by the sacred beings.
2 On the last day of the twelfth Parsi month.
3 The Maidhy6zaremaya season-festival, held on the fifteenth

day of the second Parsi month.
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new-year's day, at a place become specially noted,

where people went, from many quarters, out to the

place of festival (^a^noiar).

2. When Zaratfot, for the sake of going off to

the festival place, halted on the way in walking, he

chanced upon a solitary (aevatak) plain, and he

saw, in a vision, that mankind and a much-adorned

worldly existence were kept away to the north, so

that all the people in the earth have become fully

manifest in the north. 3. And he at the head

(pavan t6kh) of them was Me^yomah, son of

Ar&stai 1
, even as Arastai was brother of Porushaspo 2

;

Me^yomah was the leader of all mankind who have

gone out to the presence of Zaratdst, and he became

their guide, so that first Me^yomah and afterwards

the whole material existence are attracted.

4. And about his coming out to the conference, on

the lapse of those forty-five days, at the place of

festival at dawn 'on the day Dadv6 3-pavan-Mitro of

the month Ar^avahi^to. 5. And Zaratast, for the

purpose of squeezing the Horn, went forth to the

bank of the water of the Daitih, because it is the

river 4 of the conference for the supremacy (patih)

of Zaratast, and is the water of ^an 5 which has

consisted of four channels (beta). 6. Zaratast also

1 See Yt. XIII, 95.
2 So MeVyomah was first cousin of Zaratfot, and became his

first convert; see also Chap. XXIII, 1.

3 The Pahlavi letters represent Av. dadhv^u, 'creator'; com-

pare the Khvarizmian name y*s of the fifteenth day of the month

in Sachau s Albiruni, p. 57, 1. 35. The date here given is the

fifteenth of the second month, as in § 1.

4 Assuming that rud stands for rlW.
5 Probably Anahita, the female spirit of pure water, mentioned

by her title Ar6dvisur in Chap. XVI, 3.
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passed on through it ; and its first channel was up to

the ankle 1
9
the second up to the knee, the third up

to the parting of the two thighs, and the fourth up

to the neck. 7. This was an indicator that his

religion comes four times to supremacy; the mani-

festations of which are through Zaratust, Aushe^ar,

Aushe^ar-mah, and S6shans 2
.

8. When he came up from the water, and put on

his clothes, he then saw the archangel Vohumano :i

in the form (ayilinako) of a man, handsome, brilliant,

and elegant, who wore his hair curve-tailed 4
, because

the curved tail is an indication of duality ; who had

put on and wore a dress like silk, than which there

was no making anything superior, for it was light

itself ; and his height was nine times as much as that

of Zaratust.

9. He also enquired of Zaratust 5 thus: 'Who
mayst thou be, and from whom of them mayst thou

be ? also what is mostly thy desire, and the endeavour

in thy existence ?
' 10. And he replied thus :

' I am
Zaratust of the Spitamas ; among the existences

righteousness is more my desire, and my wish is that

I may become aware of the will of the sacred beings,

and may practise so much righteousness as they

exhibit to me in the pure existence/

11. And Vohumano directed Zaratust 6 thus :
' Do

1

Literally ' up to the leg (zang).'
2 The past and future apostles of Zoroastrianism. For the last

three, see Dk. VII, ix-xi.

3 Compare Dk. VII, iii, 51-54.
4 Assuming that va^dumak is a variant of the usual ga^dumak.

The scorpion (va^dum) would be a sign of duality, as, being

a noxious creature, it was produced by the evil spirit Aharman.
5 Compare Dk. VII, iii, 55-59.
6 Compare ibid, iii, 60-62.
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thou proceed to an assembly of the spirits !
' 12. As

much as Vohumano walked on in nine steps, Zara-

tdst did in ninety steps, and when he had gone

ninety steps farther than him, he saw the assembly

of the seven archangels. 13. When he came within

twenty-four feet of the archangels, he then did not

see his own shadow on the ground, on account of

the great brilliancy of the archangels ; the position

of the assembly was in Iran, and in the direction of

the districts on the bank of the water of the Daitlh.

14. Zaratu^t offered homage, and spoke thus:

* Homage to Ataharma^, and homage to the arch-

angels !
' and he went forward and sat down in the

seat of the enquirers.

15. As to the asking of questions by Zarat&st, he

enquired of Auharma^ thus: * In the embodied

world which is the first of the perfect ones, which

the second, and which the third ?
' 16. And Auhar-

vo&zd replied thus :

i The first perfection is good

thoughts, the second good words, and the third

good deeds/

1 7. Zaratust also enquired thus :
' Which thing

is good, which is better 1
, and which is the best of

all habits?' 18. And Auharma^ replied thus:

* The title
2 of the archangels is good, the sight of

them is better, and carrying out their commands is

the best of all habits/

19. Afterwards he demonstrated the duality of

the original evolutions (bun ga^tano) 3
, and the

divergence in each control, and spoke thus :
* Of

those spirits, he who was wicked preferred the

1 Both MSS. have ' worse ' here.

2 This title, ameshaspenta, is 'immortal benefactor/

3 The two prime movers in creation.
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practice which is iniquitous (Aharman's desire was

for the practice which is iniquitous), and the spirit

of righteousness, the propitious (Auhanna^) prefers

righteousness V 20. Specially he demonstrated the

divergence in each control of the exhibitors of light,

and he spoke thus :
* Neither our thoughts 2

, nor

desires, nor words, nor deeds, nor religion, nor

spiritual faculties agree 3
; he who is loving light, his

place is with the luminaries ; and he who is loving

darkness is with the dark ones V
21. On the same day also, his omniscient wisdom

appeared three times : as regards the same first

questions, it pointed out the sky in great light and

splendour, and in its exhibition of the prevention of
darkness, at the sight of which it becomes an opposing

existence as regards that darkness. 22. And it

exhibited its own appearance proportionally to the

sky, when it kept its head at the summit of the sky,

its feet at the bottom of the sky, and its hands

reached to both sides of the sky ; the sky also kept

it covered, in the manner of a garment.

23. The six archangels 5 were manifest by their

similar stature (ham-ba^nih), in such manner that

it is obvious each one successively is apparently one

finger's breadth shorter than the other. 24. The
archangels exhibited three kinds of achievement

1 Quoted from Pahl. Yas. XXX, 5 ab. The words in parentheses

are glosses inserted by the Pahlavi translator.

2 Both MSS. have ' spirits' by inserting a stroke in the middle

of the Pahlavi word.
8 An imperfect quotation, omitting glosses, from Pahl. Yas.

XLIV, 2 cde (Sp.).

A similar idea is expressed in Vd. XIX, 30, but the Pahlavi

version of half of it is lost.

6 Apart from Auharma^, their president.
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(pasakhtan) 1 for the religion; first, by means of

fires, and Zarat&rt walked three steps on them, with

the words\ 'good thoughts, good words, and good

deeds/ and was not burnt ; and secondly, hot metal

is poured on to his chest, cooled thereby, and, grasp-

ing it with his hand, he held it for the archangels.

25. Auharma^ spoke thus :
' After the establishment

of the pure religion, when a dispute occurs in the

religion, those who are thy disciples will pour it on

to a spiritual lord, they will take it up with the hand,

and zvill thoroughly believe in him who is over the

whole embodied existence/ 26. The third was

cutting with a knife, and the vital parts (ah von)

becoming visible, which are inside the abdomen,

with a flowing forth of blood ; and, after the hands

are rubbed over it, it became healed. 27. And this

is pointed out, namely :
' Thy and thy correligionists'

accepting of the pure religion is, as to the steadfast

in other religions, such that, through such-like

burning of fire, pouring of hot metal, and through an

operation with a sharp instrument, there is no per-

version from the good religion/

Chapter XXII.

1. About the seven questionings (y-fra^noih),

with reference to religion, of the seven archangels,

which occurred in seven places 2
.

2. For the occurrence of the first questioning 3
,

that of Auharma^, the person of Zaratibt, who was

1 By way of ordeal, a relic of the old faith in incantation.

2 Compare Dk. VIII, xiv, 5, 6, 9.

8 This has been narrated in the preceding chapter.
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the upholder of Atiharmasw?, came out to a conference

on the bank of the water of Daitih 1
.

3. For the occurrence of the second, which is

Vohfimano's, five animals out of the five species 2

which are the worldly tokens of Vohumano, have

come with Zaratfot to a conference on Htigar and

Ausind 3
; and on that day also, before their coming

out to the conference, their tongues are fully liberated

and spoke with human words. 4. And among the

rest 4
is a fish of one species, Arzuv& 5 by name ; of

those in burrows (khanoigano) are the white ermine

and white marten; of the flying creatures (vayan-

dagcln) is the Kampt 6
, a bird like a species of water-

fowl ; of the wide-travellers (farakhvo-raftar&no)

is the hare which is showing wild beasts the way to

the water ; and of those suitable for grazing (^arako-

ar£*anigan) is the white ass-goat ; with human words

they also accepted the religion from Auharma^.

5. With the chieftainship of the five species they

are intrusted, so that the like animals also, with

their own voices, and as much as their knowledge is

capable, shall recount the powerfulness ofthe religion.

1 See Dk. VII, iii, 51, 54.
2 These species, which are named in § 4, are those mentioned in

the Avesta, Visp. I, 1.

3 Av. Hukairy a of Yt. XII, 24, and Us-hindu of Yt. VIII, 32,

described in Bd. XII, 5, 6, as two neighbouring mountains, for the

pure water of Aredvisur falls from the summit of Hugar to Ausind

which stands in the circumambient ocean.
4 The remainder of K 35, the MS. brought by Westergaard from

Kirman, is lost ; but an old copy of it (BK, see the Introduction)

exists in Bombay, which supplies the missing text, as an authority

independent of T.
5 See Bd. XIV, 26; apparently the same as the Ariz, or Kar,

the chief of fish, ibid. XVIII, 3, 5 ; XXIV, 13.
6 See Bd. XIV, 23; XIX, 16; XXIV, 11.
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6. And freedom from assault, exemption from per-

secution, and proper maintenance of the five species

of animals, were prescribed by him l to Zaratust with

seemingly very awful admonition.

7. For the occurrence of the third questioning,

which is An/avahiito's, the spirits of the fires have

come out with Zarattlst to a conference at the T6^an
water 2

; and, in that questioning, care for the proper

maintenance of the Varahran fire 3
, and the pro-

pitiation of all fires, is explained to him.

8. For the occurrence of the fourth questioning,

which is Shatv£rs,the spirits of the metals have come
with Zaratast to a conference at Sarai 4

, a settlement

on the Mlvan 4
; and he was fully admonished about

various proper preservations of the metals, and as

to not producing warlike accoutrements of gold.

9. For the occurrence of the fifth questioning,

which is SpendarniaaTs, the spirits of the regions,

frontiers, stations (austaman), settlements (rtWa-

stakan), and districts, as many as wTere desirable,

have come out with Zaratast to a conference where

there is a spring (khan!go-ae) which comes out

from the Asnavad mountain 5
, and goes into the

Daitih, like those of Sataves who is blowing the

Pairigs 6
. 10. And Zaratust was also thus ad-

1 By Vohuman6, as the protector of useful animals.

2 Possibly the Te^end river, the Zend or Zondak of Bd. XX, 7, 15.

8 The Bahram, or sacred fire at places of worship.

4 Names not clearly identified, and readings uncertain.

5 In Atur-patakan, and the Gamasp, fire was established upon

it (see Bd. XII, 2, 26 ; XVII, 7).

6 Pahl. 'Satav6s-i Paing damano ano kigun! Referring probably

to Yt. VIII, 8, 9. Sataves is the southern chieftain of the stars, as

correctly stated in the Iranian Bundahi^ (compare Bd. II, 7;

XIII, 12) ; and the Pairigs are meteors.

[47] M
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monished by her, about the care and propitiation

of the earth : that each district is to be intrusted

to a faithful testifier (gokas-i v#z>ar), each settle-

ment to a judge acquainted with the law, each

station to an officiating priest (magopato) of just

intentions, and each frontier to a pure priestly

authority (ra^o) ; over all is proclaimed the coun-

cillor of the spirits, the supreme priest (magopa-

tano magopato), and through him the sovereignty

of Auharma^ is provided.

ii. For the occurrence of the sixth questioning,

which is Khurda^'s, the spirits of seas and rivers

have come with Zaraturt to a conference at the

Asnavad mountain 1

y
and he was told about the care

and propitiation of water.

1 2. For the occurrence of the seventh questioning,

which is Amufda^'s, the spirits of plants have come

out with Zaratuit to a conference on the precipitous

bank of the Dare^*a 2
, on the bank (bar) of the

water of Daitih, and different places ; and he was

informed about the care and propitiation of plants.

13. The seven questionings are explained within

the length of these winters, which are of five months,

and within ten years 3
.

1 See § 9.
2 Pahl. ' pavan Dare^m zbar'= Av. ' Dregya paiti zbarahi' of

Vd. XIX, 4 ; a mythical river in Airan-ve^-, where Pdrushaspo

resided (Bd. XX, 32).
3 The Pahlavi is rather vague, but it is clear that Zaratu^t starts

for his conference at thirty years of age (Chap. XXI, 1), returns from

it ten years later (Chap. XXIII, 1), and the conversion of Vijtasp

occupies two years longer (Chap. XXIII, 5), occurring when

Zaratust was forty-two years old and thirty-five years before his

passing away at the age of seventy-seven (Chap. XXIII, 9).

At this point another dislocation of text occurs in all existing
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Chapter XXIII.

1. On the completion of revelation, that is, at the

end of the ten years, Me^yomah, son of Arastai,

became faithful to Zaratfot.

2. Afterwards, on having obtained his requests 1
,

he came back to the conference of Auhanna^,
and he spoke thus :

' In ten years only one man has

been attracted by me/ 3. And Auharma^ spoke

thus :
' There will be days when so few are not

attracted by you, who are themselves the occasion

of the resurrection of the world ; when, apart from

Dahak 2
, the beneficence of the formation of the

renovation of the tiniverse attracts every one besides,

and the impenitence of Dahak is destroyed/

4. When he came out from the presence of

Auharma^, with the same paradox, he thereby

indicated his religion as complete to SpendarnW
through his intelligence.

5. In the two years after that 3
, the Kavigs and

MSS., owing to the accidental interpolation of three loose folios of

another text, between this chapter and the next, in some unknown

copy written before 1530. In the MSS. the text is written con-

tinuously, without division into chapters. But the connection of

this chapter with the next one, which is here restored to its proper

position, is clearly shown by the reference to the < ten years ' of

conference, with which this chapter ends, and the next one begins.

The accidentally interpolated text is here classified as Chaps. XXIV
and XXV, but its real connections have not yet been traced.

1 That is, the replies of the archangels to his enquiries.

2 See Dk. VII, i, 26. He was chained by Fredun in Mount

Dimavand, to escape in the latter days, to be slain by Keresasp,

and to be specially punished at the resurrection (Bd. XII, 31;

XXX, 16; Byt. Ill, 55-61).
3 See Dk. VII, iv, 2.

M 2
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Karaps of VLstasp, in the manner of opponents

(hamestaranih), propounded thirty-three enquiries

(khvastako) 1 to him, so that by command of

VLst&sp he became the explainer of those thirty-

three enquiries. 6. Of the thirty-three habits 2 of

iniquity, come for opposition to the religion of the

sacred beings ; of the declaration, by revelation, of

those thirty-three indications of fetters 3
; and of the

restraint of the thirty-three iniquitous practices by

the thirty-three best good works, there are state-

ments in revelation. 7. Including the acceptance of

the religion by VLstasp from Zarattj5t, after the re-

demonstration of its judicially multiform prophecy

and spiritual character, which are looked into

through the evidence of three speakers about them,

the archangels who, with worldly manifestation,

have become apparent unto Vi^tasp and his coun-

cillors and mighty ones ; they are Vohumano, Arrfa-

vahLstd, and the Burdn-Mitro fire 4
.

8. About the reward which existed before the

beneficence of Zaraturt, and its being seen how,

through guidance by Auharma^, it is demonstrated

by him to those of the world, so that Me^yomah is

attracted in the tenth year in the forest of reedy

hollows (kanyastano 5 ve^ako) which is the haunt

of swine of the wild-boar species (khaztira-i var^o
gas) ; in the twentieth year the Kavtg who is son

1 See Dk.VII, iv, 67.
2 Reading jon = Pers. san; but the MSS. have dSnd,

' religions/ The thirty sins and thirty-three good works, detailed

in Mkh. XXXVI, XXXVII, are certainly referred to at the end of

this section.

8 Compare Chap. XII, 5, and Dk.VII, iv, 67.
4 See Dk.VII, iv, 74.
6 Hybrid Zvaru of Pers. nayistan.
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of Kundah x is attracted ; in the thirtieth year the

Khyons 2 arrive, who make an incursion (var^ako)

into the countries of Iran, owing to the Kavigs,

those who are more of their own race ; and in the

fortieth year Vohunem, son of Avarostar 3
, is born.

9. In the forty-seventh year Zaratust passes away,

who attains seventy-seven years and forty days in

the month Ar^avahLrto, on the day Khur 4
; and for

eight rectified (vehi^ako) months, till the month

Dadvo and day Khur, he should be broughtforward

as to be reverenced.

10. In the same month Ar^avahLsto, in the sixty-

third 5 year, Frashoitar 6 passed away, and in the

sixty-fourth year Gamasp 7
, the same as became the

priest of priests after Zaratu^rt ; in the seventy-third

year Hangaurush, son of 6amasp 8
; in the eightieth

year Asmok-khanvato 9
, and also in the eightieth

1 Or Kunih which is the name of a demon (see Sg. XVI, 13, 16,

18, 19) ; but such an identification is uncertain.

2 Av. J7z>yaona of Yt. IX, 30, 31 ; XVII, 50, 51. Compare

Dk.VII, iv, 77,83,84,87-90; v, 7.

3 Av. gen. ' Vohu-nemang,ho Avaraoi'troij ' of Yt. XIII, 104.

4 The eleventh day of the second month.
5 T has 43 d, and the date is lost in the other MS. authority.

But 43d is highly improbable for two reasons : first, it would make

this date the only one out of chronological order in the series here

given ; secondly, it would render it inconsistent with the statement,

in Dk. VII, vi, 12, that two priests came, from other regions, to

ask Frasho^tar about the religion, fifty-seven years after it had been

accepted by Zaratfot. By substituting 63d (the Pahlavi cipher

most likely to be corrupted into 43 d) both these inconsistencies

are removed.
6 See Dk. VII, vi, 12; V, ii, 12.

7 See Dk. V, ii, 1 2 ; iii, 4.

8 Av. gen. ' Hang,haurusho Gamaspanah^ ' of Yt. XIII, 104.

9 Av. gen. ' Asm6-^anvat6' of Yt. XIII, 96, and Westergaard's

Yt. XXII, 37.
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year Kabed-fo-spae* 1
, who is called also Akht the

wizard, is killed.

ii. Of the six great upholders of the religion

there are the two daughters of Zaratust, whose

names are Freno and Srlto 2
, with Aharubo-st6to,

son of Me^yomah 3
, and another three, who are

renowned for their religion for a hundred years,

who are Vohunem 4 that is born in the fortieth year

of the religion, .Seno &
is afterwards born and passes

away in the two-hundredth year, and as to his

hundred-discipledom 6
, it exists day and night till the

three-hundredth year. 12. Afterwards the religion

is disturbed and the monarchy is contested (^angi-

aito).

13. About the three customs (da^o) which Zara-

tust prescribed as the best :—The first of them is

this :
' Do not go without others, except with

magisterial authority (ap atkar r a aft ha);' the second

is :
' Though they shall proceed unlawfully as to

you, consider your actions lawfully beforehand
;

'

and the third is : ' Next-of-kin marriage, for the

1 As kabed is Zvarir for ' many/ we may assume that k abed -us

= Av. nom. pourus which usually becomes pouru in compounds;
so that the compound name, or title, in the text, probably repre-

sents Av. Pouruspadha (Yt. X, 109, in), 'having many
troops/ a suitable title for Akht the wizard (Av. Akhtya of Yt.V,

82) who is said, in Gf. I, 2, to have invaded a district with an army
of seven myriads. He was killed, in Zoroastrian fashion, by the

recital of a religious formula.
2 There was a third daughter, P6ru£ist (see Bd. XXXII, 5), but

she may not have survived her father.
3 Av. gen. 'Ashastvo Maidhy6i-m^ung,h6i.y ' of Yt. XIII, 106.
4 See § 8.

6 He was born in the 100th year ; see Dk. VII, vii, 6.
6 This seems to be the sixth upholder of the religion, the third

of those lasting about a century.
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sake of the pure progress of your race, is the best

of the actions of the living, which are provided for

the proper begetting of children V

Chapter XXIV.

1. About the five dispositions of priests, and the

ten admonitions with which all instruction as to

religion is connected 2
.

2. Of those five dispositions the first is inno-

cence.

3. The second is discrimination among 3 thoughts,

words, and deeds
;
[to fully distinguish the particu-

lars of destruction from indestructiveness, such as

1 This chapter ends the first series of Selections of Za^-sparam,

and is immediately followed in the MSS. by a second series. It is

evident from the extent of this chapter, as compared with the

amount of text contained in the three misplaced folios (see

p. 162, n. 3), that this chapter could have occupied only about one

folio and a half in the dislocated MS., so that the second series

must have commenced on the same folio as contained the end of

this chapter, and that Chaps. XXIV, XXV cannot have belonged to

this series. The three misplaced folios contain two distinct texts
;

the first (Chap. XXIV) is an Iranian version of the Five Dispositions

of priests and theTen Admonitions, and is here translated ; the second

(Chap. XXV) contains some details about the Nasks and Gathas,

and has been already translated in S.B.E., vol. xxxvii, pp. 401-405.
2 This Iranian version of the Dispositions and Admonitions is

more complete than the Indian version, which, like the BundahLr,

was brought from Iran five or six centuries ago, and is found in

two MSS. (Pt. and J) written in India about 500 years ago, and

now in the libraries of Dasturs Dr. Peshotan and Dr. Jamasp,

respectively. Passages which occur only in the Iranian version are

here enclosed in brackets, and other differences between the two

versions are mentioned in the notes.

3 The Indian version has ( of/
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noxious creatures from cattle ; and of production

from unproductiveness, such as the righteous and

worthy from the wicked and unworthy].

4. The third is authoritativeness, because that

priestly master is always wiser and speaking more

correctly who is taught wisely and teaches with

more correct words.

5. The fourth is to 1 [understand and consider

the ceremonial as the ceremonial of Atiharma^,

and the essentials with all goodness, beneficence,

and authority ; to be steadfast in his religion, and

to consider the indications of protection (sayag) 2

which are established for his religion. 6. To main-

tain the reverence of the luminaries prayerfully,

also the reverence of the emanations 3from the six 4

archangels, be they fire, be they earth, or be they of

bodily form, and of the creatures which are formed

by them ; also the pure cleansing from dead matter,

menstruation, bodily refuse, and other hurtfulness
;

this is in order that they may be characterised,

and thereby constituted, as better-principled, more

sensible 5
, and purer, and they may become less

faulty. 7. The reverence of mankind is to consider

authoritatively about knowledge and property ; the

reverence of cattle is about fodder, little hardship,

and moderate maintenance ; the reverence of plants

is about sowing and ripening for the food of the

worthy. 8. The ceremonial which is glorifying all

1 Ind. vers, has only :
< to celebrate the ceremonial of the sacred

beings with the correct words, inward prayers, and complete

mastery of the text (narm-nasgiha) in the ritual/ It omits

§§ 6-8 altogether.
2 T has 'limit (kustak).'
3 T has ' issue/ 4 T has ' seven/
6 Or 'more fragrant ;' hu -bod tar has both meanings.
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the sacred beings, praises the luminaries and worldly

creations improperly, and is antagonistic to them,

because complete glorification is proper through

complete recitation of the ritual ; and the ceremonial

of any one whatever is his own proper duty pro-

fessionally, so long as it is possible to keep proceed-

ing with very little sinfulness].

9. The fifth is to struggle prayerfully 1
, day and

night, with your own fiend 2
, and all life long not to

depart from steadfastness, nor allow your proper

duty 3 to go out of your hands.

10. And the first of those ten admonitions is to

proceed with good repute, for the sake of occasioning

approving remarks as to 4 the good repute of your

own guardian and teacher, high-priest and master 5
.

11. The second is to become awfully refraining

from evil repute, for the sake of evil repute not

occurring to relations and guardians.

12. The third is not to beat your own teacher

with a snatched-up stick, and not to bring scandal

upon his name, for the sake of annoying him, by

uttering that which was not heard from your own

teacher.

13. The fourth is ///#/ whatever is taught liberally

by your own teacher, you have to deliver back to the

worthy, for the sake of not extorting a declaration of

renown from the righteous 6
.

14. The fifth is that the reward of doers of good

1 Ind. vers, has

:

' to remain in diligence intelligently.'

2 Ind. vers, has :
' opponent/

3 Ind. vers, has

:

' steadfastness in religion, and to be diligent in

your proper duty/ But it omits the rest of the sentence.

4 Ind. vers, has :
' for the sake of the appropriateness of/

5 Or < father/

6 T has :
' not extracting the purity of the righteous/
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works and the punishment of criminals have to be

established by law, for the sake of progress 1
.

15. The sixth is to keep the way of the good open

to your house, for the sake of making 2 righteousness

welcome in your own abode.

16. The seventh is that, for the sake of not

developing the fiend insensibly in your reason, you

are not to keep it with the religion of the good a
,

nor to remain in impenitence of sin.

1 7. The eighth 4
is that, for the sake of severing

the fiend from the reason, you have to force malice

away from your thoughts, and to become quickly

repentant of sin.

18. The ninth is to fully understand the forward

movement 5 of the religion, also to keep the advanc-

ing of the religion further forwards, and to seek your

share of duty therein ; and on a backward move-

ment, when adversity happens to the religion, to

have the religion back again, and to keep your body

in the continence (makavadih) of religion.

19. The tenth is that there is to be a period of

obedience (Sroshdarih) towards the ruler and

priestly authority, the high-priesthood of the re-

ligious 6
.

1 Ind. vers, adds :
' of religion/

2 Ind. vers, inserts :
' a token of;' and T has :

' making the righte-

ousness of the sacred beings in writing welcome/
3 Ind. vers, has :

' not to maintain malice with the good/ which

is more probable, and k£no, 'malice,' is easily corrupted into

d6no, ' religion/ in Pahlavi writing.

4 This eighth admonition is omitted in the Iranian MSS.
5 Ind. vers, adds :

* and backward movement/
6 Chapter XXV, about the three divisions of revelation, is trans-

lated in S. B. E., vol. xxxvii, pp. 401-405.
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OBSERVATIONS.

i. The references, in this index, are to books, chapters, and sections
;

the chapters being denoted by the larger ciphers.

2. Though different forms of the same name may occur in the text, only

one form is usually given in the index, to which the references to all forms

are attached; except when the forms differ so much as to be widely

separated in the index.

3. Pazand forms are printed in italics, as their orthography is usually

corrupt. In all such italicised names any letters which would elsewhere be

italic are printed in roman type.

4. Abbreviations used are :—Av. for Avesta, Dk. for Dmkar^, Int. for

Introduction, m. for mountain, meas. for measure, MS. for manuscript,

n. for footnote, Pahl. for Pahlavi, patron, for patronymic, r. for river, Zs.

for Selections of Za*/-sparam.
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Abalij, heretic, Dk. V, 1, 2 n.

Aban, month, Int. 87.

Aeshm, demon, Dk. VII, 1, 18; 4,

87, 88 ; 7, 7.

Aevatak, r., Dk. VII, 3, 51.

Agash, demon, Dk. VII, 4, 12.

Aharijvang, angel, Dk. VII, 7, 12.

Aharman, demon, Int. 13, 29 ; Dk.
VII, 11, 7 ; V, 2, 6 ; Zs. 14, 6,

8 ; 21, 8 n, 19.

Aharub6-stot6, man, Zs. 23, 11.

Ahunavair, Int. 16, 30, 48, 49; Dk.
VII, 1, 12, 13; 4, 38, 42, 45,
80.

Ahurva^/aspo, man, Zs. 13, 6.

Airan-v^, land, Dk. VII, 2, 30 n
;

8,60; 9,23.
AirU, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70 ; Zs. 13,

6;—prince, Dk. VII, 1, 28-30
;

2, 70 ; V, 4, 3 ; Zs. 13, 6.

Airyak, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70; Zs.

13, 6.

Airyefshnig, man, Dk. VII, 1, 34 n.

Airyefshva, man, Dk. VII, 1, 34.

Akhre-khira^o, prince, Dk. V, 3, 3.

Akht, wizard, Int. 55 ; Zs. 23, 10.

Akomano, demon, Zs. 14, 8-1 1.

Akvan, Christian priest, Dk. VII, 7,

11 n.

Alak or Arak, district, Dk. VII, 2, 9.

Albirimi, Int. 74, 86-88.

Albuns, m., Zs. 20, 4 n.

Ameshaspewtas, Int. 89.

Amurdai, angel, Dk. VII, 2, 19; 5,

9; Zs. 22, 12.

Anahita, angel, Zs. 21, 5 n.

Anangjhad, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70 ;

Zs. 13, 6.

Aneran, day, Zs. 21, 1.

Aoshnar, priest, Int. 3 ; Dk. VII, 1,

36.

Arabs, Int. 10 ; Dk. VII, 1, 34 ; 8, 47.
Arab victories, Int. 61.

Arag, land, Zs. 20, 4.

Arang, r., Zs. 20, 4 n.

Aran#, woman, Dk. VII, 8, 55 ; 9,

a ^ 18 ; 10, 15.

Arastai, man, Zs. 21, 3 ; 23, 1.

Archangels, Int. 4, 10, 11, 15, 18,

19, 29, 35, 48, 49, 55, 61; Dk.
VII, 1, 4, 7, 12, 13, 34 ; 2, 16,

18, 21, 22, 34, 39, 54; 3, 51 ;

4, 5, 22, 26, 75,76, 80, 83 ; 5,

12 ; 6, 5, 13; 7, 19, 20; 8, 5,

26 n, 60 ; 9, 23 ; V, 2, 1, 12
;

Zs. 17, 5 ; 21, 8, 12-14, 18, 23,

24 ; 22, 1 ; 23, 2 n, 7.

Archdemons, Int. 4, 29.

Ar^ai-fravar^, angel, Zs. 16, 3.

Ardashir the Sasanian, Int. 43, 57,
58, 62, 88.

A/v/avahijto, angel, Int. 41 ; Dk.
VII, 2, 19, 29; Zs. 22, 7 ; 23,

7 ; month, Zs. 21, 4 ; 23, 9, 1 o.

Aredvisur, angel, Zs. 16, 3 ; 21, 5 n.

Are^a^-aspa, king, Int. 30.

Aregadbarsn, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70
;

Zs. 13, 6.

Aresh, demon, Int. 29.

Arezraspo, priest, Dk. VII, 6, 12.

Arexvak, priest, Dk. VII, 7, 8-1 1.

Ar^asp, king, Int. 7, 29, 55 ; Dk.
VII, 4, 77, 83,84,87-89; 5,7;
V, 2, 12 n; 3, 1.

Aristotle, Int. 71.

Ariyaramna, ruler, Int. 70.

Aris, fish, Zs. 22, 4 n.

Armenian revolt, Int. 61.

Arshama, ruler, Int. 70.

Artakhshatar, king, Int. 9; Dk.VII,
7, 12 ; V, 3, 3.

Arum = Asia Minor, Dk. V, 1, 5.

Aruman, nation, Dk.VII, 8, 47.

Arzuva, fish, Zs. 22, 4.

Ashavahbto, angel, Int. n, 48, 55;
Dk. VII, 1, 34; 2, 17, 18, 24,

25 ; 4, 74, 75, 78, 84-86 ; 8, 5

n
; 9, 8 ;

V, 2, 9.

Ashem-vohu, Int. 49 ; Dk. VII, 4,
80 n.
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Ashij-vanguhi, angel, Dk. VII, 4,
81 n.

Ajkanian, dynasty, Int. 43, 57.

Asnavad, m., Zs. 22, 9, 11.

Aspigan, patron., Dk. VII, 1, 25 ; 2,

70; V,4, 3; Zs.13, 6.

Assyria, land, Dk. V, 4, 3 n.

Atossa, queen, Dk. VII, 4, 86 n.

Atur, land, Dk. V, 4, 3.

Atur-farnbag, priest, Int. 14; Dk.

A
V,l,2, 3 .

Aturpa*/, priest, Int. 9, 64-67, 70,

88 ; Dk. VII, 5, 5 ; 7, 19-21

;

a
V, 3, 3.

Aturpa^ak&n, land, Zs. 16, 12 ; 22,

9 n.

Auharmas^, Int. 4-6, 18, 29, 30, 47,

48; Dk. VII, l,i, 2,4,5,9-13,

17, 20-22, 38, 41, 42, 44, 46
;

2, 2, 3, 14, 17-19, 3i, 37, 47,

54; 3, 1, 48, 49, 5i; 4, 2, 12,

14, 16, 17,21-27,30,41,47-49,

51-54, 6 5, 66
, 74, 75, 77, 80,

84-86; 5, 12; 6, 5, 13; 7, 15;

8, 16 n, 24, 25, 29, 33, 38-43,

50, 52, 54; 9, 15, 17; 10, 12,

14; ll,6,n; V,l, 1; 2,6,8,
10, 12, 15 ; 4, 6 ; Zs. 12, 2, 8

;

13, 5,6; 14, 4,9, 14, 15; 15,

7 ; 16, 3; 21, 14-16, 18, 19,

23 n, 25; 22,2,4,10; 23,2-4,

8 ; 24, 5.— king, Int. 64.

Auramazda, Int. 84.

Aurva^/aspa, king, Int. 70.

Aurvaita-dang, king, Int. 6, 47, 49,

55 ; Dk. VII, 4, 7-10, 14-16,

20.

Aurvaito-dih, king, Zs. 20, 8.

Aushan-riW, r., Dk. VII, 3, 54.

AusheVar, apostle, Int. 10, 11, 55,

61,63, 66-68; Dk. VII, 1, 42,

51, 52; 4, 81 n; 8, 1, 31, 51,

55; 9, 1, 2; 10,i; V, 2, 15;

3, 3 5 Zs. 21, 7.

AusheVar-mah, apostle, Int. 11, 12,

55; Dk. VII, 1, 42, 52, 53 5 9,

1, 18; 10, 1, 2; 11, 1, 2; V, 2,

15 ; 3, 3 ;
Zs. 21, 7.

Ausikhsh, Int. 16; Zs. 15, 2.

Ausind, m., Zs. 22, 3.

Auzobo, king, Int. 55; Dk. VII, 1,

31; 6,11 n; V, 4, 4 n.

Avari, angel, Zs. 21, 5.

Avarethrabmi, priest, Int. 9, 64, 70
;

Dk.VII, 7, 20, 21.

Avarojtar, man, Zs. 23, 8.

Avesta, Int. 7, 30, 36, 37, 42, 49, 55,

64, 70, 78, 90; Dk. VII, 1, 44;
4, 63; 5, n; 6, 13, 14; 7, 5,

38, 39; 8, 2, 10, 22, 36; V, 2,

6 ; 4, 6.

Avesta scholars, Int. 78, 79, 90.

Avestic rites, Dk. VII, 7, 2.

Avirafshaneg, man, Dk. VII, 1, 34 n.

Jlyang^had, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70

;

Zs. 13, 6.

Jya%em, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70 n

;

Zs. 13, 6.

A%-\ Dahak, king, Dk. VII, 11, 3.

Babylon, Dk. VII, 4, 72, n.

Bactria, Int. 74.

Bahman, angel, Int. 41, 43.

BahmanYajt, MS., Int. 44.

Bahrain Gor, king, Int. 43.

Bahram-i Hamavand, king, Int. 43.

Bahram Khurzad, copyist, Dk. VII,

7, 14 n.

Bakvir, m., Dk. VII, 1, 39 n.

B^p'el, city, Int. 50 ; Dk. VII, 4, 72 ;

V, 2, 9.

Bartarush, karap, Int. 34, 35 ;
Dk.

VII, 5, 12 n.

Barzmkarus, man, Int. 34.

Barzu Kamdin, dastur, Int. 32.

Behistun inscription, Int. 70, 84.

Beta-Makdis=Jerusalem, Dk.V, 1,

Kitak, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70 ; Zs.

13,6.
Bor-tora, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70.

BraV-resh = Bradrok-resh, Int. 29;

Zs. 15, 3.

BraVrok-resh, karap, Int. 49 ;
Dk.

VII, 2, 9 n; 3, 20, 24, 28, 32,

39 n; 5, 12 n; V, 3, 2.

Bra^-royijn, karap, Zs. 15, 3.

Bra^-rukhsh, karap, Zs.15, 3 ; 17, 6.

BiW, demon, Dk. VII, 4, 37, 38.

Buddha, Int. 78.

Bukht-Narsih= Nebuchadnezzar, Int.

14 ; Dk. V, 1, 4, 5.

Bundahij, MS., Int. 15, 53-59, 61,

62, 68, 69.

Bursin-Mitro, fire, Zs. 23, 7.

Cambyses, king, Dk. VII, 4, 86 n.

Ch in Oriental words is printed K.

Christian persecution, Int. 63, 65.

Chronology, Int. 51-89.

Creator, Dk. VII, 1, 4-6, 8, 10, 11,

15, 19,21, 24, 25, 28, 41 ; 2, 2
;
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3, 61 ; 4, 2, 12, 41, 74, 75, 84,

85; 5, 12; 9, 6; 11, 6; V, 1,

1, 9; 2,i ; 4, 6.

Da^istan-i Dinik, MS., Int. 24 ; Zs.

12, o n.

Dadvo, month, Zs. 23, 9.

Dadvo-pavan-Mitro, day, Zs. 21, 4.

Dahak, king, Int. 12, 50, 55 ; Dk.
VII, 1, 26, 34 n; 4, 72 ; 10, 10;

V, 3, 3,; Zs. 12, 13 n; 23, 3.

Dahman Afrin, ritual, Int. 11 ; Dk.
VII, 9, 3.

Dait, r., Dk. VII, 2, 30.

Daiti, r., Int. 5, 18 ; Dk. VII, 3,

51, 54; 4, 29; 8, 60; 9, 23;
Zs. 21, 5, n; 22, 2, 9, 12.

Darai, king, Int. 54, 55.

Dare^a, r., Int. 29 ; Zs. 22, 12.

Darius Hystaspes, Int. 70, 79, 84, 88,

89 ; Dk. VII, 4, 86 n.

Darmesteter's hypothesis, Int. 89, 90.

Darun, rite, Int. 42.

Davans, man, Int. 29.

Demons, Int. 30, 36, 48, 49; Dk.
VII, 1, 9, 12, 13, 18, 19, 34; 2,
6

, 9, IO
, 43, 45, 48-50, 53, 60,

66-68; 3, 47, 50; 4, 4, 5, 14,

33-35, 40, 4 2
, 44-48, 50,52-54,

63, 80,87; 5, 8; 6, 7; 7, 14;
8, 46; V, 2, 6, 8, 13 ; Zs. 14,

2, 5, 6; 17, 4; 18, 1.

Demon-worship, Int. 50 ; Dk. VII,

4, 30, 35, 67; 7, 17, 36; V, 1,

5 ; 2, 4.

Demon-worshipper, Dk. VII, 1, 36
;

V, 37 ; 8, 7, 34 ;
V, 2, 8.

Destroyer, Dk. VII, 1, 5, 6 ; V, 2, 6.

Dhu Qiar, defeat at, Int. 61.

Dimavand, m., Zs. 23, 3 n.

Dinka™/, MS., Int. 1, 2, 21-23 : Dk.
V,l, 2 n.

Diogenes Laertius, Int. 71, 76.

Dk. V, i-iv, contents, Int. 14.

Dk. VII, Int. 2 ; contents, Int. 3-13.

Duk^aub, woman, Int. 55 ; Dk. VII,

2, 35, 41, 42, 46, 47 5 3, 3; V,

2, 2; Zs. 13, 1.

Duransarun, karap, Int. 34, 35.

Durasrobo, karap, Int. 49, 55 ; Dk.
VII, 2, 9 n; 3, 4, 8, 9, 11, 20,

32, 35,39, 41; 5, 12 n; Zs. 19,

1, 5, 7.

— prince, Dk. VII, 2,70; Zs. 13,6;
16, 13.

Drve Zenigak, chief, Dk. VII, 11, 3.

Eastwick's translation ofthe Zartujt

namah, Int. 31, 32.

fegiptos, land, Zs. 20, 4 n.

Enclosure made by Yim, Dk. VII,

1, 24.

Epistle of Manuj^ihar, Int. 25.

feriyfco, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70 n; Zs.

16, 13.

Eudoxus, Int. 71.

Evil spirit, Int. 55 ; Dk. VII, 1, 19 ;

2, 67 ; 4, 36, 39 ; 8, 47.

Exposition of the good religion, MS.,
Int. 2 ; Dk. VII, 1, 2, 4.

Farukhza^, priest, Dk. V, 1, 2,3.

Fiend, Int. 13; Dk. VII, 1, 6, 12,

13, 26, 32 ; 4, 36-39, 55, 57,

59-61; 8, 30, 32 ; 9,2 ; 10,5;
11, 7 ; V, 2, 6, 8 ; Zs. 17, 4.

Five dispositions of priests, MS., Zs.

24, 1-9.

Frada^/afsh, region, Dk. VII, 6, 12 n.

Fraguzak, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70 ;

Zs. 13, 6.

Frahanyan, patron., Dk. VII, 8, 55 ;

9, 18; 10, 15.

Frahimrvawa, man, Dk. VII, 2, 3.

Fratih, heretic, Dk. VII, 1, 36.

Frangrasiyak, king, Dk. VII, 1, 31,

39 ; 2, 69 ; 11, 3.

Frashojtar, priest, Int. 29, 30, 55 ;

Dk. VII, 6, 12; V, 2, 12; Zs.

23, 10.

Frasiyav= Frangrasiyak, Int. 55;
Dk. VII, 1, 39 n ; 2, 68 ; V, 3,

3 n ; Zs. 12, 3.

Fravak, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70 ; V, 4,

1, 2 ; Zs. 13, 6.

Fravashis, spirits, Int. 30, 55,72,75,
77.

Frazusak, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70;
Zs. 13, 6.

Fre*/un, king, Int. 33, 55 ; Dk. VII,

1, 25, 26, 28, 29, 34 n; 2, 61,

70 ; 11, 3 ; V, 1, 8 ; 4, 3 ; Zs.

13, 6 ; 23, 3 n.

Freno, woman, Zs. 13, 1 ; another,

23, 11.

Frij, man, Zs. 13, 6.

Gandarepo, monster, Dk. VII, 1, 32.

Gathas quoted, Zs. 15, 7.

Gaugamela, battle, Int. 54.

Gayoman/, man, Int. 3, 55, 77 ; Dk.
VII, 1,4, 6-9; 2,70; V, 1, 8;
Zs. 13, 6.
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Gefar-t6ra, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70.

Gobak-abu, woman, Dk. VII, 10, 15.

Good works, Dk. VII, 1, 6.

Gojurvan, Int. 29.

Gushnaspshah, king, Dk. VII, 7, 14 n.

Gujnasp fire, Int. 41 ; Zs. 22, 9 n.

Gujtasp, king, Int. 34, 36, 41-43.

Gfizak, princess, Dk. VII, 2, 70 ; Zs.

13,6.
GySmara, Int. 14 ; Dk. V, 1, 2, 3 ;

4,8.

Gamasp, priest, Int. 29, 30, 42, 55 ;

Dk. VII, 4, 77 n; 6, 12 n ; 7,

3 n; V, 2, 12; 3,4; Zs. 23, 10.

Hadish, angel, Int. 3, 48; Dk. VII,

1, 12, 13.

Hae\6a^aspas, family, Int. 30.

Hae&idaspo, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70;
Zs. 13, 6.

Hakhamanij, ruler, Int. 70.

Hangaurush, priest, Int. 55 ; Zs. 23,
10.

Hand, septuagenarian, Zs. 20, 4.

Haoma, angel, Int. 30.

Haoshyangha, king, Int. 30.

Hardhar, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70; Zs.

13,6.
Hasar of length, Zs. 12, 4.— time, Dk. VII, 4, 49.

Hazan, karap, Zs. 15, 3.

Hazarahs, Int. 43.

Heaven (best existence), Dk. VII, 6,

1, 11.— (supreme), Dk. VII, 1, 7, 24.

Hercules, Dk. VII, 1, 32 n.

Hermippus, Int. 71.

Horn-juice, Dk.VII,4, 85 ; Zs. 20,
15-

Horn plant, Int. 49, 55 ;
Dk. VII,

2, 14, 22, 23, 25, 26, 28-31, 34,

35, 46; 4, 85; Zs. 12, 12, 15;

13,4; 20, 16 ; 21, 5.

Horn-strainer, Dk. VII, 4, 85.

Horn-water, Int. 5, 6, 47 ; Dk. VII,

3, 51, 54 5 4, 29, 30, 32, 35.

Hoshang, king, Int. 3, 48, 55 ; Dk.
VII, 1, 16, 18; 2, 70; V, 1,

8 ; 4, 2 ; Zs. 13, 6.

Hugar, m., Zs. 22, 3.

Humai, queen, Int. 54, 55, 57.

Hundred-discipledom, Int. 54, 55.

Hutos, queen, Int. 29, 30 ; Dk. VII,

4, 86; 6, 11 n.

Hvobas, tribe, Int. 29 ; Dk. VII, 6,

12.

Hv6vi, woman, Dk. VII, 6, 12 n.

Hvyaonas, nation, Dk. VII, 4, 77 n.

Hystaspes, king, Int. 70.

Idolators, Dk. VII, 1, 18 n.

Idolatry, Int. 50; Dk. VII, 1, 19;

Idol-temple, Int. 50 ; Dk. VII, 1, 39.
India, Int. 43.
Iran, land, Int. 9, 43, 54 ; Dk. VII,

1, 30,3i, 33, 38, 50; 2, 62, 68 ;

4, 42, 81 n, 88, 89; 5, 5, 9; 7,

1, 2, 29, 33, 38, 39; 8, 1, 2, 4,

7-9, 19; 9, 13 ; V, 1, 5; 4, 1,

3; Zs. 12, 3, 8, 9; 21, 13; 23, 8.

Iranian, Int. 14 ; Dk. VII, 2, 63, 70
n ; 4, 90 ; V, 4, 6.

Iranian Bundahij, Dk. VII, 1, 34 n
;

2, 9 n; 7, 5 n; Zs. 22, 9 n.

— country, Dk. VII, 1, 37.— monarchy, Int. 43.
Iranians, Int. 11, 14; Dk. VII, 2,

63 ; 4, 42, 77 n; 8, 16 n ; 11,

3 n ; V, 3, 1 ; Zs. 15, 2.

fsa^vastar, man, Dk. VII, 8, 55 ; 9,

18^ 10, 15.

Isfendyar, prince, Int. 39, 42 ; Dk.
VII, 7, 5 n.

J in Oriental words is printed G.

Jerusalem, Int. 14 ; Dk. V, 1, 2 n.

Jews, Int. 14 ; Dk. V, 1, 2 n.

Kabed-uj-spae, wizard, Zs. 23, 10.

Kai= Kavig, Dk. VII, 4, 64; 8, 40,

60; 9, 23.

Kai-Arsh, prince, Dk. VII, 1, 35.
Kai-Kaus, priest, Int. 32.

Kai-Khusroi, king, Int. 12, 50, 5*
;

Dk. VII, 1,39; 10,io; 11,3;
V, 4, 4 n.

Kai-Koba^f, king, Int. 55 ; Dk. VII,

A
1, 33 5

a
6, 11 n; V, 4, 4 n.

Kai-Loharasp, king, Int. 14, 55 ; Dk.
V, 1, 5.

Kaisar, Int. 27 ; Dk. VII, 8, 42.

Kai-Siyavakhsh, prince, Dk. VII, 1,

Kai-Us, king, Int. 3, 15, 55; Dk.
VII, 1, 35, 37; 2, 62, 63, 65,

66; 6, 2 n; Zs. 12, 9-11, 14,

15, 17, 20, 21, 23, 24.

Kai-Vijtasp, king, Int. 3, 29, 55 ; Dk.
VII, 1, 4i,47, 49; 4, 1,76, 77,

86 ; 5, 6; 6, 4, 9, 11; 7, 39 5

11, 3; V, 1,5 n; 2,8, 11 ; 3, 1.

Kangd^a, fortress, Int. 7, 10, 43 ;
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Dk.VII,l, 38; 4, 81 n; 5, 12;
V, 3, 3 n.

Kanyisa, lake, Dk. VII, 11, 8.

Kar, fish, Zs. 22, 4 n.

Karap, Int. 4-6, 16, 17, 47, 49, 55 ;

Dk. VII, 2, 9, 45 ; 3, 4, 7-9,

11, 13, 15, 20, 24, 26, 28, 32,

34, 39, 41, 5o; 4, 2, 6, 14, 21,

25, 61, 64, 67 ; 8, 26, 40, 60
;

9,23; 10,5; V, 2, 3; Zs.15,
2; 16, 1-4,6-8; 17,i; 18,2,5,
7 ; 19, 1 ; 23, 5.

Karapans, Int. 30.

Kar^ar-tora, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70.

Karjipt, bird, Zs. 22, 4.

Karsna, man, Dk. VII, 7, 12 n.

KavaJ, king, Int. 58 ; Dk. VII, 7, 26.

Kava Husrava, king, Int. 30, 70.— Kavata, king, Int. 70.— Usa, king, Int. 70.

Kavig, Int. 4, 55; Dk. VII, 2, 9;
8, 18; Zs. 23, 5, 8.

Kavis, Int. 30.

Kavi Vijtaspa, king, Int. 30, 70 ; Dk.
VII, 7, 12 n.

Kayan glory, Dk. VII, 4, 43 ; 11, 3.

Kayans, Int. 3 ; Dk. VII, 1, 33 ; 2,

9 n; 7, 12; V, 1, 8 ; 4, 4, 5.

Keresaspo, hero, Int. 12, 29; Dk.
VII, 1, 32 ; 10,io; Zs.23, 311.

Kersevazd, prince, Dk. VII, 1, 39.

Khakan, Int. 27 ; Dk. VII, 8, 42.

Khalifah, Al-Mamun, Dk. V, 1, 2 n.

Khur, day, Zs. 23, 9.

Khurda</, angel, Dk. VII, 2, 19, 38 ;

5, 9 ; 8, 5 n; Zs. 22. 11.

Khurdad fire, Int. 41.

Khusro I, king, Int. 9, 26, 27, 58,

68; Dk. VII, 7, 26; V, 3, 3.— II, king, Int. 58, 61.

Khvaniras, region, Dk. VII, 1, 26
;

2, 70 ; V, 2, 9.

Khvetukdas, Int. 6, 47, 49 ; Dk. VII,

4,4n.
Khyons, nation, Int. 7, 55 ; Dk. VII,

4, 77,83,84, 87-90; 5, 7; V,

3, 1 ; Zs. 23, 8.

Kig, Int. 6, 47, 49 ; Dk. VII, 2, 9 n
;

3, 50; 4, 2, 6, 14, 67; 8, 26;
V, 2, 3.

Kirman, town, Zs. 12, o n.

Koba</, king, Dk. VII, 1, 35.

KokhareV, Zs. 15, 2.

Kundah, Int. 55 ; Zs. 23, 8.

Kutal-tora, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70 n.

ifaijpi.r, ruler, Int. 70.

[4?] N

Kekast, lake, Int. 50 ; Dk. VII, 1, 39.
£eshmak, demon, Dk. VII, 2, 44,

45 ; 4, 61.

YLikhshnus, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70 ;

Zs. 13, 6.

Kmvad bridge, Zs. 20, 5 n.

ittst, Zs. 16, 12.

Kitva&ad nask, Int. 3, 14, 20 ; Dk.
VII, 1, 34 n; 7, sn.

Zitr6-meh6n6, prince, Int. 10 ; Dk.
VII, 8, 45.

Macedon, Int. 55 n.

Mada, land, Dk. VII, 1,26.
Madigan-i Gu^astak Abalij, MS.,

Dk. V, 1, 2 n.

Mahrkus, wizard, Int. n, 55; Dk.
VII, 1, 24; 9, 3; V,3, 3.

Maidhyozaremaya, festival, Int. 18;
Zs. 21, 1 n.

Manih, heretic, Dk. VII, 7, 21 n ; V,

3,3.
Manujak, princess, Zs. 15, 2.

Manujir, for Manuj^ihar, Dk. VII,

1, 29 n.

Manuj-khurnak, man, Dk. VII, 2,
70 ; V, 4, 3 ; Zs. 13, <5.

MamLf-khurnar, man, Dk. VII, 2,

70 ; V, 4, 3 ; Zs. 13, 6.

Manuj&har, king, Int. 15, 16, 55 ;

Dk. VII, 1, 29-31 ; 2, 51 n, 70 ;

6, 11 n; 7, 21 ; V, 1, 8 ; 4, 3;
Zs. 12, 3; 13, 6; 15, 2 ; 16, 13.

Maraspend, priest, Int. 64, 88 ; Dk.
VII, 5, 5; 7, 19,20.

Marvels of Zoroastrianism, Int. 1.

Majvak, man, Dk. VII, 6, 11 n.

Masyaoi, woman, Int. 48, 55 ; Dk.
VII, 1, 9, 12-14.

Masye, man, Int. 48, 55 ; Dk. VII,

1, 9, n-14; 2, 70; V, 1, 8; 4,
I n ; Zs. 13, 6.

Mazandar, land, Dk. VII, 1, 26.

Mazandaran, land, Dk. VII, 1, 18 n.

Mazano, demons of, Dk. VII, 1, 18.

Mazda, Dk.VII, 9, 7-10.

Mazdag, heretic, Int. 26, 43 ; Dk.
VII, 7, 21, 26 n.

Mazdakites, sect, Int. 58.

Masiia-worship, Int. 15, 49; Dk.
VII, 1, 1, 2, 4, 41, 43, 44; 3,

35 n; 4, 2, 5,14, 33,34,74,79;
6, 4, 12 n; V, 1, 1.

Ma^a-worshippers, Dk. VII, 7, 5,

6, 9, 10, 23; 8, 28, 35, 51; 9,

2, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14; 10,4,6,
II ; 11, 8-10; Zs. 12, 2, 4.
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MeVyomah, man, Int. 18, 19, 29, 30,

55; Zs. 21, 3; 23,i,8, 11.

Messiah, Dk. V, 3, 3.

Millennial apostles, Int. 3.

Misr, land, Zs. 20, 4 n.

Mivan, river (?), Zs. 22, 8.

Murdcu/, angel, Dk. VII, 2, 38.

Namkhvast of the Hazars, Dk. VII,

4, 77 n.

Nasks, Int. 64.

Naydzem, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70.

Nebuchadnezzar, king, Int. 14 ; Dk.
V, 1, 2 n.

Neresang, for NerySsang, Dk. VII,

1, 29 n.

Neroksang, for Neryosang, Dk. VII,

2, 21 n, 70; 4, 84 n.

Neryosang, angel, Dk. VII, 1, 29 ;

2,21; 4,84,85; V,4, 6; Zs.

13, 5, 6.

Nevak-t6ra, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70.

Next-of-kin marriage, Dk. VII, 1,

10; 4, 5, 6, 8, 11 ; Zs. 23, 13.

Ninus, king, Int. 71, 74.

Nirangistan, MS., Zs. 13, 4 n.

Nivedij, man, Zs. 15, 5.

No^ar, man, Int. 17 ; Dk. VII, 2,

51; 3,19, 39; 4, 86 n; 6, 11 n;
Zs. 16, 11-13.

NcWariga, man, Zs. 15, 5.

Noiars, tribe, Dk. VII, 6, 11.

Non-Iranian, Dk. VII, 9, 13.

Noshervan, king, Int. 43.

NumuWarih-i Yazisno, MS., Zs. 13,

4-

Oldest dates explained, Int. 72.

Ordeal, Int. 7, 18, 64, 65 ; Dk. VII,

5, 4? 5 ; 7, 2 ; Zs. 21, 24-27.

Osthanes, Int. 73.

Ox, frontier-settling, Dk. VII, 2,

62-66
; Zs. 12, 8-25.

— sole-created, Int. 55, 77 ; Dk.
VII, 2, 67.

Oxyartes, king, Int. 74.

Pa^/ashkhvargar, land, Dk. VII, 7,

14 n.

Pa^iragtaraspo, man, Dk. VII, 2, 9,

10, 13, 70.

iW/raj/>=Paitiraspo, man, Dk.

^
VII, 2, 70; Zs. 13, 6.

Paings, meteors, Zs. 22, 9.

Papak, prince, Dk. VII, 7, 12.

ParslW-tora, man, Int. 6, 47 ; Dk.
VII, 4, 31-34.

Parsi calendar, Int. 79-89 ; how
rectified, Int. 85.

Patakhsrobo, king, Int. 3, 48; Dk.
VII, 1, 34.

Persia, Int. 55 n, 63, 79.

PeVdadian, Int. 3 ; Dk. VII, 2, 70.

Peshyotan, prince, Int. 7, 10, 42, 43 ;

Dk. VII, 4, 81 ; 5, 12; 6, 13;
V, 3, 3.

Pestilence, demon, Dk. VII, 4, 37,

38.

Plato, Int. 71, 77.
Pliny the Elder, Int. 71, 73, 75, 76.

PoruHst, woman, Int. 29, 30.

Porushaspo, man, Int. 4, 30, 49 ; Dk.
VII, 2, 10, 13, 21, 29-35, 39-

41, 46-48, 56-58, 70 ; 3, 3, 4,

7-ii, 13, i5, 21, 23, 24, 26, 27,

32, 34, 37, 38; V, 2, 2, 4; Zs.

13, 6; 14, 16; 15, 4; 16, 1,

3-6 ; 17, 2 ; 18, 1, 2, 4-6 ; 19,

1-4; 20,i,6; 21,3.
Pouruspadha, wizard, Zs. 23, 10 n.

Proconnesian Zoroaster, Int. 73.
Purtaraspo, man, Zs. 13, 6.

Pur-tora, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70.

Ra^an, man, Dk. VII, 2, 51 n, 70 n.

Ra^ijn, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70 n.

Rai, city, Int. 32.

Rak, man, Dk. VII, 2, 51 ; 3, 19,

39 ; or Ragh, Int. 17 ; Zs. 16,
11-13.

Ramak-tora, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70.

Rangujtar, man, Zs. 15, 5.

Rasastat, angel, Dk. VII, 4, 81 n.

Rashn, angel, Dk. VII, 7, 11.

Rashn-resh, apostate, Int. 9 ; Dk.
VII, 7, 11.

Rajtare-vaghe«t, priest, Int. 64, 70
;

Dk. VII, 7, 19 n.

Ratujtar, man, Zs. 15, 5.

Renovation of the universe, Int. 13,

55, 77; Dk. VII, 1, 41, 42, 54;
10, 10; 11, 10, 11 ; Zs. 23, 3.

Romans, Int. 63, 65.

Sacred beings, Int. 6, 15, 19, 48, 52,

55; Dk. VII, 1, 4, 12, 14, 41;
2, 10, 61, 62 ; 3, 47-49; 4,
21, 46, 62, 70, 80 ; 5, 12 ; 8, 6,

60 ; V, 2, 7 ; Zs. 14, 7 ; 21, 10.

Sacred fires, Dk. VII, 7, 2.

Sagastan, land, Int. 6, 47 ; Dk. VII,

4,31.
Salm, prince, Dk. VII, 1, 30.

Samak, man, Dk. VII, 1, 15.
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SSmin, patron., Dk. VII, 1, 32 ; V,

1,8.
Sanskrit, Int. 78.

Saoshyawt, apostle, Int. 30.

Sarai, town, Zs. 22, 8.

Sasanian, Int. 9, 31, 50, 57, 68, 69.

Sataves, star, Zs. 22, 9.

Selections of Za^-sparam, Int. 1,15,

24.

Semiramis, queen, Int. 71, 74.
Shahpuhar II, king, Int. 26, 58, 61,

63, 64, 88; Dk. VII, 7, 19 n.

— Ill, king, Int. 64, 87.

Sham= Sham, land, Zs. 20, 4 n.

Shapan, Dk. VII, 7, 3.

Shapigan or Shaspigan, Dk. VII, 7,

Shapir-abu, woman, Dk. VII, 9, 18.

Shatraver, angel, Dk. VII, 2, 19.

Shatver, angel, Zs. 22, 8.

SheVasfaj (Theodosius ?), Int. 10,

27 ; Dk. VII, 8, 47 n.

She</aspo, Dk. VII, $, 47-

Shemig-abu, woman, Dk. VII, 8, 55.

Sirkan, town, Zs. 12, o n.

Siyah-tora, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70.

Siyamak, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70; V,

1, 8 ; 4, 1 ; Zs. 13, 6.

Siyavakhsh, prince, Dk. VII, 1, 39.

S6g-t6ra, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70.

Soshans, apostle, Int. 12, 13, 55;
Dk. VII, 1, 42,53; 10, 10, 15;
11, 1, 2; V, 2, 15; 3, 3; Zs.

21,7.
Spendarma^, angel, Int. 6, 15, 55;

Dk. VII, 2, 19 ; 4, 57, 58 ; 8,

5 n ; Zs. 12, 2, 3, 5, 6 ; 16, 3 ;

22, 9 ; 23, 4.— month, Zs. 21, 1.

Spend-da^, prince, Int. 39, 55 ; Dk.
VII, 7, 5; V,2, 12.

Spend nask, Int. 1, 2, 14, 20, 27, 46 ;

Dk. VII, 2, 1 n.

Spe«to-khratwm, priest, Dk. VII, 7,

8, 10.

Speto-tora, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70.

Spitam, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70 ; Zs.

13, 6.

Spitamas, tribe, Int. 30; Dk. VII,

2, 9, 11, 29, 57 ; 7, 27 ; 8, 22,

35-

Spitoij, priest, Dk. VII, 6, 12.

Sritak= Thritak, man, Zs. 13, 6.

Srit6, hero, Int. 8, 15, 55 ; Dk. VII,

2, 63,64; 6, 2, 3, 5, 7-9, ii,

13; Zs. 12, 10, 12-14, 16, 18,

20, 22, 24, 25.

N

Srito, woman, Zs. 23, 11.

Srobovar, snake, Dk. VII, 1, 32.

Srosh, angel, Dk. VII, 3, 17 ; Zs.

16, 9 .

Srutvok-spaVak, priest, Dk. VII, 7,

8, 10.

SiL/kar nask, Int. 44.
Surak, land, Zs. 20, 4 n.

Senov, priest, Int. 9, 54, 55 ; Dk.
VII, 7,6; Zs. 23, 11.

Tabaristan, land, Dk. VII, 7, 14 n.

Takhmorup, king, Int. 48, 55 ; Dk.
VII, 1,19; V,l,8; 4,3.

Talmud, MS., Dk. V, 1, 2 n.

Tan^puhar, sin, Dk. VII, 4, 19, 20.

Tanvasar, priest, Int. 9, 62 ; Dk.
VII, 7, 14, i7, 18.

Tdz, man, Dk. VII, 1, 34.

Te^-end, r., Zs. 22, 7 n.

Ten admonitions, MS., Zs. 24, 10-

19.

Thritak, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70.

Tijtar, star, Dk. VII, 2, 38 n.

To^an, r., Zs. 22, 7.

Trojan war, Int. 71.

Tug-, prince, Dk. VII, 1, 30.

Tumasp, prince, Dk. VII, 1, 31.

Tur,land, Dk.VII, 1, 31, 39.— =Turanian, Int. 6, 47 ; Dk.VII,
4, 6-10, 14-16, 20; 5, 1211;

11, 3 ; V, 3, 2 ; Zs. 15, 3, 4 ;

17,6; 20,8.
Turan, land, Dk. VII, 2, 62 ; Zs.

12, 8, 9.

Turanian, Dk. VII, 2, 9 n, 63, 68
;

3, 28; 7,19; 9,13; Zs.12, 17.

Turkish demons, Dk. VII, 8, 47.

Urugadhaspy man, Dk. VII, 2, 70.

Usikhsh, Int. 30.

Uspasnu, man, Dk. VII, 6, 12 n.

Va^/ak, woman, Dk. VII, 2, 64 ; Zs.

12, 13.

Vadast=Vaedvoijt, Zs. 15, 3.

Faedist, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70; Zs.

13,6.
Vaedvout, karap, Int. 6, 47 ; Dk.

VII, 2, 9 n; 4, 21, 23, 24.

Vaegere^, prince, Int. 3 ; Dk. VII,

l,i6; V,4, 2.

Vakgir, land, Dk. VII, 1, 39.

Vanofravijn, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70.

Varahran fire, Zs. 22, 7.

Vars, hair, Dk.VII, 4, 85.
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Vantmansar nask, Int. 10.

Verethraghna, angel, Int. 30.

Vidsu/afsh, region, Dk. VII, 6, 12 n.

Vidrafr, wizard, Dk. VII, 4, 77 n.

Vi^trkar^-i Denig, MS., Dk. VII, 2,

70 n.

Virafsang, man, Dk. VII, 1, 34 n.

Visperad, MS., Int. 3.

Visraps, tribe, Dk. VII, 6, 2, 7, 9,

11 ; Zs. 12, 10 n.

VLrtasp, king, Int. 6-10, 14, 19, 29,

47,49, 52, 55, 7o; Dk. VII, 1,

2 ; 2, 9 n; 3, 31 ; 4, 63-67,

69-71, 74-76, 83-85, 89, 90;
5, 1, 2,6, 7, 12 ; 6, 1,2, 5,6,8,
11 n, 12-14; 7, 1, 2,5n, 38, 39;
V, 2, 8, 10 ; 3, 1 ; Zs. 16, 12,

13; 23,5,7-
Vivang,ha, man, Dk. VII, 1, 20 ; 2,

70 ; Zs. 13, 6.

Vizak, woman, Dk. VII, 2, 70 ; Zs.

13, 6.

Vohuman6, angel, Int. 5, 16, 55 ;

Dk. VII, 1, 4; 2, 17, 19, 24-26,

29, 33; 3, 17,22, 26,51,52,54,
56, 58-60, 62 ; 4, 29, 57, 74, 75,

78; 7, 19; V, 2, 5, 9 5 Zs. 14,
9-12; 16, 9 ; 20,3; 21,8, 11,

12; 22, 3, 6 n.

— king, Int. 9, 55 ;
Dk.VII,7, 5.

Vohiinem, man, Int. 55 ; Zs. 23, 8,

11.

Vohu-ro£6, man, Dk. VII, 8, 55; 9,
18 ; 10, 15.

Vologeses I, king, Int. 88, 89.— Ill, king, Int. 61, 88.

Wilson's Parsi Religion, Int. 31.
Witch, Dk. VII, 1, 19 ; 5, 8 ; V, 2,

3 ; Zs. 17, 4.

Witchcraft, Dk.VII, 2, 6, 7, 63 ; 3,

4, 8 ; 4, 72 ; 5, 8 ; 8, 6.

Wizard, Dk. VII, 1, 19, 31, 39 ; 2,

8, 53, 54, 66; 3, 5, 42-44; 8,
29; V, 2, 3, 4, 8; Zs. 14, 3, 13,

16; 16,2, 3; 17,4; 18, 1,5.
Wrath, demon, Int. 16.

Xanthus of Lydia, Int. 71.
Xerxes, king, Int. 71, 73.

YaAar-i Zariran, MS., Dk. VII, 4,
77 n, 86 n.

Yatha-ahfi-vairy6, Dk. VII, 1, 4 n,
12 n; 4, 41, 56, 61.

Yazdakar*/ 1, king, Int. 64, 66, 87,
88 n.

— II and III, kings, Int. 58, 61.

Yim, king, Int. 55 ; Dk.VII, 1, 20-

22, 24, 25, 26 n, 32, 36 ; 2, 21,

59-61, 70; 9, 4; V, 1, 8; 2, 2,

9 ; 4, 3 ; Zs. 13, 5, 6 ; 15, 2 n.

Yimak, princess, Zs. 15, 2 n.

Yim's enclosure, Int. 11.

Yu^yast, meas., Dk. VII, 3, 16, 45.

Za^-sparam, priest, Int. 15, 25 ; Zs.

12, o n.

Zagh, man, Dk. VII, 6, 1 1 n.

Zainigav, prince, Dk. VII, 1, 34 n.

Zak, karap, Dk. VII, 2, 9 n ; 4, 64,

67.

Zand, Int. 37 ; Dk. VII, 8, 22, 36;
V, 3, 4.

Zarathiutra, apostle, Int. 30 ; Dk.
VII, 1, 34 n.

Zaratujt, apostle, Int. 1-4, 6-8, 10,

15-17, 19, 20, 29, 32-43,46-50,

52, 55, 61, 70-75, 77, 78 ; Dk.
VII, 1, 3, 34, 43, 5i ; 2, 2, 3,

9n, 10, 14, 15-22, 24 n, 27, 29,

36-40, 42, 43, 46, 47, 52, 53, 56,

60, 61, 64, 68-70; 3, 1 n, 4,

5, 7-9, n-16, 20, 22, 32, 33, 36,

38-43, 46, 51, 54, 57, 59, 61,

62 ; 4, 3-6, 11, 12, 14, 16-19,

22-27, 29-31, 33-36, 38,40-43,

45, 47-49, 51-55, 57, 58, 60, 61,

63, 64, 66, 67, 69, 70, 72-74, 86,

90; 5, 1, 2, 4-8; 6, 1, 12, 13;
7, 2, 14, 18, 19, 22, 29, 33-35,

37; 8, 1, 24, 25, 27, 29, 36, 38,

40, 42,43,48,5o,5i,55, 56,59;
9, 1, 6, 18, 19; 10, 15; V, 1,

7 ; 2, 1 ; 3, 1, 2, 4 ; Zs. 12, 6,

7; 13, 1,4-6; 14, 1, 2, 8, 12,

15; 15, 1, 3, 4-6; 16, 1-4, 6,

7,9-13; 17,i, 6; 18, 2, 3, 6,

7; 19, 2, 4-7; 20, 2, 5, 9, 11-

13, 16; 21,2, 3, 5-9, 11, 12, 14,

15, 17, 24; 22, 2, 3,6-12, 13 n;

23, i,7-n, 13.

Zaratujt of the Spitamas, Dk. VII,

1,2,8,41,43,44; 2,67,68; 3,

55, 56, 58, 60; 4, 15, 32, 39,

59, 75, 79,8i, 82, 86, 89; 5, 3;
7, 28; 8, 23, 31, 32, 34; V, 1,

7 5 Zs. 12, 12 ; 21, 10.

Zaratujt, priest, Int. 64, 66, 70, 88.

Zaratujt-namak of Zs., contents,
Int. 15-19 ; MSS., Int. 24.
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Zaratujtship, Dk. V, 4, 6.

Zarir, prince, Dk. VII, 4, 77 n; V,

2, 12.

Zartujt Bahram Pasdii, writer, Int.

32, 43, 46.

Zartujt-namah, Persian, Int. 31, 45,

46 ; Dk. VII, 4, 70 n ; 5, 12 n

;

contents, Int. 32-44.
Zbaurvawt, man, Dk. VII, 7, 12 n.

Zend, r., Zs. 22, 7 n.

Zoij, man, Dk. VII, 2, 3, 4.

Zondak, r., Zs. 22, 7 n.

Zoroaster, Int. 74, 75.

Zoroastrian epoch, Int. 52.— legends, Int. 14, 20, 27, 51, 59;
scattered in other Pahl. texts,

Int. 29; in Av., Int. 30, 31.

Zoti, priest, Dk.VII, 8, 8.

Zrayang,htfii, priest, Dk. VII, 7, 8,

10.

Zusak, man, Dk. VII, 2, 70; Zs.

13,6.

N



ERRATUM.

P. 20, 1. 4. The name of the district of Alak should probably be read

Arak, as the province is called Ragh in Zs. XVI, 13.
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I, LITERATURE AND PHILOLOGY.

SECTION I.

DICTIONARIES, GRAMMARS, &C.

ANGLO-SAXON. An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary, based on the
MS. Collections of the late Joseph Bosworth, D.D., Professor of Anglo-

Saxon, Oxford. Edited and enlarged by Prof. T. N. Toller, M.A.

Parts I-III. A-SAR. 4to, stiff covers, 15*. each.

Part IV. Sect. I. SAK-SWi©RIAN. $s.6d.

The Student's Dictionary of Anglo-Saxon. By H.
Sweet, M.A., Ph.D., LL.D., small 4to, 8s. 6d. net.

ARABIC. A Practical Arabic Grammar. Compiled by A. O.
Green, Lieut.-Colonel, R.E.

Parti. Third Edition. Enlarged. Crown 8vo, 7*. 6d.

Part II. Third Edition. Enlarged and Revised. 10s. 6d.

BENGALI. Grammar of the Bengali Language ; Literary
and Colloquial. By JohnBeames. Crown 8vo, cloth, 7,9. 6d.; cut flush, 6s.

Oxford : Clarendon Press. London : Henry Fbowdb, Amen Corner, E.C.

B
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BURMESE. A Burmese Reader. By R. F. St. Andrew
St. John, Hon. M.A. Crown 8vo, ios. 6d.

CELTIC. Ancient Cornish Drama. Edited and translated

by E. Norms, with a Sketch of Cornish Grammar, an Ancient Cornish

Vocabulary, &c. 2 vols. 8vo, il. is.

The Sketch of Cornish Grammar separately, stitched, 2*. 6d.

CHINESE. A Handbook of the Chinese Language. By
James Summers. 8vo, half-bound, il. $s.

ENGLISH. A NEW ENGLISH DICTIONARY, on
Historical Principles : founded mainly on the materials

collected by the Philological Society. Imperial 4to.

I A >

£ * '
L

Vol. I.
j [

Edited by Dr. Murray Half-morocco 2 12 6

Vol. II. C Edited by Dr. Murray Half-morocco 212 6

See also page 6.

FINNISH. A Finnish Grammar. By C. N. E. Eliot, M.A.
Crown 8vo, roan, 10s. 6d.

GOTHIC. A Primer of the Gothic Language ; with Gram-
mar, Notes, and Glossary. By Joseph Weight, Ph.D. Extra fcap.

8vo, cloth, 4*. 6d.

GREEK. A Greek-English Lexicon, by H. G. Liddell, D.D.,
and Robert Scott, D.D. Seventh Edition^ Revised and Augmented
throughout. 4to, il. 16s.

An Intermediate Greek-English Lexicon, founded upon
the Seventh Edition of the above. Small 4to, 12*. 6d.

A Greek-English Lexicon, abridged from Liddell and
Scott's 4to edition, chiefly for the use of Schools. Twenty-fifth Edition.

Square i2mo, J8. 6d.

A Concordance to the Septuagint and the other
Greek Versions of the Old Testament (including the Apocryphal Books).

By the late Edwin Hatch, M.A., and Henry Kedpath, M.A. In six

Parts, Imperial 4to, each 2 is.

Oxford: Clarendon Press.



Dictionaries, Grammars, &c.

GREEK [continued). A copious Greek-English Vocabulary,
compiled from the best authorities. 241110, 3*.

Etymologicon Magnum. Ad Codd. mss. recensuit et
notis variorum instruxit T. Gaisford, S.T.P. 1848. fol. iZ. 12s.

Suidae Lexicon. Ad Codd. mss. recensuit T. Gaisford,
S.T.P. Tomilll. 1834. fol. 2I. 2s.

HEBREW. A Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old
Testament, with an Appendix containing the Biblical Aramaic, based on
the Thesaurus and Lexicon of Gesenius, by Francis Brown, D.D.,
S. K. Driver, D.D., and C. A. Briggs, D.D. Parts I—V. Small
4to, 2*. 6d. each. Part VI. [In the Press.']

The Book of Hebrew Roots, by Abu 'l-WalId MarwAn
ibn Janah, otherwise called Rabb! Yonah. Now first edited, with an
Appendix, by Ad. Neubauer. 4to, 2I. Js. 6d.

A Treatise on the use of the Tenses in Hebrew. By
S. B. Driver, D.D. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, 7*. 6d.

HINDUSTANI. A Hindustani Grammar. By A. O. Green,
Lieut.-Colonel, R.E.

Part I. Crown 8vo, cloth, price 8s. 6d. Part II. 7s. 6d.

ICELANDIC. An Icelandic-English Dictionarj', based on the
MS. collections of the late Richard Cleasby. Enlarged and completed
by G. Vigfusson, M.A. 4to, 3Z. 7s.

A List of English Words the Etymology of which
is illustrated by comparison with Icelandic. Prepared in the form
of an Appendix to the above. By W. W. Skeat, Litt.D. Stitched, 2s.

An Icelandic Primer, with Grammar, Notes, and
Glossary. By Henry Sweet, M.A., Ph.D. Second Edition. Extra fcap.

8vo, 3s. 6d.

An Icelandic Prose Reader, with Notes, Grammar, and
Glossary, by Dr. Gudbrand Vigfusson and F. York Powell, M.A.
Extra fcap. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

LATIN. A Latin Dictionary, founded on Andrews' edition of
Freund's Latin Dictionary, revised, enlarged, and in great part rewritten
by Charlton T. Lewis, Ph.D., and Charles Short, LL.D. 4to, il. 5*.

London : Henry Frowde, Amen Corner, E.C.
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"LATIN (continued). A School Latin Dictionary. By Charlton
T. Lewis, Ph.D. Small 4to, i8s.

An Elementary Latin Dictionary. By Charlton
T. Lewis, Ph.D. Square 8vo, Js. 6d.

Scheller's Dictionary of the Latin Language, revised
and translated into English by J. E. Kiddle, M.A. 1835. f°l» 1 ^" ls -

Contributions to Latin Lexicography. By Henry
Nettleship, M.A. 8vo, 21s.

MELANESIA!?. The Melanesian Languages. By Robert
H. Codrington, D.D., of the Melanesian Mission. 8vo, 18s.

RUSSIAN. A Grammar of the Russian Language. By
W. R. Morpill, M.A. Crown 8vo, 6s.

SANSKRIT. A Practical Grammar of the Sanskrit Language,
arranged with reference to the Classical Languages of Europe, for the use
of English Students, by Sir M. Monier-Williams, D.C.L. Fourth
Edition. 8vo, 15s.

A Sanskrit-English Dictionary, Etymologically and
Philologically arranged, with special reference to Greek, Latin, German,
Anglo-Saxon, English, and other cognate Indo-European Languages.
By Sir M. Monier-Williams, D.C.L. 4to, 4I. 14s. 6d.

Nalopakhyanam. Story of Nala, an Episode of the
Mah^-Bharata : the Sanskrit text, with a copious Vocabulary, and an
improved version of Dean Milman's Translation, by Sir M. Monier-
Williams, D.C.L. Second Edition, Revised and Improved. 8vo, 15*.

Sakuntala. A Sanskrit Drama, in Seven Acts. Edited
by Sir M. Monier-Williams, D.C.L. Second Edition. 8vo, 21s.

SWAHILI. English- Swahili Dictionary. By A. C. Madan,
M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, >]s. 6d. net.

SYRIAC. Thesaurus Syriacus : collegerunt Quatremere, Bern-
stein, Lorsbach, Arnoldi, Agrell, Eield, Roediger: edidit R. Payne
Smith, S.T.P.

Vol. I, containing Fasciculi I-V, sm.fol., 5Z. 5s.

The First Five Fasciculi may also he had separately.

Fasc. VI, il. is.; VII, il. us. 6d.; VIII, iZ. 16s.; IX, il. 55.

Compendious Syriac Dictionary. Founded upon the
above, and edited by J. Payne Smith (Mrs. Margoliouth). Part I,

8s. 6d. net.

Oxford : Clarendon Press.
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TAMIL. First Lessons in Tamil. By G. U. Pope, D.D.
Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo, 7*. 6d.

The First Catechism of Tamil Grammar. By G. U. Pope,
D.D., with an English Translation by D. S. Herrick, B.A. Crown 8vo, 3*!.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL WORKS.

Cotton's Typographical Gazetteer. 1831. 8vo, 12*. 6d.

Typographical Gazetteer. Second Series. 1866. 8vo,
12*. 6d.

Dowling(J. G.). Notitia Scriptorum SS.Patrum aliorumque
vet. Eccles. Mon. quae in Collectionibus Anecdotorum post annum Christi

mdcc. in lucem editis continentur. 8vo, 4s. 6d.

Ebert's Bibliographical Dictionary, translated from the
German. 4 vols. 1837. 8vo, iZ. 10*.

The Early Oxford Press. A Bibliography of Printing and
Publishing at Oxford, ' I468'-i640. With Notes, Appendices, and Illus-

trations. By Falconer Madan, M.A. Demy 8vo, cloth, j8s.

London : Henry Frowde, Amen Corner, E.C.
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SECTION II.

ANGLO-SAXON AND ENGLISH.

HELPS TO THE STUDY OF THE LANGUAGE AND
LITERATURE.

A NEW ENGLISH DICTIONARY on Historical Prin-
ciples, founded mainly on the materials collected by the Philological

Society. Imperial 4to.

Peesent State of the Woek. £ 9 *
\ A )

Vol. I. Edited by Dr. Murray Half-morocco 212 6

Vol. II. C Edited by Dr. Murray Half-morocco 2 12 6

/ D-Depravation ....086
( D Edited by Dr. Murray ) Depravative-Distrustful . o 12 6

( Distrustfully-Doom ...026
(The remainder of the Letter D isfar advanced.)

!E-Every 012 6

Everybody-Ezod. .050
/F-Field 076

F Edited by Henry Bradley . J
Field-Fish

. ...026
Fish-Flexuose ..026
^Flexuosity-Foister .026

j

{The remainder of the Letter F isfar advanced.)
I G To be edited by Henry Bradley. In Preparation.

"Vcl. III. i

Vol. IV.
I

V One Section at least, consisting of Sixty-four Pages, is now published
Quarterly at Half-a-Crown.

The Dictionary is also, as heretofore, issued in the original Parts, of
which thefollowing are already published

:

—
Series I. Parts I-VII. A-Crouching ....... each o 12 6

„ Part VIII. Crouchmas-Depravation 0126
, Part IX. Depravative-Distrustful 0126

Series II. Part I. E-Every 0126
„ * Part II. Everybody-Field 0126

Oxford: Clarendon Press



Anglo-Saxon and English.

Bosworth and Toller. An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary, based
on the MS. collections of the late Joseph Bosworth, D.D. Edited and
enlarged by Prof. T. N. Toller, M.A. Parts I-JII. A-SAR. 4to, stiff

covers, 15*. each. Part IV. Sect. I. SAR-SWtoRIAN. 8s. 6d.

Earle. A Book for the Beginner in Anglo-Saxon. By
John Earle, M.A. Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2*. 6d.

The Philology of the English Tongue. Fifth Edition,
Newly Revised. Extra fcap. 8vo, 8*. 6d.

Mayhew. Synopsis of Old English Phonology. By A. L.
Mayhew, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, bevelled boards, 8s. 6d.

Mayhew and Skeat. A Concise Dictionary of Middle English,
from a.d. 1 1 50 to 1580. By A. L. Mayhew, M.A., and W. W. Skeat,
Litt.D. Crown 8vo, half-roan, 7*. 6d.

Skeat. An Etymological Dictionary of the English Language,
arranged on an Historical Basis. By W. W. Skeat, Litt.D. Second
Edition. 4to, 2I. 4,?.

A Supplement to the First Edition of the above. 4to, 2s. 6d.

A Concise Etymological Dictionary of the English
Language. Sixth Edition. Crown 8vo, 5s. 6d.

Principles of English Etymology. First Series. The
Native Element. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 10*. 6d.

— Principles of English Etymology. Second Series.

The Foreign Element. Crown 8vo, ios.6d.

— A Primer of English Etymology. Second and Revised
Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, stiff covers, is. 6d.

— A Student's Pastime : being a select series of Articles
reprinted from ' Notes and Queries.' Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d. net.

Twelve Facsimiles of Old English Manuscripts, with
Transcriptions and an Introduction. 4to, paper covers, 7*. 6d.

Stratmann. A Middle English Dictionary, containing Words
used by English Writers from the Twelfth to the Fifteenth Century. By
Francis Henry Stratmann. A New Edition, Re-arranged, Revised, and
Enlarged by Henry Bradley, M.A. Small 4to, half-morocco, il. us. 6d.

London: Henry Frowde, Amen Corner, E.C.
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Sweet. A New English Grammar, Logical and Historical.
Part I. Introduction, Phonology, and Accidence. By Henby Sweet,
M.A. Crown 8vo, ios. 6d.

A Short Historical English Grammar. Extra fcap. 8vo,
4s. 6d,

— A Primer of Historical English Grammar. Extra
fcap. 8vo, 2*.

— History of English Sounds from the Earliest Period.
With full Word-Lists. 8vo, 14*.

— The Student's Dictionary of Anglo-Saxon. Small 4(0,
8s. 6d. net.

— An Anglo-Saxon Primer, with Grammar, Notes, and
Glossary. Seventh Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2*. 6d.

— An Anglo-Saxon Reader. In Prose and Verse. With
Grammatical Introduction, Notes, and Glossary. Seventh Edition, Revised
and Enlarged. Crown 8vo. 9*. 6d.

— A Second Anglo-Saxon Reader. Extra fcap. 8vo, 4*. 6d.

— Old English Reading Primers :

I. Selected Homilies of iElfric. Second Edition, 2s.

II. Extracts from Alfred's Orosius. Second Edition, 2s.

— First Middle English Primer, with Grammar and
Glossary. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2*. 6d.

— Second Middle English Primer. Extracts from Chaucer,
with Grammar and Glossary. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

— Elementarbuch desGesprochenenEnglisch. Grammatik,
Texte und Glossar. Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, stiff covers, 28. 6d.

— A Primer of Spoken English. Second Edition, Revised.
Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

— An Icelandic Primer, with Grammar, Notes and Glos-
sary. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3*. 6d.

— A Primer of Phonetics. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3$. 6d.

— A Manual of Current Shorthand, Orthographic and
Phonetic. Crown 8vo, 48. 6d.

Oxford: Clarendon Press.
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Tancock. An Elementary English Grammar and Exercise
Book. By O. W. Tancock, M.A. Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

An English Grammar and Reading Book, for Lower
Forms in Classical Schools. Fourth Edition . Extra fcap. 8vo, 3*. 6d.

Saxon Chronicles. Two of the Saxon Chronicles Parallel

;

with Supplementary Extracts from the others. A Revised Text. Edited,
with Introduction, Notes, Appendices, and Glossary, by C. Plummek,
M.A., and J. Earle, M.A. Vol. I. Text, Appendices, and Glossary.

10s. 6d.

(787-1001 a.d.) Crown 8vo, stiff covers, 3*.

Specimens of Early English. A New and Revised Edition.
With Introduction, Notes, and Glossarial Index.

Part I. From Old English Homilies to King Horn (a.d. 1150 to a.d.

1300). By R. Morris, LL.D. Second Edition. Extra fcap. &vo, 9*.

Part II. From Robert of Gloucester to Gower (a.d. 1298 to a.d. 1393).
By R. Morris, LL.D., and W. W. Skbat, Litt.D. Third Edition,
Revised. Extra fcap. 8vo, 7*. 6d.

Specimens of English Literature, from the * Ploughman's
Crede' to the 'Shepheardes Calender' (a.d. 1394 to a.d. 1579). With
Introduction, Notes, and Glossarial Index. By W. W. Skeat, Litt.D.

Fifth Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 7*. 6d.

Typical Selections from the best English Writers, with
Introductory Notices. In 2 vols. Second Edition. Extra fcap.8vo, 3*. 6d.

each.

Vol.1. Latimer to Berkeley. Vol.11. Pope to Macaulay

.

London : Henry Frowde, Amen Corner, E.C.
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A SERIES OF ENGLISH CLASSICS.

The Deeds of Beowulf. An English Epic of the Eighth
Century done into Modern Prbse. With an Introduction and Notes, by
John Earle, M.A. Crown 8vo, 8*. 6d.

The Gospel of St. Luke in Anglo-Saxon. Edited from
the MSS. With Introduction, Notes, and Glossary. By James W.
Bright, Ph.D. Extra fcap. 8vo, 5*.

The Ormulum, with the Notes and Glossary of Dr. R. M.
White. Edited by R. Holt, M.A. 2 vols. Extrafcap. 8vo, il. is.

CHAUCER.

The Complete Works of Geoffrey Chaucer. Edited, from
numerous Manuscripts, by W. W. Skeat, Litt.D. In Six Volumes,
demy 8vo, with Portrait and Facsimiles. Price 4L i6«s\, or 16*. each
volume.

Chaucerian and other Pieces. Edited from numerous
Manuscripts, by W. W. Skeat, Litt.D. Price to Subscribers, 12*.

\_Nearly ready.

The Prologue to the Canterbury Tales. (School Edition.)
Edited by W. W. Skeat, Litt.D. Extra fcap. 8vo, is.

The Prologue, the Knightes Tale, The Nonne Preestes
Tale; from the Canterbury Tales. Edited by R. Morris, LL.D. A
New Edition, with Collations and Additional Notes by W. W. Skeat,

Litt.D. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

The Prioresses Tale; Sir Thopas; The Monkes Tale;
The Clerkes Tale ; The Sqnieres Tale, &c. Edited by W. W. Skeat,
Litt.D. Fifth Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 4s. 6d.

The Tale of the Man of Lavve ; The Pardoneres Tale

;

The Second Nonnes Tale ; The Chanouns Yemannes Tale. By
W. W. Skeat, Litt.D. New Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 4s. 6d.

Minor Poems. Edited by W. W. Skeat, Litt.D. Second
Edition. Crown 8vo, 10*. 6d.

The Hous of Eame. Edited by W. W. Skeat, Litt.D.
Crown 8vo, paper boards, 2*.

The Legend of Good Women. Edited by W. W. Skeat,
Litt.D. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Oxford; Clarendon Press.
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CHAUCER (continued).

The Student's Chaucer. Being a complete Edition of his
Works, edited from numerous MSS., with Introduction and Glossary, by
W. W. Skeat, Litt.D. In one vol., crown 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d.

The Oxford Chaucer. On India Paper, cloth extra, 9*. 6d.

LANGLAND (W.).

The Vision of William concerning Piers the Plowman, in
three Parallel Texts; together with Richard the Redeless. By William
Langland (about 1 362- j 399 a.d.). Edited from numerous Manuscripts,
with Preface, Notes, and a Glossary, by W. W. Skeat, Litt.D. 2 vols.

8vo, il. 11*. 6d.

The Vision of William concerning Piers the Plowman, by
William Langland. Edited, with Notes, by W. W. Skeat, Litt.D.

Sixth Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 4s. 6d.

Gamelyn, The Tale of. Edited, with Notes, Glossary, &c, by
W. W. Skeat, Litt.D. Second Edition, Revised. Extra fcap. 8vo, stiff

covers, is. 6d.

Wycliffe.

The Books of Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and
the Song of Solomon : according to the Wycliffite Version made by
Nicholas de Hereford, about a.d. 1381, and Revised by John
Purvey, about a.d. 1388. With Introduction and Glossary by
W. W. Skeat, Litt.D. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3*. 6d.

The New Testament in English, according to the
Version by John Wycliffe, about a.d. 1380, and Revised by John
Purvey, about a.d. 1388. With Introduction and Glossary by
W. W. Skeat, Litt.D. Extra fcap. 8vo, 6s.

Minot (Laurence). Poems. Edited, with Introduction and
Notes, by Joseph Hall, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 4*. 6d.

Spenser's Faery Queene. Books I and II. Designed chiefly
for the use of Schools. With Introduction and Notes by G. W. Kitchin,
D.D., and Glossary by A. L. Mayhew, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s.6d. each.

Hooker. Ecclesiastical Polity, Book I. Edited by R. W.
Church, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2*. [See also p. 65.]

London : Henry Fhowde, Amen Corner, E.G.
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OLD ENGLISH DRAMA.

York Plays. The Plays performed by the Crafts or
Mysteries of York, on the day of Corpus Christi, in the 14th, 15th,

and 16th centuries; now first printed from the unique manuscript
in the library of Lord Ashburnham. Edited, with Introduction and
Glossary, by Lucy Toulmin Smith. 8vo, il. is.

English Miracle Plays, Moralities, and Interludes.
Specimens of the Pre-Elizabethan Drama. Edited, with an Introduc-
tion, Notes, and Glossary, by Alfred W. Pollard, M.A. Second
Edition. Crown 8vo, 78. 6d.

The Pilgrimage to Parnassus, with the Two Parts of
the Return from Parnassus. Three Comedies performed in St. John's
College, Cambridge, a.d. mdxcvii-mdci. Edited from MSS. by
W. D. Macray, M.A., F.S.A. Medium 8vo, bevelled boards, gilt

top, 8*. 6d.

Marlowe's Edward II. With Introduction, Notes, &c.
By O. W. Tancock, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, stiff

covers, 2*. ; cloth, 3*.

Marlowe and Greene. Marlowe's Tragical History of
Dr. Faustus, and Greene's Honourable History of Eriar Bacon and
Friar Bungay. Edited by A. W. Ward, Litt. D. New and Enlarged
Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s. 6d.

SHAKESPEARE. Select Plays. Extra fcap. 8vo, stiff covers.

Edited by W. G. Clark, M.A., and W. Aldis Wright, D.C.L.

The Merchant of Venice. 15. Macbeth, is. 6d.

Richard the Second. is.6d. Hamlet. 2s.

Edited by W. Aldis Wright, D.C.L.

The Tempest, is. 6d. Midsummer Night's Dream, is. 6d.

As You Like It. is.6d. Coriolanus. 2s. 6d.

Julius Caesar. 2 s. Henry the Fifth. 2 s.

Richard the Third. 2s. 6d. Twelfth Night, is. 6d.

King Lear. 15. 6d. King John. is. 6d.

Henry the Eighth. 25. Much Ado about Nothing, is. 6d.

Shakespeare as a Dramatic Artist; a popular Illustration
of the Principles of Scientific Criticism. By R. G. Moulton, M.A.
Third Edition, Enlarged. Crown 8vo, 7*. 6d.

Oxford: Clarendon Press.
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Bacon.

Advancement of Learning1

. Edited by W. Aldis
Wright, D.C.L. Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 4*. 6d.

The Essays. Edited, with Introduction and Illustrative
Notes, by S. H. Reynolds, M.A. 8 vo, half-bound, 1 2*. 6d.

MILTON.
Areopagitica. With Introduction and Notes. By

John W. Hales, M.A. Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s.

Poems. Edited by R. C. Browne, M.A. In two
Volumes. New Edition, Revised. Extra fcap. 8vo, 6s. 6d.

Sold separately, Vol. I, 4*. ; Vol. II, 3s.

In paper covers

:

Lycidas, 3d. Comus, 6d.

Edited with Notes, by O. Elton, B.A.

Lycidas, 6d. L'Allegro, $d. II Penseroso, 4c?. Comus, is.

Paradise Lost. Book I. Edited by H. C. Beeching,
M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, stiff covers, is. 6d. ; in Parchment, 3s. 6d.

Paradise Lost. Book II. Edited by E. K. Chambers,
B.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 1$. 6d.

Books I and II combined, 2*. 6d.

Samson Agonistes. Edited, with Introduction and
Notes, by J. Churton Collins, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, stiff covers, is.

Milton's Prosody. By Robert Bridges. Extra fcap. 8vo,

stiff covers, is. 6d.

Bunyan.

The Pilgrim's Progress, Grace Abounding, Relation
of the Imprisonment of Mr. John Bunyan. Edited, with Bio-

graphical Introduction and Notes, by E. Venables, M.A. Extra
fcap. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

The Holy War, and The Heavenly Footman. Edited
by Mabel Peacock. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Puller. Wise Words and Quaint Counsels of Thomas Fuller.

Selected by Augustus Jessopp, D.D. Crown 8vo, 6s.

London : Henry Frowde, Amen Corner, E.C.
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Clarendon.

History of the Rebellion. Book VI. Edited by T.
Arnold, M.A. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Characters and Episodes of the Great Rebellion.
Selections from Clarendon. Edited by G. Boyle, M.A., Dean of

Salisbury. Crown 8vo, gilt top, 7*. 6d. [See also p. 67.]

Dryden. Select Poems. (Stanzas on the Death of Oliver
Cromwell; Astraea Redux ; Annus Mirabilis ; Absalom and Achitophel

;

Religio Laici ; The Hind and the Panther.) Edited by W. D. Christie,
M.A. Fifth Edition. Revised by C. H. Firth, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo,
3*. 6d.

An Essay of Dramatic Poesy. Edited, with Notes, by
Thomas Arnold, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Locke. Conduct of the Understanding. Edited, with Intro-
duction, Notes, &c, by T. Fowler, D.D. Third Edition. Extra fcap.

8vo, 2s. 6d.

Addison. Selections from Papers in the Spectator. With
Notes. By T. Arnold, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 4s. 6d.

Steele. Selections from the Tatler, Spectator, and Guardian.
Edited by Austin Dobson. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 78. 6d.

Swift. Selections from his Works. Edited, with Life, In-
troductions, and Notes, by Henry Craik. Two Vols. Crown 8vo,

cloth extra, 15,9.

Each volume may be had separately, price 7s. 6d.

Pope. Select Works. With Introduction and Notes. By
Mark Pattison, B.D.

Essay on Man. Sixth Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

Satires and Epistles. Fourth Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 28.

Farnell. The Hermit. Paper covers, 2d.

Thomson. The Seasons, and The Castle of Indolence. Edited
by J. Logie Kobertson, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 4s. 6d.

The Castle of Indolence. By the same Editor. Extra
fcap. 8vo, 1*. 6d.

Gray. Selected Poems. Edited by Edmund Gosse, M.A.
Extra fcap. 8vo. In Parchment, 38.

Oxford : Clarendon Press.
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Gray. The same, together with Supplementary Notes for

Schools, by Foster Watson, M.A. Stiff covers, i«. 6d.—• Elegy, and Ode on Eton College. Paper covers, 2d.

Chesterfield. Lord Chesterfield's Worldly Wisdom. Selec-
tions from his Letters and Characters. Edited by G. Birkbeck Hill,
D.G.L. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Goldsmith.

Selected Poems. Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by
Austin Dobson. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3*. 6d.

The Traveller. Edited by G. Birkbeck Hill, D.C.L.
Stiff covers, r*.

The Deserted Village. Paper covers, 2c?.

JOHNSON.
Rasselas. Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by

G. Birkbeck Hill, D.C.L. Extra fcap. 8vo, bevelled boards, 3*. 6d. ;

in Parchment, 4*. 6d.

Rasselas; Lives of Dryden and Pope. Edited by
Alfred Milnes, M.A. (London). Extra fcap. 8vo, 4*. 6d. ; or Lives
of Dryden and Pope only, stiff covers, 2s. 6d.

Life of Milton. Edited by C. H. Firth, M.A. Extra
fcap. 8vo, cloth, 2*. 6d.; stiff covers, is. 6d.

Wit and Wisdom of Samuel Johnson. Edited by
G. Birkbeck Hill, D.C.L. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Vanity of Human Wishes. With Notes, by E. J.

Payne, M.A. Paper covers, \d.

BoswelFs Letters of Samuel Johnson, LL.D. Collected
and Edited by G. Birkbeck Hill, D.C.L. 2 vols. Medium 8vo,

half-roan, 28^.

Boswell's Life of Johnson. With the Journal of
a Tour to the Hebrides. Edited by G. Birkbeck Hill, D.C.L.,

Pembroke College. 6 vols. Medium 8vo, half-bound, 3?. 3s.

Cowper. Edited, with Life, Introductions, and Notes, by
H.T. Griffith, B.A.

I. The Didactic Poems of 1782, with Selections from
the Minor Pieces, a.d. 1 779-1 783. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3*.

II. The Task, with Tirocinium, and Selections from the
Minor Poems, a.d. i 784-1 799. Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3*.

London : Henry Frowde, Amen Corner, E.C,
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Burke. Select Works. Edited, with Introduction and
Notes, by E. J. Payne, M.A.

I. Thoughts on the Present Discontents; the two
Speeches on America. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 4*. 6d.

II. Reflections on the French Revolution. Second
Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 5*.

III. Pour Letters on the Proposals for Peace with the
Regicide Directory of France. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 5*.

Burns. Selected Poems. Edited, with Introduction, Notes,
and a Glossary, by J. Logie Robertson, M.A. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Keats. Hyperion, Book I. With Notes by W. T. Arnold,
B.A. Paper covers, ^d.

Byron. Childe Harold. With Introduction and Notes, by
H. F. Tozer, M.A. Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3*. 6d. ; in Parch-
ment, 5*.

Scott. Lady of the Lake. Edited, with Preface and Notes,
by W. Minto, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3*. 6d.

Lay of the Last Minstrel. By the same Editor.
With Map. Second Edition, Extra fcap. 8vo, 2*. ; in Parchment, 3s. 6d.

Lay of the Last Minstrel. Introduction and Canto I,

with Preface and Notes, by the same Editor. 6d.

Lord of the Isles. Edited, with Introduction and Notes,
by Thomas Bayne. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Marmion. Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by
T. Bayne. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

The Talisman. Edited by H. B. George, M.A. Extra
fcap. 8vo, stiff covers, 2s.

Shelley. Adonais. Edited, with Introduction and Notes s

by W. M. Rossetti. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Campbell. Gertrude ofWyoming. Edited, with Introduction
and Notes, by H. Macaulay FitzGibbon, M.A. Second Edition. Extra
fcap. 8vo, 1*.

Wordsworth. The White Doe of Eylstone, &c. Edited by
William Knight, LL.D. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Palgrave. The Treasury of Sacred Song. With Notes
Explanatory and Biographical. By F. T. Palgrave, M.A. Thirteenth
Thousand. Extra fcap. 8vo, 4s. 6d.

Oxford: Clarendon Press.
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SECTION III.

EUROPEAN LANGUAGES, MEDIAEVAL AND
MODERN.

(1) FRENCH, ITALIAN, AND SPANISH.

Brachet's Etymological Dictionary of the French Language.
Translated by G. W. Kitchin, D.D. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, 75. 6d,

Historical Grammar of the French Language. Trans-
lated by G. W. Kitchin, D.D. Seventh Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3*. 6d,

Brachet and Toynbee. A Historical Grammar of the French
Language. From the French of Auguste Brachet. Eewritten and
Enlarged by Paget Toynbee, M.A. Crown 8vo, *js. 6d.

Saintsbury. Primer of French Literature. By George
Saintsbury, M.A. Fourth Edition, Revised. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s.

Short History of French Literature. Fourth Edition.
Crown 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Specimens of French Literature, from Villon to Hugo,
Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 9*.

Cest Daucasin et de Nicolete. Reproduced in Photo-
facsimile and Type-transliteration from the unique MS. in the Biblio-

theque Nationale at Paris, by the care of F. W. Bourdillon, M.A. Small
quarto, half-vellum, 24s. net.

Song of Dermot and the Earl. An Old French Poem.
Edited, with Translation, Notes, &c, by G. H. Orpen. Extra fcap. 8vo,

8*. 6d.

Toynbee. Specimens of Old French (ix-xv centuries).
With Introduction, Notes, and Glossary. By Paget Toynbee, M.A,
Crown 8vo, 16*.

London : Henry Fkowde, Amen Corner, E.C.
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Beaumarchais' Le Barbier de Seville. Edited, with Intro-
duction and Notes, by Austin Dobson. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Corneille's Horace. Edited, with Introduction and Notes,
by Geoege Saintsbury, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Moliere's Les Preeieuses Ridicules. Edited, with Introduction
and Notes, by Andrew Lang, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo,

i*. 6d.

Musset's On ne badine pas avec 1'Amour, andFantasio. Edited,
with Prolegomena, Notes, &c, by W. H. Pollock. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2*.

Racine's Esther. Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by
George Saintsbury, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2*.

Voltaire's Merope. Edited, with Introduction and Notes,
by George Saintsbury, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s.

*** The above six Plays may be had in ornamental case, and bound
in Imitation Parchment, price 12s. 6d.

Moliere. Le Misanthrope. Edited by H. W. G . Markheim,
M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s. Gd.

MASSON'S FRENCH CLASSICS.

Edited "by Gustave Masson, B.A.

Corneille's Cinna. With Notes, Glossary, &c. Extra fcap.

8vo, 2*.; stiff covers, 1*. 6d.

Louis XIV and his Contemporaries ; as described in Extracts
from the best Memoirs of the Seventeenth Century. With English Notes,
Genealogical Tables, &c. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Maistre, Xavier de, &c. Voyage autour de ma Chambre,
by Xavier de Maistre ; Ourika, by Madame de Duras ; Le Vieux
Tailleur, by MM. Erckmann-Chatrian ; La Veill^e de Vincennes, by
Alfred de Yigny; Les Jumeaux de l'Hdtel Corneille, by Edmond
About ; M&saventures d'un £colier, by Kodolphe Topffer. Third
Edition, Revised. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2*. 6a.

Voyage autouf de ma Chambre. Limp, 1*. 6d.

Oxford : Clarendon Press.
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Moliere's Les Pourberies de Scapin. With Voltaire's Life of
Moliere. Extra fcap. 8vo, stiff covers, is. 6d.

Les Femmes Savantes. With Notes, Glossary, &c.
Extra fcap. 8vo, cloth, 2*. ; stiff covers, 1*. 6d.

Kegnard's Le Joueur, and Brueys and Palaprat's Le Gron-
deur. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s,6d.

Sevign6, Madame de,and her chief Contemporaries. Selections
from their Correspondence. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3$.

Blouet. L'Eloquence de la Chaire et de la Tribune Francaises.
Edited byPaul Blouet, B.A. Vol.1. Sacred Oratory. Extrafcap.8vo,2*.6d.

G-autier, Theophile. Scenes of Travel. Selected and Edited
by George Saintsbury, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2*.

Perrault's Popular Tales. Edited from the Original Editions,
with Introduction, &c, by A. Lang, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 5*. 6d.

Quinet's Lettres a sa Mere. Selected and Edited by George
Saintsbury, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2*.

Sainte-Beuve. Selections from the Causeries du Lundi.
Edited by George Saintsbury, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2*.

A Primer of Italian Literature. By F. J. Snell, M.A.
Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Dante. Tutte Le Opere di Dante Alighieri, nuovamente
rivedute nel testo dal Dr. E. Moore. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6c?.

Also, an India Paper edition, cloth extra, gs. 6d. ; and Miniature
edition, 3 vols., in case, 10s. 6d.

* Studies in Dante. Series I. Scripture and Classical

Authors in Dante. By E. Moore, D.D. 8vo, cloth, 10s. 6d. net.

London : Henry Feowdb, Amen Corner, E.C.
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Dante. Selections from the Inferno. With Introduction and
Notes. By H. B. Cotterill, B.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 4*. 6d.

Tasso. La Gerusalemme Liberata. Cantos i, ii. With In-
troduction and Notes. By the same Editor. Extra fcap. 8vo, 28. 6d.

Cervantes. The Adventure of the Wooden Horse, and Sancho
Panza's Governorship. Edited, with Introduction, Life and Notes, by
Clovis Bevenot, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

(2) GERMAN AND GOTHIC.

Max Miiller. The German Classics, from the Fourth to the
Nineteenth Century. With Biographical Notices, Translations into

Modern German, and Notes. By the Eight Hon. F. Max Muller, M.A.
A New Edition, Revised, Enlarged, and Adapted to Wilhelm Scherer's
• History of German Literature/ by F. Lichtenstein. 2 vols. Crown
8vo, 2 is.

Scherer. A History of German Literature by Wilhelm
Scherer. Translated from the Third German Edition by Mrs. F. C.
Conybeare. Edited by the Eight Hon. F. Max Muller. 2 vols.

8vo, 2 is.

Or, separately, 10s. 6d. each volume.

A History of German Literature, from the Accession
of Frederick the Great to the Death of Goethe. By the same. Crown
Svo, 5.9.

Wright. An Old High German Primer. With Grammar,
Notes, and Glossary. By Joseph Wright, Ph.D. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3*. 6d.

A Middle High German Primer. With Grammar,
Notes, and Glossary. By the same Author. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

A Primer of the Gothic Language. With Grammar,
Notes, and Glossary. By the same Author. Extra fcap. 8vo, 4*. 6d.

Oxford: Clarendon Press.
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LANGE'S GERMAN COURSE.

ByHERMANNLANGE, Lectureron French and German at the Manchester

Technical School, and Lecturer on German at the Manchester Athenaeum.

I. Germans at Home ; a Practical Introduction to German
Conversation, with an Appendix containing the Essentials of German
Grammar. Third Edition. 8vo, 2*. 6d.

II. Grammar of the German Language. 8vo, 3*. 6d.

III. German Manual ; a German Grammar, Reading Book,
and a Handbook of German Conversation. Second Edition. 8vo, 7*. 6d.

IV. German Composition ; A Theoretical and Practical Guide
to the Art of Translating English Prose into German. Third Edition.
8vo, 4s. 6d.

*,* A Key to the above, price 5s.net.

German Spelling; A Synopsis of the Changes which it

has undergone through the Government Regulations of 1880. 6d.

BUGHHEIM'S GERMAN CLASSICS.

Edited, with Biographical, Historical,and Critical Introductions, Arguments

(to the Dramas), and Complete Commentaries, by C. A. Buchheim, Phil.

Doc, Professor in King's College, London.

Becker (the Historian). Friedrich der Grosse. Edited, with
Notes, an Historical Introduction, and a Map. Third Edition. 3*. 6d.

Goethe :

(a) Egmont. A Tragedy. Fourth Edition. 3$.

(6) Dichtung und Wahrheit. The first four books. 4s. 6d.

(c) Iphigenie auf Tauris. A Drama. Fourth Edition, revised. 3$.

Halm : Griseldis. 3*.

Heine :

(a) Prosa : being Selections from his Prose Writings. Second
Edition. 4s. 6d.

(b) Harzreise. With Map. Third Edition. 2s. 6d.

London: Henry Frowde, Amen Corner, E.C.
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BUCHHEIM'S GERMAN CLASSICS {continued),

Lessing

:

(a) Nathan der Weise. Second Edition. 45. 6d.

(b) Minna von Barnhelm. AComedy. Seventh Edition. %s.6d.

Schiller :

(a) Wilhelm Tell. A Drama. Large Edition. With Map.
Seventh Edition. 3s. 6d.

(b) Wilhelm Tell. School Edition. With Map. Fourth
Edition. 28.

(c) Historische Skizzen. With Map. Fifth Edition. 2s. 6d.

(d) Jungfrau von Orleans. Second Edition. 45. 6d.

(e) Maria Stuart. 3s. 6d.

Modern German Reader. A Graduated Collection of Ex-
tracts from Modern German Authors. Edited by C. A. Buchheim,
Phil. Doc.

Part I. Prose Extracts. With English Notes, a Grammatical
Appendix, and a complete Vocabulary. Seventh Edition. 2s.6d.

Part II. Extracts in Prose and Poetry. With English Notes
and an Index. Second Edition. 2s. 6d.

German Poetry for Beginners. Edited, with English Notes
and a complete Vocabulary, by Emma S. Buchheim. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s.

Elementary German Prose Composition. With Notes,
Vocabulary, &c. By the same Editor. Cloth, 2s. ; stiff covers, is. 6d.

Short German Plays, for Reading and Acting. With Notes
and Vocabulary. By the same Editor, Extra fcap. 8vo, cloth, 3s.

Chamisso. Peter Sehlemihl's Wundersame Geschichte.
Edited, with Notes and a complete Vocabulary, by Emma S. Buchheim.
Fourth Thousand. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s.

Hoffmann (Franz). Heute mir Morgen dir. Edited, with
Notes, by J. H. Maude, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s.

Lessing. The Laokoon ; with English Notes by A. Hamann,
Phil. Doc, M.A. Kevised, with an Introduction, by L. E. Upcott, M.A.
Extra fcap. 8vo, 4s. 6d.

Oxford : Clarendon Press.
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Niebuhr: Griechische Heroen-Geschichten (Tales of Greek
Heroes). With English Notes and Vocabulary, by Emma S. Buchheim.
Second Revised Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, cloth, 2*.; stiff covers, is. 6d.
Edition A. Text in German Type. Edition B. Text in Roman Type.

Biehl's Seines Vaters Sohn and Gespensterkampf. Edited,
with Notes, by H. T. Gerrans, M.A, Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s.

Schiller's Wilhelm Tell. Translated into English Verse by
E. Massie, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 5s.

(3) SCANDINAVIAN.

Cleasby and Vigfdsson. An Icelandic-English Dictionary.
4to, 3Z. 7*.

Sargent. Grammar of the Dano-Norwegian Language. By
J. Y. Sargent, M.A. Crown 8vo, 78. 6d.

Sweet. Icelandic Primer, with Grammar, Notes, and
Glossary. By Henry Sweet, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo,

3*. 6d.

Vigfdsson. Sturlunga Saga, including the Islendinga Saga
of Lawman Sturla Thordsson and other works. Edited by Gubbrand
Vigfusson, M.A. In 2 vols. 8vo, 2I. 2s.

Vigfdsson and Powell. Icelandic Prose Reader, with Notes,
Grammar, and Glossary. By G. Vigfusson, M.A., and F. York
Powell, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 10*. 6d.

Corpvs Poeticvm Boreale. The Poetry of the Old
Northern Tongue, from the Earliest Times to the Thirteenth Century.

Edited, classified and translated by Gubbkand Vigfusson, M.A., and
F.York Powell, M.A. 2 vols. 8vo, 2L 2s.

London: Hekry Frowde, Amen Corner, E.C.
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SECTION IV.

CLASSICAL LANGUAGES.

(1) LATIN.

STANDARD WORKS AND EDITIONS.

Ellis (Robinson). The Fables of Phaedrus. is. net.

King and Cookson. The Principles of Sound and Inflexion,
as illustrated in the Greek and Latin Languages. By J. E. King, M.A.,
and Christopher Cookson, M.A. 8vo, i8s.

Lewis and Short. A Latin Dictionary, founded on Andrews'
edition of Freund's Latin Dictionary, revised, enlarged, and in great
part rewritten by Charlton T. Lewis, Ph.D., and Charles Short,
LL.D. 4to, il. 5*.

Lindsay. The Latin Language : An Historical Account of Latin
Sounds, Stems, and Flexions. By W. M. Lindsay, M.A. Demy 8vo, 2 is.

Merry. Selected Fragments of Roman Poetry. Edited, with
Introduction and Notes, by W. W. Merry, D.D. Crown 8vo, 6s. 6d.

Nettleship. Contributions to Latin Lexicography. By
Henry Nettleship, M.A. 8vo, 21s.

Lectures and Essays on Subjects connected with
Latin Scholarship and Literature. Crown 8vo, 7*. 6d.

Lectures and Essays. Second Series. Edited by F.
Haverfield, M.A. With Portrait and Memoir. Crown 8vo, 7*. 6d.

The Roman Satura. 8vo, sewed, 1$.

Ancient Lives of Vergil. 8vo, sewed, 2*.

Papillon. Manual of Comparative Philology. By T. L.
Papillon, M.A. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Oxford : Clarendon Press.
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Pinder. Selections from the less known Latin Poets. By
North Pinder, M.A. 8vo, 15*.

Bushforth. Latin Historical Inscriptions, illustrating the His-
tory of the Early Empire. By G. MCN. Rushforth, M.A. 8vo, 10$. net.

Sellar. Roman Poets of the Republic. By W. Y. Sellar,
M.A. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, 10s.

Roman Poets of the Augustan Age. Virgil. Second
Edition. Crown 8vo, 9s.

Horace and the Elegiac Poets. With a Memoir
of the Author by Andrew Lang, M.A., and a Portrait. 8vo, cloth, 14s.

Wordsworth. Fragments and Specimens of Early Latin.
With Introductions and Notes. By J. Wordsworth, D.D. 8vo, 18s.

Avianus. The Fables. Edited, with Prolegomena, Critical
Apparatus, Commentary, &c, by R. Ellis, M.A., LL.D. 8vo, 8*. 6d.

Catulli Veronensis Liber. Iterum recognovit, apparatum
criticumprolegomena appendices addidit, Robinson Ellis, A.M. 8vo, 16*.

Catullus, a Commentary on. By Robinson Ellis, M.A.
Second Edition. 8vo, 18s.

Cicero. De Oratore Libri Tres. With Introduction and Notes.
By A. S. Wilkins, Litt.D. 8vo, 18*.

Also separately—
Book I, Third Edition. *js. 6d. Book II, Second Edition. 55. Book III, 6s.

Philippic Orations. With Notes. By J. R. King, M.A.
Second Edition. 8vo, 10*. 6d.

Pro Milone. Edited, with Introduction and Commen-
tary, by A. C. Clark, M.A. 8vo, 8*. 6d.

Select Letters. With English Introductions, Notes, and
Appendices. By Albert Watson, M.A. Fourth Edition. 8vo, 18s.

London : Henry Frowde, Amen Corner, E.C.
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Horace. With a Commentary. Vol. I. The Odes, Carmen
Seculare, and Epodes. By E. C. Wickham, D.D. Third Edition, 8vo,i 2*.

—— Vol. II. The Satires, Epistles, and De Arte Poetica. By
the same Editor. 8vo, 12s.

Livy, Book I. With Introduction, Historical Examination,
and Notes. By J. R. Seeley, M.A. Third Edition. 8vo, 6s.

Manilius. Noctes Manilianae ; sive Dissertationes in Astro-
nomica Manilii. Accedvnt Coniectvrae in Germanici Aratea. Scripsit

R. Ellis. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Nonius Marcellus : De Conpendiosa Doctrina I-III. Edited
with Introduction and Critical Apparatus by the late J. H. Onions, M.A.
8vo, 10*. 6d.

Ovid. P. Ovidii Nasonis Ibis. Ex Novis Codicibus edidit,

Scholia Vetera Commentarium cum Prolegomenis Appendice Indice

addidit, R. Ellis, A.M. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

P. Ovidi Nasonis Tristium Libri V. Recensuit S. G.
Owen, A.M. 8vo, 16s.

Persius. The Satires. With a Translation and Commen-
tary. By John Conington, M.A. Edited by Henry Nettleship,
M.A. Third Edition. 8vo, 8*. 6d.

Plautus. Rudens. Edited, with Critical and Explanatory
Notes, by E. A. Sonnenschein, M.A. 8vo, 8s. 6d.

(Juintilian. Institutionis Oratoriae Liber X. Edited by
W. Peterson, M.A. 8vo, 12s. 6d.

Scriptores Latini rei Metricae. Ed.T.GAisFORD,S.T.P. 8vo, 5^.

Tacitus. The Annals. Books I-VI. Edited, with Intro-

duction and Notes, by H. Furneaux, M.A. Second. Edition. 8vo, 18s.

Books XI-XVI. By the same Editor. 8vo, 20s.

De Germania. With Introduction, Notes, and Map.
By the same Editor. 8vo, 6s. 6d.

Dialogus De Oratoribus. A Revised Text, with Intro-

ductory Essays and Critical and Explanatory Notes. By W. Peterson,

M.A., LL.D. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Oxford : Clarendon Press.
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LATIN EDUCATIONAL WORKS.

Grammars, Exercise Books, etc.

Allen.

Rudimenta Latina. Comprising Accidence, and Exercises
of a very Elementary Character, for the use of Beginners. By John
Barrow Allen, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s.

An Elementary Latin Grammar. By the same Author.
One Hundred and Thirty-seventh Thousand. Extra fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

A First Latin Exercise Book. By the same Author.
Seventh Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2*. 6d.

A Second Latin Exercise Book. By the same Author.
Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3*. 6d.

*
#
* A Key to First and Second Latin Exercise Books, in one volume,

price 55. net. Supplied to Teachers only, on application to the

Secretary, Clarendon Press.

An Introduction to Latin Syntax. By W. S. Gibson, M.A.
Extra fcap. 8vo, 2*.

First Latin Header. By T. J. Ntjnns, M.A. Third Edition.
Extra fcap. 8vo, 2*.

A Latin Prose Primer. By J. Y. Sargent, M.A. Extra
fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Passages for Translation into Latin. Selected by J. Y.
Sargent, M.A. Seventh Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

*„* A Key to the above, price 5*. net. Supplied to Teachers only, on
application to the Secretary, Clarendon Press.

Latin Prose Composition. By G. G. Ramsay, M.A., LL.D.
Extra fcap. 8vo.

Vol. I. Syntax, Exercises with Notes, Sfc. Fourth Edition. 4s. 6d.

Or in two Parts, 2s. 6d. each, viz.

Part I, The Simple Sentence. Part II, The Compound Sentence.

%* A Key to the above, price 5s. net. Supplied to Teachers only, on
application to the Secretary, Clarendon Press.

Vol. II. Passages of Graduated Difficulty for Translation into

Latin, together tvith an Introduction on Continuous Prose. Third
Edition. 4$. 6d.

London : Henry Erowdb, Amen Corner, E.C.
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Latin Prose Versions. Contributed by various Scholars.

Edited by George G. Ramsay, M.A., LL.D., Litt.D. Extra fcap. 8vo, 58.

Hints and Helps for Latin Elegiacs. By H. Lee-Warner ,

M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

*
#
* A Key to the above, price 4s. 6d. net. Supplied to Teachers only,

on application to the Secretary, Clarendon Press.

Reddenda Minora ; or, Easy Passages, Latin and Greek, for

Unseen Translation. For the use of Lower Forms. Composed and
selected by C. S. Jerram, M.A. Sixth Edition. Revised and Enlarged.
Extra fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

Anglice Reddenda; or, Extracts, Latin and Greek, for

Unseen Translation. By C. S. Jerram, M.A. Fourth Edition. Extra
fcap. 8vo, 2*. 6d.

Second Series. By the same Editor. 3$.

Third Series. By the same Editor. 3*.

Models and Exercises in Unseen Translation. By H. E. Fox,
M. A., and T. M. Bromley, M.A. Revised Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 5s. 6d.

%* A Key to Passages quoted in the above, price 6d. Supplied to

Teachers only, on application to the Secretary, Clarendon Press.

An Elementary Latin Dictionary. By Charlton T. Lewis,
Ph.D. Square 8vo, 7s. 6d.

A School Latin Dictionary. By the same. 4to, 18$.

An Introduction to the Comparative Grammar of Greek and
Latin. By J. E. King, M.A., and C. Cookson, M.A. Cr. 8vo, 5*. 6d.

A Short Historical Latin Grammar. By W. M. Lindsay,
M.A. Crown 8vo, 5s. 6d.

Latin Classics for Schools.

Caesar. The Commentaries (for Schools). With Notes and
Maps. By Charles E. Moberly, M.A.

The Gallic War. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo.

Books I and II, zs.; III-V, 25. 6d.; VI-VIII, 3s. 6d.

Books I-III, stiff cover, 2$.

The Civil War. Extra fcap. 8vo, 35. 6d.

Oxford: Clarendon Press.
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Catulli Veronensis Carmina Selecta, secundum recognitionem
Eobinson Ellis, A.M. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3*. 6d.

Cicero. Selection of Interesting and Descriptive Passages.
With Notes. By Henry Walford, M.A. In three Parts. Third
Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 4*. 6d. Each Part separately, is. 6d.

Part I. Anecdotes from Grecian and Roman History.

Part II. Omens and Dreams : Beauties of Nature.

Part III. Rome's Rule of her Provinces.

De Amicitia. With Introduction and Notes. By
St. George Stock, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 38.

De Senectute. Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by
L. Huxley, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2*.

pro Cluentio. With Introduction and Notes. By
W. Ramsay, M.A. Edited by G. G. Ramsay, M.A, Second Edition.
Extra fcap. 8vo, 3*. 6d.

pro Marcel lo, pro Ligario, pro Rege Deiotaro. With
Introduction and Notes. By W. Y. Fausset, M.A. Extra fcap. 8 vo, 2s. 6d.

pro Milone. With Notes, &c. By A. B. Poynton,
M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

« pro Roscio. With Notes. By St. George Stock, M.A.
Extra fcap. 8vo, 38. 6d.

Select Orations (for Schools). In Verrem Actio Prima.
De Imperio Gn. Pompeii. Pro Archia. Philippica IX. With Introduc-
tion and Notes by J. R. King, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo,
2*. 6d.

In Q. Caecilium Divinatio, and In C. Verrem Actio
Prima. With Introduction and Notes, by J. R. King, M.A. Extra
fcap. 8vo, limp, is. 6d.

Speeches against Catilina. With Introduction and
Notes, by E. A. Upcott, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2*. 6d.

Selected Letters (for Schools). With Notes. By the
late C. E. Prichard, M.A., and E. R. Bernard, M.A. Second Edition.
Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s.

Select Letters. Text. By Albert Watson, M.A.
Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 4s.

London : Henry Fkowdb, Amen Corner, E.C.
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Cornelius Nepos. With Notes. By Oscar Browning, M.A.
Third Edition. Revised by W. R. Inge, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s.

Horace. With a Commentary. (In a size suitable for the
use of Schools.) Vol. I. The Odes, Carmen Seculare, and Epodes. By
E. 0. Wickham, D.D. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 6s.

Odes, Book I. By the same Editor. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2*.

Selected Odes. With Notes for the use of a Fifth
Form. By the same Editor. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2 s.

Juvenal. Thirteen Satires. Edited, with Introduction and
Notes, by C. H. Pearson, M.A., and Herbert A. Strong, M.A., LL.D.
Second Edition. Crown 870, 9s.

Livy. Books V-VIL With Introduction and Notes. By
A. R. Cluer, B.A. Second Edition. Revised by P. E. Matheson,
M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 5s.

Book V. By the same Editors. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Book VII. By the same Editors. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s.

Books XXI-XXIII. With Introduction and Notes.
By M. T. Tatham, M.A. Second Edition^ Enlarged. Extra fcap. 8vo, 5s.

Book XXI. By the same Editor. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Book XXII. With Introduction, Notes, and Maps. By
the same Editor. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Selections (for Schools). With Notes and Maps. By
H. Lee-Warner, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo. In Parts, limp, each is. 6d.

Part I. The Caudine Disaster. New Edition.

Part II. Hannibal's Campaign in Italy. New Edition.

Part III. The Macedonian War.

Ovid. Selections for the use of Schools. With Introduc-
tions and Notes, and an Appendix on the Roman Calendar. By
W. Ramsay, M.A» Edited by G. G. Ramsay, M.A. Third Edition.
Extra fcap. 8vo, 5*. 6d.

Tristia. Book I. The Text revised, with an Introduction
and Notes. By S. G. Owen, B.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Oxford: Clarendon Press.
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Ovid. Tristia. Book III. With Introduction and Notes.
By the same Editor. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s.

PXautus. Captivi. Edited by Wallace M. Lindsay, M.A.
Extra fcap. 8vo, 2*. 6d.

— Trinummus. With Notes and Introductions. (Intended
for the Higher Forms of Public Schools.) By C. E. Freeman, M.A.,
and A. Sloman, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3*.

Pliny. Selected Letters (for Schools). With Notes. By
0. E. Prichard, M.A., and E. B. Bernard, M.A. Third Edition.

Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s.

Quintilian. Institutionis Oratoriae Liber X. By W. Peter-
son, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Sallust. With Introduction and Notes. By W. W. Capes,
M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 4*. 6d.

Tacitus. The Annals. Text only. Crown 8vo, 6s.

The Annals. Books I-IV. Edited, with Introduc-
tion and Notes (for the use of Schools and Junior Students), by H.
Furneaux, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 5s.

The Annals. Book I. With Introduction and Notes,
by the same Editor. Extra fcap. 8vo, limp, 2$.

Terence. Andria. With Notes and Introductions. By
C. E. Freeman, M.A., and A. Sloman, M.A. Extra fcap. ,8vo, 3*.

Adelphi. With Notes and Introductions. By A.
Sloman, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3*.

— Phormio. With Notes and Introductions. By A. Sloman,
M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s.

Tibullus and Propertius. Selections. Edited by G. G.
Ramsay, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 6s.

Virgil. With an Introduction and Notes. By T. L. Papillon,
M.A., and A. E. Haigh, M.A. 2 vols. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s. each; or,

stiff covers, 3*. 6d. each.

Aeneid. Books I-III ; IV-VI ; VII-IX ; X-XII.
By the same Editors. Crown 8vo, stiff covers, 2s. each.

- Bucolics and Georgics. By the same Editors. Crown
8vo, stiff covers, 2*. 6d.

London: Henry Frowdb, Amen Corner, E.C.
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Virgil. The Complete Works of Virgil. Edited by T. L.
Papillon, M.A., and A. E. Hatgh, M.A. Including the Minor Works,
with numerous Emendations by Professor Robinson Ellis. 32mo. On
Writing Paper for MS. Notes, 5*.; on Oxford India Paper, cloth

elegant, 6s.

Bucolics. Edited by C. S. Jerram, M.A. Extra fcap.
8vo, 2*. 6d.

Georgics, Books I, II. By the same Editor. Extra
fcap. 8vo, 28. 6d.

Georgics, Books III, IV. By the same Editor. Extra
fcap. 8vo, 2*. 6d.

- Aeneid I. With Introduction and Notes, By the same
Editor. Extra fcap. 8vo,limp, is. 6d.— Aeneid IX. Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by
A. E. Haigh, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, limp, is. 6d. In two Parts, 2*.

(2) GREEK.
STANDARD WORKS AND EDITIONS.

Allen. Notes on Abbreviations in Greek Manuscripts. By
T. W. Allen, M.A., Queen's College, Oxford. Koyal 8vo, 5*.

Chandler. A Practical Introduction to Greek Accentuation.
By H. W. Chandler, M.A. Second Edition. 10s. 6d.

Farnell. The Cults of the Greek States. By L. R. Farnell,
M.A. 8vo. Vols. I and II, with 61 Plates and over 100 Illustrations,

cloth, il. 12s. net.

Vol. Ill (completing the work), in the Press.

Grenfell. An Alexandrian Erotic Fragment and other Greek
Papyri, chiefly Ptolemaic. Edited by B. P. Grenfell, M.A. Small 4to,

8s. 6d. net.

Grenfell and Hunt. New Classical Fragments and other
Greek and Latin Papyri. Edited by B. P. Grenfell, M..A, and A. S.

Hunt, M.A. With Plates, 12s. 6d. net.

Grenfell and Mahaffy. Revenue Laws of Ptolemy Phila-
delphia. 2 vols. Text and Plates, il.iis.6d.net.

Haigh. The Attic Theatre. A Description of the Stage and
Theatre of the Athenians, and of the Dramatic Performances at Athens.
By A. E. Haigh, M.A. 8vo, 12s. 6d.

Oxford : Clarendon Press.
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Haigh. The Tragic Drama of the Greeks. With Illustra-

tions. By A. E. Haigh, M.A. Svo, 12s. 6d.

Head. Historia Numorum : A Manual of Greek Numismatics.
By Baeclay V. Head, D.C.L. Royal 8vo, half-bound, 2I. 2s.

Hicks. A Manual of Greek Historical Inscriptions. By
E. L. Hicks, M.A. 8vo, 10*. 6d,

King and Cookson. The Principles of Sound and Inflexion,
as illustrated in the Greek and Latin Languages. By J. E. King, M.A.,
and Christopher Cookson, M.A. 8vo, 18*.

Liddell and Scott. A Greek-English Lexicon, by H. G.
Liddell, D.D., and Robert Scott, D.D. Seventh Edition, Revised and
Augmented throughout . 4to, il. 1 6s.

Monro. Modes of Ancient Greek Music. By D. B. Monro,
M.A., Provost of Oriel College. 8vo, 8*. 6d. net.

Papillon. Manual of Comparative Philology. By T. L.
Papillon, M.A. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Paton and Hicks. The Inscriptions of Cos. By W. R.
Paton and E. L. Hicks. Royal 8vo, linen, with Map, 28s.

Smyth. The Sounds and Inflections of the Greek Dialects
(Ionic). By Herbert Weir Smyth, Ph.D. 8vo, 24*.

Thompson. A Glossary of Greek Birds. By D'Arcy W.
Thompson, M.A. 8vo, buckram, 10s. net.

Veitch. Greek Verbs, Irregular and Defective. ByW.VEiTCH,
LL.D. Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo, 105. 6d.

Aeschinem et Isocratem, Scholia Graeca in. Edidit
G.Dindorpius. 1852. 8vo, 4*.

Aeschyli quae supersunt in Codice Laurentiano quoad effici

potuit et ad cognitionem necesse est visum typis descripta edidit
R.Merkel. Small folio, il. is.

Aeschylus: Tragoediae et Fragmenta, ex recensione Guil.
Dindorpii. Second Edition. 1851. 8vo, 5*. 6d.

AnnotationesGuiL.DiNDORFii. Partes II. 1841.8VO, 10s.

Anecdota Graeca Oxoniensia. Edidit J. A. Cramer, S.T.P.
Tomi IV. 1835. 8vo, il. 28.

Graeca e Codd. mss. Bibliothecae Kegiae Parisiensis.
Edidit J. A. Cramer, S.T.P. Tomi IV. 1839. 8vo, il. 2s.

London : Henry Frowde, Amen Corner, E.C.
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Apsinis et Longini Rhetorica. E Codicibus mss. recensuit
Joh. Bakius. 1849. 8vo, 3*.

Aristophanes. A Complete Concordance to the Comedies
and Fragments. By Henry Dunbar, M.D. 4to, il.is.

J. Caravellae Index in Aristophanem. 8vo, 3*.

Compediae et Fragmenta, ex recensione Guil. Dindorfii.
Tomill. 1835. 8vo, us.

Annotationes Guil. Dindorfii. Partes II. 8vo, 11*.

—— Scholia Graeca ex Codicibus aucta et emendata a Guil.
Dindorfio. Partes III. 1838. 8vo, il.

ARISTOTLE.
Ex recensione Immanuelis Bekkeri. Accedunt Indices

Sylburgiani. Tomi XL 1837. 8vo, 2I. 10s.

The volumes (except vols. I and IX) may be had separately,

price 5s. 6d. each.

Ethica Nicomachea, recognovit brevique Adnotatione
critica instruxit I. Bywater. 8vo, 6s.

The same, on 4to paper, for Marginal Notes, ios.6d.

Also in Crown 8vo, paper cover, 35. 6d.

Contributions to the Textual Criticism of Aristotle's

UTicomachean Ethics. By Ingram Bywater. Stiff cover, 2s. 6d.

Notes on the Nicomachean Ethics of Aristotle. By
J. A. Stewart, M.A. 2 vols. 8vo, 32s.

The Politics, with Introductions, Notes, &c, by W. L.
Newman, M.A., Eellow of Balliol College, Oxford. Vols. I and II.

Medium 8vo, 28s.

The Politics, translated into English, with Introduction,
Marginal Analysis, Notes, and Indices, by B. Jowett, M.A. Medium
8vo. 2 vols. 218.

Aristotelian Studies. I. On the Structure of the
Seventh Book of the Nicomachean Ethics. By J. C. Wilson, M.A. 8vo,
stiff covers, 5*.

The English Manuscripts of the Nicomachean Ethics,
described in relation to Bekker's Manuscripts and other Sources. By
J. A. Stewart, M.A. (Anecdota Oxon.) Small 4to, 3*. 6d.

On the History of the process by which the Aristotelian
Writings arrived at their present form. By R. Shute,M.A. 8vo, 7*. 6d.

Oxford: Clarendon Press.
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Aristotle. Physics. Book VII. Collation of various mss.
;

with Introduction by K. Shute, M.A. (Anecdota Oxon.) Small 4to, 2s.

ChoerobosciDictatainTheodosii Canones, neenon Epimerismi
inPsalmos. E Codicibus Mss.edidit Thomas Gaisford, S.T.P. Tomilll.
870, 15*.

Demosthenes. Ex recensione Guil. Dindorfii. Tomi IX.
8vo, 2l. 6s.

Separately-
Textus, lZ. u. Annotationes, 15s. Scholia, io*.

Demosthenes and Aeschines. The Orations of Demosthenes
and Aeschines on the Crown. With Introductory Essays and Notes. By
G. A. Simcox, M.A., and W. H. Simcox, M.A. 8vo, 12*.

Euripides. Tragoediae et Fragmenta, ex recensione Guil.
Dindorfii. Tomi II. 1833. 8vo, 10*.—— Annotationes Guil. Dindorfii. Partes II. 8vo, 10s.

Scholia Graeca, ex Codicibus aucta et emendata a Guil.
Dindorfio. Tomi IV. 8vo, iZ. 16*.

Alcestis, ex recensione G. Dindorfii. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Harpocrationis Lexicon. Ex recensione G. Dindorfii. Tomi
II. 8vo, ios.6d.

Hephaestionis Enchiridion, Terentianus Maurus, Proclus, &c.
Edidit T. Gaisford, S.T.P. Tomi II. 10*.

Heracliti Ephesii Reliquiae. Recensuit I. Bywater, M.A.
Appendicis loco additae sunt Diogenis Laertii Vita Heracliti, Particulae

Hippocratei De Diaeta Lib. I, Epistolae Heracliteae. 8vo, 6s.

Herodotus. Books V and VI. Terpsichore and Erato.
Edited, with Notes and Appendices, by Evelyn Abbott, M.A., LL.D.
8vo, with two Maps, 10*. 6d.

HOMER.
A Complete Concordance to the Odyssey and Hymns of

Homer ; to which is added a Concordance to the Parallel Passages in the

Iliad, Odyssey, and Hymns. By Henry Dunbar, M.D. 4to, il. is.

Seberi Index in Homerim. 1780. 8vo, 6s. 6d.

A Grammar of the Homeric Dialect. By D. B. Monro,
M.A. Second Edition. 8vo, 14*.

Homeri Opera et Reliquiae. Recensuit D. B. Monro, M.A.
Crown 8vo, India Paper Edition, 10*. 6d. net.

—— Ilias, cum brevi Annotatione C. G. Heynii. Accedunt
Scholia minora. Tomi II. 8vo, 15*.

Ilias, ex rec. Guil. Dindorfii. 8vo, 5*. 6d.

London : Henry Frowde, Amen Corner, E.C.
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HOMER (continued).

Scholia Graeca in Iliadem. Edited by W. Dindorf,
after a new collation of the Venetian mss. by D. B. Monro, M.A.,
Provost of Oriel College. 4 vols. 8vo, 2I. 10s.

Scholia Graeca in Iliadem Townleyana. Recensuit
Ernestus Maass. 2 vols. 8vo, iZ. 16*.

Odyssea, ex rec. G. Dindorfii. 8vo, 5$. 6d.

Scholia Graeca in Odysseam. Edidit Guil. Dindorfius.
Tomill. 8vo, 15s. 6d.

Odyssey. Books I-XII. Edited with English Notes,
Appendices, &c. By W. W. Merry, D.D., and the late James Eiddell,
M.A. Second Edition. 8vo, 16s.—-*- Hymni Homerici. Codicibus denuo collatis recensuit
Alpredus Goodwin. Small folio. With four Plates. 2 is. net.

Oratores Attici, ex recensione Bekkeri :

I. Antiphon, Andocides, et Lysias. 8vo, 7$.

II. Isocrates. 8vo, 7*.

III. Isaeus, Aeschines,Lycurgus,Dinarchus, &c. 8vo, 7*.

Paroemiographi Graeci, quorum pars nunc primum ex
Codd. mss. vulgatur. Edidit T. Gaispord, S.T.P. 8vo, 5*. 6d.

PLATO.
Apology, with a revised Text and English Notes, and

a Digest of Platonic Idioms, by James Bjddell, M.A. 8vo, 8*. 6d.

Philebus, with a revised Text and English Notes, by
Edward Poste, M.A. 8vo, 7*. 6d.

Republic ; The Greek Text. Edited, with Notes and
Essays, by the late B. Jowett, M.A., and Lewis Campbell, M.A.,
LL.D. In Three Volumes. Medium 8vo, cloth, 2I. 2s.

Sophistes and Politicus, with a revised Text and
English Notes, by L. Campbell, M.A. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Theaetetus, with a revised Text and English Notes, by
L. Campbell, M.A. Second Edition. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

The Dialogues, translated into English, with Analyses
and Introductions, by B. Jowett, M.A. Third Edition. 5 vols, medium
8vo, \l. 4$. In half-morocco, 5Z.

The Republic, translated into English, with Analysis and
Introduction, by B. Jowett, M.A. Third Edition. Medium 8vo, 1 2s. 6d.

;

half-roan, 14*.

A Subject-Index to the Dialogues of Plato. By Evelyn
Abbott, M.A. 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

Oxford : Clarendon Press.
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Plotinus. Edidit F. Creuzer. Tomi III. 4to, il. 8$.

Plutarchi Moralia, id est, Opera, exceptis Vitis, reliqua.

Edidit Daniel Wyttenbach. Accedit Index Graecitatis. Tomi VIII.
Partes XV. 1 795-1830. 8vo, cloth, 3Z. 10*.

Polybius. Selections. Edited by J. L. Strachan-Davidson,
M.A. With Maps. Medium 8vo, buckram, 21*.

Sophocles.

The Plays and Fragments. With English Notes and
Introductions, by Lewis Campbell, M.A. 2 vols.

Vol.1. Oedipus Tyrannus. Oedipus Coloneus. Antigone. 8vo, 16*.

Vol. II. Ajax. Electra. Trachiniae. Philoctetes. Fragments. 8vo, 16s.

Tragoediae et Fragmenta, ex recensione et cum com-
mentariisGuiL. Dindorfii. Third Edition. 2 vols. Fcap. 8vo, il. is.

Each Play separately, limp, 2s. 6d.

Tragoediae et Fragmenta cum Annotationibus Guil.
Dindorfii. Tomi II. 8vo, 10s.

The Text, Vol. I, 5*. 6d. The Notes, Vol. II, 4a. 6d.

Stobaei Florilegium. Ad mss. fidem emendavit et sup-
plevit T. Gaisford, S.T.P. Tomi IV. 8vo, il.

Eclogarum Physicarum et Ethicartim libri duo. Ac-
cedit Hieroclis Commentarius in aurea carmina Pythagoreorum. Ad
mss. Codd. recensuit T. Gaisford, S.T.P. Tomi II. 8vo, 11*.

Strabo, Selections from. With an Introduction on Strabo's
Life and Works. By H. F. Tozer, M.A., F.R.G.S. With Maps and
Plans. 8vo, cloth, 12s.

Thucydides. Book I. Edited with Introduction, Notes,
and Maps, by W. H. Forbes, M.A. 8vo, 8*. 6d.

Thucydides. Translated into English, with Introduction,
Marginal Analysis, Notes, and Indices. By B. Jowett, M.A. 2 vols.

Medium 8vo, il. 12s.

Xenophon. Ex rec. et cum annotatt. L. Dindorfii.

I. Historia Graeca. Second Edition. 8vo, ios. 6d.

II. Expeditio Cyri. Second Edition. 8vo, ios. 6d.

III. Institutio Cyri. 8vo, 10*. 6d.

IV. Memorabilia Socratis. 8vo, 7*. 6d.

V. Opuscula Politica Equestria et Venatica cum Arriani
Libello de Venatione. 8vo, ios. 6d.

London : Henry Fkowdk, Amen Corner, E.C.
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GREEK EDUCATIONAL WORKS.

Grammars, Exercise Books, &c.

Chandler. The Elements of Greek Accentuation : abridged
from his larger work by H. W. Chandler, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2*. 6d.

King and Cookson. An Introduction to the Comparative
Grammar of Greek and Latin. By J. E. King, M.A., and C. Cookson,
M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 5s. 6d.

Liddell and Scott. An Intermediate Greek - English
Lexicon, founded upon the Seventh Edition of Liddell and Scott's

Greek lexicon. Small 4-to, 1 2*. 6d.

Liddell and Scott. A Greek-English Lexicon, abridged
from Liddell and Scott's 4to edition. Square i2mo, 7*. 6d.

Miller. A Greek Testament Primer. An Easy Grammar
and Reading Book for the use of Students beginning Greek. By the

Rev. E. Miller, M.A. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, paper covers,

28. ; cloth, 3*. 6d,

Moulton. The Ancient Classical Drama. A Study in Literary
Evolution. Intended for Readers in English and in the Original. By
R. G. Moulton, M.A. Crown 8vo, 8s. 6d.

Wordsworth. A Greek Primer, for the use of beginners in

that Language. By the Right Rev. Charles Wordsworth, D.C.L.
Eighty third Thousand. Extra fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

Graecae Grammaticae Rudimenta in usum Scholarum.
Auctore Carolo Wordsworth, D.C.L. Nineteenth Edition. 1 2mo, 4s.

A Primer of Greek Prose Composition. By J. Y. Sargent,
M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3*. 6d.

*
#
* A Key to the above, price 5 s. net. Supplied to Teachers only, on

application to the Secretary, Clarendon Press.

Passages for Translation into Greek Prose. By J. Young
Sargent, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s.

Oxford : Clarendon Press.
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Exemplaria Graeca. Being Greek Renderings of Selected
* Passages for Translation into Greek Prose.' By the same Author. Extra
fcap. 8vo, 3s.

Models and Materials for Greek Iambic Verse. By J. Y,
Sargent, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 4s. 6d.

Graece Reddenda. By C. S. Jerram, M.A. Extra fcap.

8vo, 2*. 6d.

Reddenda Minora ; or, Easy Passages, Latin and Greek, for

Unseen Translation. By the same Author. Third Edition. Extra
fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

Anglice Reddenda; or, Extracts, Latin and Greek, for Unseen
Translation. By the same Author. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Anglice Reddenda. Second Series. By the same Author.
Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s.

Anglice Reddenda. Third Series. For the use of Middle
and Higher Forms. By the same Author. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s.

Models and Exercises in Unseen Translation. By H. F.
Fox, M.A., and T. M. Bromley, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 5s. 6d.

*** A Key to Passages quoted in the above, price 6d. Supplied

to Teachers only, on application to the Secretary, Clarendon Press.

Golden Treasury of Ancient Greek Poetry. By R. S.
Wright, M.A. Second Edition. Revised by Evelyn Abbott, M.A.,
LL.D. Extra fcap. 8vo, 10*. 6d.

Golden Treasury of Greek Prose, being a Collection of the
finest passages in the principal Greek Prose Writers, with Introductory

Notices and Notes. By R. S. Wright, M.A., and J. E. L. Shadwell,
M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 4s. 6d.

Greek Readers,

Easy Greek Header. By Evelyn Abbott, M.A. In one or
two Parts. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3*.

First Greek Reader. By W. G. Rushbrooke, M.L. Third
Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2$. 6d.

London : Henry Frowdk, Amen Corner, E.G.
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Second Greek Reader. By A. M. Bell, M.A, Second
Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3*.

Specimens of Greek Dialects; being a Fourth Greek Reader.
With Introductions, &c. By W. W. Merry, D.D. Extra fcap. 8vo, 4*. 6d.

Selections from Homer and the Greek Dramatists ; being
a Fifth Greek Reader. With Explanatory Notes and Introductions
to the Study of Greek Epic and Dramatic Poetry. By Evelyn Abbott,
M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 45. 6d.

Greek Classics for Schools.

Aeschylus. In Single Plays. Extra fcap. 8vo.

Agamemnon. With Introduction and Notes, by Arthur
Sidgwick, M.A. Fourth Edition. 3s.

Choephoroi. By the same Editor. 3s.

Eumenides. By the same Editor. New Edition. 3$.

Prometheus Bound. With Introduction and Notes,
by A. 0. Prickard, M.A. Second Edition. 2s.

Aristophanes. In Single Plays. Edited, with English
Notes, Introductions, &c, by W. W. Merry, D.D. Extra fcap. 8vo.

The Acharnians. Fourth Edition, 3*.

The Birds. 3s. 6d.

The Clouds. Third Edition, 3s.

The Frogs. Third Edition, 3s.

The Knights. Second Edition, 3s.

The Wasps. 3*. 6d-

Cebes. Tabula. With Introduction and Notes. By C. S.
Jerram, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Demosthenes. Orations against Philip. With Introduction
and Notes, by Evelyn Abbott, M.A., and P. E. Matheson, M.A.

Vol.1. Philippic I. Olynthiacs I-III. Third Edition. Extra fcap.
8vo, 3*.

Vol.11. De Pace, Philippic II, DeChersoneso, Philippic III. Extra
fcap. 8vo, 4*. 6d.

Philippics only, reprinted from the above. 2S. 6d.

Oxford : Clarendon Press.
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Euripides. In Single Plays. Edited with Introduction and
Notes. Extra fcap. 8vo.

Alcestis. By C. S. Jerram, M.A. Fifth Edition.
2s. 6d.

Bacchae. By A. H. Cruickshank, M.A. 3$. 6d.

Cyclops. By W. E. Long, M.A. as. 6d.

Hecuba. By C. H. Russell, M.A. as. 6d.

Helena. By C. S. Jerram, M.A. 3$.

Heracleidae. By C. S. Jerram, M.A. 3s.

Ion. By C. S. Jerram, M.A. 3s.

Iphigenia in Tauris. New Edition, Revised. By C. S.
Jerram, M.A. 3*.

Medea. By C. B. Heberden, M.A. Second Edition. as.

Herodotus. Book IX. Edited, with Notes, by Evelyn
Abbott, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s.

Herodotus. Selections. Edited, with Introduction and Notes,
by W. W. Merry, D.D. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2*. 6d.

Homer.
For Beginners. Iliad, Book III. By M. T. Tatham,

M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

Iliad, Books I-XII. With an Introduction and
a brief Homeric Grammar, and Notes. By D. B. Monro, M.A.
Fourth Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 6s.

Iliad, Books XIII-XXIV. With Notes. By the
same Editor. Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 6s.

Iliad, Book I. By the same Editor. Third Edition.

Extra fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

Iliad, Book XXI. With Introduction and Notes.
By Herbert Hailstone, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

Odyssey, Books I-XII. By W. W. Merry, D.D.
Fiftieth Thousand. Extra fcap. 8vo, 55.

Books I and II, separately, each is. 6d.

Books VI and VII. Extra fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

London: Henry Frowde, Amen Corner, E.C.
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Homer (continued}.

Odyssey, Books VII-XII. By the same Editor. Extra
fcap. 8vo, 3^. .

Odyssey, Books XIII-XXIV. By the same Editor.
Thirteenth Thousand. Extra fcap. 8vo, 5*.

Odyssey, Books XIII-XVIII. By the same Editor.
Extra fcap. 8vo, 3$.

Lucian. Vera Historia. By C. S. Jerram, M.A. Second
Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

Lysias. Epitaphios. Edited, with Introduction and Notes,
by F. J. Snell, B.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s.

Plato. With Introduction and Notes. By St. George
Stock, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo.

The Apology. Third Edition. 2s. 6d.

Crito, 25.

Meno. Second Edition. 2 s. 6d.

Selections. With Introductions and Notes. By John
Pubves, M.A., and Preface by B. Jowett, M.A. Second Edition. Extra
fcap. 8vo, 5*.

A Selection of Passages from Plato for English
Readers ; from the Translation by B. Jowett, M.A. Edited, with Intro-

ductions, by M. J. Knight. 2 vols. Crown 8vo, gilt top, 12s.

Plutarch. Lives of the Gracchi. Edited, with Introduction,
Notes, and Indices, by G. E. Underhill, M.A. Crown 8vo, 4*. 6d.

Sophocles. Edited, with Introductions and English Notes,
by Lewis Campbell, M.A., and Evelyn Abbott, M.A. New Edition.

2 vols. Extra fcap. 8vo, 10*. 6d.

Sold separately : Yol. I, Text, 4$. 6d. ; Vol. II, Notes, 6s.

Or in single Plays, 2 s. each.

Oedipus Rex: Dindorf's Text, with Notes by the
late Bishop of St. David's. Extra fcap. 8vo, limp, is. 6d.

Theocritus (for Schools). With English Notes. By H.
Kynaston, D.D. (late Snow). Fifth Edition. Extra fcap.8vo, 4s. 6d.

Oxford: Clarendon Press.
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Thucydides. Book I. Edited, with Notes and Maps, by
W. H. Forbes, M.A. 8vo, 8s. 6d.

Xenophon. Easy Selections (for Junior Classes). With a
Vocabulary, Notes, and Map. By J. S. Phillpotts, B.C.L., and C. S.

Jerram, M.A. Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3*. 6d.

Selections (for Schools). With Notes and Maps. By
J. S. Phillpotts, B.C.L. Fourth Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3*. 6d.

*** A Key to Sections 1-3, for Teachers only, 2s. 6d. net.- Anabasis, Book I. Edited for the use of Junior Classes
and Private Students. With Introduction, Notes, &c. By J. Marshall,
M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2$. 6d.

Anabasis, Book II. With Notes and Map. By C. S.

Jerram, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s.

Anabasis, Book III. With Introduction, Analysis,
Notes, &c. By J. Marshall, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Anabasis, Book IV. By the same Editor. Extra
fcap. 8vo, 2s.

Vocabulary to the Anabasis. By the same Editor.
Extra fcap. 8vo, is. 6fl.

Cyropaedia, Book I. With Introduction and Notes. By
C. Bigg, D.D. Extra fcap. 8vo, 28.

Cyropaedia, Books IV and V. With Introduction and
Notes. By C. Bigg, D.D. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2*. 6d.

Hellenica, Books I, II. With Introduction and Notes,
By G. E. Underhill, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3*.

Memorabilia. Edited, with Introduction and Notes, &c.
by J. Marshall, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 4s. 6d.

London : Henry Frowdb, Amen Corner, E.C.
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section v.

ORIENTAL LANGUAGES*.

THE SACRED BOOKS OP THE EAST.

Translated by various Oriental Scholars, and edited by
the Eight Hon. F. Max Muller.

First Series, Vols. I—XXIV. Demy 8vo, cloth.

Vol. I. The Upanishads. Translated by F. Max Muller.
Part I. 10s. 6d.

Vol. II. The Sacred Laws of the Aryas, as taught in the
Schools of Apastamba, Gautama, VasishtfAa, and Baudhayana. Trans-
lated by Georg Buhler. Part I. ios. 6d.

Vol. III. The Sacred Books of China. The Texts of Con-
fucianism. Translated by James Legge. Part I. 1 2*. 6d.

Vol. IV. The Zend-Avesta. Part I. The Vendidad. Trans-
lated by James Darmesteter. Second Edition. 14*.

Vol. V. The Pahlavi Texts. Translated by E. W. West.
Parti. 128. 6d.

Vols. VI and IX. The Qur'an. Translated by E. H.
Palmer. 21s.

Vol. VII. The Institutes of Vishrau. Translated by Julius
Jolly. 10*. 6d.

Vol. VIII. The Bhagavadgita, with The Sanatsu^atiya, and
The Anuglta. Translated by Kashinath Trimbak Telang. 10*. 6d.

Vol. X. The Dhammapada, translated from Pali by P. Max
Muller ; and The Sutta-Nipata, translated from P&li by V. Fausboll

;

being Canonical Books of the Buddhists. 10*. 6d.

* See also Anecdota Oxon., Series II, III, pp. 51-53.

Oxford: Clarendon Press.
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The Sacred Books of the East (continued).

Vol. XI. Buddhist Suttas. Translated from Pali by T. W.
Khys Davids. 105. 6d.

Vol. XII. The tfatapatha-Brahmawa, according* to the Text
of the Madhyandina School. Translated by Julius Eggeling. Part I.

Books I and II. 12s. 6d.

Vol. XIII. Vinaya Texts. Translated from the Pali by
T. W. Khys Davids and Hermann Oldenbeeg. Part I. ios.6d.

Vol. XIV. The Sacred Laws of the Aryas, as taught in the
Schools of Apastamba, Gautama, VasishtfAa, and BaudMyana. Translated
by Georg Buhler. Part II. 10s. 6d.

Vol. XV. The Upanishads. Translated by F. Max Muller.
Part II. 10*. 6d.

Vol. XVI. The Sacred Books of China. The Texts of
Confucianism. Translated by James Legge. Part II. 10$. 6d.

Vol. XVII. Vinaya Texts. Translated from the Pali by
T. W. Khys Davids and Hermann Oldenberg. Part II. 10s. 6d.

Vol. XVIII. Pahlavi Texts. Translated by E. W. West.
Part II. 12s. 6d.

Vol. XIX. The Fo-sho-hing-tsan-king. A Life of Buddha
by Asvaghosha Bodhisattva, translated from Sanskrit into Chinese by
Dharmaraksha, A.b. 420, and from Chinese into English by Samuel
Beal. 10*. 6d.

Vol. XX. Vinaya Texts. Translated from the Pali by T. W.
Khys Davids and Hermann Oldenberg. Part III. 10*. 6d.

Vol. XXI. The Saddharma-pim^arika ; or, the Lotus of the
True Law. Translated by H. Kern. 12*. 6d.

Vol. XXII. ffaina-Sutras. Translated from Prakrit by
Hermann Jacobi. Parti. ios.6d.

Vol. XXIII. The Zend-Avesta. Part II. Translated by James
Darmesteter. 10*. 6d.

Vol. XXIV. Pahlavi Texts. Translated by E. W. West.
Part III. 10*. 6d.

London : Henry Frowde, Amen Corner, E.C.
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The Sacred Books of the East {continued).

Second Series.

Vol. XXV. Manu. Translated by Georg Buhler. 21*.

Vol. XXVI. The tfatapatha-Brahmafta. Translated by
Julius Eggeling. Part II. 12s. 6d.

Vols. XXVII and XXVIII. The Sacred Books of China.
The Texts of Confucianism. Translated by James Legge. Parts III and
IV. 25*.

Vols. XXIX and XXX. The Gnhya-Sdtras, Rules of Vedic
Domestic Ceremonies. Translated by Hermann Oldenberg.

Part I (Vol. XXIX) . 12*. 6d.

Part II (Vol. XXX) r 1 2*. 6d.

Vol. XXXI. The Zend-Avesta. Part III. Translated by
L. H. Mills. 12*. 6d.

Vol. XXXII. Vedic Hymns. Part I. Translated by
F. Max Muller. 18*. 6d.

Vol. XXXIII. The Minor Law-books. Translated by Julius
Jolly. Part I. Narada, BHhaapati. 10s. 6d.

Vol. XXXIV. The Vedanta-Sutras, with tfankara's Com-
mentary. Translated by Gr. Thibaut. Part I. 1 28. 6d.

Vol. XXXV. The Questions of King Milinda. Part I.

Translated from the Pali by T. W. Bhys Davids. 10*. 6d.

Vol. XXXVI. The Questions of King Milinda. Part II.

12*. 6d.
&

Vol. XXXVII. The Contents of the Nasks, as stated in the
Eighth and Ninth Books of the Dinkard. Part I. Translated by
E. W. West. 15s.

Vol. XXXVIII. The Vedanta-Sutras. Translated by G.
Thibaut. Part II. With Index to Parts I and II. 12s. 6d.

Vols. XXXIX and XL. The Sacred Books of China. The
Texts of Taoism. Translated by James Legge. 21*.

Oxford : Clarendon. Press.
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The Sacred Books of the East

Vol. XLI. /Satapatha-Brahma#a. Part III. Translated by
Julius Eggeling. 12s. 6d.

Vol. XLII. Hymns of the Atbarva-veda. Translated by
M . Bloomfield. 2 1 s.

Vols. XLIII and XLIV. The 5atapatha-Brahma^a. Parts
IV and V. [In the Press.']

Vol. XLV. The Gaina-Sutras. Translated from Prakrit
by Hermann Jacobi. Part II. 1 2s. 6d.

Vol. XLVI. Vedie Hymns. Part II. Translated by
Hermann Oldenberg. 14s.

Vol. XLVII. The Contents of the Nasks. Part II. [In
preparation.]

Vol. XLVIII.

Vol. XLIX. Buddhist Mahayana Texts. Buddha-iarita,
translated by E. B. Cowell. Sukhavati-vyuha, Vagrra/cMedika, &c,
translated by F. Max Muller. Amitayur-Dhyana-Sutra, translated by
J. Takakusu. 12s. 6d.

ARABIC. A Practical Arabic Grammar. Compiled by A. O.
Green, Lieutenant-Colonel, R.E.

Part I. Third Edition. Revised and Enlarged. Crown 8vo, Js. 6d.

Part II. Third Edition. Revised and Enlarged. 10s. 6d.

BENGALI. Grammar of the Bengali Language; Literary
and Colloquial. By John Beames. Crown 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d. ; cut flush, 6s.

BURMESE. A Burmese Reader. By R. F. St. Andrew
St. John, Hon. M.A. Crown 8vo, 10s. 6d.

CHALDEE. Book of Tobit. A Chaldee Text, from a
unique MS. in the Bodleian Library. Edited by Ad. Neubauer, M.A.
Crown 8vo, 6s.

London : Henry Frowde, Amen Corner, E.C.
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CHINESE. The Chinese Classics: with a Translation,
Critical and Exegetical Notes, Prolegomena, and Copious Indexes. By
James Legge, D.D., LL.D. In Eight Volumes. Royal 8vo.

Vol. I. Confucian Analects, &c. New Edition, il. 10s.

Vol. II. The Works of Mencius. New Edition, il. 16s.

Vol. III. The Shoo-King ; or, The Book of Historical
Documents. In two Parts. il. ios. each.

Vol. IV. The She-King ; or, The Book of Poetry. In
two Parts, il. ios. each.

Vol. V. The Ch'un Ts'ew, with the Tso Chuen. In two
Parts, il. ios. each.

CHINESE. The Nestorian Monument of Hsi-an Fu in
Shen-hsi, China, relating to the Diffusion of Christianity in China in
the Seventh and Eighth Centuries. By James Legge, D.D. 2s. 6d.

CHINESE. Record of Buddhistic Kingdoms; being an Ac-
count by the Chinese Monk Fa-hien of his travels in India and Ceylon
(a.d. 399-414). Translated and annotated, with a Corean recension of
the Chinese Text, by James Legge, D.D. Crown 4to, boards, 10*. 6d.

A Record of the Buddhist Religion, as practised in India
and the Malay Archipelago (a.d. 671-695). By I-Tsing. Translated by
J. Takakusu, B.A., Ph.D. With a Letter from the Eight Hon. F. Max
Muller. Crown 4to, boards, with Map, 14s. net.

—— Catalogue of the Chinese Translation of the Buddhist
TripiJaka, the Sacred Canon of the Buddhists in China and Japan.
Compiled by Bunyiu Nanjio. 4to, il. 12s. 6d.

Handbook of the Chinese Language. Parts I and II.
Grammar and Chrestomathy. By James Summers. 8vo, i I. 8s.

COPTIC. Libri Prophetarum Majorum, cum Lamentationibus
Jeremiae, in Dialecto Linguae Aegyptiacae Memphitica seu Coptica.
Edidit cum Versione Latina H. Tattam, S.T.P. Tomi II. 8vo, 1 7*.

Libri duodecim Prophetarum Minorum in Ling. Aegypt.
vulgo Coptica. Edidit H. Tattam, A.M. 8vo, 8s. 6d.

Novum Testamentum Coptice, cura D. Wilkins. 1 %s. 6d.

HEBREW. Psalms in Hebrew (without points). Cr. 8vo, 2s.

Driver. Notes on the Hebrew Text of the Books of
Samuel. By S. R. Driver, D.D. 8vo, 14*.

Oxford: Clarendon Press.
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Hebrew (con tinned) .

Driver. Treatise on the use of the Tenses in Hebrew.
By S. E. Driver, D.D. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Commentary on the Book of Proverbs. Attri-
buted to Abraham Ibn Ezra. Edited from a Manuscript in the
Bodleian Library by S. R. Driver, D.D. Crown 8vo, paper covers,

35. 6d.

A Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old Testament,
with an Appendix containing the Biblical Aramaic, based on the

Thesaurus and Lexicon of Gesenius, by Francis Brown, D.D.,
S. R. Driver, D.D., and C. A. Briggs, D.D. Parts I—V. Small
4to, each 2s.6d. Part VI. [In the Press.~\

Neubauer. Book of Hebrew Roots-, by Abu '1-Walid
Marwan ibn Janah, otherwise called Rabbi Yonah. Now first

edited, with an Appendix, by Ad. Neubauer. 4to, 2I. *js. 6d.

Spurrell. Notes on the Text of the Book of Genesis.
L>y G. J. Spurrell, M.A. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 12s. 6d.

Wiekes. Hebrew Accentuation of Psalms, Proverbs, and
Job. By William Wickes, D.D. 8vo, 5*.

Hebrew Prose Accentuation. 8vo, 10*. id.

HINDUSTANI. A Hindustani Grammar. By A. O. Green,
Lieut .-Colonel, K.E. In two Parts. Crown 8vo.

Part I, 8s. 6d. Part II, >js. 6d.

SANSKRIT. Sanskrit-English Dictionary, Etymologieally
and Philologically arranged. By Sir M. Monier-Williams, D.C.L.

4_to, 4.I. 14s. 6d.

Practical Grammar of the Sanskrit Language. By
Sir M. Monier-Williams, D.C.L. Fourth Edition. 8vo, 15s.

Nalopakhyanam. Story of Nala, an Episode of the Maha-
bharata: Sanskrit Text, with a copious Vocabulary, &c. By Sir M
Monier-Williams, D.C.L. Second Edition, 8vo, 15s.

Sakuntala. A Sanskrit Drama, in seven Acts. Edited
by Sir M. Monier-Williams, D.C.L. Second Edition. 8vo, il. is.

London: Henry Frowde, Amen Corner, E.C.
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SYRIAC. Thesaurus Syriacus : collegerunt Quatremere,
Bernstein, Lorsbach, Arnoldi, Agrell, Field, Roediger : edidit R. Payne
Smith, S.T.P. Vol. I, containing Fasc. I-V. Sm. fol. 5Z. 5$.

Fasc. VI, \l. \s.\ VII, il. 11s. 6d.; VIII, iZ. 16s.; IX, il. 5s.

The First Five Fasciculi may also he had separately.

Compendious Syriac Dictionary. Founded on the above,
and edited by J. Payne Smith (Mrs. Margoliouth). Part I, 8*. 6d, net.

The Book of Kalllah and Dimnah. Translated from
Arabic into Syriac. Edited by W. Wright, LL.D. 8vo, il. is.

Cyrilli Archiepiscopi Alexandrini Commentarii in Lueae
Evangelium quae supersunt Syriace. E MSS. apud Mus. Britan. edidit

R. Payne Smith, D.D. 4to, iZ. 2s.

Translated by the late R. Payne Smith, D.D. 2 vols.

8vo, 14*.

Ephraemi Syri, Kabulae Episcopi Edesseni, Balaei, &c,
Opera Selecta. E Codd. Syriacis MSS. in Museo Britannico et Bibliotheca
Bodleiana asservatis primus edidit J. J. Overbeck. 8vo, i I. is.

John, Bishop of Ephesus. The Third Part of his Eccle-
siastical History. [In Syriac] Now first edited by William Cureton,
M.A. 4to, il. 12s.

Translated by the late R. Payne Smith, D.D. 8vo, 10s.

TAMIL. First Lessons in Tamil. By G. U. Pope, D.D.
Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo, >js.6d.

The First Catechism of Tamil Grammar. By G. U. Pope,
D.D., with an English Translation by D. S. Herrick, B.A. Crown 8vo, 3s.

The Naladiyar, or Four Hundred Quatrains in Tamil.
Edited by G. U. Pope, D.D. 8vo, 18*. Large Paper, 2I. half Roxburgh.

Also issued as follows, in paper covers

:

—
Part I (Quatrains 1-130) price 3s. 6d.

Part II (Quatrains 131-320) price 4s. 6d.

ZEND. The Ancient MS. of the Yasna, with its Pahlavi
Translation (a.d. 1323), generally quoted as J2, and now in the posses-
sion of the Bodleian Library. Reproduced in Facsimile, and Edited
with an Introductory Note by L. H. Mills, D.D. Half-bound,
Imperial 4to, 10I. 10s. net.

Oxford: Clarendon Press.
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SECTION VI.

ANECDOTA OXONIENSIA.
(Crown 4to, stiff covers.)

I. CLASSICAL SEKIES.

I. The English Manuscripts of the Nicomachean Ethics.
By J. A. Stewart, M.A. 3$. 6d.

II. Nonius Marcellus, de Compendiosa Doctrina, Harleian
MS. 2719. Collated by J. H. Onions, M.A. 3s. 6d.

III. Aristotle's Physics. Book VII. With Introduction by
R. Shute, M.A. 2s,

IV. Bentley's Plautine Emendations. From his copy of
Gronovius. By E. A. Sonnenschein, M.A. 2s. 6d.

V. Harleian MS. 2610; Ovid's Metamorphoses I, II, III.
1-622 ; XXIV Latin Epigrams from Bodleian or other MSS. ; Latin
Glosses on Apollinaris Sidonius from MS. Digby 172. Collated and
Edited by Robinson Ellis, M.A., LL.D. 4s.

VI. A Collation with the Ancient Armenian Versions of the
Greek Text of Aristotle's Categories, De Interpretatione, De Mundo,
De Virtutibus et Vitiis, and of Porphyry's Introduction. By F. C.
CONYBEARE, M.A. 1 45.

VII. Collations from the Harleian MS. of Cicero 2682. By
Albert C. Clark, M.A. 7s. 6d.

II. SEMITIC SERIES.

I. Commentary on Ezra and Nehemiah. By Rabbi
Saadiah. Edited by H. J. Mathews, M.A. $s.6d.

II. The Book of the Bee. Edited by Ernest A. Wallis
Budge, M.A. 215.

III. A Commentary on the Book of Daniel. By Japhet Ibn
Ali. Edited and Translated by D. S. Margoliouth, M.A. 21s.

London : Henry Fkowde, Amen Corner, E.C.
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ANECDOTA OXONIENSIA {continued).

IV, VI. Mediaeval Jewish Chronicles and Chronological
Notes. Edited by Ad. Neubauer, M.A.

Part I, 14s. Part II, 18s. 6d.

V. The Palestinian Version of the Holy Scriptures. Five
more Fragments recently acquired by the Bodleian Library. Edited
by G. H. Gwilliam, B.D. 6s.

VII. Churches and Monasteries of Egypt ; attributed to
Abu Salih, the Armenian. Edited and translated by B. T. A.
EvETT*s,M.A.,withNotesbyA. J.Butler, M.A., F.S.A. il. ns.6d.

*** Translation from the Original Arabic. With Map, buckram, 21s.

VIII. The Ethiopic Version of the Hebrew Book of Jubilees.
Edited by R. H. Charles, M.A. 12s. 6d.

IX. Biblical and Patristic Relics of the Palestinian Syriac
Literature. Edited by G. H. Gwilliam, F. C. Burkitt, and J. F.
Stenning. 12s. 6d.

III. ARYAN SERIES.

I. Buddhist Texts from Japan. 1. Va^ra^Medika. Edited
by F. Max Muller. 3s. 6d.

II. Buddhist Texts from Japan. 2. Sukhavati Vyuha.
Edited by F. Max Muller, M.A., and Bdnyiu Nanjio. Js. 6d.

III. Buddhist Texts from Japan. 3. The Ancient Palm-
leaves containing the Pra^raa-Paramita-HWdaya-Sutra and the
TJshwlsha-Vigaya-Dharawi, edited by F. Max Muller, M.A., and
Bunyiu Nanjio, M.A. With an Appendix by G. Buhler. ios.

IV. Katyayana's Sarvanukramawi of the Sfgveda. With
Extractsfrom Shadgurusishya's Commentary entitledVed&rthadipik&.
Edited by A. A. Macdonell, M.A., Ph.D. 16$.

V. The Dharma Sa^zgraha. Edited by Kenjiu Kasawara,
F. Max Muller, and H. Wenzel. 7*. 6d.

VII. The Buddha-Zarita of Asvaghosha. Edited, from three
MSS., by E. B. Cowell, M.A. 12s. 6d.

Oxford: Clarendon Press.
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IV. MEDIAEVAL AND MODERN SERIES.

I. Sinonoma Bartholomew Edited by J. L. G. Mowat,
M.A. 35. 6d.

II. Alphita. Edited by J. L. G. Mowat, M.A. 12s. 6d.

III. The Saltair Na Harm. Edited from a MS. in the
Bodleian Library, by Whitley Stokes, D.C.L. 7*. 6d.

IV. The Cath Finntraga, or Battle of Ventry. Edited by
Kuno Meyer, Ph.D., M.A. 6s.

V. Lives of Saints, from the Book of Lismore. Edited,
with Translation, by Whitley Stokes, D.C.L. iZ. 11*. 6d.

VI. The Erucidarium and other Tracts in Welsh, from Llyvyr
Agkyr Llandewivrevi, a.d. 1346. Edited by J. Morris Jones, M.A.,
and John Khys, M.A. 21s.

VII. The Crawford Collection of Early Charters and Docu-
ments, now in the Bodleian Library. Edited by A. S. Napier and
W. H. Stevenson. Price 10*. 6d., or in cloth, 12s.

VIII. Hibernica Minora. Being a fragment of an Old-Irish
Treatise on the Psalter. With Translation, Notes and Glossary,

Edited by Kuno Meyer. 7s. 6d.

X. The earliest Translation of the Old Testament into the
Basque Language (a Fragment). Edited,with Facsimile, by Llewelyn
Thomas, M.A. 18*. 6d.

London: Henry Frowde, Amen Corner, E.C.
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II. THEOLOGY.
A. THE HOLY SCRIPTURES, APOCRYPHA, &c.

COPTIC. Libri Prophetarum Majorum, cum Lamentationibus
Jeremiae, in Dialecto Linguae Aegyptiacae Memphitica seu Coptica.

Edidit cum Versione Latina H. Tattam, S.T.P. Tomi II. 8vo, 1 7s.

Libri duodecim Prophetarum Minorum in Ling. Aegypt.
vulgo Coptica. Edidit H. Tattam, A.M. 8vo, 8s. 6d.

Novum Testamentum Coptice, cura D. Wilkins. 17 16.

4to, 12s. 6d.

ENGLISH. The Holy Bible in the Earliest English Versions,
made from the Latin Vulgate by John Wycliffe and his followers :

edited by Fokshall and Madden. 4 vols. Eoyal 4to, 3Z. 3s.

Also reprinted from the above, with Introduction and Glossary
by W. W. Skeat, Litt.D.

I. The Books of Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and
the Song of Solomon. Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

II. The New Testament. Extra fcap. 8vo, 6s.

The Holy Bible : an exact reprint, page for page, of
the Authorized "Version published in the year 1611. Demy 4to,

half-bound, il. is.

The Holy Bible, Revised Version*.

Cheap editions for School Use.

Revised Bible. Pearl i6mo, cloth boards, is. 6d.

Revised New Testament. Nonpareil 32mo, 6d. ; Brevier i6mo, is.

Long Primer 8vo, is. 6d.

—— The Oxford Bible for Teachers, containing the Holy
Scriptures, together with a new, enlarged, and illustrated edition of the

Oxford Helps to the Study of the Bible, comprising Introductions to

the several Books, the History and Antiquities of the Jews, the results

of Modern Discoveries, and the Natural History of Palestine, with copious

Tables, Concordance and Indices, and a series of Maps. Prices in various

sizes and bindings from 3s. to 50s.

The JRevised Version is thejoint property of the Universities of
Oxford and Cambridge.

Oxford : Clarendon Press.
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ENGLISH [continued).

Helps to the Study of the Bible, taken from the
Oxford Bible for Teachers. New, Enlarged, and Illustrated Edition,

Pearl i6mo, stiff covers, is. net.

Nonpareil 8vo, cloth boards, 2s. 6d. net.

Large Type edition, long primer 8vo, cloth boards, 4s. 6d. net.

Old Testament History for Schools. By T. H.
Stokoe, D.D. Part I. From the Creation to the Settlement in Palestine.
Part II. From the Settlement to the Disruption of the Kingdom. Extra
fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6(7. each, with maps. Part III. [In the PressJ]

Notes on the Gospel of St. Luke, for Junior Classes.
By E. J. Moore Smith, Lady Principal of the Ladies' College, Durban,
Natal. Extra fcap. 8vo, stiff covers, is. 6d.

The Psalter, or Psalms of David, and certain Canticles,
with a Translation and Exposition in English, by Richard Rolle of Ham-
pole. Edited by H. R. Bramley, M.A., Fellow of S. M. Magdalen College,

Oxford. With an Introduction and Glossary. Demy 8vo, il. is.

Studia Biblica et Ecclesiastica. Essays in Biblical
and Patristic Criticism, and kindred subjects. By Members of the Uni-
versity of Oxford. 8vo.
Vol. I, io«. 6d. Yol.II,i2s.6d. Vol.111, 16*. Vol. IV, 12*. 6d.

Deuterographs. Duplicate passages in the Old Testa-
ment. Arranged and Annotated by R. B. Girdlestone, M.A. 8vo,

7s. 6d.

Lectures on the Book ofJob. Delivered in Westminster
Abbeyby the Very Rev. G. G. Bradley, D.D. Second Edition. Crown
8vo, 75. 6d.

Lectures on Ecelesiastes. By the same Author. Cr. 8 vo,

4*. 6d.

The Book of Wisdom : the Greek Text, the Latin Vul-
gate, and the Authorised English Version ; with an Introduction, Critical

Apparatus, and a Commentary. By W. J. Deane, M.A. 4to, 12s. 6d.

The Five Books of Maccabees, in English, with Notes
and Illustrations by Henry Cotton, D.C.L. 8vo, 10*. 6d.

The Book of Enoch. Translated from Dillmann's
Ethiopic Text (emended and revised), and Edited by R. H. Charles, M.A.
8vo, 16s.

The Book of the Secrets of Enoch. Translated from
the Slavonic by W. R. Morfill, M.A., and Edited, with Introduction,

Notes, &c, by R. H. Charles, M.A. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

List of Editions of the Bible in English. By Henry
Cotton, D.C.L. Second Edition. Svo,Ss.6d.

London: Henry Frowde. Amen Corner, E.G.
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ENGLISH (continued).

Rhemes and Doway. An attempt to show what has
been done by Roman Catholics for the diffusion of the Holy Scriptures in

English. By Henry Cotton, D.C.L. 8vo, gs.

GOTHIC. Evangeliorum Versio Gothica, cum Interpr. et
Annott. E. Benzelii. Edidit E. Lye, A.M. 4to, 1 2s. 6d.

The Gospel of St. Mark in Gothic, according to the
translation made by Wulfila in the Fourth Century. Edited by
W. W. Skeat, Litt.D. Extra fcap. 8vo, 4s.

GREEK. Old Testament. Vetus Testamentum ex Versione
Septuaginta Interpretum secundum exemplar Vaticanum Romae editum.
Accedit potior varietas Codicis Alexandrini. Tomi III. i8mo, t8s.

Vetus Testamentum Graece cum Variis Lectionibus.
Editionem a R. Holmes, S.T.P. inchoatam continuavit J.Paksons, S.T.B.
TomiV. folio, 7 1.

A Concordance to the Septuagint and the other Greek
Versions of the Old Testament (including the Apocryphal Books) . By
the late Edwin Hatch, M.A., and H. A. Redpath, M.A. In six

Parts. Imperial 4to, each 21s.

Origenis Hexaplorum quae supersunt; sive, Veterum
Interpretum Graecorum intotum Vetus Testamentum Fragmenta. Edidit
Fredericks Field, A.M. 2 vols. 1875. 4to, 5Z. 5*.

Essays in Biblical Greek. By Edwin Hatch, M.A., D.D.
8vo, 105. 6d.

An Essay on the Place of Ecclesiasticus in Semitic
Literature. By D. S. Margoliouth, M.A. Small 4to, 2s. 6d.

New Testament. Novum Testamentum Graece. Anti-
quissimorum Codicum Textus in ordine parallel© dispositi. Edidit
E. H. Hansell, S.T.B. Tomi III. 8vo, 24s.

Novum Testamentum Graece. Accedunt parallela
S. Scripturae loca, &c. Edidit Carolus Lloyd, S.T.P.R. i8mo, 3s.

On writing paper, with wide margin, 75.6c?.

Critical Appendices to the above, by W. Sanday, D.D.
Extra fcap. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

Novum Testamentum Graece. Accedunt parallela S.
Scripturae loca, &c. Ed. C. Lloyd, with Sanday's Appendices. Cloth,

6s.
;
paste grain, 7s. 6d. ; morocco, 10s. 6d.

Oxford : Clarendon Press.
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GREEK (continued).

Novum Testamentum Graecejuxta Exemplar Millianum.
i8mo, 2S. 6d. On writing paper, with wide margin, Js. 6d.

— Evangelia Sacra Graece. Fcap. 8vo,limp, t*. 6d.

The Greek Testament, with the Readings adopted by
the Kevisers of the Authorised Version :

—

(1) Pica type, with Marginal References. Demy 8vo, ios. 6d.

(2) Long Primer type. Fcap. 8vo, 4*. 6d.

(3) The same, on writing paper, with wide margin, 15s.

The New Testament in Greek and English. Edited by
E. Cardwell, D.D. 2 vols. 1837. Crown 8vo, 6s.

The Parallel New Testament, Greek and English
;

being the Authorised Version, 1611; the Revised Version, 1881; and
the Greek Text followed in the Revised Version. 8vo, 12s. 6d.

Diatessaron ; sive Historia Jesu Christi ex ipsis Evan-
gelistarum verbis apte dispositisconfecta. Ed. J. White. $s.6d.

Outlines of Textual Criticism applied to the New
Testament. By C. E. Hammond, M.A. Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo, 4*. 6d.

«— A Greek Testament Primer. An Easy Grammar and
Reading Book for the use of Students beginning Greek. By E. Miller,
M.A. Second Edition, Extra fcap. 8vo, paper, 2s. ; cloth, 3s. 6d.

Canon Muratorianus. Edited, with Notes and Facsimile,
by S. P. Tregelles, LL.D. 4to, 10s. 6d.

HEBREW, &c. A Hebrew and English Lexicon of the
Old Testament, with an Appendix containing the Biblical Aramaic,
based on the Thesaurus and Lexicon of Gesenius, by Francis Brown,
D.D., S. R. Driver, D.D., and C. A. Briggs, D.D. Parts I—V.
Small 4to, each 2s. 6d.

Notes on the Text of the Book of Ggnesis. By G. J.

Spurrell, M.A. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 12s. 6d.

Notes on the Hebrew Text of the Books of Samuel.
By S. R. Driver. D.D. 8vo, 14*.

The Psalms in Hebrew without points. Stiff covers, 2S.

A Commentary on the Book of Proverbs. Attributed
to Abraham Ibn Ezra. Edited from a MS. in the Bodleian Library
by S. R. Driver, D.D. Crown 8vo, paper covers, 3s. 6d.

London : Henry Frowde. Amen Corner, E.C,
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HEBREW, &c. (continued),

The Book of Tobit. A Chaldee Text, from a unique MS.
in the Bodleian Library ; with other Rabbinical Texts, English Transla-

tionp, and the Itala. Edited by Ad. Neubauer, M.A. Crown 8vo, 6$.

Ecclesiasticus (xxxix. 15—xlix. 11). The Original
Hebrew, with Early Versions and English Translation, &c. Edited by
A. E. Cowley, M.A., and Ad. Neubauer, M.A. 4to, 10s. 6d. net.

Hebrew Accentuation of Psalms, Proverbs, and Job.
By William Wickes, D.D. 8vo, 5*.

Hebrew Prose Accentuation. By the same. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Horae Hebraicae et Talmudicae, a J. Lightfoot. A new
Edition, by R. Gandell, M.A. 4 vols. 8vo, 1 I. is.

LATIN. Libri Psalmorum Versio antiqua Latina, cum Para-
phrasi Anglo-Saxonica. Edidit B.Thorpe, F.A.S. 8vo, ios.6d.

Nouum Testamentum Domini Nostri Iesu Christi Latine,
secundum Editionem Sancti Hieronymi. Ad Codicum Manuscriptorum
fidem recensuit Iohannes Wordsworth, S.T.P., Episcopus Sarisburiensis;

in operis societatem adsumto Henrico Iuliano White, A.M. 4to.

Fasc. I. 12s. 6d.; Fasc. II. >js. 6d.; Fasc. III. 12s. 6d.;

Fasc. IV. 1 os. 6d.

Old-Latin Biblical Texts: No. I. The Gospel ac-
cording to St. Matthew, from the St. Germain MS. (gx). Edited by
John Wordsworth, D.D. Small 4to, stiff covers, 6s.

Old-Latin Biblical Texts: No. II. Portions of the
Gospels according to St. Mark and St. Matthew, from the Bobbio MS.
(k), &c. Edited by John Wordsworth, D.D., W. Sanday, D.D., and
H. J. White, M.A. Small 4to, stiff covers, 2 is.

Old-Latin Biblical Texts: No. III. The Four Gospels,
from the Munich MS. (q), now numbered Lat. 6224 in the Boyal
Library at Munich. With a Fragment from St. John in the Hof-
Bibliothek at Vienna (Cod. Lat. 502). Edited, with the aid of

Tischendorf's transcript (under the direction of the Bishop of Salisbury),

by H. J. White, M.A. Small 4to, stiff covers, 1 28. 6d.

OLD-FRENCH. Libri Psalmorum Versio antiqua Gallica e

Cod. MS. in Bibl. Bodleiana adservato, una cum Versione Metriea aliis-

que Monumentis pervetustis. Nunc primum descripsit et edidit

Franciscus Michel, Phil. Doc. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

SYRIAC. Collatio Cod. Lewisiani Evangeliorum Syriacorum
cum Cod. Curetoniano, auctore A. Bonus, A.M. Demy 4to, 8s. 6d. net.

Oxford : Clarendon Press.
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B. FATHERS OF THE CHURCH, Ac.

St. Athanasius: Orations against the Arians. With an
Account of his Life by William Bright, D.D. Crown 8vo, 9*.

Historical Writings, according to the Benedictine
Text. With an Introduction by W. Bright, D.D. 'Crown 8vo, 10s. 6d.

St. Augustine : Select Anti-Pelagian Treatises, and the Acts
of the Second Council of Orange. With an Introduction by William
Bright, D.D. Crown 8vo, 9s.

St. Basil : The Book of St. Basil on the Holy Spirit. A
Kevised Text, with Notes and Introduction by C. F. H.Johnston, M.A.
Crown 8vo, Js. 6d.

Barnabas, The Editio Princess of the Epistle of, by Arch-
bishop Ussher, as printed at Oxford, a.d. 1642, and preserved in an
imperfect form in the Bodleian Library. With a Dissertation by J. H.
Backhouse, M.A. Small 4to, 3s. 6d.

Canons of the First Pour General Councils of Nicaea, Con-
stantinople, Ephesus, and Chalcedon. With Notes, by W. Bright, D.D.
Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 7*. 6d.

Catenae Graecorum Patrum in Novum Testamenturn.
Edidit J. A. Cramer, S.T.P. Tomi VIII. 8vo, 2 1. 45.

Clementis Alexandrini Opera, ex recensione Guil. Dindorfii.
Tomi IV. 8vo, $L

Cyrilli Archiepiscopi Alexandrini in XII Prophetas. Edidit
P. E. Pusey, A.M. Tomi II. 8vo, 2I. 2*.

in D. Joannis Evangelium. Aecedunt Fragmenta Varia
necnon Tractatus ad Tiberium Diaconuin Duo. Edidit post Aubertum
P. E. Pusey, A.M. Tomi III. 8vo, 2I. 5*.

Commentarii in Lucae Evangelium quae supersunt
Syriace. E mss. apud Mus. Britan. edidit R. Payne Smith, D.D. 4to,

ll. 2S.

Translated by R. Payne Smith, D.D. 2 vols. 14$.

EphraemiSyri,RabulaeEpiscopi Edesseni, Balaei, aliorumque
Opera Selecta. E Codd. Syriacis mss. in Museo Britannico et Bibliotheca

Bodleiana asservatis primus edidit J. J. Overbeck. 8vo, il. is.

London : Henry Frowde, Amen Corner, E.G.
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Eusebii Pamphili Evangelicae Praeparationis Libri XV. Ad
Codd. mss. recensuit T. Gaisford, S.T.P. Torai IV. 8vo, iL 10s.

Evangelicae Demonstrationis Libri X. Recensuit T.
Gaisford, S.T.P. Tomi II. 8vo, 15*.

contra Hieroclem et Marcellum Libri. Recensuit T.
Gaisford, S.T.P. 8vo, Js.

Eusebius' Ecclesiastical History, according to the text of
Burton, with an Introduction by W. Bright, D.D. Second Edition,

Crown 8vo, 8s. 6d.

Annotationes Variorum. Tomi II. 8vo, 17$.

Evagrii Historia Ecclesiastica, ex recensione H. Valesii.
1844. 8vo,4*.

Irenaeus : The Third Book of St. Irenaeus, Bishop of Lyons,
against Heresies. With short Notes and a Glossary by H. Deane, B.D.
Crown 8vo, 5s. 6d.

Origenis Philosophumena ; sive omnium Haeresium Refutatio.
E Codice Parisino nunc primum edidit Emmanuel Miller. 8vo, 10s.

Patrum Apostolicorum, S. Clementis Romani, S. Ignatii,
S. Polycarpi, quae supersunt. Edidit Guil. Jacobson, S.T.P.R. Tomi
II. Fourth Edition. 8vo, il. is.

Philo. About the Contemplative Life ; or, the Fourth Book
of the Treatise concerning Virtues. Critically edited, with a defence of

its genuineness. By Fred. C. Conybeare, M.A. With a Facsimile.

8vo, 14s.

Reliquiae Sacrae secundi tertiique saeculi. Recensuit M. J.

Routh, S.T.P. Tomi V. Second Edition. 8vo, iZ. 5s.

Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum Opuscula. Recensuit M. J.

Kouth, S.T.P. Tomi II. Third Edition. 8vo, 10s.

Socratis Scholastici Historia Ecclesiastica. Gr. et Lat. Edidit
R. Hussey, S.T.B. Tomi III. 1853. 8vo, 155.

Socrates' Ecclesiastical History, according to the Text of
Hussey, with an Introduction by William Bright, D.D. Second
Edition. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Sozomeni Historia Ecclesiastica. Edidit R. Hussey, S.T.B.
Tomi III. 8vo, 15s.

Tertulliani Apologeticus adversus Gentes pro Christianis.

Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by T. Herbert Bindley, B.D.
Crown 8vo, 6s.

Oxford: Clarendon Press.
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Tertulliani De Praescriptione Haereticorum : ad Martyras :

ad Scapulam. With Introductions and Notes. By T. Herbert
Bindley, B.D. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Theodoreti Ecclesiasticae Historiae Libri V. Recensuit
T. Gaisford, S.T.P. 8vo, 75. 6d.

Graecarum AfTectionum Curatio. Ad Codices mss. re-

censuit T. Gaisford, S.T.P. 8vo, js. 6d.

C. ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY, &c.

Adamnani Vita S. Columbae. Edited, with Introduction,
Notes, and Glossary, by J. T. Fowler, M.A., D.C.L. Crown 8vo, half-

bound, 8s. 6d. net.

The same, together with Translation, gs. 6d. net.

Baedae Historia Ecclesiastica. A New Edition, in Two Volumes.
Edited by C. Plummer, M.A. Crown 8vo

7
21s. net.

Bigg. The Christian Platonists of Alexandria; being the
Bampton Lectures for 1886. By Charles Bigg, D.D. 8vo, ios. 6d.

Bingham's Antiquities of the Christian Church, and other
Works. 10 vols. 8vo, 3Z. 3s.

Bright. Chapters of Early English Church History. By
W. Bright, D.D. Second Edition. 8vo, 1 2s.

Burnet's History of the Reformation of the Church of England.
A new Edition. Carefully revised, and the Records collated with the
originals, by N. Pocock, M.A. 7 vols. 8vo, iZ. 10s.

Cardwell's Documentary Annals of the Reformed Church of
England; being a Collection of Injunctions, Declarations, Orders, Articles
of Inquiry, &c, from 1546 to 17 16. 2 vols. 8vo, iSs.

Councils and Ecclesiastical Documents relating to Great
Britain and Ireland. Edited, after Spelman and Wilkins, by A. W.
Haddan, B.D., and W. Stubbs, D.D. Vols. I and III. Medium
8vo, each il. is.

Vol. II, Part I. Medium 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Vol. II, Part II. Church of Ireland; Memorials of St. Patrick.
Stiff covers, 3*. 6d.

Formularies of Faith set forth by the King's authority during
the Reign of Henry VIII. 8vo, Js.

Puller's Church History of Britain. Edited by J. S. Brewer,
M.A. 6 vols. 8vo, il. 19s.

London : Henry Frowde, Amen Corner, E.C.
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Gibson's Synodus Anglicana. Edited by E. Cakdwell, D.D.
8vo, 6s.

Hamilton's (Archbishop John) Catechism, 1 55 2. Edited, with
Introduction and Glossary, by Thomas Graves Law. With a Preface

by the Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone. Demy 8vo, 125. 6d.

Inett's Origines Anglicanae (in continuation of Stillingfleet).

Edited by J. Griffiths, M.A. 3 vols. 8vo, 15*.

John, Bishop of Ephesus. The Third Part of his Ecclesias-

tical History. [In Syriac] Now first edited by William Cureton,
M.A. 4to, iZ. 12*.

The same, translated by R. Payne Smith, D.D. 8vo, 10s.

Le Neve's Fasti Ecclesiae Anglicanae. Corrected and con-
tinued from 1715 to 1853 by T. Duffus Hardy. 3 vols. 8vo, iZ. is.

Noelli (A.) Catechismus sive prima institutio disciplinaque
Pietatis Christianae Latine explicata. Editio nova cura Guil. Jacobson,
A.M. 8vo, 55. 6d.

Prideaux's Connection of Sacred and Profane History. % vols.

8vo, ios.

Primers put forth in the Reign of Henry VIII. 8vo, 5$.

Records of the Reformation. The Divorce, 1 527-1533.
Mostly now for the first time printed from MSS. in the British Museum
and other Libraries. Collected and arranged by N. Pocock, M.A. 2 vols.

8vo, il. 1 6s.

Reformatio Legum Ecclesiasticarum. The Reformation of
Ecclesiastical Laws, as attempted in the reigns of Henry VIII, Edward
VI, and Elizabeth. Edited by E. Cardwell, D.D. 8vo, 6s. 6d.

Shirley. Some Account of the Church in the Apostolic Age.
By W. W. Shirley, D.D. Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Shuckford's Sacred and Profane History connected (in con-
tinuation of Prideaux). 2 vols. 8vo, 10*.

Stillingneet's Origines Britannicae, with Lloyd's Historical
Account of Church Government. Edited by T. P. Pantin, M.A. 2 vols.

8vo, 10*.

Stubbs. Registrum Sacrum Anglicanum. An attempt to
exhibit the course of Episcopal Succession in England. By W. Stubbs,
D.D. Small 4to, 8*. 6d.

Oxford : Clarendon Press.
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Strype's Memorials of Cranmer. % vols. 8vo, 11*.

Life of Aylmer. 8vo, 55. 6d.

Life of Whitgift. 3 vols. 8vo, 165. 6d.

General Index. 2 vols. 8vo, 115.

Sylloge Confessionum sub tempus Reformandae Ecclesiae
editarum. Subjicinntur Catechismus Heidelbergensis et Canones Synodi
Dordrechtanae. 8vo, 8*.

D. LITURGIOLOGY.

Brightman. Liturgies, Eastern and Western. Vol. I.

Eastern Liturgies. Edited, with Introductions and Appendices, by
F. E. Brightman, M.A., on the Basis of a former work by C. E.
Hammond, M.A. 8vo, 21s.

CardwelFs Two Books of Common Prayer, set forth by
authority in the Reign of King Edward VI, compared with each other.

Third Edition. 8vo, 7s.

History of Conferences on the Book of Common Prayer
from 1 55 1 to 1690. Third Edition. 8vo, 7*. 6d.

Gelasian Saeramentary. Liber Sacramentornm Romanae
Ecclesiae. Edited, with Introduction, Critical Notes, and Appendix, by
H. A. Wilson, M.A. Medium 8vo, 18

Helps to the Study of the Book of Common Prayer.
Being a Companion to Church Worship. Crown 8vo, 35. 6d.

Leofric Missal, The ; together with some Account of the
Red Book of Derby, the Missal of Robert of Jumieges, &c. Edited,
with Introduction and Notes, by F. E. Warren, B.D., F.S.A. 4to,

half-morocco, ll. 155.

Maskell. Ancient Liturgy ofthe Church ofEngland, according
to the uses of Sarum, York, Hereford, and Bangor, and the Roman Liturgy
arranged in parallel columns, with preface and notes. By W. Maskell,
M.A. Third Edition. 8vo, 15*.

Monumenta Ritualia Ecclesiae Anglicanae. The occa-
sional Offices of the Church of England according to the old use of

Salisbury, the Prymer in English, and other prayers and forms, with
dissertations and notes. Second Edition. 3 vols. 8vo, 2I. 10s,

Warren. The Liturgy and Ritual of the Celtic Church, By
F. E. Warren, B.D. 8vo, 145.

London: Henry Frowdb, Amen Corner, E.G.
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E. ENGLISH THEOLOGY:

Bradley. Lectures on the Book of Job. By George
Granville Bradley, D.D., Dean of Westminster. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo, 7*. 6d.

Lectures on Ecclesiastes. By G. G. Bradley, D.D.
Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.

Bull's Works, with Nelson's Life. Edited by E. Burton,
D.D. 8 vols. 8vo, 2I. gs.

Burnet's Exposition of the xxxix Articles. 8vo, 7$.

Burton's (Edward) Testimonies of the Ante-Nicene Fathers
to the Divinity of Christ. 1829. 8vo, 7*.

Testimonies of the Ante-Nicene Fathers to the Doctrine
of the Trinity and of the Divinity of the Holy Ghost. 1831. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Butler. The Works of Bishop Butler. Edited by the Right
Hon. W. E. Gladstone. 2 vols. Medium 8vo, il. 8s.

Works. 2 vols. 8vo, us.

Sermons. $s. 6d. Analogy of Religion. $s. 6d.

Chillingworth's Works. 3 vols. 8vo, il. is. 6d.

Clergyman's Instructor. Sixth Edition. 8vo, 6s. 6d.

Cranmer's Works. Collected and arranged by H. Jenkyns.
4 vols. 8vo, il. 10s.

Du Buisson. Origin and Peculiar Characteristics of the Gospel
of S. Mark. By J. C. Du Buisson, B.A. 8vo, paper covers, is. 6d. net.

Enchiridion Theologicum Anti-Romanum.
Vol. I. Jeremy Taylor's Dissuasive from Popery, and Treatise on

the Eeal Presence. 8vo, 8s.

Vol. II. Barrow on the Supremacy of the Pope, with his Discourse

on the Unity of the Church. 8vo, 7*. 6d.

Vol. III. Tracts selected from Wake, Patrick, Stilllngfleet,Clagett,

and others. 8vo, us.

Greswell's Harmonia Evangelica. Fifth Edition. 8vo, 9s. 6d.

Hall's Works. Edited by P.Wynter,D.D. io vols. 8vo, 3/. 3s.

Heurtley. Harmonia Symbolica : Creeds of the Western
Church. By C. Heurtley, D.D. 8vo, 6s. 6d.

Homilies appointed to be read in Churches. Edited by
J. Griffiths, M.A. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Oxford: Clarendon Press.
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HOOKER'S WORKS, with his Life by Walton, arranged by
John Kbblb, M.A. Seventh Edition. Revised by R. W. Church, M.A.,
and F. Paget, D.D. 3 vols. Medium 8vo, il. 16s.

the Text as arranged by J. Keble, M.A. 2 vols. 8vo, 11*.

Hooper's Works. 2 vols. 8vo, 8$.

Jackson's (Dr. Thomas) Works. 12 vols. 8vo, 3/. 6s.

Jewel's Works. Edited by R.W.Jelf,D.D. 8 vols. 8vo,i/.io*.

Ommanney. A Critical Dissertation on the Athanasian
Creed. By G. D. W. Ommanney, M.A. 8vo, 16s.

Patrick's Theological Works. 9 vols. 8vo, il. is.

Pearson's Exposition of the Creed. Revised and corrected by
E. Burton, D.D. Sixth Edition. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Minor Theological Works. Edited with a Memoir, by
Edward Churton, M.A. 2 vols. 8vo, 10s.

Sanderson's Works. Edited by W. Jacobson, D.D. 6 vols.

8vo, il. ios.

Stillingfleet's Origines Sacrae. 2 vols. 8vo, 9$.

Rational Account of the Grounds of Protestant Religion.
2 vols. 8vo, 10*.

Wall's History of Infant Baptism. Edited by Henry
Cotton, D.C.L. 2 vols. 8vo, 1 1, is.

Waterland's Works, with Life, by Bp. Van Mildert. A
new Edition , with copious Indexes. 6 vols. 8vo, 2I. lis.

Review of the Doctrine of the Eucharist, with a Preface
by the late Bishop of London. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, 6*. 6d.

Wheatly's Illustration of the Book of Common Prayer. 8vo, 5s.

Wyclif. A Catalogue of the Original Works of John Wyclif

.

By W. W. Shirley, D.D. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

—— Select English Works. By T. Arnold, M.A. 3 vols.

8vo, il. is.

Trialogus. With the Supplement now first edited. By
GrOTTHARD LeCHLER. 8vo, JS.

London : Henry Frowde, Amen Corner, E.C.
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III. HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY,
POLITICAL ECONOMY, &c.

Arbuthnot. The Life and Works of John Arbuthnot. By
George A. Aitken. 8vo, cloth extra, with Portrait, 16*.

Baker's Chronicle. Chronicon Galfridi le Baker de Swyne-
broke. Edited with Notes by Sir E. Maunde Thompson, K.C.B.,

D.C.L., F.S.A. Small 4to, stiff covers, 18$. ; cloth, gilt top, 2 is.

Bentham. A Fragment on Government. By Jeremy
Bentham. Edited by F. C. Montague, M.A. 8vo, 7*. 6d.

Bluntschli. The Theory of the State. By J. K.Bluntschli.
Translated from the Sixth German Edition. Second Edition, Revised.

Crown 8vo, half-bound, 8*. 6d.

BoswelFs Life of Samuel Johnson, LL.D.; including Bos-
well's Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides, and Johnson's Diary of

a Journey into North Wales. Edited by G. Birkbeck Hill, D.C.L. In
six vols., 8vo. With Portraits and Facsimiles. Half-bound, 3Z. 3s.

Burnet's History of James II. 8vo, 9$. 6d.

History of My Own Time. Vol. I. A New Edition.

Edited by Osmund Airy, M.A. 1 2*. 6d.

Life of Sir M. Hale, and Pell's Life of Dr. Hammond.
Small 8vo, 2*. 6d.

Calendar of the Clarendon State Papers, preserved in the
Bodleian Library. In three volumes. 1869-76.

Vol. I. From 1523 to January 1649. Svo, i8«.

Vol. II. From 1649 to 1654. 8vo, 16$.

Vol. III. From 1655 to 1657. 8vo, 14*.

Calendar of Charters and Rolls preserved in the Bodleian
Library. 8vx>, il. lis. 6d.

Carte's Life of Jam&s Duke of Ormond. A new Edition,
carefully compared with tke original MSS. 6 vols. 8vo, il. 5s.

Casaubon (Isaac), Life of, by Mark Pattison, B.D. Second
Edition. 8vo, 16s.

Casaufooni Ephemerides, cum praefatioae ,et notis J. Russell,
S.T.P. Tomill. 8vo, 155.

Pxford: Clarendon Press,
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Chesterfield. Letters of Philip Dormer Fourth Earl of
Chesterfield, to his Godson and Successor. Edited from the Originals,

with a Memoir of Lord Chesterfield, by the late Earl of Carnarvon.
Second Edition. With Appendix of Additional Correspondence. Royal
8 vo, cloth extra, 21*.

Clarendon's History of the Rebellion and Civil Wars in
England. Re-edited from a fresh collation of the original MS. in the
Bodleian Library, with marginal dates and occasional notes, by W. Dunn
Macray, M.A., F.S.A. 6 vols. Crown 8vo, 2I. 5*.

History of the Rebellion and Civil Wars in England.
To which are subjoined the Notes of Bishop Warburton. 1849. 7 vols.

Medium 8vo, 2I. 10s.

History of the Rebellion and Civil Wars in England.
Also his Life, written by himself, in which is included a Continuation
of his History of the Grand Rebellion. Royal 8vo, il. 2s.

Clarendon's Life, including a Continuation of his History.
2 vols. 1857. Medium 8vo, 1 I. 2s.

Clinton's Fasti Hellenici. The Civil and Literary Chronology
of Greece, from the LVIth to the CXXIIIrd Olympiad. Third Edition.
4to, il. 14s. 6d.

Fasti Hellenici. The Civil and Literary Chronology
of Greece, from the CXXIVth Olympiad to the Death of Augustus.
Second Edition. 4to, il. 12s.

Epitome of the Fasti Hellenici. 8vo, 6s. 6d.

Fasti Romani. The Civil and Literary Chronology of
Rome and Constantinople, from the Death of Augustus to the Death of

Heraclius. 2 vols. 4to, 2I. 28.

Epitome of the Fasti Romani. 8vo, js.

Codrington. The Melanesians. Studies in their Anthro-
pology and Folk-Lore. By R. H. Codrington, D.D. 8vo, 16s.

Cramer's Geographical and Historical Description of Asia
Minor. 2 vols. 8vo, us.

Description of Ancient Greece. 3 vols. 8vo, 16s. 6d.

Earle. Handbook to the Land-Charters, and other Saxonic
Documents. By John Earle, M.A. Crown 8vo, 16*.

Elizabethan Seamen, Voyages of, to America. Edited by
E. J. Payne, M.A. First Series. Hawkins. Frobisher. Drake.
Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 5*.

London : Henry Frowde, Amen Corner, E.C.
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Finlay. A History of Greece from its Conquest by the
Romans to the present time, B.C. 146 to a.d. 1864. By George Finlay,
LL.D. A new Edition, revised throughout, and in part re-written, with
considerable additions, by the Author, and edited by H. F. Tozer, M.A.
7 vols. 8vo, 3Z. 1 os.

Fortescue. The Governance of England : otherwise called
The Difference between an Absolute and a Limited Monarchy. By Sir

John Fortescue, Kt. A Revised Text. Edited, with Introduction,
Notes, &c, by Charles Plummer, M.A. 8vo, half-bound, 12*. 6d.

Freeman. The History of Sicily from the Earliest Times.
By E. A. Freeman, M.A., D.C.L.

Vols. I and II. 8vo, 2I. 2s.

Vol. III. The Athenian and Carthaginian Invasions. iZ. 4s.

Vol. IV. From the Tyranny of Dionysios to the Death of Agathokles.
Edited from Posthumous MSS., by Arthur J. Evans, M.A. il. is.

History of the Norman Conquest of England; its

Causes and Results. By E. A. Freeman, D.C.L. In Six Volumes, 8vo,

57. 9*. 6d.

The Iteign of William Rufus and the Accession ofHenry
the First. 2 vols. 8vo, il. 16s.

A Short History of the Norman Conquest of England.
Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2*. 6d.

French Revolutionary Speeches. See Stephens, H. Morse.

Gardiner. The Constitutional Documents of the Puritan
Revolution. 162 8-1 660. Selected and Edited by Samuel Rawson
Gardiner, D.C.L. Crown 8vo, 9*.

Gascoigne's Theological Dictionary
(

J Liber Veritatum ') :

Selected Passages, illustrating the Condition of Church and State, 1403-
1458. With an Introduction by James E. Thorold Rogers, M.A.
Small 4to, 10*. 6d.

George. Genealogical Tables illustrative ofModern History.
By H. B. George, M.A. Third Edition. Small 4to, 12*.

Greswell's Fasti Temporis Catholici. 4 vols. 8vo, zl. ios.

Tables to Fasti, 4to, and Introduction to Tables, 8vo, 15*.

Origines Kalendarise Italicse. 4 vols. 8vo, il. %s.

Origines Kalendarise Hellenieae. 6 vols. 8vo, 4I. 4s.

Oxford: Clarendon Press.
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Greswell (W. Parr). History of the Dominion of Canada.
By W. Parr Greswell, M.A., under the Auspices of the Royal Colonial
Institute. With Eleven Maps. Crown 8vo, 7$. 6d.

Geography of the Dominion of Canada and Newfound-
land. By the same Author. With Ten Maps. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Geography of Africa South of the Zambesi. With
Maps. Crown 8vo, *js. 6d.

Gross. The Gild Merchant: a Contribution to British
Municipal History. By C. Gross, Ph.D. 2 vols. 8vo, half-bound, 24s.

Hastings. Hastings and The Rohilla War. By Sir John
Strachey, G.C.S.I. 8vo, cloth, 10*. 6d.

Hodgkin. Italy and her Invaders. With Plates and Maps.
By Thomas Hodgkin, D.C.L. (a.d. 376-553).

Vols. I-II. The Visigothic Invasions. The Hunnish Invasion. The
Vandal Invasion, and the Herulian Mutiny. Second Edition, 2I. 2s.

Vols. III-IV. The Ostrogothic Invasion. The Imperial Restoration.

Second Edition, 365.

Vols. V-VI. The Lombard Invasion, and the Lombard Kingdom. 36s.

The Dynasty ofTheodosius ; or, Seventy Years' Struggle
with the Barbarians. By the same Author. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Hume. Letters of David Hume to William Strahan. Edited
with Notes, Index, &c, by G. Birkbeck Hill, D.C.L. 8vo, 12s. 6d.

Hunter. A Brief History of the Indian Peoples. By Sir

W. W. Hunter, K.C.S.I. Eighty-Second Thousand. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Jackson. Dalmatia, the Quarnero, and Istria ; with Cettigne
in Montenegro and the Island of Grado. By T. G. Jackson, M.A.
3 vols. With many Plates and Illustrations. 8vo, half-bound, 2I. 2s.

Johnson. Letters of Samuel Johnson, LL.D. Collected
and Edited by G. Birkbeck Hill, D.C.L. In two volumes. Medium
8vo, half-roan (uniform with Boswell's Life of Johnson), 28s.

Johnsonian Miscellanies. Arranged and Edited by
G. Bikkbeck Hill, D.C.L., LL.D. 2 vols. Medium 8vo, 28j.

Jones (Benj.). Co-operative Production. By Benjamin Jones.
With Preface by the Kt. Hon. A. H. Dyke Acland, M.P. 2 vols.

Crown 8vo, 158.

Kitchin. A History of France. With numerous Maps,
Plans, and Tables. By G. W. Kitchin, D.D. Third Edition. In

three Volumes. Crown 8vo, each 10*. 6d.

Vol. I, to 1453. Vol. II, 1453-1624. Vol. Ill, 1624-1793.

London: Henry Frowdb, Amen Corner, E.C.
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Knight's Life of Dean Colet. 1823. 8vo, 7*. 6d.

Lewes, The Song of. Edited, with Introduction and Notes,
by C. L. Kingsford, M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, 5*.

Lewis (Sir G. Cornewall). An Essay on the Government
of Dependencies. Edited by C. P. Lucas, B.A. 8vo, half-roan, 14s.

Lloyd's Prices of Corn in Oxford, 1583-1830. 8vo, is.

Lucas. Historical Geography of the British Colonies. By
C. P.Lucas,B.A.

Introduction. With Eight Maps. Crown 8vo, 4*. 6d.

Vol. I. The Mediterranean and Eastern Colonies (exclusive of India).

With Eleven Maps. 5*.

Vol. II. The West Indian Colonies. With Twelve Maps. 7*. 6d.

Vol. III. West Africa. With Five Maps. 7s. 6d.

Vol. IV. South and East Africa. Historical and Geographical. With
Ten Maps. gs. 6d.

Also in two Parts :

—

Part I. Historical, 6s. 6d. Part II. Geographical, 3s. 6d.

Ludlow. The Memoirs of Edmund Ludlow, 1 625-1672.
Edited, with Appendices of Letters and Illustrative Documents, by C. H.
Firth, M.A. 2 vols. 8vo, ll. 16s.

Luttrell's (Narcissus) Diary. A Brief Historical Relation of

State Affairs, 1 678-1 714. 6 vols. 8vo, ll. 4s.

Machiavelli (Niccolo). II Principe. Edited by L. Arthur
Burd. With an Introduction by Lord Acton. 8vo, 14s.

The Prince. Translated by Ninian Hill Thomson, M.A.
Extra fcap. 8vo, 3s. 6d. net.

Macray. Annals of the Bodleian Library, Oxford, with
a Notice of the Earlier Library of the University. By W. Dunn
Macray, M. A., F.S.A. Second Edition , enlarged and continued from
1868 to 1880. Medium 8vo, half-bound, 25s.

Madan. Manuscript Materials relating to the History of

Oxford ; contained in the Printed Catalogues of the Bodleian and College

Libraries. By F. Madan, M.A. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

The Early Oxford Press. A Bibliography of Printing
and Publishing at Oxford, ' 1468'- 1640. With Notes, Appendices, and
Illustrations. By Falconer Madan, M.A. 8vo, cloth, 18*.

Oxford: Clarendon Press.
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Magna Carta, a careful Reprint. Edited by W. Stubbs, D.D.,
Lord Bishop of Oxford. 4to, stitched, is.

Metcalfe. Passio et Miracula Beati Olaui. Edited from a
Twelfth-Century MS. by F. Metcalfe, M.A. Small 4to, 6s.

More. The Utopia of Sir Thomas More. Edited by J. H.
Lupton, B.D. 8vo, half-bound, 10s. 6d. net.

Napier and Stevenson. The Crawford Collection of Early
Charters and Documents, nowin the Bodleian Library. Small 4to, cloth, 12s.

OXFORD, University of. For Official Publications, see back
of cover.

Fattison. Essays by the late Mark Pattison, sometime
Rector of Lincoln College. Collected and arranged by Henry Nettle -

ship, M.A. 2 vols. 8vo, 24*.

Life of Isaac Casaubon (1559-16 14). By the same
Author. Second Edition. 8vo, 16s.

Payne. History of the New World called America. By
E. J. Payne, M.A. Vol. I, 8vo, 18s. Vol. II. [In the Press.']

Voyages of the Elizabethan Seamen to America. Edited
by E. J. Payne, M.A. First Series. Hawkins. Frobisher. Drake.
Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Poole. Historical Atlas of Modern Europe, from the decline

of the Roman Empire. Comprising also Maps of parts of Asia and of

the New World connected with European history. Edited by R. L.

Poole, M.A. Imperial 4to. Parts I-VI. To be completed in thirty

Monthly Parts, each 3s. 6d. net.

Prothero. Select Statutes and other Constitutional Docu-
ments, illustrative of the Reigns of Elizabeth and James I. Edited by

Gr. W. Prothero, M.A. Crown 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Select Statutes and other Documents bearing* on the
Constitutional History of England, from a.d. 1307 to 1558. By the same
Editor. [In Preparation.']

Ralegh. Sir Walter Ralegh. A Biography. By W. Stebbing,
M.A. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Ramsay (Sir James H.). Lancaster and York. A Century
of English History (a.d. i 399-1485). 2 vols. 8vo, with Index, il. i'js. 6d.

Index to the above, separately, paper cover, is. 6d.

London : Henry Frowde, Amen Corner, E.C.
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Ramsay (W. M.). The Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia. By
W. M. Kamsay, D.C.L., LL.D. Koyal 8vo.

Vol. I. Parti. The Lycos Valley and South-Western Phrygia. 18s. net.

Vol. I. Part II. West and West Central Africa. 21*. net.

Ralike. A History of England, principally in the Seventeenth
Century. By L. von Ranke. Translated under the superintendence
of G. W. Kitchin, D.D., and C. W. Boase, M.A. 6 vols. 8vo, $1. 38.

*** Revised Index separately, paper cover, is.

Rashdall. The Universities of Europe in the Middle Ages.
By Hastings Rashdall, M.A. 2 vols. 8vo, with Maps and Illus-

trations. 2I. 5s. net cash.

Rawlinson. A Manual of Ancient History. By George
Rawlinson, M.A. Second Edition. Demy 8vo, 145.

Rh£s. Studies in the Arthurian Legend. By John Rhys,
M.A., Principal of Jesus College, Oxford. 8vo, 12s. 6d.

Ricardo. Letters of David Rieardo to T. R. Malthus
(1810-1823). Edited by James Bonar, M.A. 8vo, 105. 6d.

Rogers. History of Agriculture and Prices in England,
a.d. 1 259-1 793. By James E. Thorold Rogers, M.A.

Vols. I and II (1259-1400). 8vo, 2I. 28.

Vols. Ill and IV (1401-1582). 8vo, 2I. 10s.

Vols. V and VI (1 583-1 702). 8vo, 2I. 10s.

Vols. VII and VIII. [In the Press.]

First Nine Years of the Bank of England. 8vo, 8*. 6d.

Protests of the Lords, including those which have been
expunged, from 1624 to 1874; with Historical Introductions. In three

volumes. 8vo, 2I. 2s.

RULERS OP INDIA : The History of the Indian Empire
in a carefully planned succession of Political Biographies. Edited by Sir

William Wilson Hunter, K.C.S.I. In crown 8vo. Half-crown volumes.

Akbar. By Colonel Malleson, C.S.I.

Albuquerque. By H. Mokse Stephens,

Aurangzib. By Stanley Lane-Poole, B.A.

Madhava Rao Sindhia. By H. G. Keene, M.A., CLE.
Lord Clive. By Colonel Malleson, C.S.I.

Dupleix. By Colonel Malleson, C.S.I.

Warren Hastings. By Captain L. J. Trotter.

Oxford : Clarendon Press.
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RULERS OF INDIA (continued).

The Marquess of Cornwallis. By W. S. Seton-Karr.
Haidar Ali and Tipii Sult&n. By L. B. Bowring, C.S.I.

The Marquess Wellesley, K.G-. By W.H. Htjtton, M.A.
Marquess of Hastings. By Major Ross-of-Bladensburg,

C.B.

Mountstuart Elphinstone. By J. S. Cotton, M.A.
Sir Thomas Munro. By John Bradshaw, M.A., LL.D.
Earl Amherst. By Anne Thackeray Ritchie and

Kichardson Evans.

Lord William Bentinck. By Demetrius C. Boulger.
The Earl of Auckland. By Captain L. J. Trotter.
Viscount Hardinge. By his son, Viscount Hardinge.
Ranjit Singh. By Sir Lepel Griffin, K.C.S.I.

The Marquess of Dalhousie. By Sir W. W. Hunter.
JohnRussell Colvin. By SirAuckland Colvin, K.C.S.I.. &c.

Clyde and Strathnairn. By Major-General Sir Owen
Tudor Burne, K.C.S.I.

Earl Canning. By Sir H. S. Cunningham, K.C.I.E.

Lord Lawrence. By Sir C. Aitchison, K.C.S.I., LL.D.
The Earl of Mayo. By Sir W. W. Hunter, K.C.S.I.

SUPPLEMENTARY VOLUMES.

A Brief History of the Indian Peoples. By Sir
W. W. Hunter, K.C.S.I. Eighty-Second Thousand. $s. 6d.

James Thomason. By Sir Eiohard Temple, Bart. 3s. 6d.

Selden. The Table Talk of John Selden. Edited, with an
Introduction and Notes, by S. H. Reynolds, M.A. 8vo, half-roan,
8s. 6d.

Smith (Adam). Lectures on Justice, Police, Revenue, and
Arms. Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by Edwin Cannan. 8vo,

cloth, 1 os. 6d. net.

Wealth of Nations. A new Edition., with Notes, by

Sprigg's England's Recovery; being the History of the Army
under Sir Thomas Fairfax. 8vo, 6s.

London : Henry Frowde, Amen Corner, E.C.
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Stephens. The Principal Speeches of the Statesmen and
Orators of the French Revolution, 1 789-1 795. With Introductions,

Notes, &c. By H. Morse Stephens, M.A. 2 vols. Crown 8vo, 21*.

Stubbs. Select Charters and other Illustrations of English
Constitutional History, from the Earliest Times to the Reign ofEdward I.

Arranged and edited by W. Stubbs, D.D., Lord Bishop of Oxford.
Eighth Edition. Crown 8vo, 8*. 6d.

The Constitutional History of England, in its Origin
and Development. Library Edition. 3 vols. Demy 8vo, 2I. 8s.

Also in 3 vols, crown 8vo, price 125. each.

Seventeen Lectures on the Study of Mediaeval and
Modern History. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 8*. 6d.

Swift (F. D.). The Life and Times of James the First of
Aragon. By F. Dakwin Swift, B.A. 8vo, 12s. 6d.

Tozer. The Islands of the Aegean. By H. Fanshawe
Tozeb, M.A., F.R.G.S. Crown 8vo, Ss. 6d.

Vinogradoff. Villainage in England. Essays in English
Mediaeval History. By Paul Vinogradoff, Professor in the University
of Moscow. 8 vo, half-bound, 1 6$.

Wellesley. A Selection from the Despatches , Treaties, and
other Papers of the Mabquess Wellesley, K.G., during his Government
of India. Edited by S. J. Owen, M.A. 8vo, 1 1. 4*.

Wellington. A Selection from the Despatches, Treaties, and
other Papers relating to India of Field-Marshal the Duke of Welling-
ton, K.G. Edited by S. J. Owen, M.A. 8vo, 1 1. 4*.

Whitelock's Memorials of English Affairs from 1625 to 1660.

4 vols. 8vo, il. ios.

Cannan. Elementary Political Economy. By Edwin Cannan,
M.A. Extra fcap. 8vo, stiff covers, is.

Raleigh. Elementary Politics. By Thomas Raleigh, M.A.
Sixth Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, stiff covers, 1*.

Oxford: Clarendon Press.
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Anson. Principles of the English Law of Contract, and of

Agency in its Belation to Contract. By Sir W. R. Anson, D.C.L.
Eighth Edition. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Law and Custom of the Constitution. In two Parts.
Parti. Parliament. Second Edition. 8vo, 12s. 6d.

Part II. The Crown. Second Edition. 8vo, 14$.

Baden-Powell. Land-Systems of British India ; being' a
Manual of the Land-Tenures, and of the Systems of Land-Revenue
Administration prevalent in the several Provinces. By B. H. Baden-
Powell, C.I.E., F.R.S.E., M.R.A.S. 3 vols. 8vo, with Maps, 3Z. 3s.

Land-Revenue and Tenure in British India. By the
same Author. With Map. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Bentham. An Introduction to the Principles of Morals and
Legislation. By Jeremy Bentham. Crown 8vo, 6*. 6d.

Digby. An Introduction to the History of the Law of Real
Property. By Kenelm E. Digby, M.A. Fourth Edition. 8vo, 12*. 6d.

Greenidge. Infamia; its place in Roman Public and Private
Law. By A. H. J. Greenidge, M.A. 8vo, 10*. 6d.

Grueber. Lex Aquilia. The Roman Law ofDamage to Pro-
perty : being a Commentary on the Title of the Digest ' Ad Legem
Aquiliam' (ix. 2). With an Introduction to the Study of the Corpus Iuris

Civilis. By Erwin Grueber, Dr. Jur., M.A. 8vo, 10*. 6d.

Hall. International Law. By W. E. Hall, M.A. Fourth
Edition. 8vo, 22s. 6d.

A Treatise on the Foreign Powers and Jurisdiction of the
British Crown. By the same Author. 8vo, 10*. 6d.

Holland. The Elements of Jurisprudence. By T. E. Holland,
D.C.L. Eighth Edition. 8vo, ios.6d.

The European Concert in the Eastern Question, a Col-
lection of Treaties and other Public Acts. Edited, with Introductions

and Notes, by T. E. Holland, D.C.L. 8vo, 1 2s. 6d.

Gentilis, Alberici, LCD., I.C.P.R., de lure Belli Libri
Tres. Edidit T. E. Holland, LCD. Small 4to, half-morocco, 215.

The Institutes of Justinian, edited as a recension of
the Institutes of Gaius, by T. E. Holland, D.C.L. Second Edition.
Extra fcap. 8vo, 5*.

London : Henry Frowdb, Amen Corner, E.C.
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Holland and Shadwell. Select Titles from the Digest of
Justinian. By T. E. Holland, D.C.L., and C. L. Shadwell, B.C.L.
8vo, 14*.

Also sold in Parts, in paper covers, as follows :—
Part I. Introductory Titles. 2s. dd.

Part II. Family Law. is.

Part III. Property Law. 2*. 6d.

Part IV". Law of Obligations (No. 1). 3*. 6d.

Part IV. Law of Obligations (No. 2). 4*. 6d.

Markby. Elements of Law considered with reference to
Principles of General Jurisprudence. By Sir William Markby, D.C.L.
Fifth, Edition. 8vo, 12*. 6d.

Moyle. Imperatoris Iustiniani Institutionum Libri Quat-
tuor; with Introductions, Commentary, Excursus, and Translation. By
J. B. Moyle, D.C.L. Third Edition. 2 vols. 8vo, 22*.

*
+
* Also sold separately
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Vol. I, Introduction, Text, Notes, 16s.; Vol. II, Translation, 6s.

Contract of Sale in the Civil Law. By J. B. Moyle,
D.C.L. 8vo, 10*. 6d.

Pollock and Wright. An Essay on Possession in the Common
Law. By Sir F. Pollock, Bart., M.A., and Sir R. S. Wright, B.C.L.
8vo, 8*. 6d.

Poste. Gaii Institutionum Juris CivilisCommentarii Quattuor

;

or, Elements of Roman Law by Gaius. With a Translation and Commen-
tary by Edward Poste, M.A. Third Edition. 8vo, 18*.

Raleigh. An Outline of the Law of Property. By Thomas
Raleigh, M.A. 8vo, cloth, Js. 6d.

Sohm. Institutes of Roman Law. By Rudolph Sohm,
Professor in the University of Leipzig. Translated (from the Fourth
Edition of the German) by J. C. Ledlie, B.C.L., M.A. With an Intro-

ductory Essay by Erwin Grueber, Dr. Jur., M.A. 8vo, 18*.

Stokes. Anglo-Indian Codes. By Whitley Stokes, LL.D.
Vol. I. Substantive Law. 8vo, 30s. Vol. II. Adjective Law. 8vo, 35s.

First Supplement to the above, 1887, 1888. 2s. 6d.

Second Supplement, to May 31, 1891. 4*. 6d.

First and Second Supplements in one volume, price 6s. 6d.

Twiss. The Law of Nations considered as Independent
Political Communities. By Sir Travers Twiss, D.C.L.

Part I. On the rights and Duties of Nations in time of

Peace. New Edition, Revised and Enlarged. 8vo, 15s.

Oxford: Clarendon Press.
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V. PHILOSOPHY, LOGIC, &c.
Bacon. Novum Organum. Edited, with Introduction, Notes,

&c, by T. Fowler, D.D. Second Edition, 8vo, 1 5*.

Novum Organum. Edited, with English Notes, by
G. W. Kitchin, D.D. 8vo, 9*. 6d.

The Essays. Edited, with Introduction and Illustra-

tive Notes, by S. H. Reynolds, M.A. Demy 8vo, half-bound, 1 2*. 6d.

Berkeley. The works of George Berkeley, D.D., formerly
Bishop of Cloyne ; including many of his writings hitherto unpublished.
With Prefaces, Annotations, and an Account of his Life and Philosophy,

by A. Campbell Fraser, Hon. D.C.L. and LL.D. 4 vols. 8vo, 2I. iSs.

The Life, Letters, fyc, separately, i6s.

Selections. With Introduction and Notes. For the
use of Students in the Universities. By the same Editor. Fourth Edition.

Crown 8vo, 8*. 6d.

Bosanquet. Logic ; or, The Morphology of Knowledge. By
B. Bosanquet, M.A. 8vo, 21s.

British Moralists. Selections from Writers principally of
the Eighteenth Century. Edited by L. A. Selby-Bigge, M.A. 2 vols.

Crown 8vo, iSs.

Butler. The Works of Bishop Butler. Edited by the Right
Hon. W. E. Gladstone. 2 vols. Medium 8vo, il. 8s.

Works, with Index to the Analogy. 2 vols. 8vo, us.

Fowler. The Elements of Deductive Logic, designed mainly
for the use of Junior Students in the Universities. By T. Fowler,
D.D. Tenth Edition, with a Collection of Examples. Extra fcap. 8vo,

3*. 6d.

The Elements of Inductive Logic, designed mainly for
the use of Students in the Universities. Sixth Edition. Extra fcap.

8vo, 6s.

Logic; Deductive and Inductive, combined in a single
volume. Extra fcap. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Fowler and Wilson. The Principles of Morals. By T.
Fowler, D.D., and J. M. Wilson, B.D. 8vo, 14s.

Also, separately
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Part I. Introductory Chapters. By T. Fowler, D.D., and J. M.
Wilson, B.D. 8vo, 3*. 6d.

Part II. The Principles of Morals. By T. Fowler, D.D. 8vo,ios.6d.

London : Henry Fbowdk, Amen Corner, E.C.
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Green. Prolegomena to Ethics. By T. H. Green, M.A.
Edited by A. C. Bradley, M.A. Third Edition. 8vo, 12*. 6d.

Hegel. The Logic of Hegel ; translated from the Encyclo-
paedia of the Philosophical Sciences. With Prolegomena to the Study
of Hegel's Logic and Philosophy. By William Wallace, M.A., LL.D.
Second Edition, Revised and Augmented. 2 vols. Crown 8vo, 10*. 6d. each.

Hegel's Philosophy of Mind. Translated from the Encyclo-
paedia of the Philosophical Sciences. With Five Introductory Essays. By
William Wallace, M.A., LL.D. Crown 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Hume's Treatise of Human Nature. Reprinted from the
Original Edition in Three Volumes, and Edited by L. A. Selby-Bigge,
M.A. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 8s.

Enquiry concerning the Human Understanding, and
an Enquiry concerning the Principles of Morals. Edited by L. A. Selby-
Bigge, M.A. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Locke. An Essay concerning Human Understanding. By
John Locke. Collated and Annotated with Prolegomena, Biographical,
Critical, and Historical, by A. Campbell Fraser, Hon. D.C.L. and LL.D.
2 vols. 8vo, il. 12s.

Locke's Conduct of the Understanding. Edited by T. Fowler,
D.D. Third Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2*. 6d.

Lotze's Logic, in Three Books; of Thought, of Investigation,
and of Knowledge. English Translation ; Edited by B. Bosanquet, M.A

.

Second Edition. 2 vols. Crown 8vo, 12*.

Metaphysic, in Three Books ; Ontology, Cosmology, and
Psychology. English Translation; Edited by B. Bosanquet, M.A.
Second Edition. 2 vols. Crown 8vo, 12s.

Martineau. Types of Ethical Theory. By James Mae/tineau,
D.D. Third Edition. 2 vols. Crown 8vo, 1 5*.

A Study of Religion : its Sources and Contents. Second
Edition. 2 vols. Crown 8vo, 15s.

Plato. A Selection of Passages from Plato for English
Readers; from the Translation by B. Jowett, M.A. Edited, with Intro-
ductions, by M. J. Knight. 2 vols. Crown 8vo, gilt top, 12s.

Oxford : Clarendon Press.
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VI. PHYSICAL SCIENCE AND
MATHEMATICS, &c.

Acland. Synopsis of the Pathological Series in the Oxford
Museum. By Sir H. W. Acland, M.D., F.R.S. 8vo, 2*. 6d.

Adler. Alternating Generations ; a Biological Study of Oak
Galls and Gall Flies. By Hermann Adler, M.D. Translated and
Edited by C. R. Straton, F.R.C.S. Ed., F.E.S. With coloured Illustra-

tions of forty-two Species. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 10s. 6d. net.

Aldis. A Text-Book of Algebra: with Answers to the
Examples. By W. S. Aldis, M.A. Crown 8vo, 7*. 6d.

Aplin. The Birds of Oxfordshire. By O. V. Aplin. 8vo.
with a Map and one coloured Plate, 10s. 6d.

Baynes. Lessons on Thermodynamics. By It. E. Baynes,
M.A. Crown 8vo, Js. 6d.

Beddard. A Monograph, Structural and Systematic, of
the Order Oligochaeta. By Frank Evers Beddard, M.A., F.R.S.
4to. With Plates and Illustrations. Demy 4to, 2I. 2s. net.

BIOLOGICAL SERIES. (Translations of Foreign Memoirs.)

I. Memoirs on the Physiology of Nerve, of Muscle, and
of the Electrical Organ. Edited by J. Burdon-SAnderson, M.D.,
F.R.SS.L. & E. Medium 8vo, ll. is.

II. The Anatomy of the Frog. By Dr. Alexander
Ecker, Professor in the University of Freiburg. Translated, with
numerous Annotations and Additions, by George Haslam, M.D.
Medium 8vo, 21*.

IV. Essays upon Heredity and kindred Biological Pro-
blems. By Dr. August Weismann. Authorized Translation.

Crown 8vo.

Vol. I. Edited by E. B. Poulton, S. Schonland, and A. E.
Shipley. Second Edition. 7*. 6d.

Vol. II. Edited by E. B. Poulton and A. E. Shipley. 5*.

London : Henry Frowdb, Amen Corner, E.C.
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BOTANICAL SERIES.

History of Botany (1530-1860). By Julius von Sachs.
Authorized Translation, by H. E. F. Garnsey, M.A. Revised by
Isaac Batley Balfour, M.A., M.D., F.R.S. Crown 8vo, io«.

Comparative Anatomy of the Vegetative Organs of the
Phanerogams and Ferns. By Dr. A. de Bary. Translated and
Annotated by F. O. Bower, M.A., F.L.S., and D. H. Scott, M.A.,
Ph.D., F.L.S. Royal 8vo, half-morocco, il. 2$. 6d.

Outlines of Classification and Special Morphology of
Plants. By Dr. K. Goebel. Translated by H. E. F. Garnsey,
M.A.,and Revised by Isaac Bayley Balfour, M.A.,M.D., F.R.S.
Royal 8vo, half-morocco, il. is.

Lectures on the Physiology of Plants. By Julius von
Sachs. Translated by H. Marshall Ward, M.A., F.L.S. Royal
8vo, half-morocco, \l. 11s. 6d.

Comparative Morphology and Biology of Fungi, Myce-
tozoa and Bacteria. By Dr. A. de Bary. Translated by H. E. F.
Garnsey, M.A. Revised by Isaac Bayley Balfour, M.A., M.D.,
F.R.S. Royal 8vo, half-morocco, il. 2s. 6d.

Lectures on Bacteria. By Dr. A. de Bary. Second
Improved Edition. Translated by H. E. F. Garnsey, M.A. Revised
by Isaac Bayley Balfour, M.A., M.D., F.R.S. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Introduction to Fossil Botany. By Count H. zu Solms-
Laubach. Translated by H. E. F. Garnsey, M.A. Revised by Isaac
Bayley Balfour, M.A., M.D., F.R.S. Royal 8vo, half-morocco, 18*.

Index Kewensis ; an enumeration of the Genera and Species
of Flowering Plants from the time of Linnaeus to the year 1885 inclusive.

Edited by Sir J. D. Hooker and B. D. Jackson. 2 vols. 4to, half-

morocco, 10I. 1 os. net.

Annals of Botany. Edited by Isaac Bayley Balfour, M.A.,
M.D., F.R.S., Sydney H. Vines, D.Sc, F.R.S., D. H. Scott, M.A.,
Ph.D., F.L.S., and W. G. Farlow, M.D. ; assisted by other Botanists.

Royal 8vo, half-morocco, gilt top.

Already published—
Vol. I, Parts I-IV, consisting of pp. 415, and pp. cix, Record of Current

Literature and Necrology, with eighteen Plates, in part coloured, and
six Woodcuts, il. 16s.

Vol. II, Parts V-VIII, consisting of pp. 436, and pp. cxxxviii, Record of

Current Literature and Necrology, with twenty-four Plates, in part
coloured, and twenty-three Woodcuts. 2I. 2s.

Oxford: Clarendon Press.
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Annals of Botany {continued).

Vol. Ill, Parts IX-XII, consisting of pp. 495, and pp. cxviii, Record of

Current Literature and Necrology, with twenty-six Plates, in part

coloured, and eight Woodcuts. 2I. 12s. 6d.

Vol. IV, Parts XIII-XVI, consisting of pp. 385, and pp. cxviii, Record of

Current Literature, with twenty-two Plates, in part coloured, and
thirteen Woodcuts. 2I. 5s.

Vol. V, Parts XVII-XX, consisting of pp. 526, with twenty-seven Plates,

in part coloured, and four Woodcuts. 2£ 10s.

Vol. VI, Parts XXI-XXIV, consisting of pp. 383, with twenty-four Plates,

in part coloured, and sixteen Woodcuts. 2I. 4s.

Vol. VII, Parts XXV-XXVIII, consisting of pp. 532, with twenty-seven
Plates, in part coloured, and five Woodcuts. 2I. ios.

Vol. VIII, Parts XXIX-XXXII, consisting of pp. 470, with twenty-four
Plates, in part coloured^ and five Woodcuts. 2I. 10s.

Vol. IX, Parts XXXIII-XXXVI, consisting of pp. 668, with twenty-five

Plates, in part coloured, and thirteen Woodcuts. 2I. 15s.

Vol. X, Parts XXXVII-XL, consisting of pp. 661, with twenty-eight Plates,

in part coloured, and three Woodcuts. 2I. 16s.

Vol. XI, Part XLI, with nine Plates. 14s.

Reprints from the 'Annals of Botany.,'

Holmes and Batters. Revised List of British Marine Algae
(with Appendix). Price 2*. 6d. net.

Baker (J. G.). A Summary of New Ferns (1874-90).
Price 5*. net. This forms a supplement to the Synopsis Filicum.

A Synopsis of the Genera and Species of Museae.
Price i*. 6d. net,

New Perns of 1892-3. Price 1*. net.

Bradley's Miscellaneous Works and Correspondence. With
an Account of Harriot's Astronomical Papers. 4to, 17s.

Chambers. A Handbook of Descriptive Astronomy. By
G. F. Chambeks, F.R.A.S. Fourth Edition.

Vol. I. The Sun, Planets, and Comets. 8vo, 21*.

Vol. II. Instruments and Practical Astronomy. 8vo, 21s.

Vol. III. The Starry Heavens. 8vo, 14*.

London: Henry Fkowdk, Amen Corner, E.C.
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Cremona. Elements of Projective Geometry. By Luigi Cre-
mona. Translated by C. Leudesdorf, M.A. Second Edition. 8vo, 12s. 6d.

Graphical Statics. Two Treatises on the Graphical
Calculus and Reciprocal Figures in Graphical Statics. By the same
Author. Translated by T. Hudson Bbaee. Demy 8vo, 8s. 6d.

Daubeny's Introduction to the Atomic Theory. i6mo, 6s.

Dixey. Epidemic Influenza, a Study in Comparative Statistics.

By F. A. Dixey, M.A.> D.M. Medium 8vo, 7*. 6d.

Donkin. Acoustics. By W. F. Donkin, M.A.,F.R.S. Second
Edition. Crown 8vo, 7&. 6d.

Elliott. An Introduction to the Algebra of Quantics. By
E. B. Elliott, M.A. Demy 8vo, 15s.

Emtage. An Introduction to the Mathematical Theory of
Electricity and Magnetism. By "W. T. A. Emtage,M.A. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Etheridge. Fossils of the British Islands, Stratigraphically
and Zoologically arranged. Part I. Palaeozoic. By R. Etheridge,
F.R.SS.L. & E., F.G.S. 4to, rZ. 10s.

Euclid Revised. Containing the Essentials of the Elements
of Plane Geometry as given by Euclid in his first Six Books. Edited
by R. C. J. Nixok, M.A. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Sold separately as follows :

—

Book I. is. Books I, II. is. 6d.

Books I-IV. 3s. Books V, VI. 3 s. 6d.

Euclid. Geometry in Space. Containing parts of Euclid's
Eleventh and Twelfth Books. By R. C. J. Nixon, M.A. Cr. 8vo, 3*. 6d.

Fisher. Class-Book of Chemistry. By W. W. Fisher, M.A.,
F.C.S. Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.

Pock (Andreas). An Introduction to Chemical Crystallo-
graphy. By Andreas Fock, Ph.D. Translated and Edited by W. J.

Pope ; with a Preface by N. Story-Maskelyne, M.A. Crown 8vo, 5*.

Gaiton. The Construction of Healthy Dwellings. By
Sir Douglas Galton, K.C.B., F.R.S. Second Edition. 8vo, 10*. 6d.

Healthy Hospitals. Observations on some points
connected with Hospital Construction. By the same Author. With
Illustrations. Second Edition. 8vo, 10*. 6d.

Oxford : Clarendon Press.
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G-reenwell. British Barrows, a Record of the Examination of
Sepulchral Mounds in various parts of England. By W. Greenwell,
M.A., F.S.A. Together with Description of Figures of Skulls, General
Remarks on PrehistoricCrania, and an Appendix by George Rolleston,
M.D., F.R.S. Medium 8vo, 25*.

Gresswell. A Contribution to the Natural History of Scar-
latina, derived from Observations on the London Epidemic of 1887-188$.
By D. Astlet Gresswell, M.D. Medium 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Hamilton and Ball. Book-keeping*. New and enlarged
Edition. By Sir R. G. C. Hamilton and John Ball. Cloth, 2s.

Ruled Exercise books adapted to the above may be had, price is. 6d.{

also, adapted to the Preliminary Course only, price ^d.

Hareourt and Madan. Exercises in Practical Chemistry*
By A. G. Vernon Harcourt, M.A., and H. G. Madan, M.A. Fifth
Edition. Crown 8vo, iq*. 6d.

Madan. Tables of Qualitative Analysis. By H. 6,
Madan, M.A. Large 4to, paper covers, 4*. 6d.

Hensley. Figures made Easy. A first Arithmetic Book.
By Lewis Hensley, M.A. Crown 8vo, 6d. Answers, is.

—— The Scholar's Arithmetic, is. 6d. Answers, is. 6d.

The Scholar's Algebra. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Hughes. Geography for Schools. By Alfred Hughes, M.A.
Parti. Practical Geography. With Diagrams. Crown 8vo, 2*. 6*2.

Johnston. An Elementary Treatise on Analytical Geometry.
By W. J. Johnston, M.A. Crown 8vo, 10$. 6d.

Kelvin. The Molecular Tactics of a Crystal. By Lord
Kelvin, P.R.S. With Twenty Illustrations. 8vo, $s. 6d>

Maclaren. A System of Physical Education: Theoretical

and Practical. By Archibald Maclaren. Few Edition^ re*edited and
enlarged by Wallace Maclaren, M.A., Ph.D. Crown 8vo, 8*. 6d. net.

Maxwell. A Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism. By
J. Clerk Maxwell, M.A. Third Edition. 2 vols. 8vo, iZ. 12s.

An Elementary Treatise on Electricity. Edited by
William Garnett, M.A. 8vo, 7*. 6d.

I^ondon: Henry IFbowde, Amen Corner, E.C,
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Minchin. A Treatise on Statics with Applications to Physics.
By G. M. Minchin, M.A.

Vol.1. Equilibrium of Coplanar Forces. Fifth Edition. 8vo, 10*. 6c?.

Vol.11. Non-Coplanar Forces. Fourth Edition. 8vo, 16s.

Hydrostatics and Elementary Hydrokinetics. Crown
8vo, los. 6d.

Miiller. On certain Variations in the Vocal Organs of the
Passeres. By J. Muller. Translated by F. J. Bell, B.A., and edited

by A. H. Garrod, M.A., F.R.S. With Plates. 4to, 7*. 6d.

Nisbet. Studies in Forestry. Being a Short Course of
Lectures on the Principles of Sylviculture, delivered at the Botanic
Garden, Oxford. By John Nisbet, D.Oec. Crown 8vo, 6$. net.

Nixon. Elementary Plane Trigonometry. By R. C. J. Nixon,
M.A. Crown 8vo, 'js. 6d. (See Euclid Revised.)

Phillips. Geology of Oxford and the Valley of the Thames.
By John Phillips, M.A., F.R.S. 8vo, 21s.

Vesuvius. Crown 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Powell. The Surgical Aspect of Traumatic Insanity. By
H. A. Powell, M.A., M.D. 8vo, stiff cover, 2s. 6d.

Prestwieh. Geology, Chemical
?
Physical, and Stratigraphical.

By the late Sir Joseph Prestwich,D.C.L.,F.R.S.,F.G.S. In twoVolumes.

Vol. I. Chemical and Physical. Royal 8vo, iZ. 5s.

Vol. II. Stratigraphical and Physical. With a new Geo-
logical Map of Europe. Itoyal 8vo, iZ. 165.

Price. Treatise on Infinitesimal Calculus. By Bartholomew
Price, D.D., F.R.S.

Vol.1. Differential Calculus. Second Edition. 8vo, 14s. 6c?.

Vol. II. Integral Calculus, Calculus of Variations, and Differential
Equations.

Vol. III. Statics, including Attractions ; Dynamics of a Material
Particle. Second Edition. 8vo, 16s.

Vol. IV. Dynamics of Material Systems. Second Edition. 8vo, 18*.

Price (W. A.). A Treatise on the Measurement of Electrical
Kesistance. By W. A. Price, M.A., A.M.I.C.E. 8vo, 14s.

Oxford : Clarendon Press,
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Pritchard. Astronomical Observations made at the University
Observatory, Oxford, under the direction of C. Pritchard, D.D. No. i.

Royal 8vo, paper covers, 3*. 6d.

No. II. Uranometria Nova Oxoniensis. A Photometric
determination of the magnitudes of all Stars visible to the naked eye,

from the Pole to ten degrees south of the Equator. Royal 8vo, 8*. 6d.

- No. III. Researches in Stellar Parallax by the aid of
Photography. Royal 8vo, *js. 6d.

No. IV. Researches in Stellar Parallax by the aid of
Photography. Part II. Royal 8vo, 4s. 6d.

Rigaud's Correspondence of Scientific Men of the 17th
Century, with Table of Contents by A. de Morgan, and Index by
J. Rigaud, M.A. 2 vols. 8vo, 18*. 6d.

Rolleston. Scientific Papers and Addresses. By George
Rolleston, M.D., F.R.S. Arranged and edited by William Turner,
M.B., F.R.S. With a Biographical Sketch by Edward Tylor, F.R.S.
2 vols. 8vo, il. 4*.

Bolleston and Jackson. Forms ofAnimal Life. A Manual of
Comparative Anatomy, with descriptions of selected types. By George
Rolleston, M.D., F.R.S. Second Edition. Revised and enlarged by
W. Hatchett Jackson, M.A. Medium 8vo, iZ. i6«.

Russell. An Elementary Treatise on Pure Geometry. With
numerous Examples. By J. Wellesley Russell, M.A. Cr. 8vo, iot.6d.

Selby. Elementary Mechanics of Solids and Fluids. By
A. L. Selby, M.A. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Smith. The Collected Mathematical Papers of Henry John
Stephen Smith, M.A., F.R.S., late Savilian Professor of Geometry in the

University of Oxford. Edited by J. W. L. Glaisher, Sc.D., F.R.S.

2 vols. 4to, 3Z. 3s.

Smyth. A Cycle of Celestial Objects. Observed, Reduced,
and Discussed by Admiral W. H. Smyth, R.N. Revised, condensed, and
greatly enlarged by G. F. Chambers, F.R.A.S. 8vo, 12*.

Stewart. An Elementary Treatise on Heat, with numerous
Woodcuts and Diagrams. By Balfour Stewart, LL.D., F.R.S. Sixth

Edition, Revised with Additions, by R. E. Baynes, M.A. Crown 8vo,

8*. 6d.

Story-Maskelyne. Crystallography. A Treatise on the
Morphology of Crystals. By N. Story-Maskelyne, M.A., F.R.S.,

Professor of Mineralogy, Oxford. Crown 8vo, 12s. 6d.

London t Henry Frowdk, Amen Corner, E.C.
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Swinhoe. Catalogue of Eastern and Australian Lepidoptera
Heterocera in the Collection of the Oxford University Museum. By
Colonel C. Swinhoe, F.L.S., F.Z.S., &c. Part I. Sphingesand Bombyces.
8vo, with eight Plates, 21s.

Thompson. A Glossary of Greek Birds. By D'Arcy W.
Thompson. 8vo. Buckram, 10s. net.

Thomson. Notes on Recent Researches in Electricity and
Magnetism, intended as a sequel to Professor Clerk Maxwell's
'Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism.' By J. J. Thomson, M.A.,
F.R.S. 8vo, 188. 6d.

Van 't Hoff. Chemistry in Space. Translated and Edited
by J. E. Marsh, B.A. Crown 8vo, 4.?. 6d.

Vernon-Harcourt. Rivers and Canals. The Flow, Control
and Improvement of Rivers, and the Design, Construction, and Develop-

ment of Canals. By L. F. Vernon-HarcoURT, M.A. New Edition.

2 vols. 8vo. ll. lie. 6d.

« Harbours and Docks; their Physical Features, History,
Construction, Equipment, and Maintenance. 2 vols. 8vo, 25*.

Walker. The Theory of a Physical Balance. By James
Walker, M.A. 8vo, stiff cover, 38. 6d.

Watson. A Treatise on the Kinetic Theory of Gases. By
H. W. Watson, D.Sc, F.R.S. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.

Watson and Burbury. A Treatise on the Application of
Generalized Co-ordinates to the Kinetics of a Material System. By
H. W. Watson, D.Sc, and S. H. Burbury, M.A. 8vo, 6s.

The Mathematical Theory of Electricity and Mag-
netism. Vol. I. Electrostatics. 8vo, 10*. 6d.

Vol. II. Magnetism and Electrodynamics. 8vo, io«. 6d.

Westwood. Thesaurus Entomologicus Hopeianus. By J. O.
Westwood, M.A., F.R.S. With 40 Plates. Small folio, fl. 10s.

Williamson. Chemistry for Students. With Solutions. By
A. W. Williamson, Phil. Doc, F.R.S. Extra fcap. 8vo, 8*. 6d.

Woollcombe. Practical Work in General Physics. By W. G.
Woollcombe, M.A., B.Sc. Crown 8vo, 3s.

Practical Work in Heat. By the same Author. Crown
8vo, 38.

Practical Work in Light and Sound. By the same
Author. Crown 8vo, 3s.

Practical Work in Electricity and Magnetism. By the
same Author. [In preparation.']

Oxford: Clarendon Press.
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VII. ART AND ARCHAEOLOGY.
Butler. Ancient Coptic Churches of Egypt. By A. J.

Butler, M.A.,F.S.A. 2 vols. 8vo, 30*.

Farnell. The Cults of the Greek States. By L. R. Farnell,
M.A. 8vo. Vols. I and II, with 61 Plates and over loo Illustrations,

cloth, il. 1 2s. net. [Vol. Ill, completing the work, in preparation."]

Fortnum. Maiolica ; A Historical Treatise on the Glazed
and Enamelled Earthenwares of Italy, &c, with Plates, Marks, &c.

By C. Prury E. Fortnum, D.C.L. Small quarto, 2I. 28. net.

A Descriptive Catalogue of the Maiolica and Kindred
Wares in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. With Introductory Notice
and Illustrations. By C. DRury E. Fortnum, D.C.L. Small quarto,

1 os. 6d. net.

Gardner. Catalogue of the Greek Vases in the Ashmolean
Museum. By Percy Gardner, M.A.> Litt.D. Small folio, linen, with
26 Plates. Price 3Z. 3«. net.

Three hundred andfifty copies only printed, all of which are numbered.

Head. Historia Numorum. A Manual of Greek Numis-
matics. By Barclay V. Head, D.C.L. Royal 8vo, half-morocco, 42*.

Jackson. Dalmatia, the Quarnero and Istria ; with Cettigne
in Montenegro and the Island of Grado. By T. G. Jackson, M.A.,
R.A. 3 vols. 8vo. With many Illustrations.* Half-bound, 42*.

Wadham College, Oxford ; Its Foundation, Architecture
and History. With an Account of the Family of Wadham, and their

seats in Somerset and Devon. By T. G. Jackson, M.A., R.A. 4to,

half-persian, 2I. 2s. net.

MUSIC. Parmer. Hymns and Chorales for Schools and
Colleges. Edited by John Farmer, Organist of Balliol College. 5s.

$§p° The Hymns without the Tunes, 2s.

Hullah. Cultivation of the Speaking Voice. By
John Hullah. Second Edition. Extra fcap. 8vo, 2*. 6d.

Ouseley. Treatise on Harmony. By Sir F. A. Gore
Ouseley, Bart. Third Edition. 4to, 10*.

Treatise on Counterpoint, Canon, and Fugue, based
upon that of Cherubini. Second Edition. 4to, 16*.

Treatise on Musical Form and General Com-
position. Second Edition. 4to, 10*.

London: Henry Eeowde, Amen Corner, E.G.
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MUSIC (continued).

Troutbeck and Dale. Music Primer. By J. Troutbeck,
D.D., and F.Dale, M.A. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, I*. 6d.

Rafiaelle, Drawings by, in the University Galleries, Oxford.
Drawn on Stone by Joseph Fisher. In an ornamental box, 21s.

Robinson. A Critical Account of the Drawings by Michel
Angelo and RafFaelle in the University Galleries, Oxford. By Sir

J. C. Robinson, F.S.A. Crown 8vo, 4*.

Thomson. A Handbook of Anatomy for Art Students. With
many Illustrations. By Prof. Arthur Thomson, M.A. 8vo, buckram,

16s. net.

Tyrwhitt. Handbook of Pictorial Art. With Illustrations,

and a chapter on Perspective by A. Macdonald. By R. St. J. Tyrwhitt,
M.A. Second Edition. 8vo, half-morocco, 18*.

Upcott. Introduction to Greek Sculpture. By L.E. Upcott,
M.A. Crown 8vo, 4*. 6d.

Vaux. Catalogue ofthe Casteliani Collection in the tyityy^lifty
Galleries, Oxford. By W. S. W. Vaux, M.A Crown 8vo, 1*.

VIII. PALAEOGRAPHY.
Allen. Notes on Abbreviations in Greek Manuscripts. By

T. W. Allen, M.A. Royal 8vo, 5s.

Fragmenta Herculanensia. A descriptive Catalogue of the
Oxford copies of the Herculanean Rtgjjs, together with the texts of several

papyri. Edited by Walter Scott, M.A. Royal 8vo, 21*.

Thirty-six Engravings of Texts and Alphabets from the
Herculanean Fragments, taken from the original Copper-plates executed
under the direction of the Rev. John Hayter, M.A., and now fto the
Bodleian Library. With an Introductory Note by Bodley's Libbarian.
Folio, small paper, 10s. 6d. ; large paper, 21s.

Q-ardthausen. Catalogus Codicum Graecorum Sinaiticorum.
Scripsit V. Gardthausen Lipsiensi«, With Facsimiles. 8vo, linen, 25*.

Herculanensium Voluminum Partes II. 1834. 8vo, 10*.
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